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Abstract 

It is widely accepted that copyright collective administration is the indispensable 
exercise of copyright and related rights by organisations acting in the interest and on 
behalf of rights holders. Reproduction Rights Organisations (RROs) as one kind of 
collecting society help rights holders to enforce their reprographic rights mainly as 
regards photocopying since the 1970s. 

With its entrance into the World Trade Organisation (WTO), China became a member 
of the international copyright community per se in 2001. Although the history of 
copyright in China is not long, there have been notable efforts from the Chinese 
Government and rights holders to complete copyright protection system in China. On 
March 1, 2005, the Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration came into 
effect, which provides the impetus for the development of copyright collective 
administration and collecting societies in China. This research focused on RROs, the 
publishing industry and protection of reprographic rights in China. 

The research included interviews that were conducted with UK publishers, an UK 
publishers' organisation, a Chinese Government department, a Chinese publisher, the 
Chinese authors' association, the Hong Kong RRO and the International Federation of 
Reproduction Rights Organisations (IFRRO); and a quantitative questionnaire sent to 
155 Chinese libraries. 

This thesis discusses the possibility of establishing an RRO in China now or in the 
future, and the obstacles to prevent its development, and also tests the feasibility of the 
proposed model of an RRO system in China developed from the author's previous 
research. 

Findings show that the potential market for photocopying Chinese materials is not 
mature, mainly because of the low book prices and different teaching style in China 
compared with Western countries. There are also other obstacles from different aspects 
such as legal, cultural, educational, economic and political factors preventing the 
establishment of an RRO in China now. Thus, it is not the right time to establish an 
RRO in China currently. Findings also indicate that besides the possibility of 
establishing an RRO in the future, there is another more realistic and practical way to 
protect rights holders' reprographic rights from both traditional photocopying and 
digital reproductio'll technologies in China. Finally, the proposed model is re-developed 
based on the results of the research to be suitable for the Chinese publishing industry 
and relevant regulations. Based on the results and conclusions of the research, 
recommendations are made and ideas for further research are identified. 

Key words: Copyright, copyright collective administration, reprographic rights, RRO, 
licensing agency, the establishment of an RRO, Chinese publishing industry, proposed 
model of an RRO system 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The first statute of copyright was the Statute of Anne, enacted in England in 1709, and 

the concept then spread to the whole Europe!. In the USA, copyright laws were 

enacted first by 12 of the 13 states during the period of 1783 to 1786, then a copyright 

clause was included in the Constitution (1789) and the first federal law was passed in 

17902
• Nowadays, although there is no "intemational copyright" per se, most countries 

have enacted copyright laws and developed their copyright protection systems, and 

have agreed to basic copyright protection terms by signing the international 

Conventions such as Beme Convention, the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) 

and so on. Under these laws in each country and the Conventions, the creators of 

original works obtain the rights to copy and exploit their own works, or license other 

people to do so, but can prevent anyone else from doing so without their consent3• 

Along with the establishment of the international copyright system and the 

development of new technologies such as photocopying, video, broadcasting and so on, 

rights holders found it was more and more difficult to enforce their newly identified 

rights individually with a large number of users all around the world. Meanwhile, it 

was impossible for users to identify hundreds of individual rights holders. Based on the 

needs of both sides, copyright collective administration and Collective Management 

Organisations (CMOs) were developed to bridge the gap between them and help rights 

holders to enforce their rights in the global scope. Since the first CMO was established 

in 1851, CMOs were gradually established in many different fields, such as 

performance rights, audiovisual rights, dramatic work rights, fine, applied and graphic 

arts, literary works, performers and phonogram producers' rights, reprographic rights 

and so on. Moreover, they successfully established global networks of collective 

management organisations in different fields. 



Reproduction Rights Organisations (RROs) started operating in the 1970s in response 

to the need to license wide-scale photocopying of printed works4
• They work jointly 

for the rights holders, licensing institutions such as schools, colleges, universities, 

government departments, public bodies and businesses to photocopy extracts from 

books, journals, magazines, and other periodicals. The first RRO to be established was 

BONUS in Sweden, which began licensing in 19735
• Today, the International 

Federation of Reprographic Rights Organisations (lFRRO) has 44 RRO members, 49 

associate members and 10 international associate members all around world at the 

moment, and many more RROs are in the process of establishing and joining6• 

The People's Republic of China (PRC) began to develop its copyright protection 

system soon after it was founded in 1949. After the Cultural Revolution, in 1980 China 

became a signatory to the Convention establishing the World Intellectual Property 

Organisation (WIPO)'. On 7 September 1990, China passed its Copyright LawS and 

adopted the Amended Copyright Law in 20019
• In July 1992, China agreed to join the 

Beme Convention and the UCCIO. In 1999, the Chinese Government agreed to the 

TRIPS agreement as part of its accession to the WTOll
• Along with the Regulations on 

Copyright Collective AdministratIon (the Regulations) enacted in March, 200S, it was 

a milestone for completing copyright protection systern in China. At present, only one 

collecting society exists in China, the Music Copyright Society of China (MCSC), in 

1992. Three other collecting societies respectively dealing with literary works on the 

Internet, audiovisual products and performance rights are on the agenda to establish in 

the near future. 

Bearing in mind this background, this research explores the possibility of the 

establishment of an RRO in China now, examines the feasibility of a proposed model 

developed from previous research12 and analyses obstacles that might prevent the 

RRO's development in China. 
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1.2 Hypotheses 

This research is a continuation of the previous research, "A possible model of a 

licensing agency system for publishing industry in China". In the previous research, 

the model of an RRO system in China was developed directly based on a literature 

review and interviews with the UK RRO and related organisations. There was no 

discussion of the possibility to establish an RRO based on the current Chinese situation. 

So it could be concluded that hypotheses on which this study is based are: 

• The Chinese publishing industry and rights holders need an RRO to help them 

protect their rights currently. 

• It is the right time to establish an RRO now. 

1.3 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of the project was to test the feasibility of the proposed RRO system for 

publishing in China with vanous stakeholders with different points of view. The 

specific objectives were as follows: 

• Analyse the main obstructive factors preventing the development of a RRO system 

in China today, especially legislation, economic development, the publishing 

industry's status quo and so on. 

• Discuss the feasibility of the original model and find out what parts will work and 

what the impractical parts are. 

• Collect data from the Chinese side to identify the attitudes to the proposed RRO 

system from relevant parties. Estimate the development of the Chinese 

environment related to the RRO system to evaluate the likely future of an RRO 

system in China. 

• Carry out interviews with key UK publishers who sell in the Chinese market. 

• Carry out inteTVlews with IFRRO and the HK RRO to collect more information 

about the establishment and operation of an RRO respectively with a global scope 

and with sinular cultural background 
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• Develop a new model of a possible licensing agency system based on the current 

conditions and related regulations in China. 

• Revise the model with feedback from related orgamsations in China, such as the 

Foreign Language Press. 

However, when the interviews with UK experts were conducted, it became clear that 

the hypotheses should be questioned and be tested first. Hence, the aim of the research 

should also be adjusted to explore more basic questtons, such as whether it is the time 

to establish an RRO now or in the future, and why the Chinese publishing industry 

needs it or not at this stage. So another two main objectives were added: 

• Analyse the reasons why an RRO could be established or not currently in China 

and the possibility of establishing an RRO in the future. 

• Design and distribute questionnaires to potential users to find out the 

photocopying situation in China now, and the attitude of the establishment of an 

RRO from potential users' perspective. 

1.4 Methodology 

In order to meet these aims and objectives, a combination of literature review, 

interview and questionnaire were used. 

• Literature reVIew 

This supplied the research a comprehensive and detailed background, including 

general information on copyright, detailed information on copyright collective 

administration and collective societies, especially RROs, including their history, 

different models of operation, licensing and distribution, and future development. 

It was also necessary to investigate the development of publishing in China, such 

as current regulations, law, associated organisations, and so on. Moreover, the 

development of copyright collective administration and its relevant regulations in 

China were used for testing the feasibility of the model. 
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• Interviews 

Interviews with large publishers which have business in China, and one with aUK 

publisher's organisation collected infonnation about the licensing agency system 

in the UK from the rights holders' perspective, as well as the current conditions 

and problems of publishing in China from overseas publishers' perspective. There 

were also some suggestions from the publishers about the theoretical model. 

Interviews with UK experts who are very familiar with Chinese publishing and 

political environment in this research were key point to head the research in the 

right direction. 

Interviews with the Hong Kong RRO which has a similar culture with China, 

collected some infonnation about the licensing agency system under this specific 

society and culture. The interview with IFRRO supplied a global view of RROs' 

development with a lot of experience in helping countries to establish RROs. In 

China, interviews with the National Copyright Administration of China (NCAC) 

gained infonnation about the attitude of government to the RRO system and an 

overview of copyright collective administration in China. A Chinese publisher and 

the authors' association provided background infonnation about the Chinese 

publishing industry, and their attitude to the establishment of an RRO in China as 

potential rights holders. 

• Questionnaire 

The main statistical data in this research came from a questionnaire survey with 

some Chinese libraries as potential users of an RRO in China. The results of the 

questionnaire survey showed the photocopying situation in China, including 

scanning services, the attitude towards the establishment of an RRO in China from 

the potential users' perspective, and obstacles preventing its development. 

5 



The following chart shows the structure of the thesis, the order and contents of the 

chapters, and how each chapter is related to the thesis as a whole. 

Chapter 1 

introduction 

Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 
Literature reVIew: Literature reVIew: Previous research 

Collective management of .. Publishing and copynght law in ~ 
Copynghtand FUROs China 

I I 

ChapterS 

Methods 
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, 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a brief overview of copyright, provides definitions and descriptions 

of copyright collective administration and its related organisations, discusses the 

operation of, the system of and the effect ofRROs as one kind of collecting societies in 

different countries, and takes a look at the changes electronic publishing and new 

technologies have brought to the RRO system. 

2.2 Background 

2.2.1 CopYright 

Although the scholars of Ancient Greece and the Roman Empire were the first to be 

concerned about being recognised as the authors of their works, it was not until the 

invention of printmg in the late fifteenth century that a form of copyright protection 

was devised 1. An organised system of legal protection for writings in Europe started as 

a licensing system when commercial copying first became possible at that time2• In the 

Europe from 1500 to 1793, the governments of France, England, and the German 

states accomplished the dual objectives of censorship and economic regulation through 

the implementation of systems of privileges and patents3
• Although the system of 

patents and privileges ultimately largely ceased, the arguments of the publishers 

prevailed and it led to a copyright system. The first statue of copyright was the Statute 

of Anne, enacted in England in 1709, followed by in Demnark and Norway with the 

Ordinance of January 7, 1741, then Spain in 1762, and in France by means of five 

Decrees issued in August 1777 and another one in the following year4
• In the USA, 

copyright laws were enacted first by 12 of the 13 states during the period 1783 to 1786, 

then a copyright clause was included in the Constitution (1789) and the first federal 

law was passed in 17905
• 

From the Western view, two basic philosophies of copyright underlie the domestic 

legislation. Firstly, the Anglo-Saxon or common law concept of copyright treats it as 

property right which allows the prime owner (normally the author) to freely negotiate 
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with would-be users of the work as he or she chooses6. This system rests on a premise 

that the granting of exclusive rights stimulates investment in the creation, production, 

and distribution of creative works, thus benefiting society. This may be referred to as 

the "public interest" theory 7• In contrast, the other theory in the legislation of 

continental Europe, ''natural justice", is heavily weighted towards the rights of the 

authors as creator in the fruit of his or her creative effort and includes the key concept 

of the moral rights of the authors8
• Based on these two theories, the two legal traditions 

can be distinguished as the copyright (e.g., English/Statute of Anne) and the droit d' 

auteur (e.g. French)9. 

Today, copyright is the legal right of copyright owners to control the copying and other 

exploitation of their works \0. In general, as soon as he or she is the owner of that work 

and is free to decide on its usell
• There is no formality to be complied with12

• 

Copyright gives the owner different, but matching rights: 

• An exclUSive, positive right to authonse the copying or exploitatJon of the 
work or license other people (such as publishers) to do It for them and; 
• A negatJve nght to prevent anyone else from doing so without their consent, 
coupled With powerful legal remedies for copynght mfrmgement If they dO.13 

All over the world, the emphasis is very much on the second, negative right - copyright 

is primarily a right to prevent other people from doing thingsl4. However, the exercise 

of rights means that besides prohibiting someone else from using the work, rights 

holders can give permission to someone else to use the work or caniS. These exclusive 

rights are limited by the duration of protection of copyright and by certain limitations 

and exceptionsl6. 

Copyright therefore comprises two main sets of rights: economic rights and moral 

rights17. The creators of original works and their heirs have certain important economic 

rights. There are three core rights for authors IS: 

• ReproductJon right: the exclusive right to authonse or prolubit direct or 
indrrect, temporary or permanent reproducnon by any means and in any form 
in whole or in part. 
• RIght of comminunicatJon/makmg avaJlable to the public: the exclUSive 
nght to authorise or prolubit any communication to the public of therr works, 
by wire or Wireless means, mc1udmg the making avaJlable to the public of therr 
works m such a way that members of the public may aceess them from a place 
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and at a time indiVidually chosen by them. 
• Dls1nbunon: the exclusIve nght to authorise or prohibit any form of 
distribution to the public by sale or otherwise 

Mere ideas do not quality for copyright protectionl9. Copyright is concerned with 

orginal works and any forms in which they may be published or released or performed 

for others20. Copyright in the UK subsists in the following'l: 

• Original literary, dramanc, musical or artlstic works 
• Sound recordings, films and broadcasts 
• The typograplnca\ arrangement of a "pubhshed edItion" 

Creators of original works also often have moral rights in their works. The aim of 

moral rights is to strike a balance between the interests of the commercial exploitation 

of a protected work and the interests of creator of the protected work22. The moral right 

include the author's right to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification 

of his work that might be prejudicial to his honour or reputation23. 

At the international level, the economic and moral rights are conferred by the Bern 

Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, commonly know as the 

"Berne Convention" which is the one of the two most prominent international 

agreement in the field ofcopyright24. The Berne Convention was adopted in 1886 and 

is administered by WIP02S. In June 28,2004, there were totally 155 states signatories 

joining if6. The Berne Convention generally gives copyright owners a minimum term 

of protection of fifty years after the right owner's death and this general term of 

protection has been rephcated in the laws of most member States of the Berne 

Convention27. The UCC is another principal international Convention protecting 

copyright, adopted at Geneva in 195228. It was developed by the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) as an alternative to the 

Berne Convention for those states which disagreed with aspects of the Berne 

Convention, but still wish to participate in some form of multilateral copyright 

protection29. The UCC required lower standards of copyright protection than the Berne 

Covention30 and it established the use of the copyright symbol_©31. This was one of 

the most evident results of this Convention. 

2.2.2 Related Rights 

While copyright protects the rights of authors, another set of similar rights, known as 
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"related rights" or ''neighbouring rights", protects the rights of other owners of rights, 

namely, performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting organisations 32 

because of the advance of new technologies such as photography, phonograph, radio 

and television etc. The definition of related right from WIPO is that related rights are 

the rights that belong to the performers, the producers of phonograms and broadcasting 

organisations in relation to their performances, phonograms and broadcasts 

respectivelY3. The link of related rights with copyright is due to the fact that the three 

categories of related rights owners are auxiliaries in the intellectual creation process 

since they lend their assistance to authors in the communication of the latter's works to 

the public34. 

The main international agreement in the field of related rights is the International 

Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and 

Broadcasting Organisations, better known as the ''Rome Convention" which was 

adopted in 1961 and is jointly administered by UNESCO, the International Labour 

Organisation (lLO) and WIP03S. The Convention for the Protection of Producers and 

Phonograms in 1971 is known as the Phonogram Convention and the Convention 

Relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite in 

1975 is known as the Satellite Convention. 

2.2.3 Definition ofReprography and Its Legal Basis 

Originally the term reprography was developed to describe a form of copying using 

xerographic or electrophotographic reproduction, commonly know as photocopying; 

however, other types of direct copying often involving the same groups of users and 

rights owners that appear related to this type of reproduction, such as optical recording 

in the form of microfilm or microfiche and electronic copying in the form of computer 

databases36. Consequently, IFRRO (see Section 2.4) and many CMO (see Section 2.3) 

managing these types of rights have opted to use the term reproduction, which is a 

more expansive definition of the term reprography to label themselves. The problem 

with the term reproduction is that whereas the traditional reprographic label may have 

been too narrow, the term reproduction is too expansive, in that it is a general 

copyright right embracing all forms of reproduction37. In defining reprography, it is 

stressed that term embodies three distinct components or types of reproduction: (I) 

transgraphic copying - direct copying from one source to a paper copy ofthat material 
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by means of xerography or related methods; (2) transoptic copying - the transfer of a 

work to a film medium; and (3) electroncopying - the reproduction of a work in an 

electronic medium38
• 

Reprography was the first major technological development after the 1971 Paris 

revision of the Berne Convention which raised serous copyright problems and in 

respect of which it was found that copyright collective administration was the best 

possible solution39
• According to Article 9 of the Berne Convention, the author of a 

literary and/or artistic work has the exclusive right of authorising the reproduction of 

his work "in any manner or form", such as40
: 

• Printmg 
• Photocopymg 
• Scannmg 
• Digttal copytng (for instance on CDs and DVDs) 
• Electronic storage m databases 

As regards the possibility of imposing limitations on this exclusive right, Article 9(2) 

of the Berne Convention provides that "It shall be a matter for legislation in the 

countries of the Union to permit the reproduction of such works in certain special cases, 

provided that such reproduction does not conflict with the normal exploitation of the 

work and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author,,41. 

The report of the 1967 Stockholm Diplomatic Conference which adopted Article 9 

stresses that the two conditions indicated in Article 9(2) should be considered 

separately, step by step42: 

If reproductton would conflict With a nonnal exploitatIOn of the works 
concerned, reproductton IS not permitted at all (that is the case, e.g., m respect 
of photocopytng certam matenal, such as sheet musIc). Even If a relatively 
large number of photocopying are made - for internal purpose-m mdustrial 
undertakmgs, It may not conflict With the normal explOitation of the work but It 
may unreasonably prejudice the legttimate interests of authors. Such a 
preJudice, as the report makes clear, may be - and If It may be, it should be -
ehmmated or, at least, mttigated by means of an eqUitable remuneration". 

In the next section, a description is given of what is copyright collective administration 

and a CMO, and what kmd of role it plays in various national systems. Section 2.4 

explains how the copyright problems of reprography have been tackled at the national 

level and gives more details of RRO as a kind of copyright collective administration 
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operating in the field of reprographic and related reproduction rights. 

2.3 Collective Management of Copyright and Related Rights, and Collective 

Societies 

2.3.1 What Is Copyright Collective Administration and Why Is It Necessary? 

Copyright collective administration, also called collective management or collective 

administration of copyright and related rights, is the exercise of copyright and related 

rights by organisations acting in the interest and on behalf of the owners of rights44. 

These organisations or societies which are called CMO, Copyright Collecting Society 

(CCS) or Copyright Collective Administration Organisations (CCAO) are usually 

referred to in national copyright laws as licensing bodies to act as representatives of 

rights holders, on whose behalf they manage the various types of rights. In his seminal 

work on the topic, Ficsor, a former Assistant Director General of WIPO, defines 

collective management as follows45: 

In the framework of a collective admimstration system, owners of nghts 
authonse collective admmlstration organIsations to adnunister thelf nghts, that 
IS, to momtor the use of the works concerned, negotiate with prospecttve users, 
give them hcences agamst appropnate fees and, under appropriate condItions, 
collect such fees and dlstnbute them among the owners of rights. ThIs can be 
considered as the deftnltton of collecttve adnumstratton. 

In Contrast, Sinacore-Guinn stated46
: 

A collective admmistratton organlsatton is a legally cognisable enttty whose 
obJecttves are to represent the econotnlc and moral mterests of creative nghts 
owners and whose functton is to admmlster, using transactional techmques of a 
greater or lesser degree of collectiVlsatton, the econotnlc and moral nghts of a 
significant proportIon of a nation's creative rights owners in their works. 

It goes without saying that copyright as an exclusive right can be enjoyed, to the fullest 

extent, if it may be exercised individually by the owner of the right himself or herself, 

and he or she may more or less closely monitor whether his or her rights are duly 

respected47 . However, other cases show that individual management of rights is 

virtttally impossible with regard to certain types of use for practical reasons48. There 

are two main reasons leading this problem: first, when the international copyright 

system was being established, the individual exercise of certain rights - flfst of all the 

right of public performance of non-dramatic musical work - seemed very difficult to 
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protect in a global scope49
; second, the newer technologies such as photocopying, 

video, broadcasting and so on lead to areas in which individual exercise of right is 

impossible or at least, impractical. 50 In a number of cases, the point is that because 

these two developments, the works concerned are used by a great number of users. As 

a result, identifying the use of copyright works and collective payments for the use is 

beyond the capacity of most individual rights holders because they lack the expertise, 

and the ratio of administration costs to revenue may be extremely unfavourable on an 

item by item basis51. On the other hand, from users' perspective, identification and 

getting sustainable permissions are difficult, or impossible. According to WIPO, an 

average of 60,000 musical works are broadcast on television every year, so thousands 

of owners of rights would have to be approached for authorisation52
• 

On the whole, the very impracticability of managing these activities individually, both 

for the rights holders and for the user, creates a need for CMOs, whose role is to bridge 

the gap between them in these key areas among others, because they ensure that rights 

holders could enforce their rights and receive payment for the use of their works53
• At 

the same time, it is much easier for users to obtain the rights to use one or more works 

through a collective management system and they have access to a large repertoire of 

works, which eliminates the need to find individual rights holders54
• WIPO stated in 

their guide to the collective administration of authors' rights, that collective 

administration is the only means of ensuring that the legitimate interests of the author 

are respected when the latter is dealing with a multiplicity of users and also the most 

effective means of facilitating the public dissemination of works when the user draws 

upon a multiplicity of works 55. 

Besides their core functions, CMOs are also involved in other activities in three areas: 

social programmes like health insurance, pension and retirement programmes, legal 

and professional advice, etc.; cultural programmes such as grants to creators, 

scholarships, award programmes, etc.; finally, educational programmes like public 

relations and information activities, creation of anti-piracy centres, cultural education, 

workshops and training, and so on56
• 

WIPO believes that collective management and CMOs have an important roles7
: 
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Collective management does a valuable service to the world of musIc and other 
creattve arts. By managing their rights, the system is rewarding creators for 
theIr work, and the creators In turn are more InclIned to develop and apply their 
talents[ ... ]Such a situation encourages creators to contnbute to the 
development of the cultural sector, attracts foreign investment and generally 
enables the publIc to make the most of a broad array of works. Together, these 
factors have an undeniably favorable impact on nattonal economies; cultural 
industnes contnbute up to 6% of the gross national product of some major 
countnes, Income from the collective management of copyright and related 
nghts accounts for a substantial part of that percentage. 

2.3.2 History of CM Os 

The first authors' society that was more than a mere professional association of authors 

and which fought for the recognition of authors' rights in their works was established 

in France in 1777 by the French playwright Beaumarchais, and was called the General 

Statutes of Drama 58. It was later transfonned into the Societe des auteurs et 

Composlteurs dramatlques (SACD), the first society dealing with the collective 

management of authors' rlghts59
• In 1838, Honore de Balzac, Alexandre Dumas, 

Victor Hugo and other French writers established the Societe des gens de letters 

(SGDL) that was charged with collecting royalties from print publishers6o
• 

The events leading to fully developed collective management started only in 1847 

when two composers, Paul Henrion and Victor Parizot, and a writer, Ernest Bourget, 

supported by their publisher brought a lawsuit against "Ambassadeurs", a cafe- concert 

in paris61
• They argued that the cafe benefited by playing their scores every day, 

without payment and without acknowledgement62
• The authors won and the owner of 

the cafe was obliged to pay substantial fees63
• Until that time, rights holders realised 

that they would not be able to control and enforce their "newly" identified rights 

individuaUI'. That realisation led to the foundation of a collecting agency, Centrale 

pour la perception droits Auteurs et Composlteurs de Musique in 185065
, which was 

soon replaced by the still functioning Societe des autaurs, compositeurs et editeurs de 

musique (SACEM) in 185166
• The idea behind SACEM was to create a mechanism 

through whIch a large number of composers, authors, and publishers could pool their 

resources and share the expenses of an organisation that would police and protect their 

rights, license those rights to the many possible users, and then collect and account for 

all of those uses67
• It served as a model for other societies such as the UK Perfonning 

Rights Society (PRS), the Gennan Gesellschaftfor MUSlkalisch Auffuhrungs (GEMA) 

and Australian Perfonning Right Association (APRA)68. 
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At the end of the nineteenth century and during the first decades of the last century, 

similar authors' organisations (so-called perfonning rights societies) were fonned in 

nearly all European countries and in some other continents as we1l69
• Cooperation 

developed rapidly among these organisations and they felt a need for an international 

body to coordmate their activities and contribution to a more efficient protection of 

authors' rights through the world. It was in June 1926 that the delegates from 18 

societies set up the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers 

(CISAC) 70 and there are currently 201 perfonning right organisations in 108 

countries 71. Musical perfonning rights societies are so successful and pervasive as a 

type of CMO throughout the world that, in most discussions of collective management, 

the organisation being discussed is either overtly or tacitly modelled upon a musical 

perfonning rights society, and the type of licensing being addressed is the type of 

collectivised licensing used by them 72. 

Along with the success of CM Os operating in the field of music, CMOs have grown in 

other fields and spread through out the world because advances in technology, such as 

radio and television broadcasting, and reprographics (photocopying, xerography, etc.), 

have created an ever-expanding market for creative works73
• In some cases, the nature 

of the rights to be recognised demands collective management if it is to be of any 

value74
• This is especially true for rights holders in developing countries who are not as 

affiuent as their counterparts in the more developed countries7S
• Accordingly, CMOs 

were gradually established in many other different fields such as audiovisual rights, 

dramatic work rights, flOe, applied and graphic arts, literary works, perfonners and 

phonogram producers' rights, reprographic rights and so on. 

At international level, there is now a well-established global network of collective 

management organisations, and they are strongly represented by non-governmental 

organisations such as CISAC for musical perfonnance rights mentioned before, the 

IFRRO for reproduction rights of texts, illustrates and music sheet(see Section 2.4i6
, 

International Bureau of Societies Administering the Recording and Mechanical 

Reproduction Rights (BIEM) and International Federation of Producers of the 

Phonographic Industry (IFP!), Association of Audio-visual Writers and Directors 

(AIDAA), Audiovisual Works Collective International Administration Association 

(AGlCOA) and other bodies77 in different fields. Meanwhile at the European level, the 
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Association of European Perfonners Organisations (AEPO) and so on are active 78. 

2.3.3 How Do CMOs Work? 

2.3.3.1 Tasks, Membership, Rights Management and Licensing 

There are five activities involved in the management of creative rights: representing 

the creative rights holders; licensing those creative rights; monitoring the uses of 

licensed works to the rights holders; collecting for licensed uses and accounting for 

that income to the rights owner; and enforcing the rights of owners with respect to 

unlicensed uses of their works79
• 

In the major industrial nations, most CMOs are private entities owned and controlled 

by their affiliated rights owners having regard to general law such as company and 

competition lawso. Nonnally, they are non-profit making private bodiessl and typically 

spend 10% to 30% of the royalties collected to cover their administrative costsS2
, while 

it is unusual but possible that the CMO operates for profit in some countriesS3. In 

contrast, public CMOs can be found in the majority in planned-economy countries, and 

socialist countries and are common in developing countries (particularly in Africa)s4. 

They are commonly described as "public, non-profit making bodies of professional 

character, having legal personality and fmancial autonomy", which are also referred to 

as "state societies"ss. The description of membership of collective management is 

given by the WIPO as follow: 

Membership of collective management organisations IS open to all owners of 
copyright and related nghts, whether authors, composers, publishers, wnters, 
photographers, musiCians, or performers. Broadcasting organisations are not 
included m the list, as they are considered users, even though they have certam 
rights in therr broadcasts. On joinmg the collective management organisation, 
members provide some personal particulars and declare the works that they 
have created. The information proVIded forms part of the documentation of the 
collective management organlsatiotl that allows the link between the use of 
works and payment for the use of works to be made to the correct owner of the 
nghts. The works declared by the organisation's members constitute what is 
known as the "national" or "local" repertoire (as opposed to the international 
repertOire which is made up of the foreign works managed by collective 
management organisations m the world)'·. 

CMOs most commonly take care of the following nghtsS7: 

• The nght of public performance (music played or performed in 
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discotheques, restaurants, and other pubbc places); 
• The right of broadcasting (bve and recorded performances on radio and 
teleVISIon); 
• The mechanical reproducnon nghts m musical works (the reproduction 
of works in CDs, tapes, vmyl records, cassettes, mini-dISCS, or other fonns of 
recordmgs); 
• The perfonmng nghts in dramatic works (theatre plays); 
• The nght of reprograpluc reproducnon of literary and musical works 
(photocopymg); 
• Related nghts (the rights of performers and producers of phonograms to 
obtain remuneration for broadcastmg or the communlcanon to the public of 
phonograms). 

A more complete list of the rights administered collectively around the world is 

contained in the Table 2.1 88 (when the name of a country is in bold, collective 

management is mandatory for the right concerned). 

RIGHT ADMINISTERED EXAMPLES OF COUNTRIES 

Droit de .uite Denmark. France. Germany. Srmin 
Private Copying Denmarlc. Germany, Italy, Netherland ... 

Snain 
ReprograpJty 32 countries world" ideo Mandatory in 

Franc~. Germany, Netherlands (libraries 
and education). 

Rental rieht Denmark. Spain 
Cable rctmnsmls>ton Denmark, Germany, Italy, Nctl.crlands, 

Sp.in. U.K. 
~ccondary tI.e of radio or television Denmark 
broadcnst. 
Mmic pcrformine riehts (allthoM) Almost 100 countries world-" id. 
Mu.ic mechanical riehts More than 10 countries \\orld-"idc 
Copies of televi.ion programs for the Denmark 
benefit of handic.~ I'CfSOIlS 

I'ublic lendIng right Gorm.ny, Nelherlands, Spam (nol lully 
ao~licabJc \'CI) 

I'ubltc pcrlonnnnce ofpcrfonners' Netherlands, ~pain 
performances 
IlubUc communication ofaudiO\'lsual Spain 
work~ 
Public pcrlonnancc ofphonogmms Spain 
(producers) 
1 ran,tonnation (adaptation) right Srmin 
Grand rights (theatrical) France 
Vi,u.1 Anist,' Reproduetion Ri~ht I'rance. Germanv. UK, USA 
l'hololl,"phers' Reproduction Righl Nordic countries. UK. USA 
Use of Vldl'0C3'"Ct!CS in oublic Dlace, USA 

Table 2.1 A List of the Rights Administered Collectively around the World 

To meet the objective of collectIve management of the rights, two types of licences are 

generally negotiated: blanket licences and specific licences (or called individual 

licences)89. Blanket licences authorise copyright users to use, for a specific period of 
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time, all works for which the licensing body is responsible90
• The most popular form of 

blanket license is that the CMO will enter into a written agreement with an individual 

user under the terms of which that user will agree to pay a certain royalty in exchange 

for the right to use any of the works contained in that CMO's repertoire for a generally 

unlimited number of times within a prescribed period of time91
• Such a licence might, 

for example, provide a broadcaster with a single annual authorisation encompassing 

many thousands of songs owned by thousands of composers, lyricists and publishers. It 

can reduce the cost to consumers, with users paying a single fee for access to the 

whole of a society's repertoire, thereby eliminating high transaction costs that would be 

incurred through clearing rights with every individual rights holder92. Moreover, the 

blanket licence also encourages the efficient use of the existing repertoire, where the 

marginal cost of such use is zer093. There is another type of blanket licence called 

statutory blanket licences which the copyright laws of a number of countries have 

created certain rights of remuneration such as public lending rights, private copying 

rights and so on have delegated the right to collect the remuneration set by those laws 

to a CMO with a duty to account to its members for the uses being compensated by 

those laws94. 

There are three types of specific licences that are most commonly used by CMOs as 

follows, customised, minimum basic agreement, and master agreements9S: 

A custoll1lsed licence IS one that is specifically negotiated, drafted, and 
executed for the purpose of hcensmg a specific work of a specific 
creator/owner to a speCIfic user; ll1lmmum baSIC agreement licence is one 
where CMOs enters mto a mimmum basic agreement which grants the 
mmimum condItions or terms to users WIth industry associations such as 
theatres and theatre producers; m a master agreement, a CMO and a users' 
associatIOn WIll negotiate the terms by winch the CMO WIll license anyone of 
its works to a user belongmg to that assocIation for the uses contemplated by 
that agreement. 

Collective licensing applies to a single territory but reciprocal agreements between 

societIes mean that it allows rights holders to gain remuneration for uses across the 

globe96
• According to the national treatInent principle enshrined in both the Berne 

Convention and the Rome Convention, foreign rights holders are treated in the same 

way as nationals in most respects97. This principle is upheld by collective management 

organisations which, under reciprocal representation agreements, administer foreign 
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repertoires on their national territory, exchange infonnation and pay royalties to 

foreign rights holders98
• 

2.3.3.2 Different Patterns a/Collective Societies 

There are various kinds of CMOs or groups of such organisations, depending on the 

category of works involved that will collectively manage different kinds of rights: 

"Traditional" collective management orgamsatlons use a fully fledged 
collective management system. The nghts holders authorise the collective 
management organisations to momtor the use of their works, to negotiate WIth 
prospective users, to grant them licences under certain conditions and a tariff 
system, to collect the remuneration, and to dlstnbute it among the owners of 
rights". The mdIvidual owner of nghts does not become dIrectly involved in 
any of these steps'oo. 

Rights clearance centres grant hcences to users that reflect the conditions for 
the use of works and the remuneration terms set by each indiVIdual holder of 
rights who is a member of the centrelO

'. Here the centre acts as an agent for the 
owner of the rights who remains directly mvolved in setting the tenns of use 
and tanffforhis works'02. 

"One-stop-shops" are a sort of coahtton of separate collective management 
organisations which offer users a centrahsed source'·3 when this IS needed for 
pursumg of common mterests or for the joint exercise or enforcement of 
certain rights'04. There is a groWIng tendency to set up such organisations on 
account of growing populanty of "multimedia" prodUCtions, which require a 
WIde vanety of authorsatlons IOS. 

According to the degree of control retained by the individual creative rights owner 

while exercised by the CMO (levels of collectivisation), those types or categories of 

CMOs can be defined as follows: 

"Agency Collective Organisation (ACO)" is one m which the creator/owner 
retams the maximum level of control over his or her work that is possible 
within a collective framework. It such a case, the ACO's representatIOnal 
function would be primanly that of condUIt between pOSSible users and 
creators'06. 

"Collective Licensing Organlsaiton (CLO)" is one m which the creator 
surrenders the control of the hcensing function of particular rights m him or her 
work to the collective. Whether hcensed according to a blanket license or 
pursuant to a system of tanffs or standardised general agreements, the work IS 
hcensed and administered not accordmg to ItS mdividual merits, but simple as 
part of the repertoire of the CLO'·7. 
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"CollectIve Right Organisation (CRO)" controls overall rights to its member 
creators works, not just partIcular rights. The forms of licensmg, monitormg 
use, collectIng and accountIng are generally in accord WIth the adnumstration 
actIvitIes of a CLOtO

'. 

"Collective DlstnbutIon OrganisatIon (CDO)" has turned over Its licensmg 
functions to the state through the ImposItIon of statutory licensmg. In these 
instances, the ouly functIon remaming to be performed IS the collectIon and 
distnbutIon of royaltIes to affected creatorst09

• 

"SOCIal CollectIve (SC)" is the most extreme form of collective management. 
In these orgamsatlOns the fundamentals of creatIve rights as pnvate rights are 
ignored. Money is collected pursuant to some form of statutory licence or as a 
"tax", and the proceeds are used for general cultural purposes or for collectIve 
benefit"o. 

CMOs are not created in a vacuum; they exist within the political, social, cultural and 

economic climate of their home country. That climate will have a vital impact upon the 

structure and organisation of a CMO and will even determine its very capacity to 

exist!!!. Sociological and political conditions which are preconditions for the formation 

for a CMO mainly include effective creative rights legislation, international rights 

recognition, effective enforcement and judicial support and educational tools112
• The 

factors affecting the operations of CMO are: the CMO's legal form; the education level 

of the populace; and the cultural acceptance or hostility toward creative rights. These 

factors will have a positive or negative impact upon a CMO's operations. other factors 

include the economy of the country (Le., whether it can fund the establishment and 

operations of a CMO); and the types of rights users found in that country (Le., whether 

they are public or very large corporate users)l\3. 

2 3.3.3 Legal Regulation of Copyright Collective AdmInistration and Monopoly 

Status 

It is generally agreed that modem copyright law CarInot be really understood in all its 

dimensions without specific laws or proviSIOns regulating copyright collective 

administration or CMOs. Between droit d'auteur countries, e.g. continental European 

countries, and common law countries, I.e. Anglo-Saxon countries, there are two 

patterns of legal regulations of copyright collective administration resulted from 

differences of attirudes to regulation or non-regulation of the activities of collecting 

societiesl14. They are deeply rooted in the difference of general copyright philosophy 

between a predominant pragmatic economic approach and a more human rights based 
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approach. Typically, common law countries have no systematic regulation of the 

activities of collecting societies. Some provisions or whole chapters in the UK' and 

USA Copyright Acts" are relevant to copyright licensing and collecting societies, but 

they are mainly based on the "control aspect" or even "antitrust rules" to guarantee that 

licensing bodies cannot abuse their positionllS
• On the other hand, it is complemented 

in the countries like Germany, Portugal, and France by other aspects of regulations 

which are dictated by the interests of rights holders116
• Consequently, special chapters 

of the copyright law or special laws of copyright collective administration contain 

provisions clearly favouring the activities of collecting societies as against the user 

side, and also regulated special authorisations and permanent supervision from 

government bodies, control of tariffs, relation to work users and obligation to contract, 

relations to rights holders and obligation to administer distribution rulesl17
• The laws 

often declare that the activities of CM Os also have cultural and social aspects118
• 

CMOs may be in a monopoly position for some users of copyright material ll9• Most 

CMOs operate as de/acto monopolies with their territory of primary administration120
• 

There are strong arguments in favour of allowing or even encouraging this situation 

which include the fact that market exclusivity facilitates and supports the functions and 

operations of collective management121
• Some regulations in some countries even 

positively prescnbe that generally or in certain fields only one collecting society will 

be allowed 122. At the same time, there is substantial social and political suspicion of 

any organisation holding a monopoly position and of the power that such a position 

accords that organisation, i.e., the "control aspect" and antitrust rules123. 

Consequently, besides copyright law and other specific regulations, there is some 

supervision of CMOs from governments in a number of ways. Governments can 

monitor CMOs by regulating internal operations like records and accounting rules, 

creating and maintaining records, and auditing and verification124
• For example, in 

Gennany, the establishment of a CMO requires to be jointly authorised by the Gennan 

Patent Office and the Kartellamt, and the Patent Office plays a role of arbitrator when a 

CMO and its users are in conflict, and also can require the CMOs to replace their 

, See, chapter VII on copynght hcensing and hcensing bodIes and chapter VIII on the copynght tnbunal 
m Copynght, Designs and Patents Act 1988 
" Apart from veryhmited recognItion of the role ofCMOs, there is no systematic regulatIOn of 
collecting socIeties at all m USA Copyright Law 
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manager or even forbid them to carry out their activity12S. The French system consists 

mainly in heavy control of establishment and a moderate control of activity of an 

RR0126. In Japan, the Agency for Cultural Affairs maintains an oversight authority 

over all CMOs under the Law on Intermediary Business concerning Copyright127• By 

contrast, in the UK the state only intervenes regarding the prices set by CMOs. 

Proceedings are undertaken only at the request of users when they complain to the 

Copyright Tribunal. The USA system of regulation of CMOs imposes a significant 

degree of control over its CMOs128. 

2.3.3.4 Arguments and Future 

Collective Administration is not perfect, nor is it a panacea, as noted by Berdt 

Hugenholtz's 2000 paper Rights allocation in a dIgital environment l29
: 

The nghts holders had to pay a price for the spectacular successes of the 
socletles. Efficiency demanded that the authors unconditionally surrender their 
pecumary nghts, thereby enabling the societies to offer blanket licenses to their 
chents. Thus, the exclusive nght degenerated mto a nght to remuneratlon. For 
the same reasons, the socletles discouraged the mdtVldual exercise of moral 
nghts. For ever stnVlng for higher gross mcome, and mcreasmgly in 
competitlon With foreign socletles, the nghts orgamsatlons gradually began to 
resemble their traditional foes, the producers. 

Meanwhile, the monopoly mentioned above could lead to abuse of a dominant 

position 130. CMOs often benefit from a double monopolistic position vis-a-vis 

intennediary users as well as their members which can harm the interests of both of 

them 131. This explains why legal supervision plays a key role. Another frequently made 

criticism of copyright collective administration is on the subject of pricing. Since a 

licence is usually agreed in exchange for a lump sum payment, rights holders can be 

denied the right to individually set the price for the use of their rights while users may 

feel concerned about their ability to control the pricing in a commercial negotiation132
• 

Collective administration could also results in argument on distribution between 

different groups of rights holders and imprecise distribution of royalties, usually 

because insufficient mfonnation exists to precisely identify whose rights have been 

exploited and to what extent133• 

Because of the development of new digital technology, there is an opportImity for 
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CMOs, in that rights holders have increasing difficulties in controIIing the uses made 

of their works in the digital environment, especially on the Internet, and content users 

have difficulties whenever they have to identify and authenticate the real copyright 

owners134
, On the one hand, it might be a problem for CMOs that rights holders have 

new opportunities to manage their copynght themselves13S
, 

In 1996, two treaties were concluded under the auspices of WIPO to respond to the 

challenges of protecting and managing copyright and related rights in the digital age, 

known as ''the Internet Treaties" - the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO 

Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WCT and WPPT respectively)136, The WIPO 

Diplomatic Conference led to the adoption of WCT and WPPT by representatives of 

157 nations 137, These two deal among other things with obligations concerning 

technological protection measures and rights management information in the digital 

environment; they ensure that the rights holders are protected when their works are 

disseminated on the Internet; they also contain provisions requiring national legislators 

to provide efficient protection for technological measures, by prohibiting the 

importation, manufacture and distribution of illicit circumvention tools or material and 

also outlawing acts detrimental to rights management information systems138, Both the 

WCT and the WPPT, agreed that the production right as set out in Article 9 of the 

Berne Convention, and the exceptions permitted thereunder, full apply in the digital 

environment, in particular to the use of works in digital form139, WIPO believes that to 

implement the WCT and WPPT, current efforts at building copying protection 

structures for digital technologies have demonstrated the need for three-pronged 

approach: the first prong involves the development of technical protection measures 

and the making available of such measures on reasonable terms; the second prong 

consists of laws that support protection technologies and prohibit the circumvention of 

such technologies; and the third prong involves cross-industry negotiations and 

licences of technical protection measures140, 

Under these circumstances, many CMOs have developed systems for licensing online 

delivery of information, the monitoring of uses and the collection and distribution of 

remuneration for various categories of works within the digital environment141, These 

digital information systems, which depend on the development and use of unique 

numbering systems and codes that are embedded in digital carriers such as CDs, and 
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films, allow works, the rights holders, the digital carriers themselves to be properly 

identified and provide other relevant infonnationl42. Since 1994, CISAC has supported 

a project called Common Infonnation System (CIS) to define and implement standards 

to effectively allow unifonn data exchange and access between affiliated CMOs and 

help them handle the high volumes of complex transactions with digital deliveryl43. In 

the UK, the possibility of establishing a single electronic infonnation copyright 

clearing house is being considered to co-ordinate functions presently perfonned by 

bodies such as the Copyright Licensing Agency (CLA) and the Perfonning Rights 

Societyl44. If introduced, infonnation product creators could obtain all necessary 

perrnissions and make any payment undertakings in a single automated transaction. A 

right clearing house sponsored by some Canadian CMOs and the Canadian 

Government is an web portal, which allows users who are interested in publicly 

perfonning live or recorded music, creating and distnbuting CDs containing songs of 

other artists or using music in the presentation of a video, to obtain the necessary 

perrnissions from the relevant CMOs who administer those rights in Canada 145. 

Voluntary licensing of digital uses by CMOs is already in place in the USA. ASCAP 

and BMI, the two USA perfonning rights collectives, have tariffs relating to the public 

perfonnance of music on the Intemetl46. Digital Rights Management system (DRM) is 

the teclmology adopted for the copyright collective administration in the field of music 

and literary work. It has been implemented by all of the new services that allow legal 

downloading ofmusicl47. These teclmologies or their combination might alter the way 

creative works will be distributed and might introduce new and efficient methods for 

managing copyright. By implementing DRM teclmologies, a publisher of digital 

content can determine the conditions of its use and make sure that the content is 

available to users only after payment has been securedl48. 

2.4RROs 

2.4.1 What Are RROs and IFRRO? 

RROs started operating in the 1970s in response to the need to license wide-scale 

photocopying of printed worksl49. Accordmg to a study in England, between 1987 and 

1988, a total of 1.7 billion pages were copied in trade and industry alone, and the 

volume has surely increased since then 150. Moreover, the report estimated that at least 

300 billion pages were reprographically reproduced world wide each year from books, 
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newspapers, journals, sheet music, etc., mostly in violation of the reproduction rights 

as laid down in copyright laws as wel1 as international Conventions 151. It also 

estimated that, assuming rights holders throughout the world were entitled to five US 

cents per page copied, there would be USD 15 billion lost to rights holders throughout 

photocopying each year 152. There are indications that in the advanced national 

economies of Western Europe approximately 200 copy pages per head of popUlation 

would be a reasonable estimate of annual use of copyright works and in the UK, as 

CLA recorded, the state schools system used over 400 million copy pages of copyright 

works per year in 1993\S3. It is obvious that there need to be RROs working on the 

monitoring of photocopying and col1ection of royalties for nghts holders in the whole 

society whenever it is impractical for rights holders to act individual1y. 

Accordingly, RROs' licences typical1y grant authorisations to copy a portion of a 

pUblication, in limited numbers of copies, for the interual use of institutional usersl54
• 

They operate under national legislation and/or contract to license the reproduction of 

copyright material and pass on the licence fees, minus costs, to rights holdersl55
• 

Besides literary works, works of visual art and photography as wel1 as musical works 

can be copied. Rights holders can be listed as fol1owsl56
: 

• Non-fiction authors including authors ofteachmg material 
• FictIon and drama wnters 
• Journahsts, editors, cntics 
• Translators 
• VIsual artists (painters, sculptors, grapluc deSIgners, illustrators) 
• Photographers 
• Composers and lyricists 
• Publishers of books, newspapers, magazInes, periodIcals and sheet music 

General1y speaking, RROs are non-profit making organisations, but they are businesses 

nonetheless and the successful ones are run in a very business-like manner1S7. In order 

to get off the ground, an RRO needs start-up capital just like any other business. Every 

existing RRO has borrowed seed-corn money and/or necessary manpower from the 

people who will eventual1y benefit most from its creation, i.e., the authors and 

publishersl58
• If an RRO is established properly, the loans required are relatively smal1 

and short-tenn, while the benefits are considerable and long-lasting1S9. Once an RRO 

begins to issue licences and starts col1ecting fees, it is wel1 on the way to becoming 

self-financing. 
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The first RRO to be established was BONUS in Sweden, which began licensing in 

1973160
• In April 1982, the Copyright Licensing Agency was established in the UK and 

its incorporation in January 1983 as a non-profit making company limited by 

guaranteel61
• The Agency which is primarily concerned with licensing ''heavy user" 

groups issued its first licence in May 1984162
• In Asia, Japan established the Japan 

Reprographic Right Centre (JRRC) in 1991; the Hong Kong Reprographic Rights 

Licensing Society (HKRRLS) and the Copyright Licensing and Administration Society 

of Singapore (CLASS) were established respectively in 1995 and 2000163
• 

IFRRO, the International Federation of Reprographic Right Organisations, began life 

in 1980 as a joint working group of the International Publishers Association (IPA) and 

the International Group of Scientific Technical and Medical Publishers (STM)I64. Its 

purpose is to facilitate, on an international basis, the coIIective management of 

reproduction and other rights relevant to copyrighted works through the cooperation of 

national RROs.1t was at the May 1984 meeting in Oslo that the working group became 

an infonnal consortium known as the International Forum for Reproduction Rights 

Organisationsl65
• It was also at this meeting that the term "RRO" was adopted to 

designate coIIecting societies whose central concern is reprographic reproduction 

rights l66
• In April 1988 in Copenhagen, IFRRO became a fonnal federation eligible to 

speak on behalf of its constituents before various international bodies such as WIPO, 

UNESCO, the European Community and the Council of Europel67
• In Barcelona in 

1996, the IPA, at its centenary meeting passed a resolution calling for the setting up an 

independent RRO in every country of the world and urging governments to support 

that initiativel68
• Today, IFRRO has 44 RRO members, 49 associate members and 10 

international associate members all around the world at the moment, and many more 

RROs are in the process of establishing and joiningl69
• During the year 2003 the total 

domestic coIIection for reprography and certain digital uses by RROs around the world 

was EURO 380 miIIion17o. 

Since its foundation in 1980, one of the main aims of IFRRO has been to foster the 

establishment and development of RROs. The IFRRO Board fonned an Asia-Pacific 

committee to focus on the region and to establish contacts, nurture relationships, offer 

advice and run seminars in the Far Eastl7I. This has been foIIowed by the creation of 

similar committees in Africa and the Middle East, in Latin America and the Caribbean 
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and in EuropeI72. The Federation's Asia-Pacific committee is chaired by Michael 

Fraser, the chief executive of Copyright Agency Limited (CAL) in Australia173.IFRRO 

delegations visited Seoul, Hong Kong and New Delhi in 1992 and Singapore, Hong 

Kong and Vietnam in 1996174
, After the establishment of the CLASS and based on the 

experience in other Asian countries, IFRRO realised that the encouragement of the 

formation of an RRO in China is a longer-term objective for lFFR017S but IFRRO has 

been active in assisting Chinese rights holders to lobby the Chinese Government to 

establish a legal framework conducive to the operation of collective licensing in China. 

In 2004, the president ofIFRRO's Asia-Pacific Committee visited China and meetings 

have already taken place between the Federation and the NCAC176
, 

2.4.2 Different Models ofRROs Operation 

2.4.2.1 Non-voluntary Llicensing 

Non-voluntary licensing systems can be stipulated in national legislation whenever this 

is permitted by the international Conventions. The implications of Article 9 (2) of the 

Berne Convention and Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement have to be duly taken into 

account. Because the Berne Convention exhaustively details, and thus limits, the 

conditions that may be imposed upon the rights of creators, it would seem that 

mandatory collective affiliation may only be prescribed in those same cases as the 

Convention allows conditions such as non-voluntary licensing schemes or under the 

rules of collectivisation necessity where the "legitimate interests of authors" cannot ' 

otherwise be protected177
• The Berne Convention does allow non-voluntary licensing 

schemes in a limited number of situations, including certain limited reprographic rights, 

broadcasting rights, mechanical reproduction of musical works, droit de suite rights, 

and under Berne's "small exceptions" allowance17S
, 

In non-voluntary systems, permission to copy is granted by law without requiring 

authorisation from the rights holders, hence the name "legallicence,,179. In other words, 

in non-voluntary systems, the consent of rights holders is not required, but they have a 

right to remuneration1SO
, There are two kinds of licences under the broader term of 

legal licences: if the royalty rate is also determined in the legislation, the system can be 

called "a statntory licence"; if rights holders can negotiate the royalty rate with the 
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users, it is called "a compulsory Iicence"I81. In some countries, a legal licence is only 

introduced for education and for government copying. In others, a legal licence covers 

all copying. 

The Dutch Stichtmg Reprorecht (SR) operates under a statutory licensing system 

principally in the government and educational area in which the royalty fee is 

established by government regulation182
• It reqUired specific provisions authorising 

collection and distribution of royalties, with some allowance for free copying in the 

public interest183
• Meanwhile, SR is acquiring mandates from rights holders for the 

licensing of businesses and corporations under voluntary licensing systemsl84
, which 

shows that the different systems can be administered side by side. In Australia, there is 

also a statutory licence covering educational institutions, State and Federal 

Governments and other organisations, including corporations and media monitoring 

services, choose to take out a voluntary IicencelSS
• 

Reproduction for private and personal use is a special case. In many legislations, 

copying for private use is permitted 186. However, in a non-voluntary system, 

reproduction for private and personal use can be compensated indirectly and rights 

holders still receive "equitable remuneration" through levies on equipment or on the 

underlying material, i.e. paperJ87. The equipment levy approach is based on the notion 

that remuneration is payable for all uses of copyright material, but that much 

photocopying takes place by private individuals and single copies for private and 

personal use are difficult to trackl88. The size of the levy is determined by regulation 

and varies according to the type, capacity and performance capability of the equipment 

and also it varies according to location and usel89
• Countries have imposed levies 

following maInly either one of three ways: equipment levy on the sale of reproduction 

equipment, such as photocopy machines and facsimile machines; operator levy, 

payable in proportion to the nmnber of copies realised in a year or in proportion to the 

nmnber of students or employees; or a combination of equipment levy and operator 

levy, which has been adopted by the most countries aInong the threel90
• The mode of 

calculation oflevies imposed on reproduction equipment also differs from one country 

to another. In some countries, the remuneration on equipment is calculated in 

proportion to the sales price of such equipment, while in other countries, the 

remuneration on equipment is paid in the form of a imnp smn191
• In most EU Member 
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States, the remuneration due for reproductions made by means of reprography is 

calculated in proportion to the number of copies made in a yearl92, The price per copy 

may vary according to the type of work reproduced, i.e" scientific or educational book, 

novels, magazines, or newspapers, and according to the type of equipment used or to 

the quality of the reproductions, When determining the price per copy, most countries 

and collecting societies also make a distinction according to the sector of activity, i.e, 

the private sector, the public sector, and the educational sector193
, 

However, there are arguments about how much the levies should be, which devices it 

should apply to, or indeed whether there should be levies at all l94, From the users' 

perspective, there are also criticisms that each country adopting a levy system makes 

its own decisions with little regard to the interests of consumersl9S, As a rule, the 

obligation to pay the remuneration imposed on reprographic equipment does not lie on 

the consumer, but rather on the manufacturers or importers of such devicesl96, In the 

majority of cases, manufacturers and importers of reproduction equipment pass the 

charge on to the consumers by means of the sales price of such equipment. Moreover, the 

amount of the levies, and the products which they are applied to, seem to be more 

often than not decided by the negotiating power of the collecting societies rather than 

by a fairer assessment of the actual cost to rights holders of authorised copyingt97, In 

the future, it is supposed that customers might face the problem that different collecting 

societies for different types of works which can result in multiple levies being paid to 

different collecting societies for the same equipment or media198
, For the collecting 

societies operating levy systems, it is doubtful whether all collecting societies would 

deploy the same level of energy and resources in monitoring the amount of copies 

made annually by every entity subject to the payment of remuneration or in the 

collection of the sums duel99, Of course, all types of RROs around the world have to 

face the doubts and argument of their efficiency and fairness like other kinds of CMOs 

since they were established, or even before their establishment. 

The first country to introduce this kind of levy system on equipment was Germany, in 

1985200, The levy is paid on copying and fax machines, reader printers and scanners by 

the manufacturer or importer of such equipment20l , In addition to this, operator levy is 

paid by heavy photocopiers, such as schools, universities, research institutes and copy 

shops202, The tariffs for both the equipment levy and the operator levy are determined 
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in the legislation203. In Spain, the law contains a double system of licences: a legal 

licence based on a machine levy for private copying and voluntary licences for 

subsequent copying, but unlike in Germany, the Spanish courts have not extended the 

legal boundaries of the levy to cover, for example, corporate copying; nor does the 

legal licence cover educational copying204. Twelve EU member have put in place such 

a levy system, i.e., Germany (1965), Sweden (1973), Netherlands (1977), Finland 

(1978), Denmark (1980/educational and 1987lbusiness), France (1988), Spain (1988), 

Italy (1993), Belgium (1994), Austria (1996), Greece (1996), and Portugal (1998i05. 

The UK has considered the idea on a number of occasions, but so far has always 

rejected it. 

2.4.2.2 Voluntary LIcensing with Back-up Legislation 

In theory, a collective administration organisation can only administer the rights of 

those who mandate it to do S0206. However, it is impossible for an organisation to 

obtain mandates from all national and international rights holders whose works are 

reproduced in its territory of operation. Voluntary licensing with back-up legislation 

can make it possible that the licences issued by the RRO also cover the rights of 

non-represented rights holders. 

There are two types of voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation: 

Extended Collective Licence and Obligatory Collective Management. With an 

Extended Collective Licence, agreements between users and organisations 

representing a substantial proportion of rights holders in a particular category of works 

will be extended to include all rights holders in that category, both domestic and 

foreign207. Because RROs were established in each Nordic country to implement this 

system, it is also called the ''Nordic model." RROs will only enter into agreements 

with organisatIons representing a substantial proportion of rights holders208. Because 

individual rights holders are unable to enter into agreement directly, rights holders of 

each class have to form an association to represent all rights holders of that class209. It 

leads that this model presupposes a well organised society where most rights holders 

are represented in trade associations and unions. In Norway, the RRO is registered as a 

monopoly21O. 
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The characteristics of an extended collective licence are: 

• The copynght orgamsatIOn and the user conclude an agreement on the basis 
of free negottations. 
• The copyright organlsatton must be nattonally representattve. 
• By law, the agreement is made binding on non-represented rights holders. 
• The user may legally use all materials, without needmg to meet indIvidual 
clauns by outsIders or havmg to face crimmal sancttons 
• non-represented nghts holders have a nght to individual remuneratton 
• m most cases, non-represented nghts holders have a nght to prolubit the use of 
theIr works211 

In the case of Obligatory Collective Management, even though the administration of 

rights is voluntary, rights holders are legally obliged to make claims only through an 

RR0212. This safeguards the position of users because an outsider carmot make direct 

claims against them213. In 1995, legislation in France introduced for the first time the 

concept of Obligatory Collective Management into the administration of reprographic 

reproduction rights214. 

2.4.2.3 Voluntary Licensmg Systems 

In voluntary collective licensing, the RRO issues licenses to copy protected material 

on behalf of those rights holders who have given it a mandate to act on their behalf 

based on voluntary contracts21S. Voluntary licensing systems require a great deal of 

marketing, and negotiating, as well as comprehensive computer systems, on one hand, 

but their flexibility makes them attractive to individual rights holders, on the other 

hand216. In some countries, for example the UK, Canada and New Zealand, there are 

statutory provisions that encourage users and rights holders to enter into such 

voluntary agreements, while in other common law countries such as the USA, there is 

no particular statutory involvement and management of licensing is governed by 

contracts and voluntary cooperation217. It corresponds the traditions oflegal regulation 

on copyright collective administration in Anglo-Saxon countries. 

In the UK and USA, there is no ''private use" derogation, but more limited exceptions 

such as "fair dealing" and "library privilege" in the UK, and "fair use" in the USA218
• 

For example, in the UK, it has become recognised that material cited or distributed to a 

class does not constitute the purpose of ''private study", and thus "systematic copying" 

is not considered fair dealing in regulations under the Copyright Act219
• The Act also 
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gave detailed provisions for education and public administration use of copyright in 

different cases 111. In the USA, although multiple copies for classroom use are 

considered fair use when they meet the tests of brevity, spontaneity and cumulative 

effect, under some conditions making multiple copies for classroom use still requires 

copyright permission and users are required to pay the fee22o
• Therefore, compared 

with their counterparts in Germany and Spain, the British and American RROs iv 

administer photocopying which is neither fair use nor fair dealing, but which can still 

most appropriately be handled collectively based on licences221
• 

2.4.2.4 Concludmg Remarks 

Type oflegislation Countries 

Voluntary Licensing 

A) Voluntary Licensing schemes, without Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, USA 

any form of back-up in Copyright Laws 

B) Voluntary Licensing schemes, with United Kingdom 

potential back-up in Copyright Laws 

Voluntary Licensmg with legal back up 

A) Extended Collective Licence Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, 

Iceland 

B) Obligatory Collective Management France 

Non Voluntary Licence-legal licence 

AI) Equipment levy only Greece, Spain 

A 2) Eqnipment levy and Operator's fee Austria, Belgium, Germany, Portugal 

B I) Legal Licence The Netherlands, Switzerland .... Table 2.2 Some Examples of Different Models of RRO ID Euramencan Countnes 

Based on different ranges of rights managed by RROs, IFRRO classified RROs into 

three groups: Some RROs, such as CLA in the UK, are specialist organisations which 

only deal with reprographic and related reproduction rights; Others are part of literary 

rights societies, such as VG WORT in Gennany and Literar-Mechana in Austria, which 

'" Please see Copynght, Designs and Patents Act 1988, Section 32 to 36A for educalton and Section 45 
to 50 for pubhc adrnuustralton 
ov CLA in the UK and Copynght Clearance Centre (CCC) ID the USA 
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deal with literary rights in generaf23. A third type of RRO, such as KOPIOSTO in 

Finland, are "coalitions" which administer a variety of rights on behalf of different 

groups of rights holders. It not only administers licenses for photocopying in all print 

works but also licenses retransmission offoreign television and radio broadcasts224
• 

Which of the above models should a new RRO choose to follow? As noted in Section 

2.3, the decision must be taken at the local level after careful consideration of the 

current situation, the needs and desires of both rights holders and users, and the 

financial and technical resources available for building the RROS22S. Each RRO has 

been established within a particular legal, cultural and economic context226
• It is an 

extraordinary complex procession of choice seeking the unitary balance among all 

related parties. The adoption of a given arrangement often results not only from 

conflict of interests between authors, produces and users, but also the institution's 

reporting and supervising StruCture227. The feature of an RRO, which would be 

non-profit company or mass organisation, also depends on its host country's legal 

system (i.e. Common Law or Civil Law) and legal preparation (i.e. following the 

domestic company law or copyright law) before establislunent228
• 

2.4.3 Licensing 

When deciding which category of user to target, consideration should be given to 

existing legislation and its interpretation in the country concerned 229. Different 

regulations usually apply to the different categories of user and different categories of 

use. Categories of users can be listed as follows2
'.: 

• EducatIOn at ail levels 
• Government, regtonal and local public admmistratton 
• Trade and mdustry 
• Publicly-funded bodies 
• Religtous bodIes 
• ProfessIOns 
• Public and research libranes 
• Cultural mstttutions 
• Research bodies 
• Copyshops and other places WIth photocopymg maclunes open to the public 

Experience shows that each market should be thoroughly researched in order to decide 

which sectors will bring the maximum return in the shortest time23\. The actual choice 

of the first sectors to license will depend on the conditions in the country concerned 
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and on the provisions of the copyright legislation2l2
• Nonnally a sector-by-sector 

approach is the wisest one to adopt. Most RROs started by licensing the education 

sector because schools and universities are heavy copiers of copyright materials, and 

because education is nonnally controlled either by the State or by the church so that it 

is easier to locate the decision-taker with whom to negotiate about large sections of the 

system233. 

In the business and commerce sector, IFRRO listed some areas to begin with234
: 

When startmg to hcense manufactunng industry, It IS nonnally feaSIble to 
begm WIth the research and development - driven sectors: pharmaceuticals, 
chemicals, electromcs, engineermg, energy and defence. In commerce, 
banking, financIal services and insurance are logically the first to be 
approached. In trade, document supphers, press-cuttmg agencies and 
copyshops are the first targets. In the profeSSIOns, lawyers, accountants and 
surveyors are heavy users of copyright matenal. 

As noted easier, RROs issue two types of user licences: "Blanket" licences and 

"Transactional" licences. The fonner pennits the user to make unlimited numbers of 

copies of parts of all works in the licensed repertoire for payment of a single annual fee; 

the latter allows that copy-by-copy tracking of all copies takes place and each 

individual rights holder sets the fees for copying of individual works, therefore rights 

holders can set different fees for different works and for different uses23S . For 

transactional users, they are required to keep records of all their copying where fees are 

paid on a straight cost per page copied basi~36. For example, the CLA in the UK 

provides "the transactional document delivery licence", which serves the needs of 

membership organisations with a document delivery service provided to users for a 

commercial pmpose, while it also developed a blanket licence for low-volume 

document delivery for organisations lacking the infrastructure and volume to operate a 

transactional Iicence237. However, there are examples of non-exclusivity associated 

with transactional licensing, such as CAL in Australia238. 

Regardless of the system of operation chosen, the followmg should be considered 

when setting tariffg239: 

• BaSIC rates: these wffer according to the type of material being copied, i e , 
books, joumals, newspapers and sheet musIc. 
• Categories of user: dIfferent users, I.e., educatton, government, trade and 
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industry, usually pay different rates. 

A rate per page is commonly used240. Rates naturally vary greatly between countries 

and reflect national circumstances. Fees are collected on the basis of information 

relatmg to the extent of actual, estimated or possible copyint41. General agreements 

negotiated between collecting societies and users or associations of users are 

preferable242. For example, in the Netherlands, SR launched a statistical survey to 

determine the quantities of copyright-protected works being copied by category of 

wor~43. In the UK, the cost of the core business licence is calculated according to the 

type of business sector and the number of ''professional employees,,244. The three 

bands of charges, which are determined according to the main business activity of the 

organisation as defmed by the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, are 

currently GBP 7.25, 14.50 or 23 per professional employee per annum24S. In Germany, 

the amount of the levy imposed on photocopying equipment has been revised in 2003 

and was determined according to its reproduction capacity following a gradual scale of 

prices, ranging from EUR 38.35 for photocopiers capable of producing less than 12 

copies per minute to EUR 306.78 for photocopiers capable of producing more than 70 

copies per minute and the fees are doubled for colour photocopiers 246. The 

Multi-Function Device (MFDi47 falls under the photocopier levies tariff which is 

based on the capability of the device as wellY. 

Higher or lower tariffs are one of the key factors which affect the collection of RROs. 

There are stnking contrasts among the RROs. Using 1999 data which was shown in 

Figure 2.1, the RRO in the USA collected USD 79 million, while Germany collected 

USD 28 million; and the UK RRO collected USD 36 million. The Nordic countries 

have the largest per capita collections: Denmark USD 3.00 per capita; Finland USD 

0.92; NorwayUSD 5.00 and Sweden USD1.00 

v For products up to 12 page per nunute (ppm)- EUR 76.70, for 13-35 ppmuruts -EUR 102 26, for 
36-70 ppmuruts -EUR 153 40 and for 70+ ppm uruts -EUR613.56. (fanffs for black & whiteMFDs 
are half of the previously mennoned tanffs) 
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Figure 2.1248 Reprograpby Collections Comparison 

2.4.4 Distnbution of Remuneration 

2.4.4.1 Different Methods of Distnbution 

A basic principle of collective administration is that remuneration should be distributed 

to rights holders according to the actual use of the works249. Ideally, each rights holder 

would receive individual remuneration according to the actual photocopying of the 

individual work; however, for practical and administrative reasons, in many cases this 

is impossible. Therefore, other solutions have been found. RROs often base the 

collection and distribution of remuneration for photocopying on some form of 

statistically obtamed data. IFRRO summarised four main methods of distnbution 

which IFRRO members are currently using: title specific distribution based on full 

reporting, sampling, objective availability, and non title specific distribution on the 

basis of surveY50. 

Full reporting means that users record details of every copyright work that is copied. 

The advantage of full reporting is that the collected data provides an accurate basis for 

the distribution of revenue to rights holders251. However, a full reporting system can 

also be perceived of as burdensome to the user who has to record every instance of 

copying, and for the RRO, the processing of the records obtained can also result in 
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increased administrative costs252. For example, in the Netherlands, the International 

Publishing Right Organisation (IPRO) was trying to work out every single transaction 

of copying, so it can pay publishers based on the total of all the small transactions253. It 

was so expensive to do it that no money came to publishers in the end. However, some 

RROs still adopt full reporting in some areas: in so-called "full transactional reporting" 

using by CCC, a licensee maintains the record of each instance of copying and CCC 

then invoices according to each use, and revenue is distributed to rights holders 

accordingly254; in Brazil, the AssociarQo Brasileira de Dereitos Reprograjicos (ABDR) 

also collects and distributes remuneration on the basis of a full reporting system. 

Because of the cost of a full reporting system, countries which adopt the full reporting 

system typically combine it with other methods. 

When distribution is based on sampling, samples are designed to capture a cross 

section of the copying with a defined number of users covered by the agreement, 

normally some 2%-5% who are selected statistically, and report their actual use at 

agreed intervals255. When distributing remuneration, rights holders are paid according 

to the statistically calculated use of the works. This technique is often used in the 

schools secto~56. Even though not as exact as full reporting, data obtained from 

samples is regarded as being sufficiently accurate to enable the distribution of revenue 

to individual authors and publishers257. 

In Denmark, for instance, 5% of all schools covered by the school licence have to 

report all of copies of copyright material to COPY-DAN for a period of 12 month258. 

In New Zealand, Copyright Licensing Ltd (CLL) carries out eight-week period of 

sampling surveys every year. This sample is structured by a statistician to be 

representative of the copying conducted over the term of each licence and to account 

for variations such as location, size and enrohnent among licensee259. In the UK, 

sampling surveys represent the main method of data collection for distribution 

purposes by CLA260. In 2003-2003, over 150,000 survey returns were processed and a 

further 350,000 returns were also processed for CLA's transactionallicences261 . 

In some countries or licensing schemes, rights holders have decided that it would be 

impossible to collect data on photocopying directly from users. A distribution method 

has therefore been developed based on the availability of the material in the market, 
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thus avoiding collecting data from users262. This distribution method is most often used 

by those RROs under the compulsory licences system263. The rationale behind this 

distribution method is that, since all material existing on the market can be copied, it 

can be assumed that at some stage it probably wi1l264. The principle of objective 

availability can therefore form a basis for individual distribution, as is the practice in 

Germanj6S. Authors and publishers report their publications to the local RRO and 

receive their share of the distnbution accordingly. The main benefit of this method is 

that it is a cost efficient way of obtaining distribution data because the rights holders 

themselves report the publication of new works to the collective societj66. Obviously, 

there is no direct correlation between the actual copying of the work and the 

remuneration that is received by the individual author or publisher. VG Wort in 

Germany and Pro Lltteris in Switzerland use this method267. Each work is treated 

individually and processed according to factors such as the type of publication, its 

price and the number of pages. On this basis, each work ends up With a certain number 

of "points" and distribution to individual publishers and authors is made based on 

this268. 

In some countries, rights holders have opted for non-title specific distribution of 

remuneration, where surveys are designed to collect generic, non-title-specific 

information regarding the volume of copying of the type of material and categories of 

publications, rather than identifying the specific pUblication, author and publisher that 

have been photocopied269. This distribution method applies only to the rights holders 

represented by the orgamsation in the country concemed27o. As a result, the RRO 

distributes the vast majority of the remuneration to the rights holders' organisations on 

the basis of what is copied, which in turn pay individual members and non-members271
• 

It is generally left to the rights holders' associations to decide on the criteria for 

distribution272
• Under this distribution method, parts of the royalties are for the 

common good273. This could, for instance, take the form of copyright enforcement 

activities or the promotion of a certain category of works or rights holders. In certain 

countries where the domestic licensing system is title-specific, non-title specific fees 

collected in foreign countries are distributed to individual authors and publishers on 

the basis of a statistical proxj74. 
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This distribution method has been adopted in the Nordic countries. In Norway, a 

survey is normally conducted every three to five years in each area covered by a 

centrally negotiated agreement with a period (generally three or four) weeks, during 

which some 5% of the units covered by an agreement have to make extra copies of all 

the material that is copied, except those of a confidential nature, and the extra copies 

are then sent to an independent statistical bureau to be coded and analysed27S. Then 

rights holders' organisations basically try to decide how to distribute remuneration 

through negotiations 276. In Finland, using information from statistical surveys, 

Kopiosto divided the remuneration into five groups: non-fiction including teaching 

material, fiction and drama, press, sheet music and illustration including photographs. 

The share of each group is shown as follow: 

Sheet music 7 % 

Illustrations 19 
(inCluding photographs) Fiction 

and drama 3 % 

Figure 2.2277 Distribution Share of Kopiosto in 2002 

Non· fiction 
49% 
(Including 
teaching 
matenal) 

2.4.4.2 Distnbution between RIghts Holders - Authorlpublzsher Share 

The participation of authors and pubhshers is fundamental to the collective 

administratIon of reprographic reproduction rights. There are three approaches to 

splitting their income: national legislation, the statutes of the RRO and agreement 

between authors and publishers278
• 

In some countrIes, the division of remuneration between authors and publishers is 

regulated by legislation. A 50150 division is the most common279. Belgium, Romania 

and Denmark all have legislatIon regardmg a 50150 split. In most countries, however, 

the revenue split is fixed by the RRO on the basis of agreements between rights 

holders or rights holders groups concerned. Although a 50150 split is common, the 
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authorlpublisher split varies from one country to another according to the factors such 

as the type of publication, type of material, copyright ownership and so on280
• For 

example, for books in the UK, the split is 50150 between authors and publishers while 

in serials the split is 10010 between publishers and authors if the publisher has made a 

serials declaration that it owns and controls more than 90% of the rights in a particular 

journal or magazine, otherwise, the share is 75/25 between publishers and authors281
• 

In Gennany, the sharing of remuneration between authors and publishers similarly 

varies: 50150 for non-fiction and 70/30 for fiction, and in Spain, it is 55/45 between 

authors and publishers2B2• Nordic countries have a more detailed scheme for the split 

between authors and publishers, depending on the category of publication that has 

been photocopied and where the copying takes place: 

Source (publication) Authors Publishers 

Textbooks 
Universities 60% 40% 

All other areas 50% 50% 

Schools 75% 25% 

Non fiction books Universities 60% 40% 
- -

All other areas 70% 30% 

Song books 
Music 60% 40% 

Song texts 50% 50% 

Sheet music 50% 50% 

Novels, poetry books, drama 75% 25% 

Fiction anthologies, journals 60% 40% 

Newspapers, trade press, weeklies, 
70% 30% cartoons 

Encyclopaedias, other published 
50% 50% 

material 
1 ... Table 2.3 The DIVISIon of RemuneratJon between NorwegIan Authors and Publishers 

Fees can be distributed to rights holders dIrectly and/or through the rights holders' 

associations or via an intennediary, which is much more dependent on the upper 

structure of the RRO. On one hand, in the USA, because CCC works on behalf of 

individual rights holders, it transfers the fees to them directly; on the other hand, in 
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Nordic countries, the RROs only have authors' and publishers' associations as 

members to distribute the revenue284
, In the UK, there are two owners of the CLA, the 

Authors' Licensing and Collecting Society (ALCS) and the Publishers Licensing 

Society (PLS)285, CANCOPY in Canada makes payments directly to authors and 

publishers if both are members of CANCOPY, while if the author is not a member, the 

author share is paid to the publisher who, as a condition of receiving the money, 

undertakes to pay the author if so required by contracr86, 

2.4.4.3 Foreign Rights Holders 

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3.1, CMOs distribute revenue to foreign rights holders 

using reciprocal agreements, There are two types of reciprocal agreements, Type A 

and Type B. The Type A agreement involves an exchange of two repertoires between 

the RROs involved, which include authors and publishers of the same categories of 

rights, works and publications represented by each signatory and an agreement on 

transfer of fees collected287
, However, some RROs, especially at the initial stage of 

their work, have preferred to sign a reciprocal agreement Type B. As with Type A 

agreement, the Type B agreement involves an exchange of repertoire, but there is no 

actual transfer of fees288
, However, in principle, this type of agreement also involves 

an exchange ofremuneration289
, 

In Norway, there are two other kinds of agreement, Type C and Type D. Type C is an 

authorisation regarding the transfer of the rights portfolio and the right to issue 

licences and claim remuneration in the other country is granted by Kopinor to a foreign 

organisation, which is based on the assumption that a reciprocal agreement will be 

signed later; Type D agreement is an agreement on transfer of remuneratIon with some 

RROs which represent only some of the categories of works for which Kopinor is 

entitled to claim remuneration, or the RRO has a distnbution system that does not 

accommodate collective remuneration290
, 

2.4.5 The Future ofRROs 

The RRO system is facing the challenge of electronic publishing and copying currently, 

Some countries are already licensing copying by electronic means, and everywhere it is 

high on the agenda291
, IFRRO has taken action to become involved in collective 
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management of digital rights since the 1990s. It advocated the option of using RROs in 

collectively managing digital rights, having due regard for292
: 

The desIre of rights holders to control theIr primary markets, their right to 
hcense use of theIr works mdlVldually, the challenge to copynght posed by 
emergmg technologies and the Importance of proVIding solutions to rapidly 
changing user needs. Wlule national copyright laws WIll define the 
relationships between rights holders and users and detenrune the jurisdiction of 
RROs, it is IFRRO's pOSItion that many of the prinCIples underlymg collective 
management are technology neutral and are apphcable to dIgital as well as to 
reprograpbtc uses. 

In 1992, IFRRO signed a joint statement on the electronic storage of scientific, 

technical, and medical material with the STM, the International Association of 

Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers293
• This has been widely welcomed as a 

major advance in determining the role of RROs in the digital field. In 1994, a second 

joint statement was agreed between IFRRO and an international coalition of writers' 

groups (Authors Coalition) concerning digital uses294. In 1996, the IFRRO AGM 

adopted a position paper on "Collective Management of Digital Rights,,295. In 1998 

and 2000, IFRRO signed two joint statements respectively with STM on the 

digitisation on printed STM materials and with Authors Coalition on the digitisation 

of printed materials and then adopted them at the IFRRO AGM in 2004296. 

In the USA, the CCC is developing an electronic course contents service and has 

announced an end-to-end licensing and reprint solution that enables publishers and 

other content providers to offer their copyrighted material oniine, delivering instant 

pennissions and the content itself directly to customers297
• It was also selected by a 

publisher as the exclusive provider of "digitalrights" - management services for its 

online edition publications. In Canada, following an initiative from the "Table des 

createurs quebecois" and CMOs, COpmEC and five creators' and publishers' 

associations administering rights in literary works jointly set up Damic (Droit d'auteur, 

multimedia, intemet, copyright), a virtual information centre on multimedia rights, 

which provides information on rights and rights clearance in order to minimise the 

number of steps needed to use works in different categories298. CAL, Royal Melbourne 

Institute of Technology Publislung and the National Library in Australia cooperated 

from 2000 to develop Australian Public Affairs Full Text, an on-line collection of 
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scanned documents fromjoumals. CAL clears rights and coordinates royalty payments 

and RMIT offers licences for full content and database services299
• 

In the UK, CLA launched its Licensing Scheme for Digitisation in 1999. This allows 

the creation, storage and exploitation of digital versions of existing print holdings. The 

first licences have been offered to the Higher Education community and the 

Pharmaceuticals industry 300. It also has been working with ABP! (the UK 

pharmaceutical industry trade body) on the next generation of scanning Iicences301 and 

launched Its first licence permitting UK businesses to scan and email extracts from 

books, journals and magazines in 2002302
• It also administers an electronic licensing 

scheme, which will cater for the special needs of the visually impaired, in association 

with the Royal National Institute for the B1ind303
• 

In 2000, Kopinor decided to enter into blanket digital copying agreements for works 

used on Intranets and other in-house infonnation and archival systems including 

transfers by email, and a draft document containing proposed amendments to the 

Copyright Act, etc. was submitted m 2003304
• LAURIN is an EU fmanced project 

aimed at developing a generic model for digitisation and electronic distribution of 

newspaper clippings in libraries30s
• The LAURIN system is a software package for 

digital clipping archives consisting of four major parts: the LAURIN database, the 

LAURlN interface suite, the LAURIN thesaurs and IibClip306. In Sweden, a survey 

carried out in 2000 at the request of Bonus Presskopia shows that only 12% of school 

teachers expect use of photocopies in schools to diminish with increased use of 

computers; 42% think it will stay the same and 26% that photocopying will increase307
• 

The survey also shows that 80% uses pes to compile teaching material, 40% use 

Internet and intranets at least once a week, mainly to search for non-fiction literature 

and newspaper articles to be used for teaching purposes. 

However, it remains unclear whether RROs should play a role in licensing electronic 

copying. First, currently, RROs are mainly working in photocopying. It is inevitable 

that although photocopying is still ubiquitous and RROs have achieved great success 

with it, photocopying levels are falling over time. There is an argument that the role of 

the RRO might be minimised with the extinguishment of photocopying308• Second, 

because new technologies such as Technical Protection Measures (TPM) and Digital 
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Rights Management (DRM) might be seen as a much fairer and more efficient 

approach, and ensures the protection rights holders seek309
• It means that these new 

technologies offer possibilities to rights holders to manage their rights directly and 

conveniently, and it might be unnecessary to manage theIr rights tlrrough the 

intermediary organisations in the future. There is some evidence that some publishers, 

especially large publishers, are keen to exercise individual control over licensing users 

for electronic uses in some or all instances while small publishers do not have the 

capability to develop methods of collective licensing for the electronic environment 

individually 1 
0. It is generally agreed that more and more, there will be bilateral 

agreements between publishers and customers like libraries for online access on the 

terms of agreement. Moreover authors, especially journalists, claim rights in electronic 

version, arguing in some case, that they have not transferred their electronic rights in 

their works to the publisher311 • Tasini et al. v. The New York Times et al. is the 

landmark lawsuit where authors alleged that their copyrights were infringed when, as 

permitted and facilitated by the print publishers, online services in the articles were 

placed in databases and CD-ROM and the authors won the case312. 

Stephen King, the famous best-selling author, offered up the first two instalIments of 

his new serial novel online in the summer, 2000, asking readers to "pony up a buck" 

for each copy they downloaded from his Web site and if this honours system worked, 

the episodes would continue313
• Although he did not collect sufficient money, he 

announced the series would continue. What he did was an experiment in direct 

publishing314. It would appear that even publishers might be eliminated from the 

publishing process in cyberspace in the future. There could be a tendency in the far 

future that in theory, when the copyright management technology and electronic 

publishing are advanced enough, that all the middlemen might be cut out from the 

publishing process. 

At this stage, besides CMOs, other organisations also began to develop copyright 

management software or tried to design the industry standard of copyright management 

in digital environment, and have become potential competitors ofRROs. For example, 

the Joint Information Systems Committee (nsC) is an organisation which increasingly 

takes on the role of an RRO, helping users to get permission in digital environment31S
• 
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JISC funded a pricing project caIled PELICAN and helped launch HERON, now a 

conunercial service providing clearance for digitised texts316
• 

However, RROs or other organisations have to solve plenty of controversial issues. For 

example, legal issues that need to be addressed in electronic copyright management 

systems are ownership, rights to be conveyed, and whose laws take precedence in case 

of a conflict317
• Until now, there is no industry standard for electronic copyright 

management system and a single global identification system, which would aIlow 

electronic copyright management systems to operate in a multi-code environment. 

On the whole, until now, most RROs do not yet have rights from rights holders to 

license digital uses of their works318
• On the other hand, there are arguments over who 

should administer rights holders' rights in electronic environment: RROs, governments, 

other organisations or themselves319. At this stage, an RRO has some advantages from 

the pnnting age. As IFRRO advocated, document delivery and copyright coIlective 

administration are areas which 1FRRO and its members are used to exploit for rights 

holders, and they have a lot of practical experience320
• It is both a chaIlenge and an 

opportunity for RROs. First, although there are lots of competing systems of copyright 

management, there is no dominant one in the publishing industry. As a consequence, 

there is an opportunity for RROs to get together and design DRM technology or 

systems for the publishing industry. Second, from the rights holders' perspective, 

especiaIly publishers, even large ones, want the third party to do things for them where 

the amount of the work is quite a lot but the revenue is quite smaIl. Meanwhile, users 

are unwilling to deal with a large number of rights holders one by one. 
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Chapter 3 Copyright and Publishing in China 

3.1 The History of Copyright of P.R. China and Other Intellectual Property Laws 

in China 

Compared with Western world, China does not have a consecutive history of copyright, 

although China was the first country where the art of printing from movable type was 

developed. Emperors, beginning with the Wenzong Emperor in A.D. 835, prohibited 

the unauthorised reproduction of items that could be used for prognostication!. In A.D. 

1068, the Shenzong Emperor enacted a lIcensing law to supervise the printing of 

Buddhism books and forbade civilians to print them without the Iicence2
• This is 

considered the earliest publishing licensing in China's history. Some Chinese scholars 

regard this kind of licensing as the birth of copyright protection3
• Moreover, according 

to literature records, the protection of printers, publishers and authors on occasions by 

means of official prohibitions remained unchanged for more than eight hundred years 

(in the period between the Song Dynasty and the Qing Dynasty), though in the Ming 

Dynasty this form of protection seems to have been suspended for some time4
• During 

such a long time, the Chinese courts also recognised the economic rights of the authors 

and protected works' integriryS. 

However, this approach did not develop into copyright law in the modern sense of the 

term. In 1903, the Qing govenunent signed the Renewed Sino-American Treaty of 

Trade and Navigation with the USA, and the word "copyright" appeared in China for 

the first6
• The first formal copyright law in Chinese history, the Copyright Law of the 

Great Qing Empire, was enacted in 1910, at the end of the Qing Dynasty7. Although it 

was not enforced as the Qmg government was overthrown by the Northern Warlords 

government the following yearS, the Copyright Law of the Great Qing had a significant 

influence on the succeeding copyright laws before 19499
• After the end of the Qing 

Dynasty, both the Northern Warlords government and the subsequent Nationalist 
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government passed two copyright laws respectively in 1915 and 19281°. The first was 

called Law on Authors' Rights, whose content is almost the same as the 1910 lawl1
• In 

the second law, foreign authors may be protected under the law provide that they 

registered their works and that their countries protected Chinese authorsl2. China did 

not adhere to any international Copyright Convention before 1949. Although in 1913 

and 1920 the USA, the UK and France invited China to adopt the Berne Convention as 

well as to conclude certain bilateral copyright treaties with them, they were refused by 

the then Chinese Government on the ground that a negative influence on the Chinese 

economy and its education system might arise from adherence to any such treatiesl3. 

A new copyright protection system has been developed since the foundation of the 

People's Republic of China (PRC). The first regulation related to copyright was the 

Resolution on the Development and Improvement of Publishing at the First National 

Conference on Publishing in 195014. In 1952, the General Office of Publication (the 

predecessor of the National Publishing Administration) published Rules Concerning 

Editors and the Structure and Working System of State Owned Publishing HouselS
• In 

1953, a resolution forbidding the unauthorised reprinting of books was issued by the 

National Publishing Administration Organisation 16. But the regulations were 

suspended for ten years from 1966 to 1976 during the so-called "Cultural 

Revolution,,17, including the preparation of ideas for establishing a copyright systeml8. 

After the failure of the "Cultural Revolution", it was the Chinese Govermnent's "open 

door" policy in the 1970s that took the first steps along the path toward a stronger 

copyright lawl9. Until 1979, when China joined the United Nations, few Chinese 

people had heard of copyright or the Berne Convention. Because of poor translation, 

for a long time, copyright was considered a publishing right in Chinese people's minds. 

For instance, even the first draft of a new copyright law was named as a publishing law 

during the 1980';°. In January 1979, an agreement on High-Energy Physics was 

concluded between the Chinese Government and the Government of the USA, in 

which a provision concerned with copyright protection was inc1uded21 . At the same 

time, many famous writers and artists in China stressed the necessity of copyright 
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protection in confonnity with the policy of refonn and opening up to the outside 

world22. In 1980 China became a signatory to the Convention Establishing the WIP023. 

In June 1984, the Ministry of Culture enacted the Copyright Regulation of Books and 

Periodicals24. Since 1976, three documents concerning authors' remuneration have 

been published, the 1977 Measures Concerning Remuneration and Subsidiary Payment 

for Publications and Newspaper, the 1980 Provisional Regulations on Remuneration 

for Book-Writing and the 1984 Trial Implementing Rules Concerning Remuneration 

for Book-Writing2s. 

In 1985, in order to speed up the drafting of copyright legislation and to strengthen the 

administration of copyright throughout the country, the State Council approved the 

establishment of the National Copyright Administration of China (NCAC)26. After that 

year, the NCAC drafted the Copyright Law of the PRC and handed it in to the State 

Departmenr7
• On 7 September 1990, China passed a new Copyright La~8. The 

Copyright Law contains 56 articles divided into six chapters: General Provisions, 

Copyright, Copyright Licensing Contracts, Publication, Perfonnance, Sound and Video 

Recording, and Broadcasting, Legal Liability, and Supplementary Provisions29. It 

showed that the Chinese copyright system had stepped on to the legal system track. In 

the following year, Implementing Regulations prepared by the NCAC and approved by 

the State Council entered into force3o. In the same year, the Regulations for the 

Protection of Computer Software were adopted by the State Council, and procedures 

for the registration of copyright in computer software were prepared and promulgated 

by the Ministry of Machinery Building and Electronics in 199231. The making of 

Chinese copyright laws was mainly based on the national conditions, but the 

international copyright Conventions serve as an important reference. In July 1992, 

China became a signatory of both the Berne Convention and the UCC32. It indicated 

that from that time, the Chinese copyright system had to keep up with the rest of the 

world. In 1995, the First Beijing Intennediate People's Court handed down its first 

copyright infiingement decision33
• This indicated that China had begun to take action 

to protect international copyrights. In 1999, the Chinese Govermnent agreed to the 
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agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) as part of 

its accession to the WT034
• In 2001, the Standing Committee of the National People's 

Congress adopted the "Decision to Amend Copyright Law of the People's Republic of 

China35
." The Amendment of the Copyright Law of 1990 had a significant positive 

impact upon the efficacy of the law. Important substantive changes include the 

following: film rental rights, Internet distribution rights, rights in public performances, 

full and partial assignment of copyright, recognition of copyrights in databases, 

removal of the ten year limitation on copyright, and removal of the fair use exception 

for government employees36
• At present, the Chinese Government has built a copyright 

system combining with legislation, judiciary and regulation. There are several laws 

regulating copyright protection: Copyright Law ofPRC, Implement Rule of Copyright 

Law, Software Protection Act and Regulation of Implementing Universal Copyright 

Convention and so on37
• Meanwhile, the government is making efforts to keep 

copyright protection up to international standards. 

In 1982, the Trademark Law of the PRC was adopted, significantly marking the 

beginning of the systematic establishment of China's modem legal system for the 

protection of intellectual property rights38
• In 1986, intellectual property rights as a 

whole were clearly defined in China's basic civil law for the first time as the civil 

rights of citizens and legal persons in the General Principles of the Civil Law of the 

PRC39
• China began to improve its pace in intellectual property legislation from 1990 

with a series of important intellectual property laws and codes: the Anti-Unfair 

Competition Law and the Consumer Rights Protection Law40
• The scope of current 

intellectual property laws In China now covers all of the international accepted 

elements of intellectual property, including patents, copyright, trademarks, new plant 

breeds, integrated circuits, computer software and network domain names, etc41
• China 

also joined related intellectual property rights protection Conventions, including the 

Convention for the Establishment of the International Intellectual Property Rights 

Protection Organisation, the Paris Convention on the Protection of Industrial Property, 

the Madrid Agreement on the Registration of Trademarks, the Patent CooperatIon 
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Treaty, and the Geneva Convention on the Protection ofPhonograms42
• 

3.2 Copyright Collective Administration in China 

The history of copyright collective administration in Europe dates back more than 200 

years
43

• In contrast, for China, the notions of copyright collective administration and 

its collecting societies are brand-new. Before I March 2005 when Regulations on 

Copyright Collective Administration were issued, the general description of a CMO or 

a CCAO' was first provided by Article 8 of Copyright Law: 
( 

The copyright owners and copyright-related rights holders may authorise an 
orgamsatton for collecttve administration of copynght to exercise the copyright 
or any copynght-related right. After authonsation, the organIsatIon for 
collective adminIstration of copyright may, in its own name, claIm the nghts 
for the copynght owners and copyright-related rights holders, and participate, 
as an interested party, m hbgation or arbltratton relating to the copynght or 
copyright-related nghts. 

The organIsation for collective admtmstratton of copynght is a non-profit 
orgamsation. Prov\S1ons for the mode of its estabhshment, rights and 
obhgattons, collectton and dlstnbution of the royalties of copyright licensing, 
and superviSIOn and admtmstratlon thereof shall be separately established by 
the State CounctJ44

• 

In the definition of CMOs, there were two different views in China on how well the 

law established this kind of organisation. Some authors say what is addressed in the 

new Copyright Law has given a clear definition of CMOs4S
, while others claim that the 

new law just stated that rights holders can mandate their rights to CMOs, but this is not 

a deftnition46
• They deemed that this description could not deal with operational 

problems. Beside these two views, some experts think, based on the development of 

CMOs in China, there should be a specific law controlling them47
• 

, In the Enghsh vemon of Chmese Copyright Law and other related regulatIons, "CCAO" IS used 
mstead of "CMO" 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- -

On December 28, 2004, the Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration were 

issued by the State Council and came into effect on March 1,2005. These Regulations 

clarify the nature of the copyright collective administration organisation, regulate its 

activities and improve its administration 48. The Regulations contains 48 articles 

divided into six chapters: General Provisions, Copyright, Establishment of Copyright 

CoIIective Administration Organisations, Institutions of Copyright CoIIective 

Administration Organisations, Activities of Copyright Collective Administration, and 

Supervision over CCAOs and Legal Liabilities 49. The Regulations deal with 

authorisation and supervision procedures and with CCAO activities such as 

governance, statutes, exclusive mandates and non-exclusive licensing, distribution, 

dispute settlement, administrative fees and reciprocal agreement which must be 

registered with the administrative department's information consulting system so. 

According to the Regulations, a CCAO is a non-profit mass organisation and it 

administers copyrights and other relevant rights under copyright owners' authorisation, 

and the scope of the copyrights administered shall be the rights that are difficult for 

owners to exercise effectively on their own, such as those of performance, presentation, 

broadcasting, rental, communication through information networks, and reproduction, 

provided for in the Copyright LawS!. 

According to Article 2 of the Regulations52
, with the authorisation of rights holders, 

CCAOs are authorised: 

• To conclude licensing contracts concerning copynght or rights related to 
copyright WIth users; 
• To collect IIcensmg fees from users; 
• To distnbute IIcensmg fees among the owners; 
• To participate as a party In legal or arbitratIOn proceedings concerning 
copyright or nghts related to copyright. 

The Regulations are limited; only Chinese citizens and entities are allowed to form a 

CCAO, and other requirements for establishing a CCAO are the followingS3: 

• Each orgarusatton needs to have at least 50 nghts owners as Its subscnbers. 
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• The operating scope of one CCAO should not overlap with that of an 
existing CCAO and a CCAO should be in a position to represent rights owners 
natIonWIde. 
• The CCAO must have arttcles of association, a polIcy on royalty rates and a 
mechamsm by whIch it can transtntt royalties to its members. 

It also stipulated that rights holders of a foreign nationality may entrust their rights to a 

Chinese CCAO through a foreign counterpart organisation, provided that the foreign 

counterpart organisation has a reciprocity agreement with the Chinese organisation54• 

Supervision is to be carried out by the administrative department for copyright under 

the State CounciI55
• 

According to the Regulations, the general membership meeting of a CCAO is the 

institution of power of the organisation, which will be convened by the board of 

directors 56 • The Regulations do not provide an explicit mathematical formula in 

determining the standard of charges. However, a number of factors are to be taken into 

account under Article 18: the duration, method, and area of uses; the type of rights 

implicated; and the complexity of the transaction, which would involve the 

examination of the licence contract and the royalties charged57• 

Currently in China, there is only one collective management organisation which is the 

Music Copyright Society of China (MCSC), founded in December, 1992 before the 

Regulations was enforced58
• In accordance with the Regulations, the NCAC and Civil 

Department must approve the establishment of a CCAO; thus the MCSC will need to 

seek re-approval of its status59
• Its membership includes Chinese composers, authors 

and publishers6o
• It joined the CISAC in 1994 and has signed bilateral agreements with 

around 40 countries61
• It collects remuneration for rights holders for mechanical 

reproduction including sound recording, video recording, books, magazines and 

newspapers, TV programmes, movies, MTV, and performances 11 with detailed 

standards of charge62
• Although MCSC is a member of CISAC, the initial fee 

• It mcludes hve performance, exlublt, motor show, fashion show, music on hold for telephone, 
background mUSIC, mobIle phone nght tone download from Internet, nngback tone download from 
Internet. 
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schedules being put together in China are considerably lower than in foreign countries. 

For example, the fees range from RMB 0.15111 (GBP 0.01) per sq m per day for venues 

WIth a business floor area of no more than 100 sq m, to RMB 0.12 (less than GBP 0.10) 

per sqm per day for those larger than 100 sqm63. For hotels which are heavy users, the 

fee is calculated on the basis ofRMB 1.75 (GBP 0.12) per bed per month64
• In 2001, 

its total income was RMB 9,600,000 (around GBP 693,000) including RMB 6,720,000 

(about GPB 485,000) from reproduction rights, and RMB 2,880,000 (about GBP 

212,000) from performance rights6S. However, there has not been any income from 

broadcasting though the new Copyright Law in 2001 regulated that fees for 

broadcasting sound recordings should be paid to their rights holders. At present, 

MCSC distributes performance royalties 6 months after the end of a calendar year, 

with different categories of distribution based on resources of revenuelV
, which covers 

royalties collected from the preceding half year66
• The charge of administration cost 

also varies from one kind ofdistnbution to another, from 5% to 20%67. 

With the introduction of the Regulations, it is expected that many more such 

organisations will be established in the future. In 1998, the Copyright Protection 

Centre of China (CPCC) was founded by the NCAC68
• One of its tasks is to prepare to 

found collective management organisations for literary works, photographic and 

artistic works. In August 2000, the China Copyright Association for Literary Works 

(CCALW) was established by the Chinese Writers' Association (CWA) and the CPCC. 

From CWA and CPCC's perspective, the CCALW will be the only collecting society 

covering all kinds of literary works authors in China and writers will grant it the right 

to administer their copyright and other relevant rights69. The CWA planned to extend 

the CCALW to all rights of copyright owners which can be managed collectively7o. 
, 

However, the NCAC emphasised that the original intention in the establishment of 

CCALW was mainly to take charge of the right of communication through information 

ID The exchange rate between Chinese Yuan Renrnmbl and tbe Bnttsh Pound usmg in this tbesls IS 

13.8542 Chinese Yuan Remmbl to 1 pound on November 2005 from www. x·rate com. 
'v There are five lands of dlstnbutton' General mechanical distnbutton, general perfonnance distnbutton, 
mechanical performance dlstnbutton, onlmo rustnbutton and oversees rustnbution. 
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networks in the near future (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.1). At present, it has more than 

2000 members. Until now, there has not been any CMO to administer publishers' 

rights. As early as November 2001, the NCAC also authorised the China Audiovisual 

Association to prepare to set up the China Audiovisual Copyright Association, an 

organisation for the collective administration of audiovisual copyright'l. Besides the 

societies already mentioned, another collecting society for performance rights is on the 

agenda72
• 

3.3 Publishing in China 

The organisation and administration of the Chinese publishing industry is quite 

different from those in Western countries. The principal characteristic of the Chinese 

publishing industry is that it is state-owned and state-controlled for ideological reasons, 

but at the same time seeks the benefits of a market economy as government funding is 

reduced 73. The number of publishers is strictly controlled by the General 

Administration of Press and Publishing (GAPP) v, a department of the central 

govermnent which is responsible to the State Council for "supervision" of all 

publishing in China and directly manages about a dozen major publishing houses, and 

each publisher is assigned a certain number of titles according to their rank74. In 2001, 

the total number of employees in the 562 companies in the publishing sector (including 

publishers, publicists, press materials compames, and music video companies) was 

47,128 (i.e., around 84 people per company)7S. By 2003, there were 570 presses in 

China, 218 of which were national presses with the other 382 belonging to local 

government'6. 

In China, there are three sectors of publications: books, textbooks, and illustrated 

material77
• Table 3.1 shows that In 2002, 170,962 titles were published in China, of 

which 100,693 were new and 70,269 were reprinted (a republication rate of 42.12%)78. 

v GAFP has the same staffWlth the NCAC. It could be seen as "one organisation has two names". 
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In 1978, there were only 20,000 titles (and each took about 2 years to producef9. The 

total sales volume for China in 2002 was 7,027 million, worth RMB 43,493 million 

(about GBP 2,899 million)80. Among them, school textbook sales played an important 

role, accounting for 41.4% of total unit sales in 2002 81 . Especially in some 

under-developed areas, school textbooks accounted for as much as 80% to 90% of the 

total local volume sales82. For periodicals, the increase of titles and volumes is very 

fast as well. In 1949, there were only 257 periodicals in China, with a total impression 

of 20 million copies, or less than 0.1 copy per capita, while in 2001, there were as 

many as 8,725 periodicals, with a total impression of 2.9 billion copies, or more than 

two copies per capita83. 

: ' '/ .. ' , . . , ,.' ~ Increase or decrease In Number of J Increase or I 

" c~~ortes 'r i) 

,Total UUes published In 2002, , comparison with 2001(%) , title. wtth' decrease In . ' ' '-. Imported ' comparison 'I ;. ,.c, 
, , 

" 
, , Total, New Repr!"t • Total New' Ropt1nt copyrl",ts j with 2001 . I'I~ 

Total 170962 100693 70269 10.6 10.1 11.3 10909 10.3 

1, Books wnh ISBN, Total 168769 99513 69256 108 106 11,1 10908 10.3 
I ",arxlsm.Len n",rn. Mao 
Zedono Thou.hl 324 227 97 251 305 141 ,9 

Philosophy 2053 1503 550 291 281 31 9 4 

Social Science General 1986 1511 475 96 61 224 1 

Politics. Law 7102 5402 1700 78 79 74 95 1262 

Mllnary 493 447 46 105 146 ·179 

Economics 12599 9200 3399 204 194 235 4 3000 

I "UI ur.,SCI~:;;s 
Education, S s 69488 32124 37364 136 167 111 9887 8.9 

Language. Philology 8253 4688 3565 16.2 194 122 1 00 

Literature 11199 8690 2509 .(l3 ·03 .(l3 4 

Art 10087 6940 3147 33 40 17 837 115 

History, Googmphy 5245 4272 973 75 4.8 212 30 1727 

Natural Science General 853 516 337 -45 ·96 47 10 
IMam~tlC5, ~nyslCS 

3077 1388 1689 15.1 8.2 215 2 and Ct1emlstry 

AstronOm}( GooscienCQ 597 510 87 70 45 243 

Blosclc:mcQ 685 451 "234 223 256 164 

Medldne and Health 7105 4564 2541 103 120 74 11 

A.gl1cultural SCience 2936 1894 1042 ·105 ·7,3 ,·158 

Industry Technology 19517 11410 8107 103 57 175 11 833 

Transportation 1647 1000 647 16.5 230 71 

Aeronautics. Astronautlcs 122 109 13 99 79 300 

Environmental Science 640 471 169 275 389 3.7 1 

ComprahQnstva Books 2761 2196 565 ·31 ·39 .(l2 1 
I ~. t>OOKS ",,100Ul ISBN, 
Pictures In Total 2193 1180 1013 ·21 '·195 310 1 00 

Table 3.1 2002 Book Publishing Statistics of China (TItles) 

China has one of the largest book industries in the world and the scale of the ChInese 
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book trade is vast. According to the report from the NCAC, the total volume of stocks 

of the book market reached a value of almost RMB 40,138 billion (GBP 2.897 billion) 

in 200384. In 2004, the number of new publications rose by 110,812 and of revised 

titles rose by 79,579 (respectively increases of 10% and 13.2% on the total for 2002). 

Children's books' sales grew rapidly across all categories, with 14.5% volume growth 

and 16.39% sales growth compared with 200285. The growth in philosophy, social 

science (6.44%), natural science (4.35%), literature, art (9.8%) compensated for the 

sight decline in culture, education (down by 0.72%)86. 

In 2003, the volume of exports of books, journals and newspapers amounted to 7.66 

million, about USD 23 million87. In terms of imports, statistics in 2003 from the U.S. 

Commerce Department showed": 

C1una became the largest source of manufactured books in 2002, strengthened 
Its lead In 2003. Books imported from China increased 22% last year, to USD 
413.1 mIllion. Over the last five years-as more manufacturing moved to 
Chma-the amount of books Imported from there rose 190%, far surpassIng 
the 23% increase In the total value of book imports durmg that span". 

One of the stipulations for China entering into the WTO was that it had to open up its 

book retail market by November 2002 and part of its book wholesale distribution by 

Novernber 200489. Based on this, the distribution of books was opened up to all 

publishers and book retailers in the form of public bidding in 200290
• However, retail 

pnces still remain far below international levels, with trade paperbacks selling for 

RMB 10-20 (around GBP 0.70 to 1.40) or less, though GBP 2-3 is not uncommon for 

an academic title91 . From 2002 to 2004, the average prices of new book and reprinted 

nationwide were respectively RMB 13.37 (GBP 0.96) and 6.13 (GBP 0.44), RMB 

13.38 and 6.53, RMB 13.67 and 7.26 (GBP 0.52)92. 

Compared with developed countries, the Chinese electronic publishing industry has 

developed relatively late. In the 1980s, some computer companies attempted to 

" It needs to be pomted out that many of these books are Western-publIshed that are just pnnted m 
ChIna. 
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develop electronic publishing with floppy disk as the first generation medium93
, From 

the 1990s, a few publishing units, especially educational presses, have been active in 

publishing electronic publications, Professor Guangzuo Chen created the first 

electronic publication, the relationship history of Kuomintang and Chinese Cornmunist 

Party at Wuhan University in 1991 94
, There are now around one thousand kinds of 

floppy disk publications, which have been issued in more than 40,000 copies9s
, The 

development of CD-ROM is a new phase of Chinese electronic publishing and has 

grown extremely quickly, In 1992, Beijing Qinghua Press produced the first CD for 

electronic publishing, In the following year, China began to produce CD-ROM 

products in batches, In 2002, 4,668 CD-Rom and 18 DVD-ROM titles were published 

in China, a 96,7% increase over the previous year96
, The development of the e-books 

in China has been extraordinarily fast. The sales of e-books in 2001 were 9,100, while 

in 2004, the sales were 8,050,00097
, 

Looking at Chinese libraries and information services, in 1997, there were 2,500 

public libraries which were the responsibility of local government, under the guidance 

of the Ministry of Culture's Department of Libraries98
, According to China, Statistical 

Yearbook 2005, to 2004, the number of public libraries has increased to 2,72099
, 

Before entrance of WTO in 2000, the importation of foreign journals is restricted to the 

China National Publications Import Export Corporation and (for sale to educational 

institutions only) the China Educational Publications Import Export Corporation which 

issue catalogues to their customers 100, These systems are more to do with political 

control than management efficiency: the corporations are able to ensure that foreign 

titles, especially news titles, are supplied only to those with a legitimate need to read 

them101
, However, since 2003, China has opened Its scientific and technical journal 

market and the distribution of books102
, For scientific journals, there are five or six 

state-owned publishing companies, which are entitled to import scientific and technical 

journals and buy licences from abroad based on domestic customers' requirement and 

currently, Chinese customer can buy electrouic publications from foreign publishers 

directly, 
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3.4 Piracy in China 

Piracy is a global issue for the whole publishing industry, but especiaUy in Asian 

countries. In China, piracy seriously threatens the development of the Chinese 

publishing industry as well as stunting the growth of industries, such as the film, music 

and computer software. It also significantly threatens the sales of copyright materials 

produced by organisations both inside China and outside China. 

In the middle of the 1990's, according to a report from the China National Copyright 

Committee, China raided and destroyed more than 200 miIIion pirate books and 300 

miIIion of CDs and DVDs103 every year. Estimates suggested that the total sales of 

China pirate products was USD 2 biIIion per yearl04 during that period, though 

Western countries have estimated far more than this figure. For book piracy alone, 

Senate testimony by McGraw-HiII claimed that in 1998, USA book publishers alone 

lost USD 125 miIIion in China 10S. Apart from this, based on statistics from 

International Copyright Society, the USA including film, music, software (except 

commercial software) industries lost USD 1.84 biIIion per year during the middle of 

1990's in China106
• 

Although the Chinese Government has made an effort to restrict piracy, significant 

problems have remained. According to industry figures, USA publishers lost an 

estimated USD 130 miIIion to book piracy in China in 2000, continuing a trend of 

increasing losses over the past few yearsl07
• From Table 3.2, it is clear that despite 

efforts made by the Chinese Government to crack down on the massive domestic 

piracy of all types of copyrighted products earlier in 2000, including raids netting 

miIIions of pirate optical media products, copyright piracy rates in China continue to 

hover at over 90% in last five years\08. 
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Estimated Trade Losses Due to Copyright Piracy 

(in millions ofU.S. dollars) and Levels of Piracy: 2000-2004 

Industry 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 

Loss Level Loss Level Loss Level Loss Level Loss Level 

Motion 280.0 95% 178.0 95% 168.0 91% 160.0 88% 120.0 90% 

Pictures 

Record & 202.9 85% 286.0 90% 48.0 90% 47.0 90% 70.0 93% 

Music 

Business 1465. 90% 1787. 92% 1637. 1140. 

Software 0 0 3 92% 2 92% 765.1 94% 

Entertainment 510.0 NA 568.2 96% NA 96% 455.0 92% NA 99% 

Software 

Books 50.0 NA 40.0 NA 40.0 NA 130.0 NA 130.0 NA 

Totals 2507. 11 2859. 11 1893. 11 1932. 11 1085. 11 9 2 3 5 1 

Table 3.2 Estimated Trade Losses Due to Piracy and Levels of Piracy 

While the Harry Potter books and a few other popular titles have been subject to 

large-scale unauthorised reproduction, publishers from the USA said most illegal 

copying involves college textbooks, since textbooks are generally both required 

reading and relatively expensive, and the problem is particularly serious in scientific 

and technical subjects 109. In China, some universities themselves are directly or 

indirectly involved in the practice. Educational institutions usually supply textbooks to 

their students. However, unauthorised editions are common, as are illegal translations, 

typically with the author's name omitted and the name of a Chinese academic in its 

placellO
• Academic periodicals were also widely illegally reproduced in China before 

2001. Even in many public libraries, it is easy to find unauthorised copies of foreign 

academic periodicals. After a directive banning the practice emanating from China's 

vice premier in 2001, the situation improved for a while. However, in 2004, there has 
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been some backsliding, especially through unauthorised access to online periodicalslll • 

An estimate from the one of biggest Chinese publishing groups shows that the balance 

between pirate books and authorised books is roughly 1 to 1112. In 2001, over 18 

million pirated books were seizedll3
• Some famous Chinese authors, who wrote several 

popular titles, even claimed publicly that no famous book authors in China could 

escape from piracy and there is no sense of safety in China at present to write booksl14• 

Between 1997 and 2000, the number of cases handled by the NCAC increased by 80% 

from 1,361 to 2,547. During that time, the number of copyright suits accepted by the 

courts jumped by 175% from 350 to 963115
• Chinese textbooks are also subject to 

serious piracy. Authorities discovered RMB 3.56 million (around GBP 0.25 million) 

pirated textbooks and reference materials in primary and high schools in Northwest 

China's Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region in 2002 alone1l6. The national picture 

was quite bleak as well, with the State Press and Publication Administration seizing 

10.24 million pirated books between August and October in 2003 117
• 

There are four primary forms of book piracy in China. The most common is copying a 

book and selling bogus versions - most of best sellers and foreign textbooks are the 

victims. A craftier way is to sell foreign books that have been translated illegally, 

without any formal contract. The Harry Potter books had just such an unfortunate 

experience in China. A few days before the legally translated volume of one tome 

came out, a version translated in Taiwan was selling on the streetsll8
• Another more 

laborious method is to print books ostensibly by famous authors but in fact written by 

clumsy imitators, or piecing famous authors' works together without their permission. 

This time, the Harry Potter books failed to escape either fate. An anonymous Chinese 

author who used the names of its translators and editors as well as a photograph of JK 

Rowling wrote a fake Harry Potter novel which was sold in Beijing street market for 

about one pound in the sununer 2002119
• The last method is a unique 'byproduct' from 

China publishing censorship system: before being published, every book should have a 

"China standard book numbering" to prove the validity of publishing 120. It is nearly the 
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same as the meaning of an ID number to a citizen. These book numberings are 

distributed by the Nationat Copyright Administration to each publishing company 

every year. Thus, some pirate publishers collude with some publishing companies that 

want to earn money by fair means or foul to trade book numbers illegallyl21. Once the 

pirate publishers gain the book numberings, they not only escape from the 

government's censorship but also evade tax. Sometimes, one book number will be used 

twice by pirate publishers or several books use one book number at the same time. 

What is more, sometimes pirates publisher counterfeit book numbers for their illegal 

books. 

Several reasons result in the piracy in China. First, China had a weak tradition of 

respect for copyright in its long history. The widespread resistance to proper adherence 

to the copyright laws of China is partly attributed to its particular culture: the influence 

of Confucianism and the notion of sharing creative works and ideas122
• Second, the 

history of Chinese current copyright law is only over 50 years, far less than Western 

countries. As a consequence, copyright law in China has not been implemented very 

well. Law enforcement problems exist universally in various legal fields in China. 

Over recent years, though the enforcement of copyright laws has made great progress, 

there is still a long way to go in cracking down on piracy123. In addition, infringement 

is fuelled by the lack of real deterrence, due to the low administrative penalties and 

virtually nonexistent criminal prosecutions for major acts ofpiracy124. Third, it is clear 

that the lack of economic development is an important factor that lends Chinese 

citizens to purchase pirate products. At the same time, ideology-driven government 

quotas severely limit the legal import and distnbution of films and television ShOWSI2S, 

so that the pirate market offers a much more up-to-date, uncensored viewing menu 126 

and a black market has emerged to meet a need that would otherwise go largely 

unfilled127
• 
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Chapter 4 Previous Research 

4.1 Introduction 

The current research is based on some previous research (A possible model of a 

licensing agency system for publishing industry in China), conducted from June 2004 

to September 20041
• In this chapter, an overview of previous research was given 

including aims and objectives, methods adopted before, limitations of the previous 

research. The main body of the chapter focuses on the explanation of the proposed 

model developed in the previous research. 

4.2 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of the project was to develop a possible licensing agency system for the 

publishing industry in China. The specific objectives can be broken down as follows: 

• To provide an overview of copyright for publishing, including a brief history. 

• To illuminate the structure, operation and functions of the possible licensing 

system, its position and effect on the whole publishing market. 

• To descnbe the current conditions of traditional and electronic publishing market 

in China respectively, introduce the associated regulations and system in these two 

areas and analyse any weaknesses of the current rules and system in China 

• To carry out interviews with the UK RRO and other related collecting societies 

• To develop a model of a possible licensing agency system based on the current 

conditions and related regulations in China 

• To make comments on the limitations of the research, and also introduce and make 

recommendations based on the further research (testing the feasibility of a 

licensing agency system for publishing industry in China) that is now becoming 

undertaken in the current proj ect 
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4.3 Methods Adopted in the Previous Research 

Qualitative research was undertaken to collect data in the research. Semi-structured 

interviews were used to explore what people felt about RROs and other relevant issues. 

The research required structured information like the management structure of the 

organisation and the kinds ofIicences as background information to develop the model 

later, and meanwhile it also need to explore people's opinions at a further level, such as 

the role of RRO in the whole copyright protection and publishing system, whether it 

works well, etc. The general process of the research was first to examine the UK RRO 

system from every party's perspective and to try to find the interactions and 

relationships among them. At the same time, cultural, political and social contexts in 

China were important to the research, and were considered when the model was 

developed. 

Three face-to-face interviews were carried out. The interviewees represented three key 

stakeholders and were able to express their opinions and views from their 

organisations' viewpoints. As a developed RRO in the UK, the CLA was the most 

important interviewee in the previous research. In addition, the attitudes and opinions 

from the ALCS and the PLS were sought, because they respectively stand for different 

groups of rights holders' (authors and publishers) views of the RRO. These three 

organisations are the skeleton of the RRO system for published works in the UK. A 

pilot study was not appropriate because of the very small number of people 

interviewed, but questions were discussed with the researcher's supervisor and then he 

checked the questions and approved them before the interviews. 

The framework of these three interviews were first to concentrate on the organisations 

themselves with basic information to get an overview of the organisations. The 

interviews then focused on their specific parts or functions which are related to the 

research. The interviews then stretched to other bodies close to the organisations, to 

explore their relationships. Finally, the interviews ended with questions about the 
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proposed model. Most of the questions for ALCS and PLS were similar because, from 

CLA's perspective, ALCS and PLS have equal positions but just act on different 

groups of rights holders' behalf. The questions emphasised the relationships between 

organisations and influence from ALCS and PLS to the CLA. The CLA is the kernel of 

the system. Accordingly its questions were somewhat different. They not only 

concerned on the relationship between it and the others, but also focused more on its 

own operations. 

Several main questions were the same for all the interviewees. First, more background 

and details about the organisations were sought. The second set of questions explored 

the relationships and co-operation among the three organisations. There may be some 

different attitudes in their relationship, as two are owners and the other is the agency 

acting on their behalf. The next question was about the co-operation between the 

interviewees and IFRRO or other individual countries. The fourth asked how the 

organisations enforce copyright and how they deal with copyright infringement. The 

following question was concerned with the impact of electronic publishing on the RRO, 

authors and publishers in the UK. What other problems the organisations face was 

another significant question, because the answers can help the founders of the 

proposed Chinese RRO. There was a specific question concerned with the relationship 

between the organisations and government. The fmal question sought some 

suggestions for founding a RRO in China from these organisations. Special questions 

for the CLA focused on the kinds of licences and the process of issuing licences within 

the CLA, and its relationship with the Copyright Tribunal. As a result of these 

interviews, a model for a possible Chinese RRO was developed. This is described in 

the next section. 
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4.4 The Model and Its Explanation 

4.4.1 The Structure of the Model for the Chinese Licensing Agency System 

The Publishers Copyright Protectlon Chinese Wnters' NatIOnal Copyright 

Associatlon of China Centre of China AssociatIOn Adnnrustration 

I 
I 

Publisher Organisatlon LIterary Works Copynght SocIety of 

China 

I 

ChineseRRO CopynghtTnbuna1 

Ministry of Mmistry of 

Educatlon I Management Board I Commerce 

I 
~ Education Comnuttee I Semor management team Business Committee 

ColleCtlng 
Internatlonal 

and Customer Lobbymg Legal 
cooperation 

chstnbutlng money service Government affaIrS 

Wntlng reports and Negotiating and Infringement actions 

undertaking surveys issuing licences 

I 
Educatlon sector Business sector 

Figure 4.1 The Structure ofthe Model for the Chinese Licensing Agency System 

*Red boxes standfor the organisations which already existed. 
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4.4.2 Basic Features of the Proposed Chinese RRO 

The Chinese RRO would be a non-profit-making agency that licenses organisations for 

photocopying and scanning printed materials. The agency would be owned by its 

members, i.e., the authors and publishers that it represents. These will be the China 

Copyright Association for Literary Works (CCALW) and the proposed new publishers' 

organisation. In addition, one users' representative should be on the board to help 

guarantee users' rights and help users communicate with the licensor. However, there 

is no user ownership of the RRO. The proposed RRO would be a collective 

management society for books, journals, magazines and periodicals, both printed and 

electronic. 

The Chinese RRO would be responsible for looking after the interests of rights owners 

regarding the copying of books, journals, magazines and periodicals. It would pay 

authors and publishers (via the CCALW and the proposed publisher organisation) their 

shares of the fees for such copying. If necessary, it could also institute legal 

proceedings for the enforcement of the rights entrusted to it. 

The proposed Chinese RRO would promote copyright through education and licensing, 

specifically by: 

• Encouraging respect for copyright 

• Preparing educational materials to teach people about copyright 

• Working closely with govemment to ensure the views of rights owners are heard 

• Licensing users to copy extracts from books, journals, magazines and periodicals 

• Collecting fees from licensed users for the copying 

• Distributing these fees to authors and publishers 

• Instituting legal proceeding in cases of copyright infringement 

4.4.3 Explanation and Discussion of the Model 

As shown in Chapter 2, the China Copyright Association for Literary Works (CCALW) 

can be considered the collective licensing body from the author side. It could give a 
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mandate on behalf of its all the members to the proposed Chinese RRO in the future. 

The CCALW and the proposed pubhshers' organisation would own the RRO with 50% 

ownership for each. 

At present, there has not been an organisation for Chinese publishers' collective 

management of copyright. It is suggested that there should be an orgamsation 

representing publishers on the Chinese RRO. The Publishers Association of China 

(PAC) is a nationwide publishers' union whose membership includes all kinds of 

publishers, local publisher associations, publishing research organisations and other 

relevant publishing orgnisations. In China, to develop any administration, organisation 

or gUild for an industry, government should be one of the founders. Thus, in the model, 

the PAC will found a publishers' organisation as a collective licensing society for 

publishers with the CPCC, which is directly under the management of the NCAC. 

Hence, the proposed publishers' collecting society could be built below the PAC. 

The role of the Chinese Government in the licensing agency system will be quite 

different from the situation in the UK. First, foundmg an RRO in China must be 

authorised by the NCAC. Second, government has the responsibility to push the 

legislative process to build the legal environment for the development of the RRO and 

the collective licensing society. Finally, according to the pattern of building 

copyright-related organisations in China, the CPCC or the NCAC should be one of the 

founders of the Chinese RRO. 

At the same time, a legal body like the UK's Copyright Tribunal but in China running 

under the NCAC, is necessary to help the whole system keep a balance between 

authors, publishers and users. At the begiuning, it also can help the growth of the 

Chinese RRO and give some support to the Chinese RRO from administration level. 

However, in China, as explained, the role of government is complicated. In most cases, 

the government is not just one of the players, but also is the judge. Thus, how to 

guarantee equity when the government has two different roles in the whole system will 
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be a controversial issue. It is clear that initially, the Chinese RRO will be unable to be 

an independent organisation like the CLA in the UK. 

The management board will be composed of members from the CCALW, the proposed 

publishers' organisation and one users' delegate. The number of board members from 

each organisation will be equal based on ownership. They would represent the interests 

of authors, publishers and users. The board would oversee and evaluate the work of the 

RRO at the end of each quarter as well as the end of each year. Furthennore, they 

would receive reports from the RRO and act as a channel of communication between it 

and the CCALW and the proposed publishers' organisation. At the same time, it would 

plan strategy and deliver any decision from authors and publishers to the RRO. The 

board would not manage the daily work of the RRO, as the senior management team 

would have this responsibility. There would be several directors in the charge of 

different aspects of the proposed RRO in the senior management team, like chief 

executive, operations director, legal director, financial director and so on. 

Below the management board, there would also be two committees at the beginning. 

They would respectively work in two areas. These two areas are the markets which the 

RRO would begin to work with: the educational sector and the business sector. It is 

suggested to begin with, universities and pharmaceutical companies be targeted. These 

committees will be respectively composed of several authors, publishers who work 

with publications in the specific sector, and corresponding administrations. At the 

beginning, these committees are supposed to work with the Ministry of Education and 

Ministry of Commerce. The cooperation between committees and government 

departments is very important to the RRO to gain the necessary support from 

government in the corresponding sector, help it become familiar with the relevant 

policies in the specific sectors, and build communication channels with the licensees. 

The main function of the committees is to negotiate the issues in those specific areas 

among the RRO, authors, publishers and government, and monitor and manage the 

RRO's work in those specific areas. 
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Under the senior management team, there are several functions of the proposed RRO. 

Negotiating and issuing licences, and collecting and distributing money would be key 

functions of the RRO. The RRO would develop several different licences for its 

customers. Negotiating licences would include negotiating which sort of licences 

customers should be issued, the fee customers should pay, how many employees or 

individual users can use the copied materials, and so on. Issuing licences will include 

the whole application process: sending application forms to customers, dealing with 

the completed form, making records for the licences and issuing certificates of the 

licences to customers. According to the CLA's experience, most licences would run for 

one year and customers would renew it each year, so the fee will be collected from 

customers and distributed to the CCALW and the publishers' organisation once in each 

'year. There should be an agreement between the CCALW and the publishers' 

organisation for how to distribute the fee and what percentage each of them can 

receive from the RRO. Customer service would be important for the RRO from the 

beginning when the customers would not know clearly about the service from the RRO. 

It will have the responsibility to answer questions from customers as a consultant 

before they apply licences, help customers deal with the problems they meet in the 

application process and how to operate their rights under the licences. 

At the same time, the RRO would have two functions to realise their copyright 

responsibilities: legal affairs and infringement actions. Legal affairs is designed as a 

department of the RRO to look at the Chinese and international legislative 

environment, to advise the RRO and others, involve itself in negotiation of individual 

licences, draw up contracts for the RRO, maintain and monitor the contracts, and keep 

up to date with the development of copyrights. Furthermore, legal affairs ought to 

prepare educational materials to teach people about copyright. Infringement actions 

will be similar to the function of the Copywatch held by CLA. It will be used to find 

copyright infringement and then get involved in legal action with the CCALW or 

relevant publishers. 
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Maintaining communication and co-operation with government IS crucial for the 

development of the Chinese RRO. Not only does fOImding an RRO in China need 

government support, but also developing every new licence in a new sector requires an 

authorisation from government and co-operation with the relevant government 

department. Lobbying and negotiating between the RRO and government are therefore 

essential. In addition, there would be more bilateral and multilateral agreements among 

governments related to the collective licensing system in the future. Therefore, 

informing RRO regarding the international environment is another role for the 

government. 

The proposed RRO needs international cooperation and to develop bilateral 

agreements with some of the members of IFRRO. Such co-operation includes 

negotiating bilateral agreements, gaining experience from the RROs in other cOImtries 

about the development of the collective licensing system and discussing measures to 

promote copyright protection. After the fOImdation of the Chinese RRO, the most 

important international issue for it would be to prepare to join IFRRO. At the same 

time, the Chinese RRO ought to negotiate bilateral agreements with RROs not only in 

the UK and the USA but also in Asian cOImtries and territories such as Japan, 

Singapore and Hong Kong, because in these areas, Chinese publications are used 

broadly and influentially. Moreover, because of the similar cultural backgroImd, 

co-operation between China and other Asian cOImtries is much more useful for the 

development of the Chinese RRO. 

Later on, the RRO will extend its operations to the whole education and business 

sector. In China, senior schools do not belong to the compulsory education sector, and 

thus, after universities, the next potential licencees in the education sector are senior 

schools. Eventually, all the educational institutions will have licences in the future. 

However, in China, education is not so advanced as education in the UK. For example, 

a lot of primary schools in rural or remote areas do not even have basic teaching 

equipment. Consequently, developing licences in the education sector will depend on 
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the development of education in China. For the business sector, there are plenty of new 

areas where the potential licensees may develop: banking, IT industry, food & drink 

manufactures and so on. Besides the education and business sectors, public libraries 

are other important potential licensees. The RRO should develop a licence for a high 

volume of photocopying in such libraries. According to the ideology in China now, it is 

however, too early to consider the government a potential licensee. 

Beside the further development of the proposed RRO, the CCALW and the proposed 

publishers' organisation should also develop themselves in the future. Increasing their 

memberships will be the crucial issue for both of them In the near future. After all, the 

number of members is the basis of copyright collective administration. It represents the 

authority of the collective licensing agency. 

4.5 The Limitation of the Previous Research 

The primary limitation of the research was the small number of interviewees, and the 

fact that the only three people interviewed were all UK based. Because of the limited 

time, the approach was to identify key people who understood the UK RRO situation, 

as it was felt they could give valuable guidance regarding how an RRO should be set 

up. However, the Chinese political and economic situation is very different to that in 

the UK, and therefore there is no reason why their views would necessarily be 

appropriate and reasonable for China. The researcher tried to ask interviewees issues 

about developing a RRO in China. Though they gave some suggestions, they all 

emphasised before answering the question that they knew little about the Chinese 

situation. So therr comments were adjusted to take into account interviewers' 

knowledge of the Chinese situation. For example, the requirement that the Chinese 

Government be a party to the proposed new RRO reflects the current political situation 

in China and the situation of Chinese education institutes needs to be considered in 

advance. Nonetheless, it is clear that this is a model which has not been tested with 
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relevant people and organisations in China, and as such, it should be viewed as a 

theoretical idea only, which needs further refinement and development. 

Second, the researcher's knowledge of the publishing industry in China also limits the 

practicability of the model. Though she understood the situation of the Chinese 

publishing industry and copyright protection through the previous literature review, 

when the model was designed, she realised her lack of the knowledge about the 

Chinese publishing industry, copyright protect system, legal environment and 

administrative system. The model was mainly based on the literature review and 

results of interviews, plus the researcher's own experience and imagination. Due to the 

small number of UK interviewees and the researcher's lack of experience and 

knowledge, the model mostly simulates the UK licensing agency system, from internal 

management structure of the RRO, its activities and operation to the whole collecting 

societies' system. 
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Chapter 5 Methods 

5.1 Introduction 

The successful study of copyright collective administration and collecting society, 

RROs practice, the current situation of photocopying in China and attitudes toward 

RROs and the protection of reprographic rights required methos for collecting both 

qualitative and quantitative data, such as interviews, and questionnaires. This 

combined approach aids appropriate data analysis and interpretation. This chapter 

discusses the research methodology employed, the research design, the pilot study, 

sampling techniques, and data analysis of the results. 

5.2 The Research Questions 

The main aim of this research at initial phase is to test the feasibility of a licensing 

agency system the researcher designed before. The first step in testing its feasibility is 

to check whether it accords with the existing theories and the basic Chinese copyright 

protection environment through a literature review. Chapter 2 (literature review on 

collective management of copyright and RROs) and Chapter 3 (publishing and 

copyright law in China) reveal the following issues relevant to the model: 

• No research or survey has been conducted regarding photocopying in China. 

• Because the original model was based on the UK system, it does not match 

Chinese copyright law and the Chinese political, social, cultural and economic 

climate completely. 

• China lacks experience in practising collective management of copyright in the 

literary work area. 

There are two further issues related to this topic but not focusing on the model: 

• The rights holders' attitudes to RROs are unclear. 
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• Any RRO has to face and solve some controversial issues brought about by 

electronic publishing. 

During the interviews, a crucial issue was proposed which affect the whole research: 

• There is uncertainty whether now is the time to establish an RRO in China. 

Questions or issue to address Information required 

No research regarding photocopying in The situation regarding photocopying in 

China China now 

Is this the time to establish an RRO in -Reasons why China needs to establish an 

China? RRO at this stage 

-Barriers to prevent the development of 

an RRO in China now 

Original model does not match the -What the current situation is in China 

Chinese situation -Which parts of the model are impractical 

-Reasons why they do not match 

Lack of experience of collective -What will happen next? (plans and 

management of copyright in China actions in the future) 

Rights holders' attitudes to RROs -Relationship between rights holders and 

RRO 

-Reasons they have those relationships 

Electronic publishing and RRO -What happens currently and might 

happen in the future 

-Opinions from of stakeholders 

Table 5.1 Lists Questions and Issues Which Needed to Be Addressed 
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5.3 Objectives of the Research 

According to the literature review and the researcher's previous research, a two-way 

operation chain in the RRO systern would be recognised between rights holders, RRO 

and users. Considering the Chinese political situation additionally, the parties involved 

in this research are divided into four groups: rights holders (publishers and their 

organisation, and authors' organisation); RROs and related international organisations; 

potential users in China; and the Chinese Government. With a view to the limitations 

of the previous research, in this research Chinese objectives and participants were 

heavily considered at the beginning of research design. The rights holders are divided 

into two groups: potential rights holders in China; and rights holders in the UK who 

have already been involved in the licensing system for a long time, as well as being 

familiar with the Chinese publishing mdustry, especially large scholarly publishers 

whose publications are heavily copied. In the whole process of this research, authors 

were treated as a group of people, so the representatives of authors' organisations in 

China were ideal interviewees, since the main UK authors' collect society has been 

interviewed in the previous research. In the previous research, interviews with CLA, 

PLS and ALCS were conducted in 2004. However, RROs whose home countries are 

familiar with China are further suitable targets, as are other international organisations 

with a global view. The target users in this research were the orgamsations in China 

which are involved in heavy photocopying. The part of the Chinese Government 

selected for this research was the NCAC, which directly administers copyright issues 

all over the country according to the literature review. 

The research design was built around these four groups. Because the research topic 

focuses on one country (China) which does not have a licensing system and is also 

mainly based on another country's (UK) experience, the parties ware from both 

countries. As a result, based on the dIfferent backgrounds of each country, these four 

groups were also re-classified under the geographic regions with UK, China and 

international range. The methods were designed around the following main research 
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objectives: 

• Publishers and experts on the Chinese publishing industry in the UK 

Assess the feasibility of the model based on their knowledge of the Chinese publishing 
( 

industry. 

Collect views about the RRO and its development in the electronic publishing 

environment from the rights holders' perspective. 

• Publishers, authors' organisations, NCAC, and libraries in China 

Acquire more information about Chinese publishing and copyright law. 

Assess the feasibility of the model from potential rights holders and government 

perspectives within Chinese situations 

Investigate the photocopying situation in China from the users' perspective (libraries) 

• HKRRLS (RRO) in Hong Kong 

Acquire more information and experience on the establishment and operation of an 

RRO based on the similar cultural background 

• IFRRO, International 

Collect IFRRO's views of the development ofRROs from an international standpoint 

Assess the feasibility of the model and collect suggestions of the establishment of 

RRO in China from experienced professionals 

5.4 Research Design 

5.4.1 Previous Research Strategy 

This research is a continuation of the previous research, "a possible model of a 

licensing agency system for publishing industry in China", so it is important to 

consider and analyse the methods adopted in the previous research. In the earlier 

research, the researcher tried to explore complex issues based on the different 

publishing systems and legal systems, different ideologies, even different regimes 

through opinions and ideas for every topic but from different perspectives. 

Consequently, qualitative research was undertaken to collect data. The aim was to 

allow respondents to talk about their feelings and about their underlying attitudes, 
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beliefs and values to pre-detennined issuesl
• Semi-structured face-to-face interviews 

were used as the only method adopted in the research to explore what it is that people 

felt. 

5.4.2 Present Research Strategy 

As mentioned above, the previous research strategy heavily influenced the present 

research strategy. Consequently, qualitative research methods, especially 

semi-structured interviews, were designed for this study. There are five distinctive 

attributes of qualitative research: context, description, process, participant and 

induction. Qualitative research draws data from the context or environment in which 

events occurs and attempts to describe these occurrences2
; qualitative research is 

ideally placed to understand the process of events, to understand what people believe, 

how they feel, how they interpret events, and to record and describe these beliefs, 

feelings and interpretations accuratel~. 

One of the chief reasons for conducting a qualitative study is that the study is 

exploratory, which is helpful when not much has been written about the topic or the 

popUlation being studied, and the researcher seeks to listen to participants and build an 

understanding based on their ideas4
• In this case, the previous research and the 

literature reviews of this research indicated that collective management of copyright 

was introduced to China in the last ten years. Reprographic rights and their 

admiuistration by a collecting society are an undeveloped area in China. Some 

qualitative research gathers data from individuals by semi-structured and in-depth 

interviews, while other techuiques use groups of people to obtain a considered picture, 

building on discussion and the development of individual views within a group settingS. 

"Because the qualitative researchers have to become part of the subjects' world to 

understand better what such phenomena mean to those being studied, the researchers 

might intervene in the reality of those being studied, and this distorts that reality to 

some extent6". "They also tend to work with a relatively small number of cases, and 

therefore qualitative researchers are prepared to sacrifice scope for detail. On the other 
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hand, some qualitative researchers believe that qualitative methods can provide deeper 

understandmg of social phenomena than would be obtained from quantitative data7
". 

They are also flexible in the sense that much less pre-specification takes place and the 

design evolves, develops and ''unfolds'' as the research proceeds8• 

On the other hand, "a survey provides a quantitative or numeric description of trends, 

attitudes, or opinions of a popUlation by studying a sample of that population9
". 

"Quantitative research falling within the positivist paradigm is more precise, explicit, 

and predetermined, and assumes that the relevant variables can be identified in 

advance and validly measured 10. Quantitative research designs, with their reliance on 

quantitative data and statistical generalisation, are considered by their proponents to be 

'scientific', while the scientific status of qualitative research designs is more in dispute. 

The main advantages of quantitative research are its ability to identify attnbutes of a 

large population from a small group of individuals, the economy of the design and the 

rapid turnaround in data collectionll
". Its relative weakness is that it cannot capture the 

subtleties and complexities of individual human behaviour because quantitative 

approaches are to transcend individual differences and identify patterns and processes 

which can be linked to social structures and group or organisational features J2 • 

Quantitative approaches call for a tight pre-specification for the design prior to data 

collection13
, so there are often long periods of preparation and design preliminaries 

before data collection, and a substantial period of analysis after data collection. 

Generally, researchers using quantitative methods remain at a greater physical and 

emotional distance from the study than those using qualitative methods 14. Fink 

identifies four types of data collection: self-administered questiomIaires, standardised 

interviews, structured record reviews and structured observationsls. 

Recognising that all methods of both quantitative and qualitative research have 

limitations, the purpose of mixing methods is twofold. First, when two or more 

methods are employed, the researcher is able to address different aspects of the same 

research question, thereby extending the breadth of the project 16. Second, by 
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employing methods from different research paradigms, the researcher is able to 

compensate for inherent weaknesses in each approach17. These two research designs 

can provide a binocular vision with which to deepen researchers' understanding18
• 

However, mixing methods may mean that the researcher has adopted them in the 

mistaken intention to reveal "the whole picture", which speedily leads to scrappy 

research based on under-analysed data and an imprecise or theoretically indigestible 

research probleml9 
• 

In this study, a sequential exploratory strategy was adopted. In a sequential exploratory 

strategy, the research is characterised by an initial phase of qualitative data collection 

and analysis, which is followed by a phase of quantitative data collection and analysis. 

Therefore, priority was given to the qualitative aspect of the studio. At the basic level, 

the purpose of this strategy is to use quantitative data and results to assist in the 

interpretation of qualitative findings 21. Morgan suggested that this design is 

appropriate to use when testing elements of an emergent theory resulting from the 

qualitative phase and similarly, Morse cited as the purpose for selecting this approach: 

to determine the distribution of a phenomenon within a chosen population22
• The 

exploratory strategy is often discussed as the strategy used when a researcher develops 

and tests an instrumenf3. Creswell provides several advantages of this stratew4: 

It is useful to a researcher who wants to explore a phenomenon but also wants 
to expand on the qualitative findmgs. 
It is especially advantageous when a researcher is building a new instrument. 

However, he also mentioned two drawbacks: it required a substantial length of time to 

complete both data collection phases; and the researcher may find it difficult to build 

from the qualitative analysis to the subsequent quantitative data collection2s• 

The main aim of this research was to test theories and hypotheses developed from the 

previous research. This is a research that builds a new instrument and then tests its 

operation. The methods adopted for this study consisted of a literature review followed 
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by fourteen semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire survey. Through the 

process of the interviews, it was shown that the research required a questionnaire 

survey to test the theories and ideas, and explore the answers of the questions brought 

forth from the interviews. In the use of all methods, the ethics of research were 

considered and appropriate action was taken: the promise of anonymity was given to 

some Chinese respondents as required while others agreed to identify them and their 

comment in the thesis, and permissions were gained from all the UK interviewees to 

quote their comments in the dissertation, by email request. 

5.4.3 The Literature Review 

The literature review in a research study accomplishes several purposes26
: 

• It shares With the reader the results of other studies that are closely related 
to the study bemg reported. 
• It relates a study to the larger ongomg dIalogue in the hterature about a 
tOPIC, fillmg in gaps and extending pnor studies. 
• It proVldes a framework for establishing the importance of the study as well 
as a benchmark for companng the results of a study With other findmgs 

Some key search terms were adopted throughout the research: collective 

administration (management) of copyright, copyright collective administration 

(management) organisation, reproduction rights, Reproduction Right Organisation 

IRRO, licensing system, licensing agency, copyright law. Databases, the Internet, print 

and e-journals, the catalogues of Loughborough University Library and the British 

Library were all identified as sources and searched using the key terms. Databases like 

Dialog, CSA, and Metalib were searched by the academic librarian who supports the 

Department of Information Science, Frank Parry, with the key words supplied by the 

researcher. Besides literature in English, the researcher also acquired the internal 

journals of NCAC and other materials such as articles in newspapers, on-line articles 

and books in Chinese. Moreover, the researcher also coIlected the Copyright Law of 

the PRC, the Regulations for the Implementation of the Copyright Law of the PRC and 

the Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration of China in both Chinese and 
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English. It has to be pointed out that the most of print materials on collective 

management of copyright in English were quite old, in the time frame 1990 to 1998, 

while equivalent materials in Chinese are very new, because of the new Regulations 

issued in 2004. All relevant documents, papers and studies were stored in hard copy or 

electronic form. Moreover, the main resource for materials for RRO used in this thesis 

is come from IFRRO's website and other RROs' website since the researcher was 

unable to fmd many independent publications on the research topic. 

5.5 Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were selected as the main data collection method to receive 

responses from UK rights holders, potential rights holders in China, the Chinese 

Government, the RRO in Hong Kong and IFRRO, as the study involved complex 

situations with different countries' licensing systems and several parties. 

Semi-structured interviews have predetermined questions, but the order and question 

wording can be modified, based upon the interviewer's perception of what seems most 

appropriate; and particular questions which seem inappropriate with a particular 

interviewee can be omitted, or additional ones included27
• The following list covers the 

advantages of using interviews28
: 

The interview is more appropriate for complex situations 
It is useful for collecting in-depth mformatlon 
Information can be supplemented by observation of non-verbal reactions 
Questions can be explamed 
InterviewIng has a WIder application with almost any type of population. 

Oppenheim provided a few more advantages related to the so-called subject's 

motivation29
: 

Interviews supply an opportumty to ask open-ended questions or open-ended 
probes which encourage Intervtewees to say more. 
D SIng interviewers can Improve response rates. 
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Creswell adds to the list with the followin~o: 

Useful when participants cannot be observed directly 
Participants can provide historical mforrnanon 
Allows researcher "control" over the Ime of questioning 

However, he also mentioned a number of disadvantages3) 

Provides "indirect informanon filtered through the views of mterYlewees" 
Provides informanon in a designated ''place'' rather than the natural field settmg 
Researcher's presence may bias responses 
People are not equally articulate and perceptive 

A discussion about the participants and site might include four aspects identified by 

Miles and Huberman quoted by Creswell: the setting (where the research will take 

place), the actors (who will be observed or interviewed), the events (what the actors 

will be observed or interviewed doing), and the process (the evolving nature of events 

undertaken by the actors within the setting)32. In this research, fifteen interviews were 

conducted from November 2004 to March 2005 in the UK and China. Five sets of 

interview questions were developed, respectively for UK rights holders; UK experts; 

Chinese potential rights holders; the Chinese Government; and the RRO in Hong Kong 

and the international organisation. Those are discussed in detail in Section 5.5.2. The 

main objectives to be achieved in conducting interviews were as follow: 

• Find out whether it is the right time to establish an RRO in China now. 

• Discover what factors are preventing the establishment ofRRO in China. 

• Test the feasibility of the model, and how to improve it. 

• Ascertain which kind of system will be fit for the Chinese situation 

• Look into the role of the Chinese Government in the proposed system 

5.5.1 Selecting Interviewees and Response: UK and China 

There were five kinds of interviewees in this study: representatives UK rights holders, 

including UK experts on the Chinese publishing industry, Chinese potential rights 

holders, the Chinese Government, the RRO in Hong Kong and IFRRO. UK rights 
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holders were represented by one publishers' organisation, the Association of Leamed 

and Professional Society publishers (ALPSP) and several large scholarly publishers. 

The idea behind qualitative research is to purposefully select participants that will best 

help the researcher understand the problem and the research question33
• This does not 

necessarily suggest random sampling or selection of a large number ofparticipants, as 

typically found in quantitative research34
• Most qualitative researchers prefer to select 

a purposive sample, which is one chosen by the researcher to include representatives 

from within the population being studied who have a range of characteristics relevant 

to the research projeces. Considering the topic, time, and cost, it is impossible and 

unnecessary to conduct interviews with all the publishers in the UK, so some large 

publishers were selected whose publications are heavily copied and which also have 

business in China, including Oxford University Press, Blackwell, and Macrnillan. 

Besides large scholarly publishers, interviews with two experts in the UK publishing 

industry, Anthony Watkinson and David Croom, were also arranged for further insight 

and discussion of the research issues. The former held senior management positions in 

a number of leading publishers and has been an information consultant since 1998; the 

latter was an academic books publisher for 30 years and now works for an online 

education company as a co-founder and director. Finally, the interview with ALPSP 

could collect data from a broader point of view, as it represents a group of publishers. 

At the beginning of the research, UK experts on the Chinese publishing industry were 

not on the list of interviewees, because it was estimated that the interviews with large 

publishers who have business in China or cooperation with Chinese publishers would 

supply adequate information and data for response to the research questions. However, 

as soon as the first interview with UK publishers was conducted, it became clear that 

the researcher overestimated the UK publishers' knowledge of the Chinese publishing 

industry. The interviewees realised this point during the interviews too, and they 

introduced several extra experts to the study, i.e., Lynette Owen, ran Taylor, Chris 

Paterson, Mark Robertson, Dick Rudick and Hugh Jones. Lynette Owen is a copyright 

director and licensing specialist at Pearson Education, and has visited China regularly 
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since 1982. lan Taylor is the former Director of the International Division of the UK 

Publishers Association (PA), and was its expert adviser on Chinese publishing, 

bookseIling, and journal distribution. Chris Paterson is Chairman of the International 

Division of the PA and Chairman of MacmiIlan Education. Mark Robertson is the 

President of BlackweIl Publishing Asia, and was elected to CAL 1 board as a 

Publisher-elected Director in 2001. Dick Rudick and Hugh Jones were also mentioned 

by Anthony Watkinson, but it was not possible to interview them, and it was 

considered that four experts were adequate for the research. 

Some publishers selected in this research were contacted by the researcher's 

supervisors, Professor Charles Oppenheim and Dr Fytton Rowland, first, and then the 

researcher contacted them or their assistants further via e-mail, based on the reply 

e-mails forwarded by them. Other UK publishers' contact details were supplied by the 

tutors as well, and the researcher contacted them herself with a request letter for an 

interview via e-mail. The first three experts were contacted first by Mr Richard Gedye 

from Oxford University Press, since he was mentioned during the interviews and Mark 

Robertson was contacted by Anthony Watkinson. An e-mail was then sent requesting 

their assistance or directly sent to the experts. All the e-mails included information 

about the researcher and her previous and current research, the reasons for selecting 

the interviewee, the main topic expected to be explored in the interview, the expected 

length of the interview, and researcher's contact details and her tutors' names. All the 

publishers, experts and ALPSP responded favourably and agreed to take part in the 

study and participate in an interview. Even, before the researcher conducted the 

interview with Mr Richard Gedye in Oxford University Press, he also introduced Ms 

Fiona Bennett, the Head of Rights and New Business Development of Oxford 

University Press. As a result, that interview was conducted with these two people 

together. 

, The CopynghtAgency Lumted (CAL) is a copyright collecting society adrnmistenng reproducnon 
rights m Australia. 
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The interviewees of Chinese potential rights holders included one author organisation, 

the China Writers' Association, which is the only central-level authors' organisation in 

China, and one publisher. It has to be emphasised that after following up several 

contacts with Chinese publishers to request interviews, the researcher found that most 

Chinese publishers did not know about RROs at all, or their knowledge of RRO was 

limited. This is the reason why the researcher conducted only one interview with a 

Chinese publisher. This was one of the largest foreign trade corporations engaged in 

the press and publishing fields in China. Based on the special political environment in 

China, NCAC, as the copyright administration of the Chinese Government, was the 

most important interviewee. Three interviews were conducted with officials in NCAC, 

in different departments or divisions, to collect more comprehensive information 

mainly from the legal aspect (interview with the director of the legal division), and the 

administration aspect (interview with deputy director general). It has to be pointed out 

that, regarding to the special political and speech situation in China, the formal process 

to request that the authors' organisation, as a semi-governmental body, and NCAC as a 

government department, take part in the study was very slow, strict and difficult. 

Consequently, all the contacts between the researcher and interviewees were informal 

via personal relationships, and all interviews are considered as a personal conversation 

or academic discussion without any official cornments. The researcher had explained 

to them the main topic of the research before the interviews but they did not see the 

questions in advance. 

As Hong Kong is a special administrative region of the PRC, the RRO in Hong Kong 

is an important reference of the model, although its establishment was based on UK 

system. IFRRO, as the international federation of RROs, has a lot of experience in 

helping countries to establish RROs and it has a global view of RROs' development. 

Furthermore, it was indicated in the literature review that IFRRO had contact the 

Chinese Govermnent and had a meeting with it several years before. Two e-mails were 

respectively sent to Dillys Yu, the General Manager of the HKRRLS, and Olav 

Stokkmo, the Secretary General of IFRRO, with a request letter explaining who the 
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researcher is, the purpose of the research and the main topics of the interview. Initially, 

HKRRLS refused the researcher's request, because they were not willing to make 

comments on mainland issues. The researcher then revised the questions. HKRRLS 

accepted the request after the revision of the questions. 

Because of time limitations, cost and distances, different methods of interviews were 

adopted in the research between. Six face-to-face interviews with UK. rights holders 

were conducted in Oxford and London, and five more with Chinese officials, the 

authors' organisation and one publisher in Beijing; two telephone interviews with 

ALPSP and Lynette Owen were conducted, following the interviewees' preference; the 

interviews with IFRRO, HKRRLS and Asian B1ackwell were conducted bye-mail 

since these organisations are not based on the UK.. All the interviews were conducted 

between November 2004 and March 2005. Of the three email interviews, the 

researcher has already received comments from IFRRO and HKRRLS, but although 

the researcher has sent question list to Asian Blackwell twice, there was no reply from 

Mark Robertson. 

5.5.2 Ouestion Design 

The questions in the interviews were developed in two directions. From the UK. rights 

holders, UK. experts to Chinese rights holders, Chinese Govemment, questions were 

developed further to explore the research topic deeper. It could be considered a 

four-stage interview process. On the other hand, the questions for IFRRO and 

HKRRLS could broaden the views of the research topic and collect more 

comprehensive data at the same time. The research questions may change and be 

refmed as the inquirer learns what to ask and to whom it should be asked36
• Gorman 

and Clayton suggests that after commencing first round of interviews, it will be worth 

revising the questions in the light of the researcher's growing familiarity with the topic 

and the likely responses, and if the researchers are undertaking longitudinal cases, each 

stage of the project will require new questions37
• In this case, as soon as she finished 

one stage of interviews, the researcher stated the lessons learned from previous stage, 
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and devised further questions to be asked for the next stage. These were checked by 

her supervisors before use. 

Regarding the different backgrounds of interviewees, five sets of interviews' questions 

were designed (Appendix 1 to 6), which consisted of six questions as the main body of 

the interviews and several other questions tailored for each kind of interviewees. For 

all the interviews, the questions could be characterised into three parts. Firstly, 

warm-up questions are very general and easy to answer. Obviously, the aim of these 

questions is to help interviewees to be familiar with the situation of the interview and 

the research topic. The second part was the five main questions based on the main 

objectives mentioned above and they were kept almost the same in each interview. 

They are: the timing to develop an RRO in China; the licensing system adopted for the 

proposed RRO; suggestions of the model; the role of the Chinese Government; the 

preparations China should make for the development of an RRO. Finally, there were 

some questions in detail to collect concrete information for a specific part or issue of 

the model. Most questions for all the interviewees were designed as open-ended to 

encourage the interviewees to make more comments on the research issues and explore 

them more deep. 

For the UK rights holders, the warm-up questions focused on the attitude to the CLA 

and then expanded to the RRO system. The feedback on the operation of CLA and 

comments on the RRO system from UK rights holders can be a reference to the 

researcher to assess the reaction of Chinese potential rights holders to the 

establishment of an RRO in the future. Furthermore, RRO and electronic publishing is 

an important issue which should be considered in the establishment of a Chinese RRO 

and its further development. There were two questions at the end; one sought the 

attitude of UK rights holders to the idea of a reduced local fee for the Chinese users at 

the beginning. The second one asked whether the interviewees had any general 

suggestions for the Chinese equivalent if China begins to establish an RRO in the 

future. 
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For the UK experts, since they are much more familiar with the Chinese publishing 

industry, department policies and political environment than UK rights holders, there is 

just one warm-up question for them to make comments on the CLA and the RRO 

system. There was one questions related closely with the Chinese situation. Since the 

low price of publications in China leads to a lesser need to establish an RRO for the 

domestic publishing industry, could Chinese Government see the benefit of 

establishing an RRO for the Chinese publishing industry and if not, what will happen? 

This question was proposed by Lynette Owen the first time she talked with the 

researcher after reading the researcher's previous research documents. After the 

discussion, these two questions were considered to be valuable, so they were added 

into the question list. 

For the Chinese potential rights holders, there were four warm-up questions. Because 

the research topic is relatively new to Chinese publishers and authors, it was 

reasonable to give them more time and information to become familiar with the 

interview and topic. The questions were very basic and concentrated on the attitudes of 

rights holders to the collective management of copyright and its societies, the RRO 

system, and Chinese publishing industry. The final questions focused on the proposed 

RRO's main functions and the pnce of books. Compared to Chinese publishers and 

authors, the NCAC is much more familiar with the research topic. As a result, the 

interviewees directly faced the main questions at the beginning and gradually went 

further with the detailed questions in the middle. These were almost the same as the 

Chinese rights holders', but one more was added to discuss contact and cooperation 

between NCAC and IFRRO. 

According to the requirement of HKRRLS, its questions completely focused on the 

HKRRLS itself, including its basic information, the process of development, working 

area, legal base and fees, government involvement and the electronic issue. The 

questions for IFRRO were mainly based on the questions for the Chinese Government, 

but sought comments from a global perspective. There were also another two specific 
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questions, one discussing the relationship between the Chinese Government and 

IFRRO, and one seeking support for establishing an RRO from IFRRO in the future. 

5.5.3 The Process of the Interviews 

A normal interview goes through a series of stages. These may be characterised as: 

introduction; completion of ethics paperwork and obtaining permission to record; 

establishing rapport and putting the interviewee at his or her ease; prepared questions, 

often asked of all interviewees to gather comparative data; the more open-ended 

questions; an opportunity for the interviewee to raise any matters which may have 

been overlooked; and concludmg remarks and thanks38
• In this case, the face-to-face 

and telephone interviews began with introductions and seeking permission to record 

the interview. The questions were addressed and explored, and other important 

comments or issues were then addressed. All the interviewees were very helpful in all 

aspects of the research. The interviews varied in length between forty and ninety 

minutes. AIl the interviewees were willing to divulge much information and stressed 

the importance of the research, and some of them requested the results of interview 

before they gave the permission to use their comments in this dissertation. 

It has to be pointed out that at the first stage, the researcher encountered a gap between 

the questions and the interviewees' knowledge. At the beginning, the researcher found 

that the detailed questions about Chinese publishing for UK rights holders were too 

specific and some of them were even beyond their knowledge. For some main 

questions, like which system to choose and which sector to begin with, because of the 

limitation of their knowledge of Chinese publishing and political environment, most of 

the UK interviewees had to make comments partly based on their imagination, in 

which case it was quite difficult to explore the issue deeper both for interviewer and 

the interviewees. In the last stage, the research also encountered a gap between the 

questions and Chinese real situations, especially for the detailed questions. Because 

currently in China the idea of establishing an RRO in China to most interviewees, even 

the NCAC, is an Issue which has not been mentioned on their schedule, the detailed 
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questions went too far to make comments. Throughout the interview, some Chinese 

interviewees suggested that some questions were very difficult to answer, or the 

situation in the future was too difficult to imagine or estimate. Both the interviewer and 

the interviewees just could only discuss the questions based on their existing 

information and knowledge. 

A problem the interviewer met in the process of interview is that sometimes it was 

difficult to lead the interview with some interviewees. Although there was a designed 

question list, in some cases the interviewee guided the conversation and developed the 

topic before they were asked, or developed the questions too far. However, the 

researcher was generaIIy able to control the interview's pace sk:ilfuIIy. 

5.6 Questionnaire Design 

Questionnaires are one of the tools of popUlation surveys - a main research method, 

which usually aims at a comparative and representative picture of a particular 

population39
• It was selected as the data collection method to receive responses from 

ChInese potential users. Gi1lham lists several advantages of using questionnaires4o: 

Low cost in time and money 
Easy to get mformation from a lot of people very qUIckly 
Respondents can complete the questtonnalTe when it suits them 
Analysis of answers to closed questtons is straightforward 
Less pressure for an immedIate response 
Respondents' anonymtty 
Lack of mtervtewer bIas 
StandardisatIOn of queslions 
Can prOVIde suggestive data for tesling a hypotheSIs 

However, he mentions some negative features as we1l41
: 

Problems of data quaJtty (completeness and accuracy) 
TypIcally low response rate unless sample 'captive' 
Problems of motivating respondents 
The need for brevity and relattvely strnple queslions 
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Mlsunderstandmg cannot be corrected and respondent hteracy problems 
Seeks infonnation just by asIong questions 
Assumes respondents have answers avatlable in an organised fashion 
Lack of control over order and context of answenng questions 
Question wording can have a major effect on answers 
People talk more eastly than they wnte 
Impossible to check seriousness or honesty of answers 
Respondent uncertamty as to what happens to data 

As mentioned in Section 5.4.2, the research adopted a sequential exploratory strategy 

which is characterised by an initial phase of qualitative data collection and analysis, 

followed by a phase of quantitative data collection and analysis. Throughout the 

interview, Lynette Owen had suggested that It is necessary to make some sense of the 

photocopying situation in China (see Appendix 7). She claimed that the market's need 

is the base of this research, and the key factor to discuss is whether this is the right 

time to establish an RRO in China. Other UK experts agreed with her when the 

researcher mentioned her suggestions during the interviews. On the other hand, 

Lynette Owen pointed out that it was impossible for the researcher to do a countrywide 

survey to investigate the whole photocopying market in China. 

Under these circumstances, a questiounaire was designed according to the literature 

reviews and the results of the interviews. The target popUlation were Chinese libraries, 

including university, public and industrial libraries. Based on the literature review, it is 

clear that materials in the libraries are heavily photocopied by users, and libraries are 

one of the most important potential licensees of RROs. Throughout the interviews in 

China, it was indicated that some Chinese rights holders have considered protecting 

their reprographic rights beginning with the photocopying in libraries. Finally, 

compared with copy shops and business companies, in theory, it is relatively easy to 

have contacts with libraries and distribute questionnaires to them. The objectives in 

conducting questionnaires with Chinese potential users were as follows: 

• Make sense ofthe photocopying situation in China now 

• Fmd out potential users' attitudes to establishment of an RRO in China 

• Test the findings and results of interviews at the first stage from Chinese potential 
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users' perspective 

5.6.1 Sample Selection and Questionnaire Distribution 

A sample is a portion or subset of a larger group called a population and it is 

representative of the population if important characteristics are distributed similarly in 

both groUpS42. Sampling methods are usually divided into two types. The first, called 

probability sampling, provides a statistical basis for saying that a sample is 

representative of the study or target popUlation; the second type of sampling is 

non-probability sampling, chosen based on judgment regarding the characteristics of 

the target population and the needs of the survel3
• In this case, the popUlation is all 

the public and universities libraries as well as other kinds of libraries, such as 

industrial libraries, in China. And the sample method adopted for this research was 

convenience sampling, a kind of non-probability sampling. A convenience sample is a 

group of individuals who are ready and available. For this research, in the original plan, 

the group of individuals were the attendees at the annual conference of the China 

Society for Library Science (CSLS). 

There are several reasons to choose these attendees as the questionnaire's sample. 

FIrStly, the members of CSLS are the information specialists, especially librarians, 

working for libraries all around the country. The attendees at the conferences were 

mainly the senior librarians and other information specialists countrywide. The sample 

of the questionnaire would be stratified by both category and area. Second, compared 

with mailing questionnaires, distributing and collecting questionnaires during the 

conference would increase the response rate effectively. Finally, the period of 

distribution and collection of the questionnaire was much shorter than other methods. 

Before attendance of the conference in 2005, the researcher consulted with the 

conference committee and obtained their permission to distribute the questionnaires 

during the conference. However, when the researcher arrived at the conference in 

China, she was told that it was forbidden to distribute any materials during the 

conference, or to contact delegates privately which would be seen mistakenly by the 
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delegate as a conference activity. Another Chinese PhD student met the same problem 

as well. After long negotiation with the president of the conference committee, 

although she apologised their imprudent permission given before, she insisted that the 

questionnaire should not be distributed during the conference. Consequently, the 

researcher failed to distribute questionnaires among the ideal sample. 

As soon as it was impossible to distribute questionnaires, an alternative way to 

distribute questionnaires on the Internet was developed at the end of July, 2005. The 

questionnaire'S layout and some questions have to be adjusted to adopt the Internet 

questionnaire design and implementation. From the beginning of August to the end of 

September, the electronic version of the questionnaire was distributed on the Internet, 

with the URL http://wwwmy3g.comlhome2/72/mayanan/47167phtml. According to 

the previous distribution experience in China and researcher'S familiarity of Chinese 

culture, the convemence sample ,was adopted again by distributing the Intemet 

questionnaire through informal chalmel via personal relationships. The goal of utilising 

personal relationships is to improve the feedback rate of the questionnaire as much as 

possible. The main parts of the sample (120 libraries) were identified and contacted by 

employees in large information software and systems company in China which have a 

lot of business co-operations and customer contacts with libraries all around the 

countries. One of the researcher's Chinese interviewees introduced the researcher to 

the vice-president of the company and the president contacted some staff to distribute 

the questionnaire on the behalf of the researcher. Ten out of the sample were identified 

by the contact details given by the researcher's bachelor degree supervisor. The 

reminder of the sample (25 libraries) were the researcher's previous classmates and 

their personal contacts. Because of the limitation of Internet access in China, seven 

libraries responded to the Word version of the questionnaire and send them back by 

e-mail. Because most of the distribution process was completed by others instead of 

researcher herself, the quality and quantity of the sample were extraordinarily difficult 

to control by the researcher. However, according to the total number of the sample, 155 

libraries in China, the coverage of the sample would be guaranteed in some degree. For 
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the same reason, the researcher only sent the follow-up e-mails to the librarians she 

contacted directly. She also contacted the staff of the company to request to send 

follow-up emails to 120 libraries that did not reply, but the staff did not reply to her 

e-mail and from the results, it seemed that there were no follow-up e-mails to these 

libraries. 

5.6.2 Question Design 

Drafting the questions and designing the layout are the two key stages in questionnaire 

construction44
• The topic of the questionnaire usually falls into three main categories: 

questions of fact, questions about opinions, beliefs and judgements, and questions 

about behaviours (what people dots. In this study, the questionnaire is composed of 

the fIrst two: factual questions and questions about attitudes, opinions and beliefs. The 

questionnaire had eighteen questions in total, divided into three parts (see Appendix 11 

and 12): basic level details about the library, then section one focusing on factual 

questions about the photocopying situation in the library, and section two focusing on 

questions about the attitude towards reprographic rights and the establishment of an 

RRQ in China. 

Basic level details included three questions: Which lIbrary and which kind of library 

the respondent is working for and how many members are registered in the library. The 

fIrst question is to identify the organisations and areas the respondents came from and 

also reduced the risk of multiple feedbacks from the same library. The following two 

questions could indicate the type and size of the lIbrary. The central part of the 

questionnaire was devoted to the survey questions which derive from the research 

question46
• For thIs questionnaire, the central part was section one and section two, 

which respectively matched the main objectives mentioned above. Section one 

consisted of ten questions, which were: number of photocopiers in the library, the 

charge for photocopying to members and non-members, the total income of 

photocopiers each year and income trend in recent fIve years, materials which are 

photocopied most heavily, the scanning service in the library, and the percentage of 
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students photocopying textbooks instead of buying books. Section two discussed five 

issues: whether reprographic rights should be protected by paying royalties to rights 

holders and who should pay them, how much royalty the library could afford for each 

member, what are the barriers to prevent the establishment of an RRO in China 

currently, and whether an RRO is the best way to help rights holders to protect their 

economic interests in China. Initially, in December 2004, the questionnaire was 

designed only with two parts: basic information and section two. At that time, the main 

aim of the questionnaire was to explore the potential users' attitudes to establishment 

of an RRO in China. After the interviews in China, it became clear that the research 

required more detailed information about photocopying in China and the original 

sample from the conference could supply this kind of information sufficiently, so 

section one was developed in May 2005, when the researcher decided to attend the 

conference in July 2005. 

Five out of the eighteen questions were open-ended. They were all factual questions 

focusing on photocopiers in the library and library itself. There were another three 

questions which supplied several possible answers but also offered the opportunity to 

the respondents to explain their personal opinions and experience at the end of the 

questions. All the other questions were designed with selected responses. As some 

questions were related to others, routing questions were adopted at the beginning of 

two sections so as to follow up responses in more detail and get more precise 

information. The question about the materials which are photocopied most heavily 

used ranked responses get respondents to express preferential judgements and give the 

researcher a better idea of the relative merits of the different items47
• This ranked 

response question was adopted in the paper form of the questionnaire which was 

supposed to be distributed during the conference. When the questionnaire was 

transferred to the Internet, because the website, www.my3q.com does not provide the 

ranked response function, the question was adjusted to select the most heavily used 

materials, three kinds at most. Because during the distribution, 20 copies of Word 

version of the questionnaire were sent out via e-mails, all the questions in the Word 
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version kept consistent with the Internet version. The last question about the attitude to 

an RRO itself used scaled responses to collect more detailed information about users' 

attitudes. 

Besides the main body of questions, the questionnaire also had a head page, including 

the title, explanation what an RRO is and a number of the questions and sections at the 

beginning to provide some background information of the questionnaire. At the end, 

the researcher thanked the respondents for their help, gave her contact details for 

further inquiries and promised to keep the privacy of the respondents. 

5.6.3 Pilot Study 

A proper pilot study is one where the researcher simulates the main study48. Pilotmg is 

an important stage to ensure that potential problems are identified and eliminated49
• A 

possible limitation of conducting pIlot studies would be in making inaccurate 

assumptions or predictions based on the pilot study resultso• Teijlingen and Hundley 

stated that completing a pilot study successfully in not a guarantee of success of the 

full-scale surve~l. 

Moore concluded that there are normally two stages of testingS2
• First the researcher 

pre-tests by sending a draft of the questionnaire to one or two people who can be 

trusted to give an honest opinion, and then, taking a small group of respondents, sends 

the revised vision out to them under conditions that are as simIlar as possible to the 

real surve~3. In this research, at the first stage, the pilot respondent was Frank Parry, 

an academic librarian in Loughborough University. The pilot was completed in the 

middle of December 2004. Initially, the questionnaire was designed in English. 

Because the questionnaire would be translated into Chinese before doing a pilot study 

with Chinese respondents at the following stage, the first pilot was mainly to test the 

content of the questions and the question sequence of basic information and section 

two. After translation into Chinese by the researcher in May 2005, three Chinese 

librarians were selected as pilot respondents through contacts of the researcher's 
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previous Chinese supervisor in June 2005. 1\vo of them are working for universities' 

libraries and one at a public library. Respondents were approached via e-mail with 

attachment of the Word version of the questionnaire, and the pilot survey was held 

during June and the begiuning of July 2005. One respondent did not reply to the e-mail; 

one respondent simply completed the questionnaire without any comments and the 

other respondent completed the questionnaire with her comments and suggestions. 

Through the questionnaire design, the researcher's two supervisors checked the 

questionnaire after every revision. The researcher also asked one of her friends help 

and suggestions, who distributed her intemet questionnaire last year for her Master 

dissertation. Table 5.1 shows the feedback from the pilot study and the action taken to 

improve the questionnaire. 

Comments Action Taken 

Taking it for grant that respondents Add a question to ask respondents if they 

believe some parties should pay for think anyone should pay for 

photocopying photocopying 

The meaning of ''members'' is not very Identify that "members" is the registered 

clear at the organisation level (members users for library 

ofCLSC or library?) 

The meaning of "members" is not very Identify the ''members'' with a detailed 

clear even at the individual library's level explanation 

The income of the photocopying is a Add a question to ask respondents 

sensitive issue oflibraries whether they know the income or they 

are willing to answer this question 

The photocopying fees are based on the Add an example of answer in intern et 
version; Add "A4_ B5_ " in 

paper sizes the word version 

The reasons of the reduction of Add a route question to ask the reasons 

photocopying income may relate to the why the income reduced 

research topic 

Table S.2 Feedback and Action Taken, As A Result of the Pilot Study 
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5.6.4 Response Rate 

At the end of September 2005, a total of 27 libraries had responded to the 

questionnaire, including 20 Internet questionnaires and seven Word questionnaires. 

This gave an overall response rate of 18%. All of the researcher's five previous 

classmates responded to the questionnaires; one of them contacted twenty other 

libraries and received seven Word questionnaires back. Eight out of ten libraries 

contacted via the researcher's previous supervisor completed questionnaires on the 

Internet. Six out of one hundred and twenty libraries contacted by the company 

responded to the questionnaire online. This indicated that the response rate of the first 

three parts was 58% which showed the convenience sample through personal 

relationships works acceptably. In contrast, the response rate of the last part was only 

5%. Because the researcher did not have any direct personal relationship with the 

company and the distribution process was not transparent, it is very difficult to analyse 

the reason why the response rate was so low. However, according to the feedback from 

some respondents, there are some reasons which may have led to such a low response 

rate. 

First, copyright is a very sensitive issue in China, and especially reprographic rights 

are copyright virgin lands in China, even for Chinese information professionals. 

Moreover, according to the Chinese culture and political environment, people 

reluctantly express their own opinions on sensitive issues before the government has 

reached a conclusion. For example, one of the respondents emphasised her worry 

about unexpected troubles with answering the questionnaire by e-maiI.Second.as 

mentioned above, even librarians in China are not familiar with reprographic rights. To 

answer ''who should pay for the photocopying?" one of the respondents filled in 

"publishers", one of the rights holders. Because section one related to many 

photocopiers, some respondents felt it was difficult to answer and they could not be 

bothered to ask the people in charge of the photocopiers. Third, dislike of online 

questionnaires and the preference for Word questionnaires should be considered in this 

case. The researcher's classmate indicated that he received only one response after 
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contacting 20 libraries via e-mail with the URL, while he received seven responses 

after contacting the same libraries a second time via e-mail with an attachment of the 

Word version of the questionnaire. Based on his experience, for Chinese librarians, 

who are mainly middle-aged, online questionnaires are quite new. Compared with 

Word, librarians lack trust in them and preferred the method with more familiarity. 

Finally, there is a physical connection problem of the Internet. Most of the respondents 

work in university libraries. In China, Internet accesses in all education institutions are 

limited to browsing only certain websites based outside the country. Some respondents 

found they could not browse the questionnaire, or the download speed of the page was 

terribly slow. The researcher also met difficulties in sending e-mails to some 

respondents, since the e-mails were delayed or failed to be sent. 

5.7 Data Analysis 

Qualitative and quantItative data were generated from the research, the majority of data 

being qualitative. Each stage of the research was analysed separately and then 

comparisons were made. The quantitative data from the Chinese libraries 

questionnaires were coded and analysed using www.my31.com self-created software 

and Microsoft Excel. The qualitative data from the interviews were compiled in a MS 

Word file for manual analysis. 

5.7.1 Interview Transcription and Analysis 

The process of data analysis of qualitative research involves preparing the data for 

analysis, conducting different analyses, moving deeper and deeper into understanding 

the data, representing the data, and making an interpretation of the larger meaning of 

the data54. John W. Creswell deems that an ideal analysis situation of qualitative 

research is to blend the generic steps with the specific research design stepS55. The 

generic steps include the following stepS56: 
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Organise and prepare the data for 

analysIs 
Step 1 

L 
Read through all the data 

Step 2 

Begm detailed analysIs With a 

coding process 
Step 3 

Use the coding process to generate 

a description of the settmg or Step 4 

people as well as categones or 

themes for analYSIs 

Advance how the descnptlOn and 

themes will be represented m the StepS 

qualitative narrative 

Make an mterpretatlon or meaning 

of the data 
Step 6 

Figure 5.1 Six Steps of Qualitative Data Analysis 

There are several types of qualitative analysis developed by Tesch, Creabtree and 

Miller. The main difference between these methods is the way to create code used in 

step 357
• In this research, because the interviews' questions were almost the same or 

changed only slightly, template approaches were adopted so that the key codes are 

detennined on an a priori basis derived from the research questions. Interviews were 

recorded for transcription, and codes and general patterns were noted during 

transcnption. Firstly, the researcher went through each interview record to identifY 
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similar phrases, patterns, themes, relationships, sequences, and differences of the all 

content. Second, according to the interview questions, these patterns, themes, etc, were 

taken out to compose into several main topics. Gradually, a small set of generalisations 

were elaborated, which cover the consistencies in all the interview records. Finally, 

these generalisations were linked to a formalised body of knowledge in the form of 

constructs or theories (see Chapter 6). 

However, it has to be pointed out that because of the differences in of knowledge 

between UK. interviewees and Chinese interviewees, the process of generalisation of 

interviews in the UK. and China are separate and the main topics of each part are 

different as well. The main topics generalised from the interviews with UK. 

interviewees are: the right holders and RRO, RRO and electronic publishing, the time 

to establish an RRO in China, and suggestion of the model. Topics generalised from 

interviews with Chinese interviewees are: photocopying, reprographic rights in China, 

potential rights holders and collecting societies, suggestion of the model. However, 

eventually, all the data were re-assembled by the main five objectives of the interview 

(see Section 5.5). The data which could not be contained in the main objective but 

needed to be discussed further were organised and separated into Chinese and UK. 

interviewees' groups' topics (see Chapter 6). 

5.7.2 Ouestionnaire Results and Analysis 

The first stage of analysis is essentially a descriptive one: setting out the results in a 

summary form (tables or graphs), so that researchers can see the overall response to 

individual questions at a glancess. In this research, because of the utilisation of 

www.my3q.com. graphics including bar charts and pie charts of all the selected 

questions, closed questions and scales questions were self-created by the website. The 

website also supplied the function to create Excel document of all the answers of the 

open questions. Thus, the results were presented in graph form for each question and 

percentages were calculated for the corresponding responses. 
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Chapter 6 Results of Interviews 

6.1 Introduction 

According to the questIon design in Chapter 5, five categories of interviewees were 

asked a list of common questions for all the interviewees plus specific questions for 

each category. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two parts: the results of those 

answers to the common questions; and the results of those answers to the specific 

questIons for each group and other issues which are considered related to this research 

and are discussed in Chapter 8. The fifteen transcripts were made by the researcher and 

then cut-and-pasted so that all the answers from fifteen conversations referring to a 

particular common question were selected and collected together first, and then the 

remainder of answers referring to a particular "group question" were collected together. 

These collected transcript answers to the different interview questions and all the 

background information about interviewees and their organisations are given in 

Appendix 7 to Appendix 10. The collected transcripts from any particular question 

were then surveyed and classified into groups, and the results of these answers now 

follows. 

6.2 Results of Common Questions 

6.2.1 The Role of the Chinese Government in the Development ofthe RRO 

Before discussion of the key question, Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China?, 

the role of the Chinese Govemment in the development of the RRO should be 

elaborated first. It is the prerequisite for most issues in Section 6.2 and 6.3.1, 

especially for the common questions. 

First of all, IFRRO stated that in most, if not all, countries it has proven difficult to set 
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up an RRO without the support of the government. HKRRLS stated that at the 

beginning of issuing licensing in 2000, it gained the HK government support by 

signing a licence with it. In the Chinese case, most UK publishers and experts pointed 

out that how difficult it is to develop an RRO in China depends on the Chinese 

Government, because the political view and environment is one of the key factors 

which should be considered. For example, Lynette Owen indicated that if someone 

were seeking to make an RRO a reality in China, it would be very clear that only the 

Chinese Government could develop it. Ian Taylor also said that full and whole-hearted 

support from the government is the only prerequisite for the development of the 

Chinese RRO. Not only he and Bob Campbell, but also the Chinese publisher, Mr Zhu, 

all cornmented that China could establish this kind of organisation much more easily 

than similar organisations in other countries, even do it overnight, because it is an 

advantage of the Chinese Government that it has a very strong administrative 

capability. Moreover, UK experts pointed out that in the whole proposed model of the 

Chinese RRO, the government is the number one rights holder, because the upper 

organisations in the system are all under the control of government. Bob Campbell also 

added a precondition that because in different RRO systems the involvement of 

government is quite different, it is important to consider which system China will 

adopt (see Section 6.2.3), and then discuss the role of the Chinese Government in the 

system. 

It follows that the next question will be, since the Chinese Government is the only 

body can establish an RRO in China, how to persuade the government to do it. Sally 

Morris said it is very important to get the government interested and get government to 

want to do this, because they believe they will do good if they do it. Consequently, the 

radical issue of persuasion is to offer incentive reasons for the development of an RRO 

to the Chinese Government. Publishers and experts gave two main reasons which 

could push the Chinese Government to consider the establishment of an RRO in China 

(see more details in Section 6.2.2). 
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First, publishers such as David Croom, Lynette Own, and Richard Gedye expressed the 

view that it would be a persuasive reason for the government to develop an RRO to 

protect the economic interests of local authors and publishers at the first stage. Lynette 

Owen said "if the government finds photocopying is damaging the local publishing 

industry or Chinese authors are losing money because their books are copied without 

permission, the government would be more likely to seek to control it via an RRO." 

Moreover, Richard Gedye saw that, besides the protection of the indigenous publishing 

industry and rights holders, it can be argued that there would be some extra benefit for 

the rest of Chinese community to develop an RRO, especially a lot of educational 

institutions. "From international publishers' point of view, the Chinese educational 

institutions would have the ability to use the content they do not currently use at low 

cost. It will be very useful for academic research to supply a charmel to pay for it, 

otherwise they have to do it illegally." 

Secondly, David Croom said that although it will be impossible for the Chinese 

Government to establish an RRO just in order to protect foreign rights holders, the 

pressure from outside China would be another factor the government will consider. He 

gave an example that it was the case that when Taiwan tried to develop its significant 

computer industry, the USA claimed that it would impose sanctions against Taiwanese 

technical goods unless Taiwan would tighten up its copyright and patent protection. On 

the analogy of Taiwan's experience, when the Chinese Government thinks it is 

worthwhile to do it, or is threatened fiercely from outside, it maybe will take some 

actions. In the same way, Sally Morris said that not only the UK but also many other 

countries would be very happy to put pressure on the Chinese Government, because 

they very much want it happen. However, Richard Gedye imagined that from the 

government's point of view, the concept of an RRO would be probably quite obscure 

and' would not be focused on any kind of pressures, although after entrance of the 

WTO, there is still plenty of pressure on China about copyright protection. Both Sally 

Morris and Richard Gedye remarked that not only the foreign publishers but also local 

publishers should put pressure on the government to let it know they are Chinese 
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businesses and are suffering. This would be a very strong and different message to the 

government from the message non-Chinese organisations could send. However, Chris 

Paterson indicated that although Chinese publishers hate the piracy of their books, but 

they have different emphases on how strongly they should be against the people who 

pirate their books. In addition, Ian Taylor mentioned that in China, everyone can 

successfully prosecute the universities for copying the books; however, the publishers 

are reluctant to do that. 

In contrast only Ms Gao from NCAC mentioned that the government's role in 

establishing not only an RRO but also other collecting societies, is to administrate 

these organisations, give some funds and supervise them after the establishment. 

Furthermore, in the future, the NCAC will draft some standards or schemes as 

reference for the collecting societies for collecting and distributing fees. IFRRO also 

stated that one important role of the government is to provide an adequate legal 

framework. 

6.2.2 Is It the Right Time to Develop An RRO in China? 

This is the key question which influenced all the rest of the questions. There are three 

different answers for it: positive, no answer, negative. IFRRO made clear that it 

favours the development of an RRO in China which would provide legal access to 

copyright works and that there is a need for such access in the Chinese society. 

Moreover, the work of RROs is an efficient means to combat piracy and reduces the 

need for pirate copies of works protected by copyright. Most UK publishers except one 

indicated clearly that it is the right time to develop an RRO in China and that they 

would welcome its establishment. Four main kinds of reasons were mentioned by 

publishers. First, the RRO would be a strong way of making it possible to protect their 

economic interests. Most UK publishers mentioned that several years before, Western 

publishers were very worried about the piracy in China, but it has changed observably 

in the last few years. However, at the same time publishers like Chris Paterson said 

they also realise that there is still a lot of piracy in China currently affecting Chinese 
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publishers' rights and to some extent affecting the rights of international publishers 

who license copyright in China. Bob Campbell indicated that besides an agency to 

look after the interests of copyright holders, an RRO in China would also be seen as a 

central resource and meeting place, so if the Western publishers had copyright 

difficulties in China, they could go to the Chinese RRO for advice. For example, "It 

will be very helpful for the Western publishers, when they are negotiating with Chinese 

organisations about online document delivery, that they could seek the advice of the 

Chinese RRO." 

Sally Morris emphasised that it is important for people to understand ''we are not just 

talking about protecting Western publishers and authors, but also or even more to 

protect Chinese publishers and authors". Anthony Watkinson also expressed the view 

that "copyright protection in China is not just a result of external factors like signing 

WTO or TRIPS, but also an internal requirernent of the development of the domestic 

publishing industry." Bob Campbell thought that it would be argued that part of the 

reason to have an RRO in China is that in the long term, the overseas market will 

eventually return revenue to China and China would collect revenue on the behalf of 

these Chinese authors, because Chinese copyright would be valuable abroad. On the 

other hand, from users' perspective, as Richard Gedye said in 6.2.1, an RRO would be 

an easy and cheap channel between rights holders and users to obtain their works, so 

that it could bring some benefit for the whole Chinese community. Bob Campbell 

added that given that China is a big country, an RRO would make it much easier for 

the Chinese community to obey copyright because they could find a way to pay and 

whom to pay. 

Second, the establishment of an RRO would show the improvement in the respect for 

copyright in China. Sally Morris, Bob Campbell and ran Taylor thought that the 

establishment of an RRO would look good for the international image of Chma, and it 

would give a sense to overseas publishers that China is taking copyright seriously and 

the awareness of copyright in China has improved observably. 
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Third, some interviewees such as Richard Gedye, Fiona Bennett and Anthony 

Watkinson considered this issue to be more based on the development of electronic 

publishing. The prerequisite is that the RRO would move from a role in the traditional 

printing environment to a role in the electronic environment (see Section 6.3.2.2). 

Richard Gedye and Fiona Bennett believed that, although electronic publishing is not 

probably so advanced in China as in the UK now, it will get more advanced over time, 

and at that time there would be much more room for a Chinese RRO in the future. 

Under these circumstances, it would be the right time to develop an RRO in China to 

establish the principle from the ground up. From their perspective, because UK 

publishers are just on the brink of developing sales and distribution of online materials 

in China, if China decided to develop an RRO, the UK publishers would feel much 

more comfortable about expanding their sales in China. Accordingly, Richard Gedye 

and Fiona Bennett discussed that it will be interesting to make clear the attitude of 

developing electronic publishers in China. An example that Anthony Watkinson gave 

was that in the 1970s, some Chinese publishers faced a problem that they had no 

control over any mistakes in what they published, because they were unable to stop the 

transmiSSion and copying of their works all over the country. In the digital 

environment, he said this will become more serious because it is easier for people to 

get the materials they want, so it should be right that publishers have some control on 

the behalf of authors ofthe ways be which text is transmitted. 

Fourth, publishers like Sally Morris, David Croom, Richard Gedye and Fiona Bennett 

believed that the educational and policing role of Chinese RRO is quite important as 

well. Compared with UK, the notion of the RRO is brand-new in China, so that the 

education function of the Chinese RRO is even more important for the RRO and the 

users. David Croom said that if the perception among Chinese users is that copyright is 

not important, then it needs an RRO in the policeman function to make Chinese 

citizens understand that they cannot get materials free and ignore copyright. 

Considering electronic publishing in the future, Richard Gedye and Fiona Bennett 

commented that because people always think that electronic materials are available and 
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free, the RRO should educate people to pay for the electronic materials and supply a 

way for the users to pay for them. lan Taylor fully agreed that the policing role for the 

Chinese RRO is much more important than collecting revenue, and also suggested that 

if China developed an RRO, it should generate more income to be spent in a much 

higher proportion for the copyright enforcement and education of Chinese citizens 

compared to that spent by the CLA. He also assumed that the NCAC might see this as 

a way of financing its copyright education and enforcement. 

However, Lynette Owen pointed out that although the education function is very 

important for an RRO, but it may be difficult to persuade the Chinese Government to 

develop it for purely educational purposes, because the Chinese Government, 

especially NCAC, has this responsibility to conduct a great deal of education on 

copyright. Moreover, it is impossible to develop a purely education organisation 

because it needs to be able to afford the cost of undertaking educational activities. 

Interviewee C (Appendix 8, NCACl) and Ms Gao also confirmed that, compared with 

collecting societies, NCAC has the main responsibility to provide education on 

copyright to the mass and might need some help from the collecting societies in the 

future. One problem of education is that most of the organisations like the CWA and 

the Chinese Music Association lack funding because most of them do not have any 

income except from the govermnent. 

UK experts gave more neutral answers of this question. Lynette Owen said "it is a very 

difficult question to answer"; Chris Paterson answered "I think it is the right time to 

think about it"; Only lan Taylor answered explicitly that he thought now is the right 

time to establish an RRO in China or at least carry on feasibility studies. According to 

6.2.1, Lynette Owen discussed this issue from the view point of how to persuade the 

government, so the argument needs to be backed with some evidence of whether 

unauthorised photocopying of domestic works is a large-scale problem or not in China 

at the moment. She also re-emphasised that it is important to distinguish between 

printing unauthorised copies of books as piracy, and photocopying parts of the books. 
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Lynette Owen suggested that some kind of survey should be undertaken to get some 

indication of the scale of copying, not only ofjoumal articles but of parts of books or 

complete books, in Chinese universities. If there is some evidence that they do some 

photocopying of parts of Chinese books or even complete books, there will be a strong 

argument with the govermnent that Chinese publishers and authors will be the main 

beneficiary of the RRO at the beginning. However, Lynette Owen suspected that 

photocopying Chinese books does not seem very common in China, given that the 

differential between the price of copying and that of buying the complete book is far 

less than in Western countries, although there is evidence of unauthorised 

photocopying of entire foreign works. Most Chinese interviewees agreed that 

according to the high cost of copying a book and Iow book price in China, it is quite 

unusual to copy a book instead of buying one in China and there is no evidence 

showing that photocopying is damaging the Chinese publishing industry at present. 

On a whole, in Lynette Owen's opinion, there is a paradox that if the Chinese RRO 

began with original Chinese works, there could not be a justification for its surviving; 

if it began with foreign works where there is a relatively large market, the govermnent 

might not agree to develop it. Subsequently, Lynette Owen sununarised that there are 

two factors which might affect this problem in China, changes in the Chinese political 

environment or an increase in book prices in the future. She also said that whether 

either factor changes in the future, this problem cannot be solved in a short time. 

Meanwhile, Chris Paterson and Ian Taylor admitted that book prices in China are quite 

Iow, but they are increasing gradually now. Ian Taylor emphasised that, in theory, there 

is some small percentage of photocopying in China and also supposed that the books in 

China would get more expensive in the future because they are very much 

under-priced and the Chinese publishing industry is stilI in transition from a subsidised 

industry to a commercial industry now. However, he thought that until now, Chinese 

publishers could not be in front of the trend, and they are nervous to do it, because the 

Chinese publishing market is not strong enough to do it. 
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Chris Paterson cornmented that "China's GNP per head is about a thousand dollars and, 

although it is not like the USA, Singapore or Hong Kong, compared to most of the 

countries in the world which do respect copyright, including African, Indian, and 

South American countries, China is richer." And he insisted that the point, of this 

problem is that no matter whether the book in China is expensive or cheap, and no 

matter whether Chinese citizens get the book by buying or photocopying, they should 

respect the efforts ofnghts holders and pay for it. From Chris Paterson's point of view, 

once China did join the WTO and sign the Copyright Convention, it has the obligation 

to make them work. But at the same time, Chris Paterson admitted that it is difficult to 

persuade the government, because most of the world brands are not Chinese and most 

of international books are in English. 

Sally Morris and lan Taylor both mentioned that if the styles of teaching are different 

and used textbooks all the time in China, there would be less photocopying. Mr Zhu as 

a Chinese publIsher proved that the Chinese pattern of teaching is surely different from 

Western countries. Teachers scarcely distribute photocopied reading materials to 

students or suggest that students photocopy any other reading materials. But lan Taylor 

suggested that if China decided to have an RRO, it should look at the future and not 

just the current situation, or look at the trail of other Asian countries like Japan or 

Singapore, because "The longer they delay, the more difficult it will get." He believed 

that the Chinese educational institutions will do a lot of photocopying in the future 

because the courses will be more specific and students will want access to more 

information, just as UK education changed in the last twenty years. 

David Croom was the only UK publisher who thought it is not yet the right time to 

develop an RRO in China now or in the electronic era, His answer relies on how 

important the RRO is for the domestic publishing industry. David saw that it is not 

very important domestically because, on the one hand, the Chinese book is so cheap 

and on the other hand, there is not yet a willingness to contemplate cultural change. 

However, he emphasised that it will eventually become necessary at some time. To 
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establish an RRO in the electronic era, he mentioned that it is important to look at 

statistics on the usage of material to make a judgement. 

Most Chinese interviewees, especially the interviewees from NCAC, stated clearly at 

the beginning of interview that it is too early to discuss whether it is the right time to 

establish an RRO and no-one has even considered this issue. Mr Zhu expressed the 

view that although publishers have some cooperation with the MCSC, at this stage, the 

copyright collective administration would not have any influence on Chinese 

publishers. "It is a good idea for authors because their income will increase and 

generate more enthusiasm for their work". 

There are conflicting comments between two interviewees from NCAC: interviewee C 

(Appendix 8) pointed out that copyright, in accordance with the Copyright Law, 

includes the right of reproduction which includes photocopying, so theoretically the 

writers and publishers should enjoy their reprographic right, while Ms Gao claimed 

that until now, the Copyright Law did not include any articles on reprographic rights, 

so that there is nothing about reprographic rights from the legal aspect in China now. 

Apart from this conflict, the interviewees from NCAC and the Chinese publisher listed 

several problems associated with establishing an RRO in China now. 

First, there were no laws or regulations on copyright collective administration for a 

long time. Most interviewees mentioned that this is the biggest problem through the 

initiation of the CCALW before the promulgation of the Regulations on Copyright 

Collective Administration on I March 2005. Second, although the Regulations has 

been effective, the market for photocopymg in China is not mature because 

photocopying the whole book or parts of a book is not very common for Chinese 

patrons so that there is no demand for an RRO from rights holders. Besides low book 

price and different teaching styles in China, emphasised by both UK and Chinese 

interviewees, other reasons are: (1) In the education sector, most of the universities in 

China write and compile textbooks themselves or adopt textbooks published by other 
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universities, so uruversities are unwilling to let students photocopy textbooks. (2) More 

and more universities have begun to adopt original edition foreign textbooks in the 

class, so that students can gain access to foreign books much more easily than before. 

(3) The library lending system is not as well developed as in the developed countries. 

Moreover, Chinese citizens are not used to getting books from libraries. (4) Regarding 

Chinese tradition, Chinese people still prefer to own a book instead of photocopying 

parts of it. 

In other sectors like business or pharmacy, Mr Zhu estimated that companies in these 

sectors will do some photocopying. However, he also pointed that the cost of this kind 

of photocopying will be very high, so that the volume of this sort of photocopying will 

be limited. However, Ms Gao believed that the there is a tendency towards a potential 

market for photocopying developing now, because of the increase in the price of books 

and the decrease in the cost of photocopying. At this stage, nobody knows clearly 

whether photocopying is threatening publishers' original sales or not, so she thought it 

needs a survey to show whether there is a problem and how serious the problem is. 

Third, the government should consider the degree of citizens' acceptance of an RRO to 

collect fees for reprographic rights. Interviewees from CWA (Interviewees A and B, 

see Appendix 8) pointed out that most users in China, especially in the business sector, 

have not realised that they should pay remuneration to rights holders for photocopying, 

and lack of respect of copyright and understanding of collective administration among 

the citizens is a serious issue they are facing during the establishment of CCALW. 

Fourth, it is clear that the lack of economic development is an important factor which 

means that Chinese citizens are unwilling or cannot afford to pay remuneration to 

rights holders. 

Only interviewees A and B indicated that some Chinese experts had proposed that 

rights holders should receive remuneration for photocopying several years before 
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including reproduction for private and personal use'. They said that they have also paid 

attention to the reproduction behaviour in libraries, and think rights holders should 

receive remuneration for this. Moreover, they recognised that reproduction rights are 

not only concerned with the traditional methods by printing or photocopying, but also 

the rights in the digital environment. However, they emphasised that although it is now 

generally recognised that some amount of charge for photocopying is payable, it is just 

a pure idea from the authors' point of view, and there are stilI a number of practical 

problems needing to be discussed, such as who has the rights and responsibility to 

collect the fee on behalf of writers, how to collect the fee and so on. 

6.2.3 What Kind of Licensing System Would You Choose for the Proposed RRO? 

Because of the limitation of time and of familiarity with Chinese publishing and 

political environment, among UK interviewees, only Sally Morris, Chris Paterson and 

ran Taylor made comments on this issue. The first two both preferred a voluntary 

system at the first stage while ran Taylor assumed that China cannot have a voluntary 

system. However, Sally Morris thought it necessary to have a compulsory system 

considering the lack of support for copyright, and a combination of different systems 

would be a good idea which she had never considered before. Chris Paterson preferred 

a voluntary system rather than compulsory system because he deemed that it is more 

practical. However, both he and ran Taylor admitted that maybe a voluntary system 

will not work in China, because on the one hand, all the upper organisations involved 

in the system are governmental bodies, and on the other hand, if it is voluntary, no-one 

will take it seriously. IFRRO indicated that it does not favour one model over another, 

and will support the model chosen to be the appropriate one in China by the Chinese. 

From Chris Paterson's perspective, under the compulsory system, although the system 

might be developed more easily and quickly, the reason why the system can work is 

based on the law but not based on people's awareness. This is the substantial difference 

I Copynght Law of PRC sttpulates tins land of use as "hnntattons on nghf·. see Chapter 3 and 
Appendix 14 
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between a compulsory system and a voluntary system from the users' points of view. 

In his opinion, people need to know why they should pay and understand that a lot of 

people worked hard for the book. David Croom indicated a similar idea that the 

existence of the CLA is based on the general understanding of copyright among users. 

In Singapore's case, Chris Paterson deemed the reason why they adopted the 

combination system is that they knew they can make a compulsory system work for 

the education sector, but they could not do it for business sector. _ 

Because all Chinese interviewees had expressed the view at first that it is too early to 

discuss the conception of an RRO in China, it is difficult for them to make any 

comment on such more detailed questions. Only interviewees A and B explained their 

opinion that a levy on photocopiers is the most reasonable and most convenient way to 

collect the fee't, because they deemed that it is quite difficult to conduct an accurate 

statistical survey of the frequency of use for photocopying and what materials are 

photocopied from every user, which is very similar to the situation of music works. 

They also said that they did not consider transactional licences appropriate either. 

However, even a levy system will have some implementation difficulties. The biggest 

problem is that imposing tariffs on photocopiers or collecting fee from operators and 

protecting reproduction rights are not in the same government system, while the 

Chinese Governmental administration structure is also much more intricate than others. 

They emphasised that a levy system is purely hypothetical at this stage, so there is no 

feedback on this idea from the users' and operators' perspectives. 

Their suggestion is that it would be test to begin with the education sector, like 

libraries and schools. Later, it ought to extend to the owners of photocopiers which 

serve the public commercially, like copy shops. Interviewee C said it is quite difficult 

to estimate at this stage which system China will adopt in the future, but he confirmed 

that there will be rates for collecting licensing fees which might take account of the 

• The mtervtewees did not mention anytbmg about other eqUIpment, lIke reader prmters and scanners 
durmg the conversation and they adnutted they only knew partly how the German system works and 
they had never heard of the measures other countries had adopted before the researcher's descnptions 
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categories of use, commercial or non-commercial, the manner and place of using 

works, public or private, the difference between developing areas and developed areas 

and so on. 

6.2.4 Preparation for the Development ofRRO in China 

AIl the UK publishers, experts and IFRRO emphasised the importance of undertaking 

copyright education. For an RRO to succeeded, Chris Paterson deemed that before its 

development there does have to be an understanding by user of what copyright is and 

why copyright holders should be paid. This understanding is not always there in China, 

because the Chinese tradition over a very long time has been quite different to the 

Western tradition of copyright, so that more public education is especiaIly needed. 

Moreover, the notion of the RRO is something reaIly new to Chinese citizens. 

According to HKRRLS' experience, when it began to issue its licence in 2000, many 

users' groups refused to discuss. Irrespective of whether China will develop an RRO in 

the future or not, education is crucial because if China began to educate when it planed 

to develop an RRO, it would be too late. David Croom estimated that the arrangement 

of educating the population on the value of inteIlectual property will be necessary 

maybe for twenty years. Sally Morris said that the govermnent should do a lot of 

copyright education, especiaIly in the universities to make sure that people in the 

academic world understand the importance of copyright all around the world. IFRRO 

considered it is a two-way education with both rights holders and user groups to 

promote a wider understanding of the inunediate and long term benefits of coIlective 

copyright management, particularly to the national publishing industry. 

Richard Gedye and Fiona Bennett both agreed that there should be some legislation for 

the RRO. Ian Taylor said that China does need a law for the copyright coIlective 

administration in the future before it takes any action to establish any coIlecting 

societies, not only the RRO. HKRRLS stated that the main problem it faces now is stiIl 

copyright law related issued, but it did not supply more details. From IFRRO's 

perspective, new legislation on copyright coIlective administration on March 1 2005 is 
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an important step to enable the development of a Chinese RRO. However, irrespective 

of the model chosen, IFRRO emphasised that it is essential that the Chinese copyright 

law should acknowledge the type of licensing system chosen, and provide the 

necessary legal and administrative infrastructure to restrict the operation of copyright 

exceptions, so that there is space in the market for the selected system to operate in the 

future. 

Richard Gedye deemed that the support of the indigenous Chinese publishing 

community would be quite important during the development of an RRO in China. 

Sally Morris also indicated that publishers should get together to discuss the possibility. 

They should also get involved together a lot and give it some funds during its 

development, because it will protect them in the long term. She and Ian Taylor 

believed that it needs international involvement to get some international experience 

and guarantee the independence of the proposed RRO. IFRRO and VISitOrs from other 

countries will be very good information resources to access these experiences. 

From IFRRO's perspective, "IFRRO is ready to assist the Chinese rights holders, their 

representative organisations and the government in setting up and developing the work 

of a Chinese RRO, and would be pleased to engage in more detailed discussions both 

with the Chinese Government and With other stakeholders to explore the areas where 

IFRRO can assist with the establishment of a self-sustainable RRO". Olav Stokkmo 

said that "IFRRO support typically takes the form of appointing a mentor RRO 

operating under a model similar to the one established in the country of the newly 

established RRO". This mentor RRO will be responsible for providing assistance 

required by the RRO, which normally includes training of persounel and information 

on licensing and distribution models and could also take the form of grants or loans. 

IFRRO could also assist in providing information on modifications that would be 

needed in the current legislation. 

For grant and loans, Ian Taylor supposed that it would be helpful for the proposed 
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Chinese RRO if it could manage to cover the cost with help from someone else, like 

the Norwegian RRO, which has quite a lot of money, and persuade it to offer an 

interest-free loan to help the RRO start. However, he admitted that if the Chinese 

Government wanted to establish an RRO, money will not be a problem and they will 

not want to have anyone else's money. 

From the publishers' perspective, Mr Zhu thought that the education function of the 

CPCC and the CCALW is weak. Until now, the Chinese Government has not paid 

much attention to educating citizens about copyright because, as Mr Zhu and 

Interviewee C both indicated, copyright is only relevant to a small number of people 

compared with the whole population in China. Therefore for the whole country, it is a 

long way from eliminating piracy and other copyright infringements, not only by 

copyright protection but also by educating citizens and boosting domestic industry and 

the economy. 

6.2.5 The Suggestion ofthe Model 

Sally Morris and Bob Campbell thought it is a very sensible model to follow. Sally 

Morris was concerned about whether there are any connections currently between the 

publishers' association, the writers association and CPCC. She believed that the 

question of selecting the educational sector at the beginning in the model depends on 

the teaching style in China. Moreover, she supposed that the Chinese Government 

should be considered a potential user, because plenty of copying happens in its 

departments. 

Bob Campbell suggested adding one user representative respectively into the education 

committee and business committee to represent users' interests in those specific areas. 

Furthermore, considering the long-term role of the Chinese RRO, the function 

"collecting and distributing" should be divided into two - international and national. It 

should become a two-way process to also provide a route to collect revenue from 

overseas instead of one-way just from Chinese users to foreign rights holders. 
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Accordingly, the link between "international cooperation" and "collecting and 

distributing" should be indicated in the diagram. Finally, the Copyright Tribunal is a 

good idea to keep the balance among all the parties, although in the UK, the problem 

with this concept is that the Copyright Act has some loose areas rather than being 

drafted with very exact legislation. 

Richard Gedye asked whether there is a mechanism at the moment between the CLA 

and any Chinese organisation to transfer revenue from the UK. back to Chinese 

publishers. And he suggested strongly that the model should be discussed with any 

Chinese authority who understands the issues, as the most important interviewee to test 

the feasibility of the model. ran Taylor thought it would be a mistake if the Chinese 

Govermnent (the NCAC) just decides to establish a new department for reproduction 

rights, although govermnent must be involved in this, and the Chinese Govermnent has 

been involved in international books much more than other countries'. 

Since the publications involved into the model are mainly from the Western world, 

Chris Paterson's suggestion is that the licensing system should be for Chinese books as 

well, because "any copyright book should be protected even if the money there is very 

small." Lynette Owen suggested that considering the political environment in China, 

the RRO might arrange for payment to be made initially for original Chinese works 

and only move later for foreign works, which may influence which sectors would 

come into the scheme. The sectors which Chris Paterson thought one might begin with 

are education, business and health, including medical research publications for 

hospitals and doctors. Another problem for this model is that the Publishers 

Association of China is a governmental body, but technically it represents the Chinese 

publishers, and likewise the Chinese Writers' Association. As a result, when the 

indiVIdual users pay the money, it will become very complicated in the system among 

the users, rights holders and the government. 

IFRRO emphasised that it is important that the Chinese adopt their proper model to 
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respond to their concrete needs. Technically, the model could work, but it is too early 

to tell whether this would be the appropriate model for China. It also stated that 

photocopying of printed material does not only apply to text. lllustrations, musical 

notes and sheet music should also be included in the repertoire of the RRQ. It is 

unclear if this is the case in the suggested model. 

Mr Xu and Ms Gao pointed out that according to the Regulations, the CPCC and the 

CWA are only the initiators of the CCALW, so there will be no direct relationship 

between those organisations and the CCALW in the model and it will be an 

independent organisation not a company like CLA. Second, a copyright arbitration 

body like a copyright tribunal does not exist in China. The NCAC has the 

responsibility to settle a dispute over a copyright contract by mediation, but has no 

arbitration function. As an alternative, if the NCAC fails to mediate between the 

parties, a dispute may be submitted for arbitration to an arbitration body. Beside the 

supervision from the NCAC, collecting societies will also receive supervision from the 

civil administrative department, owners and users. On the whole, the model needs 

some changes in response to the Chinese copyright protection system and government 

structure. 

6.3 Results of Group Questions 

6.3.1 Group Questions for CWA. Chinese Publisher and NCAC 

6.3 1.1 Collecting SocietIes in China and the CCALW 

Ms Gao explained that most secondary rights stipulated in Copyright Law only can be 

implemented through copyright collective administration organisations, so to complete 

the Chinese copyright protection system, specific regulations on copyright collective 

administration and its organisations are needed. On the other hand it considered that 

collecting societies might have a monopoly on the area they operate in the future, so 

another aim of the regulation is to regulate their activities and establish a supervision 
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system to supervise these societies. 

In 2001, the CWA and the CPCC initiated the CCALW. Besides its establishment, 

following the enacting two other collecting societies are on the agenda: China 

Copyright Association for Audio-Visual Works and a collecting society for 

perfonnance rights. Ms Gao stated that in most countries which adopted a Civil Law 

system, this kind of organisation could find their status in the Civil Law; however, 

because of the uncompleted legal system, until now, collecting societies could not find 

their status in the Chinese Civil Law. Interviewee C explained that in China, guilds for 

each industry or a certain group of people are administrative organisations under 

government control, so it is time to establish an organisation like the CCALW purely 

serving writers and helping them enjoy their rights. The only established collecting 

society in China, the MCSC was founded by CPCC and the Chinese Music Association. 

In this case, the government recognised it an effective way to establish collecting 

societies by CPCC and the guild or authoritative organisation concerned in one 

industry as their two initiators. 

As one of the initiators from the writers' side, the CWA is mainly responSible for 

administrative affairs between writers and other parties. The operation of the CCALW 

will follow the pattern of the MCSC. The membership of the CCALW is supposed to 

be writers registering in the CWA, including journalists and writers who published 

their articles in academic journals, and all members of the CCALW would join 

voluntarily. Interviewees A and B alleged that it will be a collecting society covering 

all kinds of literary works in China, and will deduct from the licensing fees which it 

has collected a certain proportion as administration fees to maintain its regular 

activities. Wnters grant the CCALW the rights to administer their copyright and other 

relevant rights, and it will work on the behalf of rights holders to collect fees from 

users and distribute fees to the rights holders. 

Interviewees from NCAC claimed that the original intention of its establishment was 
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mainly to take charge of the right of communication through infonnation networks in 

the near future. Moreover, the interviewees indicated that it is very difficult to establish 

a collecting society to mandate all the rights from rights holders. From global 

comparisons, although every country has their own system, most countries classified 

their system based on the category of works or category of rights holders. In China, 

NCAC planned to establish collecting societies for each category of works or category 

of rights or rights holders. 

Another function of the CCALW is to educate people to respect copyright but also 

explain the notion of copyright collective administration; however, all the Chinese 

interviewees emphasised that the most important function of the CCALW is to help 

writers manage their rights, rather than education. According to functions, there are 

three main departments: collecting fees, distributing the collection, and the legal 

department. There are no more details so far. 

Interviewee A and B assumed the CCALW will extend to all rights of copyright owners 

for literary works which can be managed collectively. Consequently, there is a 

possibility that the CCALW will take charge of the main function of the RRO in the 

future. Interviewees from NCAC admitted that the CCALW probably will engage in 

the right of digitisation of literary works and the protection of reprographic rights 

instead of establishing an RRO or other collective society separately. ''There is a 

tendency that the CCALW will administer the reprographic rights among other rights 

which writers are unable to manage themselves, if there is the demand for protection of 

reprographic rights from right holders in the future" and ''when the market is so small, 

it wastes money, time and manpower to establish an RRO separately." 

Interviewees A and B expected that the CCALW will cooperate with Chinese 

publishers as well. According to the Copyright Law, the publishers enjoy the 

typographical rights, so besides the membership of writers, CCALW provide a kind of 

group membership to legal entities such as publishers and publishing companies. In the 
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HK RRO's case, they also provided association membership and corporate 

membership respectively to publishers' associations and individual publishers and also 

a kind of honorary membership to the Hong Kong Publishing Federation Limited. As 

mentioned before, because this idea is purely hypothetical, it is a step too far to discuss 

how to distribute the collection between writers and publishers in the future. However, 

from the publishers' perspective, Mr Zhu assumed that it will be extraordinarily 

difficult to implement the "ambitious" CWA blueprint for the CCALW. At present, the 

legal system in China is still uncompleted and the rights holders' understanding of 

copyright law is not comprehensive either. Meanwhile, there is a large degree of 

overlap of rights and duties between govermnent organisations and departments. Thus 

it is hardly possible to organise all the writers and publishers together just through one 

association. He thought even just establishing one organisation including all the 

publishers in China would be impossible, because of the complex structure of Chinese 

publishing industry. 

Mr Zhu mentioned that, based on publishers' experience of cooperating with CPCC, it 

is very difficult for CPCC to protect writers' and publishers' rights. For example, 

through the process of investigation of piracy, one of the problems is that how to 

cooperate with local police and judicial departments effectively. In many cases, they 

did not find the suspects and the whole case ended up with nothing definite. What is 

worse, sometimes the cost of this result1ess investigation is much higher than the loss. 

Mr Zhu suggested that the CCALW should take into account that it will probably face 

the same problem as the CPCC. Accordingly, publishers are quite disappointed with 

the cpec and do not expect results from it any more. Publishers therefore often 

choose to take action by themselves to reduce the loss to a minimum by forming a kind 

of informal league to prevent piracy. 
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6.3.2 Group Questions for UK Publishers and Experts 

6.3.2.1 eLA and UK Publishers 

Most publishers summarised two primary functions. One is copyright protection to 

provide a mechanism for safeguarding rights holders in the environment where they 

cannot do business directly. Second is revenue collection and distribution for those 

rights holders. Every publisher mentioned that compared with original sales, the 

revenue from CLA is really ''tiny'' for most publishers. However, Bob Campbell 

claimed that for some journals which are heavily copied, it represent a significant 

amount of money for publishers and especially for small publishers, the income from 

CLA can be very important. Sally Morris added that it has become more important 

revenue for publishers and has grown in the recent years. Ian Taylor said that although 

the income from the CLA is not especially attractive to the publishers, it is designed to 

be more attractive to authors. Chris Paterson emphasised that in the countries like 

Singapore, the USA and Australia, authors are quite pleased with the income from 

RRQs. On the whole, publishers agreed that the policeman role of the RRQ is more 

important than revenue collection. 

Meanwhile, publishers have always worried that photocopying would threaten their 

original book sales and they were unwilling to become involved in the RRQ at the 

beginning. Sally Morris and David Croom said they did not think there was very much 

evidence that happened. And also, it is very interesting that now, people have the 

exactly same worry about digital copying. 

Publishers also mentioned some difficulties that the CLA faces. First, it is impossible 

to satisfy both sides aJl the time, because sometimes publishers and authors have 

conflicts. Second, in the situation where there is a conflict between the licensing 

income and primary income, it is understandable that publishers will always save the 

primary income. In Richard Gedye's opinion, it would be better if the policing role and 
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revenue collecting role could be more separated. He also proposed a third debate, that 

the development of CLA should be more focused on educating people or on improving 

the mechanisms for users to pay more easily or focussing on making clear what they 

paid for is going to be better quality. This would be better than on prosecuting people. 

Ian Taylor stated that the CLA is not the biggest producer of income per capita among 

the RROs. Another problem is that UK publishers criticised the complicated way CLA 

allocated the money. Piona Bennett pointed out that if China planned to develop an 

RRO, at the beginning, the proposed RRO would need to pay attention to its 

relationship with the publishers, trying to speak to all the parties in the community 

regularly and trying to gain trust from publishers 

6.3.2.2 The Future o/the RROs and Electronic Publishing 

In the electronic publishing environment, publishers can sell their product and issue 

licences directly to their customers, whilst CLA focuses on photocopying. Until now, 

CLA has not obtained any mandate in an agreement to exercise digital rights, because 

the publishers on the whole are keen to issue digital licences themselves. Under this 

circumstance, it is possible that publishers will avoid using the CLA. Meanwhile, 

besides digitisation, the CLA is currently facing a challenge from advanced technology 

such as digital printing, DRM and other media science technologies. An example 

Richard Gedye gave is that DRM have already reach such a high level that people have 

begun to assume that publishers will be like the telephone company, which allows 

users to make a phone call and then sends the bill to him or her. 

All the UK publishers agreed that the role ofRROs may reduce over time, and they did 

not see a long future for RROs if they just stay in photocopying. Bob Campbell 

assumed that RROs might be replaced by some kind of central electronic database 

based on DRM. He also supplied a possibility that there could be a smaller role for 

RROs in helping to police the Situation for publishers, developing some central 
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database service belonging to organisations lIke Rightscom, dealing with photocopying 

of books and other hardcopy materials. For China, the question would be that if China 

would set up an RRO, it should look to the future and plan for ten or twenty years' 

time. It will have an important policing role but also may become an agency to handle 

digital rights. 

ran Taylor emphasised that it will take quite a long time to see what will happen on 

RROs. There is evidence that, although journal publishing has moved a long way in 

the electromc direction, educational publishing and consumer publishing are still much 

more paper-based. On the other hand, publishers are quite worried that they will lose 

control of their electronic rights. He pointed out that in the UK or the USA, where the 

publishing industry is relatively advanced, the systems Richard Gedye mentioned have 

not come into use yet. It seems that it will take some years to establish this kind of 

system, and publishers do not know if it will happen in the future. For the Chinese 

publishing industry, it is a fact that it is behind the UK and the USA, so what Richard 

Gedye said would happen in China is probably at least ten years away or more. 

Although in a long-term view it seems that RROs will become redundant in the 

electronic publishing era, it is quite far from now for China and there would be a role 

for RRO for quite a few years in China. 

David Croom also believed that the CLA will not disappear immediately and if it 

develops itself, it can find a new role. Another point is that photocopying is not quite 

so important but it still has its place, and the financial distribution from the CLA is still 

important for a lot of small publishers who are unable to invest in the full electronic 

delivery. Sally Morris gave an example that the CCC has developed some licences 

which include some use in digital environment, which has turned out to be quite 

popular with customers. The reason is that every publisher has a different licence and it 

is very difficult for users to make sure of their rights with all the publishers. She 

estimated that if the RRO could provide a standard for the minimum level for all the 

licences and customers find it useful, it is a possibility that RROs might survive in the 
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future. Richard Gedye mentioned that there is a problem with DRM systems in that 

there are lots of competing systems, and there is an opporturuty for RROs to get 

together and design a DRM technology or system exactly for the publishing industry. 

Hence they would be in a very interesting position for themselves, either doing all the 

collecting themselves or at least licensing the software and keeping the software up to 

date. He also said that publishers like OUP really do not want to have bilateral 

relationships with tens of thousands of small communities and organisations all round 

the world, because it would just be too expensive. Under those circumstances, 

publishers need some intermediary party which can establish bilateral relationships 

with all these small "customers", and RROs probably have the advantage to do it. 

63.2.3 Whether the UK Publishers Realise That Only A Low Fee Is Acceptable in 

China 

All the UK publishers have realised that only a low fee is acceptable in China at the 

beginning. Sally Morris believed that it is exactly the because of this attitude that the 

Western publishers have first started local editions of their publications. In many cases, 

they started at a low fee because they wanted to exist, and then over the years, they 

have made the fee more economic. In the Chinese case, publishers from outside China 

understand why the fee must be low, and if they started with a quite high fee, nobody 

will pay it. Richard Gedye expressed the view that if the revenue were very 

disappointing at the beginning, the OUP would fully understand that the new RRO 

would take time to get people to pay, and it would be willing to wait for some time. 

Chris Paterson claimed that besides the amount offees, it is crucial that China needs to 

establish the principle, but it should also make enough money to cover the costs. Sally 

Morris emphasised that if it is really necessary to start with a low fee, it would be 

extraordinarily important to explain to users and other parties that it is a transitional 

fee. 

Bob Campbell and Richard Gedye indicated the worry from the UK publishers is that 

if it began with a low fee, it would be very difficult to increase it in the future. Bob 
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Campbell considered that Chinese are very tough negotiators. He gave an example that 

Blackwells is negotiating with CALlS (China Academic Library and Information 

System) toughly on price. Hence, he proposed that in China there would be some 

organisation to manage the expectations of the international publishing companies and 

explain what is possible. Chris Paterson mentioned that the standard charges should be 

acceptable not only to foreign publishers but also to Chinese publishers, NCAC and 

Chinese rights holders. In accordance with the Regulations, Interviewee C proposed 

that a copyright collective administration organisation shall draw up the methods for , 
collecting and distnbuting licensing fees and submit the draft to the administrative 

department for copyright (the NCAC) under the State Council for the approval. 

6.4 Summary and Conclusions 

It is generally agreed among interviewees that the Chinese Government is the only 

body able to establish an RRO in China, so its attitude to an RRO would be crucial for 

this research. Although UK publishers listed several reasons to support their 

standpoints that it is the right time to establish an RRO in China now, from the result 

of interviews with Chinese interviewees, it is clear that neither relevant Chinese 

Government bodies nor rights holders think: it is the right time to establish. It is even 

too early to discuss the timing question based on the low book price, 

"every-student-having-a-textbook" teaching style, lack of respect of copyright and 

other social and cultural factors. However, through the interviews with the NCAC, it 

would be recognised obviously that although the Chinese Government involved in the 

publishing industry much more than Western countries' government are and the whole 

industry is totally under government control, for copyright collective administration, 

the Chinese Government is much more open-minded than UK interviewees imagined 

and keeps the independence of Chinese collecting societies from government control 

through the Regulations as much as they can. 
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It also could be seen from the interviews that the establishment of an RRO in China 

required mUltiple changes from different aspects and the time of preparation would not 

be a short period. Meanwhile, the Chinese interviewees suggested another possibility, 

that the CCALW might take charge of reprographic rights from an RRO, which idea 

will be elaborated in Chapter 8. Finally, the RROs themselves also met challenges 

from electronic publishing and new digital technologies and their future is not very 

clear at this stage. Attention needs to be paid to this point during feasibility discussion 

of the development of the Chinese RRO. 

There is a two-sided problem that needed to be explained at last for both UK 

publishers and the Chinese interviewees. The former group is familiar with collecting 

societies but lacks knowledge of Chinese publishing, so all their comments on the 

Chinese issues are based on their own assumptions, while the latter are quite familiar 

with Chinese publishing but lack of knowledge of collecting societies, so there are few 

comments from them on the detailed questions. That is the reason why the results of 

common questions and group questions are separated, in order to find information 

related to the research as much as possible. It is also obvious that UK publishers made 

their assumptions heavily based on their experience with the CLA and UK licensing 

system, which might not be suitable to apply to Chinese situation. Finally, because 

HKRRLS replied to questions which only related to its own establishment and 

operation (see Chapter 5), the researcher found its answers were less relevant, so that 

the results of this interview were less useful than others. The answers which related 

with the main topic have been added in this chapter, and others could be found in the 

Appendix 10. 
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Chapter 7 Results of Questionnaire 

7.1 Introduction 

1\venty eight of one hundred and fifty three Chinese librarians completed quantitative 

questionnaires. The questionnaire was composed of 19 questions (see Appendix 11), 

separated into three sections. Section one included three questions and covered general 

library infonnation; Section two, including eleven questions, dealt with photocopying 

and its fees in the libraries; Section three, including five questions, covered the 

attitudes and acceptability of paying for reprographic rights among the libraries. 

7.2 Location 

Seven (25%) of the libraries were located in Beijing; four (14%) of the libraries were 

in Tianjin; one (3%) library was in Shanghai. Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai are three 

out of the four municipalities (a municipality being directly under the Central 

Government) in China. Three provinces Henan, Gansu, and Zhejiang, provided two 

libraries (7%) each. The rest, ten libraries (36%), were from seven provinces and three 

autonomous regions out of twenty three provinces and five autonomous regions in 

China. They were: Hebei, Hubei, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Liaoning, Shangdong, 

Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Ningxia 

Hui Autonomous Region. It has to be pointed out that two Special Administration 

Regions of P.R.C, Hong Kong and Macao, and Taiwan province were not suitable for 

this research, because of the different legal systems and political reasons. 

7.3 Category 

The results of the questionnaires showed that three libraries (11%) were public 

libraries; twenty-two libraries (78%) were University libraries; three libraries (11%) 
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were other kinds of libraries, i.e. industrial libraries and organisational libraries. 

7.4 Memberships 

Of the twenty-eight libraries, four (\4%) have below 5000 registered members. One 

library (3%) has a number of registered members between 5000 and 10000. Ten 

libraries (36%) stated that they have numbers of registered members between 10000 

and 20000. Five libraries (18%) reported numbers of registered members between 

20000 and 30000. Another five libraries (18%) reported numbers of registered 

members between 30000 and 40000. And three libraries have numbers of registered 

members above 50000. Two of the four libraries that have registered members below 

5000 are university libraries and the other two are other kinds of libraries. Two of the 

three libraries that have registered members above 50000 are public libraries and the 

other is one of the other kinds of libraries. The other public library has registered 

membership between 30000 and 40000. Most of the university libraries (20 uni versity 

libraries) have numbers of registered members between 10000 and 40000. Figure 7.1 

shows the number of different kinds of libraries with different ranges of numbers of 

registered members. 
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7.5 Photocopiers in the Libraries 

Twenty-six respondents gave clear answers to tbi s question, wbile two of them claimed 

they had no idea about the number of photocopiers in their libraries. The numbers of 

photocopiers are quite various from one library to another. The maximum was two 

hundred photocopiers and the minimum was one photocopier, as reported by 

twenty-six respondent libraries. Six libraries (23%) stated that they only have one 

photocopier for their patrons' use. Three groups of four libraries (15% each group) 

responded that there are respectively two, three and four photocopiers for patrons ' use 

in each group of libraries. Five libraries (4% each) reported that there are respectively 

five, seven, nine, ten and twelve photocopiers in each library. Two (8%) stated there 

are six photocopiers in the library and another one (4%) stated there are two hundred 

photocopiers in the library for patrons' use. Total ly, two hundred and ninety seven 

photocopiers were reported by twenty-six libraries. 

7.6 Commercial Use of Photocopiers or Just Supplied to Members? 

In thi s question, the photocopiers are the ones mentioned in Section 7.5 . All the 

respondents responding to the last question gave answers to this question. Six libraries 

(21 %) reported that some of their photocopiers are for commercial use and seven (25%) 

claimed that none of the photocopiers are for commercial use but only supplied to 

members . Thirteen libraries (46%) responded that in thei r libraries, they do not 

distinguish commercial use and member use. Figure 7.2 shows these results in 

graphical form. 
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Commercial Use of Photocopiers 
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Figure 7.2 Commercial Use of Photocopiers in the Libraries 

7.7 Photocopying Fees for Commercial Use and Memher Use 

No Distinction 
between 

Commercial Use 
and Member Use 

Twenty-two libraries gave detailed answers of this question, while five respondents 

indicated that they have no idea about the photocopying fee or they skipped this 

question directly. Another respondent said that in their library, it is free of charge for 

teachers to copy the materials but no answers of either commercial use or member use. 

In the similar way to Section 7.5, the photocopying fees charged by different lihraries 

are also very diverse. For both commercial use and member use, the maximum charge 

is RMB 10 (around 72pi) per A4 page and RMB 0.50 (around 3.6p) per B5 page. The 

minimum is RMB 0.10 (around 0.7p) per both A4 page and B5 page. However, the 

library which charged RMB 10 per A4 page is the only one out of twenty-two libraries 

(5%) which charged a fee beyond RMB 0.50 (around 3.6p) per page. In other words, 

twenty-one librari es (95%) charged photocopying fees below RMB 0.50 per A4 or B5 

page. 

According to Section 7.6, eight respondents stated that all or some of the photocopiers 

i The excbange rate between Chinese Yuan Renminbi and the British Pound using in this thesis is 
13.8542 Chinese Yuan Renmibi to 1 powld on November 2005 from WW\V. x-rate.com. 
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in their libraries are supplied for commercial use. Among these eight libraries, six 

(7S%) reported that the photocopying fees for commercial use are the same as the fees 

for member use, whi le two (2S%) reported that the fees for commercial use are higher 

than the fees for member use. Table 7. 1 lists the charges for photocopying adopted by 

the eight libraries which di stinguish commercial use and member use, in price 

descending order. According to the questionnaire, the respondents who stated that in 

their libraries none of photocopiers are supplied for commercial use or that there is no 

distinction between commercial and member use were prompted to answer the fees for 

member use direct question instead of answering the fee for corrunercial use first. As a 

result, Table 7.2 lists two kinds of charge standards of photocopying fees , 

non-commercial use and no distinction between commercial use and member use, in 

price descend ing order, and also how many libraries adopted each standard. According 

to Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the charge standard adopted most often, by seven libraries (32%) 

out of twenty two libraries is RMB A4 0.20 18 S O. IS , and the charge standard adopt 

second most commonly, by five libraries (23%), is RMB A4 0.30 I8S 0.20. 

library Commercial Use Member Use 

(i.c. A4 0.45yuan pp;B5 0.35 yuan pp) (i .c.A4 0.45yuan pp;B5 0.35 yuan pp) 

I 10 (72p); -- 10; --

2 0.50 (3.6p);0.40 (2.8p) 0.50;0.40 

3' 0.30 (2.l p);0.20 (l .4p) 0.10 (O.72p);O.1 0 

4' 0.25 ( 1.8p);0.20 0.20;0. 15 (1 p) 

5 0.20;0.15 0.20;0. 15 

6 0. 15;0. 10 0.15;0. 10 

7 0.10;0. 10 0.10;0.10 

8 0.1 0;-- 0.10;--

Table 7. 1 Standards of Photocopying Fees in the Libraries Distinguishing Commercial Use and Member Use 

(* represents the libraries that charged different fees for commercial use and member use.) 
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standard Non Commercial Use Number No distinction Number 

(i.e. A4 0.45yuan pp;B5 0.35 of (i.e. A4 0.45yuan pp;B5 0.35 of 

yuan pp) Libraries yuan pp) Libraries 

I 0.50;0.30 1 

2 0.40;0.30 I 

3 0.30;0.20 1 0.30;0.20 3 

4 0.25 ;0.20 1 0.25;0.25 I 

5 0.20;0. 15 2 0.20;0. 15 3 

6 0.10;0.10 I 

Total 4 10 

Table 7.2 Standards of Photocopying Fees for Non-commercial Use and No Distinction between Commercia l 

Use and Member Use in the Libraries 

7.8 Pbotocopying Income 

Based on the pilot study, it appeared that income is a very sensitive issue for Chinese 

respondents, so the issue of income from photocopying was explored by two questions. 

The first one asked if the respondents are willing to answer the question related to 

photocopyi ng income or if they know the photocopying income last year. And then, the 

second question asks the respondents who are willing to answer the income question to 

write down the income for last year. In total, twenty-one respondents (75%) selected 

the negative answer for the first question; however, one of them still carried on 

answering the following question. So in total, six respondents reported their library's 

income. One respondent (4%) skipped these two questions directly. 

All the six libraries which reported their photocopying income are university libraries. 

It appeared that the photocopying income is related closely to numbers of registered 

memberships. The minimum income, RMB 100 (around GBP 7) and the second 

minimum income, RMB 3000 (around GBP 2 16) were both from libraries with 
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memberships below 5000, and the maximum, RMB 30000 (around GBP 2000), was 

from the library with a membership between 3000 and 4000. The middle two ranges of 

the income were all from the libraries with memberships between 10000 and 20000. It 

has to be pointed out that comparing with the incomes of the other five of the same 

kind of libraries, the researcher suspected the validity of the answer of the minimum 

income for a ClUnese university' library because there are more than 30 times 

differential between the minimum and the second minimum income which based on 

the same level of numbers of memberships. It was concluded that it might be not a 

reasonable and genuine answer. 
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Figure 7.3 Photocopying Incomes of Six Chinese University Libraries 

7.9 Trends of Photocopying Income in Recent F ive Years 

Twenty-five libraries responded to this question while three libraries did not answer it. 

Seven libraries (28%) stated that their photocopying incomes have continuously 

increased in the last five years. Six libraries (24%) claimed that their incomes were 

stable and that there was no distinct change in this period. Eight libraries (32%) 
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reported that their incomes were unstab le and there is no regular trend of the income in 

the last five years. Four libraries (16%) claimed that their incomes have continuously 

decreased in the last five years. 

7.1 0 T he Reasons of Income Declining 

Although four libraries claimed that their photocopying incomes had declined in the 

last five years, ten libraries responded to the question why the income declined, so this 

included another six libraries which did not repon that their photocopying income 

decreased. In that case, these six answers were considered as invalid data and were not 

accounted into the final results. Among the four libraries, vicious competition among 

photocopy shops and other organisations supplying photocopying service, and users 

choosing printing instead of photocopying are the two main reasons why the 

photocopying income has declined in the last five years. The second reason is that Lhe 

increase in photocopy shops and other organisations supplying photocopying service. 

One library selected price reductions in photocopying materials, such as paper and ink. 
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Figure 7.4 Reasons of Photocopying Income Decline in Recent Five Years 
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7.11 Three Kinds of Materials Photocopied Most 

Twenty-five libraries responded to this question whi le two respondents skipped it and 

another one stated he or she had no idea about this issue. Six kinds of materials were 

suggested to select from: STM materials, fi ction and drama materials, teaching 

materials (e.g. text books), sheet music, illustrations (including photographs) and 

newspaper, press etc. According to the answers, STM materials, teaching materials, 

newspaper and press were the three kinds of materials which were considered to be 

photocopied most. Illustrations were seen as the fo urth kind of material photocopied 

most. No respondent chose sheet music for this question. 
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Figure 7.5 Materials Photocopied Most 

7.12 Scanning Service (digitisation) in the Libraries 

All the twenty-eight libraries replied this question. Ten out of twenty-eight libraries 

(36%) stated that they provide a scalming service to patrons fo r digitising paper 

materials to their electronic form at. Eighteen libraries reported they do not provide a 

scanning service to patrons currently. 
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7.1 3 Photocopying Texthooks among University Students 

Seven libraries (25%) agreed that few Chinese uni versity students chose to photocopy 

parts of textbooks instead of buyi ng textbooks. Five librari es (18%) agreed that a few 

Chinese university students (less than 5%) choose to photocopy parts of textbooks 

instead of buying textbooks. Sixteen librari es (57%) agreed that because there are no 

stati stics or survey on this issue, it is very di fferent to make a conclusion. No 

respondent agreed that some Chinese university students (more than 5%) choose to 

photocopy parts of textbooks instead of buying textbooks. 
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Figure 7.6 Percentage of Chi nese University Student Photocopying Textbooks 

7.14 Should Payor Not? 

This question focused on whether respondents think libraries or patrons should pay for 

photocopying. Ten of twenty-eight respondents (36%) stated that ei ther libraries or 

their patrons should pay for copying to authors and publ ishers. Eighteen respondents 

(64%) di sagreed that either libraries or their patrons should pay for copyi ng to authors 

and publi shers. 
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7.15 So, Who Should Pay for It? 

This question is for the respondents who agreed that either libraries or their patrons 

should pay for photocopying to right holders, to explore further who should pay for it. 

According to 7.14, ten respondents believed someone should pay for photocopying. 

Three of them (30%) stated that libraries should pay for copying carried out by their 

patrons while seven respondents (70%) stated that patrons should pay for their 

photocopying. No one stated that other parties other than libraries and their patTons 

should pay for it. Another six respondents who disagreed that either libraries or their 

patrons should pay for photocopying to right holders also answered thi s questions. 

Although their answers were invalid data for this question, there is an interesting point 

that three of them stated that publishers should pay for photocopying because they 

received benefit from publishing and one stated that photocopy shops or other 

organisations which supplied photocopy service for commercial purpose should pay 

for it. 

Who Should Pay for Photocopying 
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7.16 What Annual Fee per Users Is Acceptable to Libraries? 

Two of three libraries which stated that libraries should pay for copying carried Ollt by 

their patrons responded this question. Both of them agreed that the fee below RMB 10 

(below GBP 0.70) Ollt of six options is acceptable for theiT libraries. The other library 

did not give any answer about this question. Another four libraries which stated that 

their patrons should pay for photocopying also answered this question. Two of them 

agreed that a fee below RMB 10 is acceptable for their libraries. Another two selected 

a fee between RMB 41 to 50 (GBP 2.7 to 3.3) and a fee above RMB 50 (above GBP 

3.3) respectively. 

7.17 Barriers Preventing the Development of An RRO in Chin a ow 

All but one of the libraries responded to this question. lncomplete copyright protection 

system was selected by twenty-four respondents (89%) as the main barrier preventing 

the development of an RRO in China now, followed by lack of respect for copyright 

among the citizens (sixteen respondents, or 59%). Unwillingness to pay the fee and 

lack of funds were selected by thirteen libraries (48%) and ten libraries (37%) 

respectively. Five libraries agreed that low publication prices prevent the development 

of an RRO in China now and three libraries agreed that it is an obstacle to the 

development of an RRO in China that photocopying the whole books or parts of book 

is not very common for Chinese patrons. None of the respondents mentioned any other 

factors which may prevent its development in China. 
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Figu re 7.8 Barriers to Establishment of An RRO in C hina Now 

7.18 Is An RRO the Best Way to Help Rights Holders to Protect Their Economic 

Interests in China? 

Merging two kinds of answers, strongly agree and agree, twelve respondents agreed 

with this statement. Fifteen respondents (53%) stated that their opinions on this 

statement were undecided. Only one respondent strongly disagreed that an RRO is the 

best way to help rights holders to protect their economic interests in China, and no 

other respondent di sagreed with this statement. 
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Figure 7.9 Is An RRO the Best Way to Help Rights Holders to Protect Their Economic Interests in China? 

7.19 Summary 

16 

In this research, most respondents of the sample are university libraries, with a few 

public libraries and other kinds of libraries . early half of them are based in the 

municipalities where education and economy are the most developed in China. 

Meanwhile, the respondents also covered half of the Chinese provinces and 

autonomous regions. The majority of libraries have numbers of members between 

10000 and 40000. Compared with university libraries and other kinds of libraries, it is 

clear that public libraries have more members. In this questionnaire survey, three 

public libraries' memberships are all above 30000. For other kinds of libraries , the 

situation is more extreme, two of them are below 5000 whi le one is above 50000, 

which depended more on the subjects the librruies are working for. 

All the libraries involved in the questionnaire supp li ed photocopiers to their patrons or 

members. More than half of the libraries supplied fewer than five photocopiers. Half of 

the libraries distinguished between commercial use ruld members' use in different 
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degrees, but there is no obvious charge difference to show the distinction between 

commercial use and members' use in these libraries. On the other hand, nearly half of 

the lIbraries did not distinguish the commercial use and members' use. Most of the 

libraries charged photocopying fees below RMB 0.30 (2p) and RMB 0.20 (lAp) for 

paper in different sizes. Although the respondents are willing to answer on charge 

standards, the low response rate to question eight (see Section 7.5) shows that some of 

them have no idea about their total photocopying income, and others were unwilling to 

answer this question because of sensitivity. 

Half of the libraries indicated that their photocopying income increased or was stable 

in the last five years and four libraries claimed their income declined. Among the 

reasons for declining income, users' preference of printing instead of photocopying is 

an important factor which will be discussed more in Chapter 8. It is also noticeable that 

teaching materials is the second most photocopied type of material among these 

libraries, following STM materials. However, on the other hand, half of the 

respondents considered that photocopying parts of textbooks is not common among 

Chinese university students. And another half claimed that it is different to answer 

without a survey. More than one-third of the hbraries have supplied digitisation service 

to their patrons, which might lead to more controversial issues of copyright in China in 

the future. 

Around two-thirds of respondents considered that no-one should pay for photocopymg. 

The last question also showed that half of the respondents did not have a clear opinion 

about an RRO and its establishment. Among one-third of respondents who considered 

that someone should pay for it, majority stated patron should pay for their 

photocopying. Some respondents thought publishers should pay for it, which showed 

that the notion of reproduction rights is not very clear among Chinese citizens, even 

librarians. The situation of how large a fee should be paid is very extreme. All the 

respondents either chose the lowest fee standard or the highest and nobody selected the 

middle ones. It indicated that if libraries are supposed to pay the fee, low charges will 
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be preferred by libraries while if their patrons are supposed to pay the fee, much higher 

charges would be acceptable among the librarians, because there will be no influence 

on libraries' budgets. Finally, there are several barriers preventing the establishment of 

RRO in China currently, which included several different areas such as the legal 

system, aspects of copyright, economic development, and the development of domestic 

publishing industry, etc. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion and Conclusions 

8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the key question "is it the right time to establish an RRO in China?" 

will be discussed, and conclusions are drawn according to the findings from the 

research, and then two other main topics, the feasibility of establishing an RRO in the 

future, and the suggestions for the model will be detailed, also based on the findings. 

In each section, the deeper reasons and detailed explanations from the findings which 

support the researcher's opinions will be given and analysed following the main points. 

Finally, the overall conclusion of the research will be documented and discussed 

including the limitations of the study, recommendations and identified areas of 

potential further research. 

8.2 Is It the Right Time to Establish an RRO in China now? 

The main aim of this research at the beginning was to test the feasibilIty of the 

developed model and make revisions to it. However, through the research process, it 

was suggested strongly by data from the interviews that the research should go 

backwards to a more basic question: whether it is the right time or not to establish an 

RRO in China now, the reasons why an RRO could be established at the current stage, 

and what are the barriers to developing it. If it is shown that Chinese publishing does 

need an RRO urgently, the model would be revised, mainly based on the current 

situation and developed in more detail. If it is shown that there are insunnountable 

barriers or an impossibility to establishing an RRO in China at current stage, then the 

model should be re-developed in a way which pays more attention to the future and 

pOSSible changes in these barriers. 
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8.2.1 It Is Not the Right Time to Establish an RRO in China 

Although most UK publishers and IFRRO gave positive answers that they would 

welcome the establishment of an RRO in China, and expressed the view that it is the 

right time to do it, their reasons and explanations were not sufficiently based on the 

current Chinese situation. As the international federal organisation of RROs, it is clear 

that IFRRO would like to establish RROs all over the world. Besides this factor, the 

reasons mentioned by IFRRO and UK pubhshers primarily include the benefits for the 

domestic publishing industry and international rights holders, but also the benefits for 

other parts of the Chinese community, completing the Chinese copyright protection 

system, giving a good public image of copyright protection to the international 

community, assisting in electronic publishing control and management in the future, 

educating the Chinese community and policing copyright law. On the whole, these 

reasons are mainly the general benefits of the establishment of an RRO, which could 

be adopted in other countries where there are no RROs and copyright protection is not 

complete. Consequently, because of the limitations of their familiarity with Chinese 

publishing industry, IFRRO and the UK publishers were unable to consider this issue 

based on China' particular situation. However, all the UK interviewees, IFRRO and 

some Chinese interviewees agreed that the Chinese Government is the only possible 

body that could establish an RRO in China, because of China' special political 

environment. 

We next consider the question of how to persuade the government to establish an RRO, 

based on the results of interviews with the UK experts, and also considering the results 

of the questionnaire survey. A crucial question behind how to persuade the government 

to establish an RRO was raised: whether there is any domestic market demand for an 

RRO In China at present. In other words, the degree of market maturity is the 

jumping-off point of the timing question. Although the government attitude is quite 

important, it also depends on the market demand. Generally speaking, if there is high 

market demand or a mature market for an RRO, there will be a strong incentive to 
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push the government to take action. As a result, the discussion has to move on to 

fmding out how mature the market for an RRO is in China now. 

In the Chinese case, results from both the interviews and the questionnaire survey, 

together with the information from the literature review, showed that the market for 

photocopying Chinese books is not mature and that there is very low market demand 

for an RRO. This was led by two factors. First, the most important factor is that the 

differential between the price of copying a book' and that of buying the complete book 

is far less than that in Western countries. It has to be emphasised that the books in the 

following discussion are the ones which are heavily copied by the main categories of 

RROs' users. According to the literature review (see Chapter 2), most RROs began to 

issue their licences in the education sector, and education, especially higher education, 

is the biggest licensing sector of RROs in most countries. Moreover, in the model of 

the proposed Chinese RRO, it was also supposed to begin with higher education sector. 

Thus, the comparison of the differentials between the price of copying a textbook and 

that of buying the complete textbook is a particularly important point for evaluating 

the potential market of an RRO in China. According to the previous research 1, the CLA 

and the UK collecting society system is the most important reference system for the 

model of the proposed Chinese RRO. In this research, the UK was also selected as the 

representative of Western countries for the comparison with China. Because the 

differential resulted from two factors: book prices and photocopying charges, two 

comparisons were made: the average textbook prices in the UK and China and 

photocopying charges in public libraries and university libraries in both countries. 

According to China National Press and Publishing Statistics 20042
, the average prices 

of new textbooks and reprint textbooks used in higher education institutions were 

RMB 23.77 (GBP 1.71) and RMB 19.9 (GBP 1.43) respectively in China. On the UK 

side, based on the LISU statistics on the average price of British and USA academic 

books3, in the latest academic year to June 2005, the average price of UK academic 

• The photocopymg charges in this thes,s are black and wInte photocopying only. 
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books is GBP 41.8S". Based on the definition of academic books given by LISU, in the 

researcher's opinion, although academic books in the UK statistics are not the exact 

equivalent of textbooks used in Chinese higher education institutions in the China 

Press and Publishing Statistics, they are quite similar in a general sense and also are 

the only data the researcher found that could be compared with the minimum of 

misunderstanding of the datalll
• Comparing the average prices in the UK and China, It 

could be concluded that the average price ofUK academic books is around 24.S times 

that of new Chinese textbooks in 2003/2004. 

On the other hand, dividing the photocopying charges into two groups with two types 

of libraries maintains the accuracy of the comparison. Based on the results of the 

questionnaire survey, photocopying charges in the Chinese public and university 

libraries mainly range from O.72p to 3.6p per A4 page, while in the UK, a proposal for 

a directive on copyright and related rights in the Information Society4 showed that in 

1998 photocopying charges were between Sp and lOp per page in academic libraries'v. 

According to Fines and Charges in public libraries in England and Wales 200S5
, the 

photocopying charges in UK public libraries varied between Sp and lOp per A4 page 

and a minority of libraries (five out of 176 libraries) charged photocopying fees 

between 12p and 20p per A4 page. In that case, the photocopying charges in the UK 
, 

libraries could be seen mainly between Sp and lOp per A4 page in this research. 

Consequently, it could be calculated that photocopying charges in the UK libraries 

were about 1.4 times to 14.3 times those charged in the Chinese libraries. 

By observing the comparisons of textbook prices and the charges for photocopying 

U Acadenuc books in tins report mcluded textbooks of interest to both undergraduates and advanced 
students and good quahty books, which are pnmanly intended for the general reader The followmg are 
excluded: reprints (not new edttIons) and paperback repnnts of hardbacks stIll in pnn!. 
no Most categones m the Chmese statistics are different to that m the UK statIstIcs. For example, there is 
no consumer book m the Chmese statistics and it classified the books to non textbooks, textbooks and 
lilustrattng materials. 
IV After consulttng WIth USU, the researcher was told that there IS no natIonal statistics on 
photocopymg charges in UK umvemty hbraries. 
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between UK and China, it is clear that compared with the UK, in the Chinese 

universities and public libraries, there is a much smaller differential for students and 

other readers between the prices of copying a textbook and of buying the book, 

because the differential of textbook prices (24.5:1) between the UK and China is much 

higher than that of photocopying charges (1.4:1 toI4.3:1) in these two countries. It 

means that compared with the CLA's users in the UK, there is less point in Chinese 

students and other readers copying a textbook instead of buying one. 

When the price factor is discussed in this research, one important issue should be 

considered as well: rampant piracy in China. According to the literature review (see 

Chapter 3), piracy is the most serious threat to the development of Chinese publishing. 

In China, not only are a large number of unauthorised copies of bestsellers sold in the 

consumer market, but also textbook piracy, from secondary school to university, is 

rampant. Pirate books are cheaper than legitimate books, especially much cheaper than 

the authorised version of foreign textbooks and other academic books from other 

countries. Moreover, because unauthorised books are common in the Chinese market, 

it is quite easy for readers to find pirate copies. Under those circumstances, compared 

to photocopying and buying authorised books, buying pirate books is the most 

economical way for readers, especially in developing and remote areas of the country. 

Readers such as students or other citizens with low incomes are used to purchasing 

pirate books which are just like the official version. In that case, readers cannot tell the 

difference, and perhaps may not realise they had purchased unauthorised copies. Hence, 

fewer readers will photocopy parts of the book or the whole book, because they either 

could afford the authorised copies of the book or can choose the pirate copies with a 

lower price. 

The second factor resulting in the low market demand for an RRO in China is also 

discussed against the background of education in China. In British and American 

higher education institutions, pervasive systematic copying or multiple copying is 
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perfonned to prepare course packs, classroom handouts and packs of resource or 

support materials for students. The CLA's defInition of a course pack is as follows6
: 

A compilatIOn of matenals (whether bound or loose leaf) of four or more 
photocopied extracts from one or more sources, totallmg over 25 pages of 
copyright material, designed to support a module or course of study, 
irrespective of whether the materials are copied at the start of the course, or at 
intervals dunng the duratlon of the course, or are placed m the short loan 
reserve or equivalent for systematic copymg by students at mtervals throughout 
the course. 

The CLA and CCC respectively supplied the Higher Education Photocopying Licence 

Agreement in the UK and the Academic Permissions Service in the USA to higher 

education institutions, which pennit institutions to photocopy copyrighted materials for 

classroom use. It is one of the main RRO services in the higher education sector. In 

contrast to the teaching style in Western countries, which uses course packs and 

handouts extensively, teaching styles in Chinese universities are mostly based on 

textbooks. According to the researcher's own experience, teachers in Chinese 

universities rarely distributed handouts in the class, while they recommended one book 

as the textbook for the module and the content of the module mostly followed the 

textbook. For this reason, each student bought one book for each module. Because the 

teaching style in Chinese universities paid most attention to the textbooks, the 

researcher estimated that the Chinese teaching style does not adopt course packs for 

Chinese materials at all. Accordingly, because of the different teaching styles, the 

RRO's domestic licensing market for course packs and other educational materials in 

China is totally immature. 

However, although these two factors resulted in a Iow market demand for an RRO for 

domestic books in China, it could not be concluded that there is no unauthorised 

photocopying in China at all. It is reported by the International Intellectual Property 

Alliance (!IPA) that the USA book publishing industry faces both signifIcant offset 

printing of pirated books, primarily in translated editions, and massive commercial 
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photocopying of textbooks and reference books on and near university campuses in 

China7
• According to the 2005 Special 301 Report from IIPA8, photocopying had 

previously taken second place to print piracy in China, but decreasing prices of 

photocopying paper and other necessary materials have resulted in a sharp increase in 

photocopying in 2004. What is worse, illegal commercial photocopying has, for the 

first time, become the chosen mode of book piracy in China, at least with respect to 

academic materials. Moreover, on some Chinese bulletin boards, some students have 

begun to discuss unauthorised photocopying in universities9
• They also admitted that 

because of unaffordable book prices, compared with local textbooks, many entire 

foreign textbooks were photocopied without any permission, and some students even 

obtained several unauthorised photocopied textbooks every semester (sometimes they 

get them from teachers). It is obvious that there is a relatively high market demand for 

photocopying foreign textbooks. 

However, two points follow from this issue. First, most of the illegal unauthorised 

photocopying was done made by students or teachers privately in copyshopsv. As 

individual reprographic behaviour, it is very difficult indeed to estimate how serious 

the problem is, based only on one report. Although the Chinese interviewees, who 

might consider political and other factors, did not mention the unauthorised 

photocopying of foreign textbooks at all, the UK interviewees, including experts, did 

not discuss it deeply either, but only mentioned it as a possibility in the RRO's market. 

From the results of the mterviews, there is no evidence that UK publishers thought that 

their economic interests are damaged seriously by illegal photocopying in China now. 

Second, because illegal photocopying focuses on foreign textbooks, the problem will 

go back to Lynette Owen's assumption that considering Chinese political factors, if the 

Chinese Government carmot see any benefit for the domestic publishing industry, there 

will not be a strong incentive to the government to develop an RRO. 

The Chinese Government's attitude is related closely to Chinese rights holders' attitude 

, The photocopymg m copyshop IS cheaper than that m hbranes m China. 
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to the establishment of an RRO in China, and is mainly influenced by the market 

demand. If there is a large amount of photocopying of Chinese materials, so that 

market demand for the Chinese RRO grows to a high level, the Chinese rights holders 

will feel that their rights and economic interests are damaged by the unauthorised 

photocopying, and they will appeal to the government to establish an RRO in China. 

However, based on the above analysis, there is a very low market demand for domestic 

materials in China. According to the interviews, from Chinese publishers' perspective, 

there is either no market for an RRO for domestic books or no influence from the 

copyright collective administration on Chinese publishers, and thus they do not pay 

any attention to the establishment of eIther an RRO or other collecting societies. From 

the authors' organisation's perspective, their feedback is positive and they have paid 

some attention to reprographic behaviour in libraries, and even have some tentative 

ideas about the development of an RRO in China. However, they also admitted that 

there is no evidence showing that photocopying is damaging the Chinese publishing 

industry now. On the other hand, both authors and publishers expressed the view that 

rampant printing piracy in China is the most serious copyright issue which they pay 

most attention to. Compared with piracy, unauthorised photocopying is not very urgent 

for the Chinese rights holders. 

It is clear from the interviews that because of the special political environment in 

China, the Chinese Government is highly significant for the development of an RRO. 

From the government's point of view, three interviewees stated coincidentally that it is 

too early to discuss the establishment of an RRO, because there is no urgent request 

from domestic rights holders for protecting their reproduction rights from unauthorised 

photocopying. Moreover, the government also faces the same situation as Chinese 

rights holders, piracy. It is one of the most serious problems for Chinese publishing 

industry which needed to be solved now. In broad terms, even copyright is merely one 

of the issues the government pays attention to. All the Chinese interviewees expressed 

the view that China is a developing country with a huge territory and population. At 

this stage, it is quite understandable that the government pays most attention to the 
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issues which relate to the majority of the population. As a consequence, it could be 

simply concluded that the Chinese Government thought it is not the right time to 

establish an RRO in China now and even too early to discuss it. It would be seen as a 

really negative attitude from Chinese Government to the establishment of an RRO. 

Another obstacle is the legal aspect. The Copyright Law, Section I, states that 

copyright owners own the right of reproduction, which is the right to produce one or 

more copies of a work by printing, photocopying, lithographing, making a sound 

recording or video recording, duplicating a recording or duplicating a photographic 

work, or by other meanslO
• Moreover, the Regulations stipulated that reproduction 

rights, provided for in the Copyright Law, may be collectively administered by a 

copyright collective administration organisation. Under those circumstances, at a 

theoretical level, there is a basic legal basis for the establishment of an RRO in China. 

However, there are still some controversial issues which need to be identified in the 

law before its establishment. According to the results of the questionnaire survey, most 

librarians thought the incomplete copyright protection system is a major barrier 

preventing the development of an RRO in China now. 

Most areas of an RRO's licensing activities related closely to the concept of fair 

dealing, such as photocopying for private or research proposes, education, public 

administration, library privilege, etc. Although the "fair dealing" concept varies 

between Western countries, and is called as "fair use" in the USA, it is clear that 

exceptions to copyright in each country are stipulated to encourage research and 

private study. Moreover, although there may be no definition of the exceptions, various 

publishers' groups and library associations have provided guidance on them. 

Furthermore, in Western countries, the copyright law has supplied a clear and strong 

legal basis for the establishment and operation ofRROs. 
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In contrast, in the Copyright Law of PRC 2001, Section 4, the limitations on rightsVl 

which might relate to the market of the proposed RRO, includell
: 

Use of copyrighted matenals for purposes of the user's own personal study, 
research or appreciation and translation; reproducoon In a small quantity of 
copies of a publIshed work by teachers or sClenofic researchers for use in class 
room teaclung or scientific research; use of a publIshed work by a State organ 
to a jusofiable extent for the purpose of fulfillIng Its offiCial duties; and 
reproducoon of a work In Its collecoons by a lIbrary, archive, memorial hall, 
museum, art gallery, etcYU. 

In contrast to UK and the USA, the provisions of limitations on rights in the Copyright 

Law of PRC (the Copyright Law) are too general to give enough legal basis for the 

establislunent of an RRO in China. In contrast, in the case of the rights of 

communication through information networks, which will be managed by CCALW, the 

NCAC has began to draft the Regulations on the Protection of the Right of 

Communication through Information Networks at the end of 2005 as a legal basis for 

the operation ofCCALW12
• Meanwhile, there is no guidance from any organisation or 

government department for limitations on rights in China either. It is obvious that 

establislunent of an RRO in China requires more specific stipulations to identify and 

restrict private, educational, and govemmental photocopying in the copyright law to 

increase the market demand. Only the Chinese Government is able to amend current 

copyright law. However, as well as the govermnent's negative attitude to the RRO, the 

Chinese Government has dedicated itself to educational development since the end of 

the Cultural Revolutionsl3
• Thus, the researcher estimated that in the next five years, 

the govermnent will not make any significant amendment of copyright law to restrict 

fair dealing in the education sector. For public administration, based on the Chinese 

political environment, it would be very difficult to restrict fair dealing in the 

government bodies by the government itself. Under those circumstances, the legal 

basis would not be prepared unol the government changes its attitude towards RROs 

entirely. Finally, at this stage, more detailed guidance on fee standards for all different 

'" In the Copynght Law ofPRC, "limitations on nghts" were used instead of"farr dealmg". 
YU Please see more detaIls In Appenchx 14 
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kinds of collecting societies would be very helpful for the societies (not only RRO) to 

collect royalties on the behalf of rights holders. 

The final factor is the general understanding of copyright and RROs among users, 

which is important for the establishment and operation of an RRO, especially when it 

has adopted a voluntary system. From Chinese libraries' perspective, lack of respect 

for copyright is the second main barrier to the establishment of an RRO in China now. 

Although the NCAC has made a lot of effort to educate citizens on respect for 

copyright, and there has been significant progress in understanding copyright, 

reprographic rights and RRO are totally new concepts for most Chinese citizens. In the 

research, more than two-thirds of Chinese librarians considered that either libraries or 

their patrons should pay for photocopying. Three of them even stated publishers should 

pay for photocopying. Half of the librarians cannot decide whether an RRO is the best 

way to protect right holders' economic interests in China. These results showed clearly 

that even among Chinese librarians, there are clear uncertainties and disagreement 

about the concept of an RRO and misunderstandings about reprographic rights. It 

could be estimated that among the Chinese citizens, there will be a very low degree of 

acceptance of reprographic rights and an RRO. According to the experience of the 

MCSC, and the researcher's experience, it would also appear that the citizens cannot 

accept the idea and would refuse to co-operate with the society at the beginningVlII. On 

the other hand, the concept is also brand new for rights holders, especially publishers. 

Five publishers were contacted in China for interviews. Four of them refused and 

expressed the view clearly that they were not familiar with this issue or even never 

heard ofRROs before. Only one Chinese publisher was involved in this research, but 

he made clear at the very beginning of the interview his indifferent attitude towards 

RROs and copyright collective administration in China. For Chinese authors, through 

the interview, it is also clear that the interviewees from the authors' organisation lack 

knowledge about the operation ofRROs. 

~. One of the researcher's mends SaId that "ifI have to pay for photocopying, I think it is an 
overprotectlon of copynght" 
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UK. publishers suggested strongly that policing and education are the most important 

roles of the proposed Chinese RRO. However, it is confirmed by interviewees from 

NCAC that the Chinese Government, especially NCAC has the main responsibility for 

conducting education on copyright to the mass of the population, and it is impossible 

to establish an RRO for purely educational purposes. 

It is obvious that China is a developing country, so that Chinese organisations might 

lack funds and Chinese citizens are unwilling to pay remuneration to rights holders, 

both because of the lack of economic development. That is also the crucial reason why 

many Chinese students choose to photocopy foreign books instead of buying them. 

From the library aspect, the lending system in libraries is not as convenient as that in 

the developed countries, and citizens are not as used to borrowing books from libraries 

as in developed countries. From the cultural aspect, Chinese prefer to own a new book 

instead of buying a second-hand one or photocopying it. Furthermore, Chinese culture 

emphasises knowledge sharing and spreading. To some degree, photocopying is seen 

as a sound way to spread knowledge. Finally, Chinese universities produce a large 

number of textbooks every year and encourage students to buy textbooks. By analogy 

with UK. publishers' worrying at the time of the CLA's establishment, Chinese 

universities will be unwilling to let student photocopying of textbooks damage their 

original sales. On the whole, from Chinese rights holders, through Chinese users to the 

publishing industry, the whole Chinese society is not ready for an RRO now and there 

is little space in the market for its establishment. 

8.2.2 An RRO in the Future? 

Since it is concluded that it is not the right time to establish an RRO in China at 

present, the next question is "Will China need an RRO in the future? If yes, how far 

into the future will it happen?" In a logical way, the discussion about the future will 

estimate the likely changes in the main obstacles and analyse how those changes will 

affect the feasibility of the establishment of an RRO in China. Following the previous 

discussion, the new discussion should begin with "Will the market demand for an RRO 
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for Chinese books increase to a high level in China?" 

According to China Statistical Yearbook 2005, the per capita annual disposable income 

of urban households and per capita annual net income of rural households in 2004 

were respectively RMB 9421.6 and RMB 2936.414
• On the other hand, according to 

the government statistics, disposable income per head in the UK. was GBPI2, 627 in 

200315
• Hence, the average textbook price (see Section 8.2.1) is 0.25 per cent of the 

disposable income per head of urban households and 0.81 per cent of the net income of 

rural households per head in China. On the other hand, the average academic book 

price is 0.33 per cent of the disposable income per head in the UK.. It appears that for 

university students from urban areas, Chinese textbooks are not as expensive as those 

in the UK.; however, for university students from rural areas (the rural population 

constitutes 58 per cent of the whole Chinese population 16), Chinese textbooks are 

much more expensive than in the UK.. 

In fact, a lot of Chinese readers have complained about high book prices, and Chinese 

publishing experts have stated that book prices are increasing abnormally fast. 

According to Cluna National Press and Publishing statistics 200417
, the average prices 

of all kinds of new books and reprint books with China Standard Book Numbering 

were RMB 13.61 (GBP 0.98) and RMB 7.26 (GBP 0.52). Based on publishing and 

book trade statistics of the Library and Information Statistics Tables (LIST) 2004, the 

average price ofUK. consumer books" in 2003 was GBP 7.4018
• It could be calculated 

that the average prices of new books and reprinted books are respectively 0.13 and 0.7 

per cent of the disposable income per head of urban households and 0.46 and 0.24 per 

cent of the net income of rural households per head in China. On the other hand, the 

average book price is only 0.058 per cent of the disposable income per head in the UK.. 

With these comparisons, it is very obvious that, on average, books in China are much 

more expensive for Chinese readers than that for UK. readers. 

'" In the ChInese statistics, there IS no category of consumer book. 
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Another point is to compare the increase speed of book price rises with that of 

disposable income in China. It is reported that from 1988 to 2003, the total value of 

books in China increased from RMB 6,222 billion to RMB 56,182 Billion, which has 

gone up by 803 per cent in fifteen years19
• On the other hand, per capita annual 

disposable income of urban households and per capita annual net income of rural 

households between 1989 and 2003 increased respectively from RMB 1373.9 to RMB 

9421.6 and RMB 601.5 to RMB 2936.4, which have increased by 585 per cent and 388 

per cenfo. The comparison shows that in China, the increase in book prices is much 

faster than that of citizens' incomes, so that it could be foreseen that there will be an 

increasing burden of buying books for Chinese citizens, especially in rural areas. 

Meanwhile, because of the decreasing costs of photocopying materials, increase of 

copyshops, and vicious competition between copyshops, costs of photocopying are 

decreasing now. Consequently, there is a tendency that the differential between the 

price of copying a book and that of buying the complete book in China is increasing 

and will catch up with that in Western countries in the future. 

Secondly, a large number of unauthorised photocopied foreign textbooks in Chinese 

universities proved that teachers in universities now paid more attention to knowledge 

from abroad and have adopted more and more foreign materials in the classes. 

Moreover, along with an open policy and economic development, the teaching style in 

China may change and learn from the experience of developed countries. The UK 

interviewees gave an example that twenty years ago, the situation in the UK was quite 

similar to that in China now, and it changed a lot through twenty years. The results of 

the questionnaire survey also showed that besides STM materials, teaching materials 

are the second group of materials photocopied most. Under those circumstances, it 

could be estimated that teaching styles in China would change and become more 

similar to those in the developed countries. Combining the above two points, it appears 

that in the future, a large amount of photocopying of Chinese books, especially 

textbooks, will be done, and so that there will be a high market demand for an RRO, 
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not only for foreign books but also for Chinese books. 

However, although a potential mature market for an RRO was proved above, it does 

not mean that an RRO will definitely be established in the future. Another two 

important factors should be considered in this case as well: the establishment of the 

CCALW and the Chinese Govermnent's attitude; and the future of RRO and the 

development of electronic pUblishing. Three kinds of Chinese interviewees, authors, 

publishers and the govermnent, have quite different attItudes to the establishment of 

CCALW. CWNs "ambitious" plan is to develop the CCALW to manage all the 

secondary rights which authors cannot manage themselves, and also to co-operate with 

Chinese publishers. However, their plan is very general at this stage and they did not 

supply any specific orientation of CCALW in the near future. Beside less relationship 

with collecting societies, the Chinese publishers considered that it is almost impossible 

to organise rights holders in the same national orgauisation in China. From the 

govermnent's perspective, it is clear that the establishment of CCALW is mainly to 

take charge of the rights of cormnunication through information networks in the near 

future. In spite of their indifferent ideas, coincidentally, CWA and NCAC both 

mentioned a pOSSibility that the CCALW would take charge of the main function of the 

RRO in the future instead of establishing an RRO separately. Some interviewees from 

NCAC even thought there is a tendency that the CCALW will administer the 

reprographic rights in the future. There are three reasons supporting this assumption: 

first, when the market is not mature, it is an efficient way to merge the RRO's function 

into other existing collective societies. Second, the members of CCALW in the future 

are mainly Chinese authors, who are also the largest group of rights holders for RROs. 

Third, because of the development of electrouic publishing, the CCALW will work 

closely with the rights of literary works in the digital environment. If it engages in the 

right of digitisation of literary works in the future, it will be easier to transfer the 

RRO's function from the photocopying era to the digital era. 

From the literature review (see Chapter 2) and the results of the interviews, it is very 
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clear that there is a tendency that photocopying has been declining in recent years 

because of the development of electronic publishing and digital printing technology, 

although it is stilI the largest source of income for ALCS in the UK. From the UK 

publishers' perspective, the primary role of RROs, collecting and distributing royalties 

from photocopying, is surely reducing, and there is not a long future for RROs if they 

just stay in photocopying. The RROs such as CLA and CCC have tried to develop 

licences for reproducing digital materials. But the main issue in China is that although 

Chinese electronic publishing is also lagging behind electronic publishing in developed 

countries, the disparity in electronic publishing development is not as wide as that in 

traditional publishing between China and the developed countries. In other words, 

when RROs were established in the 1980s, there was no competition between 

photocopying and printing, and other issues brought by electronic publishing. On the 

contrary, before China establishes an RRO, issues related to reprographic rights in the 

digital environment that RROs in developed countries are facing now will also have 

been raised in Chinese electronic publishing, and would become more serious in the 

near future. For example, according to the questionnaire survey, more than one-third of 

libraries supplied a scanning service to their patrons, and printing materials instead of 

photocopying is one of the major reasons for the decline in photocopying income in 

the libraries. Hence, it would be estimated that the period of photocopying dominating 

the royalties for reprographic rights in China will be shorter than that in developed 

countries. In that case, it might not be a valuable idea to establish an RRO in the near 

future. On the whole, because of the above two reasons, developing the function of an 

RRO under the CCALW in the future is probably the most realistic and efficient way 

to protect rights holders' reprographic rights from unauthorised photocopying in the 

shortest period at this stage. 

In this researcher's opinion, although the CCALW is the first choice to implement the 

function of an RRO in China in the near future, there is stilI some possibility for 

establishing an RRO in China. The main points are focused on the coverage of rights 

holders and work which will heavily affect the efficiency of CCALW, and the survey 
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of the photocopying market. The features of two initiators of CCALW, a government 

body and an authors' organisation, showed that at the beginning, CCALW will only 

supply their service to Chinese authors and protect their rights. Even in the future, the 

CCALW will also concentrate on protection of authors' rights, so there will be a 

problem when CCALW takes charge of reprographic rights: how to get publishers' 

involvement in CCALW to protect their rights. Mor~over, the RRO's licences covered 

not only literary works but also illustrations as well as sheet music. Under CCALW, a 

semi-author's organisation, it will be an intractable problem to get all kinds of rights 

holders' involvement and protect their reprographic rights, and there will be a huge 

work flow. If an RRO were established, the coverage of rights holders and category of 

works will be more comprehensive than the CCALW from the beginning. Second, 

because no survey at all has been made of the photocopying market either of books or 

of journals in China, nobody knows what the real market is. Without more detailed 

data on photocopying and printing in China, it is impossible to conclude how fast the 

photocopying market will be mature and how big it will be, as well as how fast 

photocopying will be replaced by other technologies. As a consequence, the possibility 

of an RRO in China could not be excluded at this stage. 

8.3 The Suggestions of the Model and the New Model 

8.3.1 The Suggestions of the Model 

In the previous research, the model was mainly based on the UK licensing system. 

However, according to the literature review and the results of the interviews, from the 

publishing industry to the legal system matters are totally different between China and 

the UK. As a result, the suggestions of the model in this research will correspond with 

the Chinese copyright protection system and government structure. Moreover, based 

on these suggestions and also the discussion, a new model will be developed at the end 

of this section. 

The primary reference to the model is the Regulations on Copyright Collective 
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Management. It could identifY the legal status of the RRO and other collecting 

societies in Chinese law, and regulate the establishment and operation of all kinds of 

collecting societies. First of all, in the old model, the RRO is a non-profit company 

jointly owned by CCALW and a proposed publishers' organisation. In response to the 

Regulations, two changes should be made. It stipulated that copyright collective 

administration organisation means a mass organisation which shall be registered as 

such and carry out its activities in accordance with the provisions of the administrative 

regulations on the registration of mass organisations and of their regulation21 • It also 

stipulated that the general membership meeting of a copyright collective 

administration organisation is the institution of power of that organisation and it shall 

be convened by the board of directors, which shall announce the time and place of the 

meetings 22. Furthermore, according to the results of the interviews, Chinese 

interviewees from CWA and NCAC emphasised that the CPCC and the CWA are only 

the imitators of the CCALW and there will be no direct relationship between those 

organisations and the CCALW in the model. Based on the establishment of the ouly 

existing collecting society, the MCSC ,which is the only Chinese model for collecting 

societies in the future, the government recognised that this is an effective way to 

establish collecting societies by CPCC and the guild or authoritative organisation 

concerned in one industry as initiators. After its establishment, the collecting society 

would be independent of the initiators. 

Second, there was a copyright tribunal running under the NCAC in the old model to 

mediate between the parties and help the whole system keep a balance. In accordance 

with the Regulations, both the copyright owner and user may make accusations to the 

administrative department for copyright under the State Council if they believe that a 

copyright collective administration organisation should involve itself in cases listed in 

the Regulations23
• Besides the administrative department for copyright, copyright 

collective administration organisations shall subject themselves to supervision by the 

ciVil administrative department under the State Council and other relevant 

departments 24. Chmese interviewees from NCAC also stated that a copyright 
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arbitration body such as a copyright tribunal does not exist in China, and that the 

NCAC is the administrative department for copyright which has the responsibility for 

supervision and parts of mediation. If mediation fails, disputes may be submitted for 

arbitration to an arbitration body. Thus, there win be no copyright tribunal in the new 

models. 

In the Regulations, there is no article relating to the establishment of committees with 

representatives from in other industries such as education, business, etc. No Chinese 

interviewees made any comment on the two committees proposed in the model. 

According to the structure of the MCSC, there is no committee co-operating with it. In 

the HKRRLS' case (see Appendix 10), it was able to agree on terms with the 

Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) to enter into licence agreements with schools 

councils at the beginning of licensing. Under those circumstances, these two 

committees are not considered in the new models temporarily, until more feedback 

from the Chinese Govemment is provided and further research can be carried out. 

Meanwhile, considering the operation of the HKRRLS, there might be some other 

kinds of specific government departments' involvement in the future. 

From the functional aspect, because no matter whether the CCALW win take on the 

functions of an RRO or whether there win be an RRO established separately, it has to 

wait for the market for Chinese materials to become mature. In that case, the royalties 

win be divided into two parts: for Chinese rights holders, and for international rights 

holders. In addition, as a two-way process between China and other countries, 

collection and distribution of royaltIes from overseas for Chinese rights holders should 

also be included in the new model. Although Lynette Owen suggested that the RRO 

might initially begin with original Chinese works and only move on later to foreign 

works, in the researcher's opinion, it is a principle that any rights holders' copyright 

should be respected. Since Chinese material wiIJ be protected at the beginning, foreign 

materials which are heavily photocopied ought to be considered as early as possible. 
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Another suggestion about the function is to add "management of membership and 

works", because the Regulations stipulated that a copyright collective administration 

organisation shall develop a rights information consulting system for owners' and 

users' consultation 2S. Moreover, MCSC is composed of three departments: 

management of membership and works, licensing and legal affairs, and distribution26
• 

Because the categories of printed materials apply not only to text but also to 

illustrations, as well as musical notes and sheet music, the coverage of the repertoire 

needs to be re-discussed. The results of the questionnaire survey showed that 

illustrations were the fourth kind of material photocopied most out of six kinds of 

materials, and there is no photocopying of sheet music reported. For this reason, 

illustrations should be included in the repertoire of the RRO at the beginning. Copying 

the structure of CLA, which has one director from DACS, there will be one director 

from China Photographers Association (CPA) in the CCALW or the RRO in the future. 

For musical notes and sheet music, it needs a more detailed survey of photocopying to 

evaluate whether they should be included in the repertoire at early stage or later. 

The final suggestion is about the system an RRO might adopt in China. Most of the 

UK interviewees suggested that they preferred a voluntary licensing system because of 

co-operation with the CLA, but some of them also stated that, considering the 

incomplete Chinese copyright system, lack of respect for copyright, and structure of 

the government, they thought a compulsory licensing system might be more realistic in 

China. Most of the Chinese interviewees provided no comment on this issue at such an 

early stage. Only interviewees from CWA expressed their opinion that a levy on 

photocopiers is the most reasonable and most convenient way to collect the fee. 

However, they also pointed out that because of the complicated structure of the 

Chinese Government, adopting levy systems will also face the problem of transferring 

tariffs between different government departments and the collecting society. It should 

be pointed that, according to the literature review, the levy system is based on the idea 

that remuneration is payable for all uses of copyright material and reproduction for 
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private and personal use can be compensated indirectly so that rights holders still 

receive "equitable remuneration" through levies on equipment or on the underlying 

material. On the contrary, the notion of limitations on rights in Copyright Law of PRC 

resembles "fair dealing" and "fair use" in the UK and the USA Copyright Acts, which 

identified in some cases that a work may be copied without permission from, or 

payment of remuneration to, the copyright owners27
• As a consequence, if a levy 

system on equipment was adopted in China, it would be very difficult to exclude 

photocopying under fair dealing from other charges for photocopying. 

In the Regulations, a copyright owner may conclude a written contract with a 

copyright collective administration organisation and also may, pursuant to the 

procedures prescribed in the statute, resign as a member from a copyright collective 

administration organisation by terminating the contract.28 The interviewees from CWA 

also stated that all members of the CCALW would join voluntarily. Hence, voluntary 

licensing with back-up systems in legislation, Extended Collective Licence and 

Obligatory Collective Management, cannot be adopted in China either, because 

licences issued by RROs in these two systems WIll statutorily cover the rights of 

non-represented rights holders. Finally, it should be noted that the MCSC adopted 

voluntary licensing system with statutory provisions in the Copyright Law and other 

related regnlations to encourage users and rights holders to enter into such voluntary 

agreements. Moreover, the CCALW will take charge of the right of communication 

through information networks of literary works in the future also with statutory 

provisions mainly in the Copyright Law and the Regulations on the Protection of the 

Right of Communication through the Information Network which will be promulgated 

in 200629
• On the whole, from the legislative aspect, and also considering the 

experience ofMCSC and CCALW, it could be estimated that the CCALW or the RRO 

will adopt a voluntary licensing system in the future. 
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8.3.2 The Structure of the Model for the Chinese Licensing Agency System with 

Brief Explanations 
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This model was developed from the old model (see Chapter 4) with the suggestions 

discussed in the last section. It includes two possibilities discussed at the end of 

Section 8.3. The most possible solution for protecting rights holders' reprographic 

rights in China is that the CCALW wiU take charge of the function of an RRO. Second, 

it is also possible to establish an RRO independently in China. Because both the 

CCALW and the proposed RRO are coUecting societies for literary works, in principle 

their basic functions are almost the same. That is the reason why the researcher 

combined two models into one diagram. Under a senior management team, there wiIJ 

be four main departments: membership and documentation department, licence 

department, distnbution department and legal department. AU the functions of each 

department are provided on the diagram. 

In the upper parts of the diagram of the model, red coding represents the existing 

bodies. The relationships between initiators and the coUecting society are indicated by 

broken lines, because as soon as the society is established, there will be no direct 

relationships between them. In the case of the CCALW, currently, its initiators are the 

CPCC and CWA. If and when it plans to take charge of the function of an RRO, the 

Publishers Association of China (PAC) and the CPCC wiIJ be in effect initiators only 

for the function of an RRO, and wiU cooperate with the CCALW to complete the 
, 

process of adding this functionx. In the case of an RRO, the initiators wiIJ be the CPCC, 

CWA and PAC together'. 

8.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

8.4.1 Conclusions 

Combining the literature reviews, results of interviews and questIonnaire survey, it was 

concluded that it is not the right time to establish an RRO in China now. The main 

reason is that the potential market for photocopying Chinese materials proved not to be 

x See blue broken Imes WIth 1 
n See black broken !mes WIth 2 
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mature at all, because the price differential between buying and copying a book is 

much smaller than that in developed countries, and also the teaching style in China 

extensively depended on textbooks, which led to a low amount of systematic copying 

in the Chinese higher institutions. The low domestic market demand also led to 

indifferent attitudes of Chinese Government and rights holders to the establishment of 

an RRO. In addition, an incomplete copyright protection system, insufficient legal 

support, and lack of the respect of copyright among rights holders and users are also 

obstacles likely to prevent an RRO's development currently. 

Since at this stage it appears to be impossible to establish an RRO in China, the 

possibility of establishing an RRO in the future was analysed. Book prices in China are 

increasing much faster than the increase of average income of Chinese citizens. The 

price differential between buying and copying a book will therefore become bigger in 

the future. However, the price tendency is not enough to conclude that an RRO would 

be certainly developed in China in the future, because of two other factors. First, the 

interviewees from a govenunent department estimated that the CCALW taking on the 

functions of an RRO is the best way to protect reprographic rights for Chinese rights 

holders in the near future; since the market is so small, there is no point in establishing 

an RRO separately. This would be seen as the kind of attitude and feedback from the 

Chinese Government to the establishment of an RRO in the future. Second, the future 

of RROs all over the world is uncertain, because of the development of electronic 

publishing technology as well as the trends in book price, the decline of photocopying 

should be considered before the establishment of an RRO in China, as the results of the 

questionnaire survey showed the increase of scanning and printing in Chinese libraries. 

It would be estimated that the period when photocopying dominates the royalties from 

reprographic rights in China will be shorter than in developed countries. According to 

the foreseeable changes in the future, there will be some way for China to protect 

rights holders' reprographic rights in both the traditional and the digital environment in 

the future, but it might not be through an independent RRO. However, the possibility 

of establishing an RRO in China cannot be excluded totally. 
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Because the old model was mainly developed referring to the UK licensing system, in 

this research, the model was revised to fit the specific situation in China. Based on 

those suggestions about the old model from the previous research and the operation of 

the MCSC, a new model combined with two possible solutions was developed. One is 

that the CCAL W will take charge of the function of an RRO in China, and the other is 

to establish an RRO separately in the future. From this researcher's perspective, the 

CCALW taking the functions of an RRO is the best possible way to protect 

reprographic rights for Chinese rights holders in the near future, because it appears to 

be the most realistic way to protect rights holders' reprographic rights in a short time. 

And also from the beginning of the establishment of the CCALW, it has the basis of 

managing reprographic rights in the digital environment. 

8.4.2 Limitations ofthe Research 

Although the education system is one of the main sectors served by RROs, they also 

issue licences to other sectors such as the business and commerce sector, the 

govemment and public bodies, etc. However, in the research, only textbooks and 

photocopying in libraries were discussed and analysed. Because of lack of time, it is 

impossible to conduct a national survey of photocopying in business bodies and the 

other sectors which are alleged to copy materials heavily. 

In addition, this research focused on the photocopying of textbooks. However, there is 

extensive photocopying of academic journals in the higher education and other sectors 

such as the pharmaceutical industry. The questionnaire showed that STM materials, 

which largely means journals, were heavily photocopied in Chinese libraries. Although 

in this research, there was no investigation of photocopying of academic journals in 

China because of the limitations of time, the photocopying market for academic 

journals in several sectors could not be avoided if comprehensive research on the 

whole photocopying market in China were carried out in the future. 

In this research, copyshops are outside of the research as well. On the one hand, 
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copyshops do photocopying for commercial gain, especially in the case of 

photocopying of foreign textbooks in the copyshops around Chinese universities. For 

this reason, these should be a group of important potential licensees for the proposed 

organisation which will take charge of reprographic rights in China. On the other hand, 

there is no data on photocopying charges or volume of copying carried out in the 

copyshops. According to this researcher's experience, the photocopying fee charged by 

copyshops in or around Chinese universities is lower than that charged in libraries. 

Thus, the comparison only between average book price and photocopying charges in 

libraries is not enough to prove what the differential between buying a book and 

copying it is in China. 

The low response rate of the questionnaire survey is another limitation of the research. 

Twenty-seven libraries out of one hundred and forty libraries in China responded to the 

questionnaire, which meant that more data on a broad range of Chinese libraries would 

be more accurate and comprehensive for the research. Meanwhile, the questionnaire in 

this research was intended to explore the photocopying situation in Chinese libraries 

and photocopying behaviour of library users from the Chinese librarians' perspective. 

When the data collected from questionnaire were analysed, it appeared that for some 

detailed questions concerning photocopying behaviour patterns of individual users, 

either the response rate was extraordinanly low or the answers from librarians were 

unclear. This was not the most effective way to investigate photocopying behaviour 

patterns of individual hbrary users through librarians, but as has been noted earlier, 

attempts to carry out a large-scale survey of librarians at a conference were not 

successful. 

Finally, because the previous research was mainly based on first-hand materials from 

UK side, and the model was developed following the UK licensing system, in this 

research, although the literature review (see Chapter 2) covered comprehensive 

background information about all kinds of RRO around the world, most first-hand 

information about exiting RROs was collected from UK interviewees. That is the 
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reason why there are a lot of comparisons between China and UK in this research. 

However, it is obvious that in its publishing industry, legal system, economic 

development and culture, etc, China is quite different from the UK, especiaIJy in the 

legal system, which is one of the most important bases for the development of an RRO. 

In the UK, the Common Law system was adopted, while in China, the Civil Law 

system has been adopted. On the other hand, there were a smaIJ number of Chinese 

interviewees involved in the research, especially potential Chinese rights holders. 

Because of the political reasons, lack of official Chinese Govermnent response to the 

establishment of an RRO should be noted as well. Even the officials from NCAC who 

conducted interviews have emphasised at the beginning their comments just represent 

their own personal opinion. 

8.4.3 Recommendations and Further Research 

According to the discussion, it is quite clear that establishing an RRO is a very 

complicated issue in China, which is not only related to rights holders and users but 

also to govermnent departments. It appeared that establishing any colJecting society in 

China would be at minimum a semi-govermnent activity. Consequently, most of the 

recommendations and suggestions about further research are made mainly to the 

Chinese Govermnent. Currently, no matter which method might be adopted to protect 

rights holders' reprographic rights, the most important preparation, not only for the 

development of an RRO, but also for any other colJecting society, is to educate 

Chinese citizens about respect for copyright and the notion of copyright collective 

management. It is crucial to help the users and rights holders understand their rights 

and obligations in Copyright Law. On the one hand, better understanding of copyright 

among users will be essential to establish an RRO or other collecting societies. On the 

other hand, when Chinese rights holders know more about copyright collective 

management and reprographic rights, they will lobby the govermnent to protect their 

rights. 

The folJowing recommendation to the govermnent is to identify much more clearly the 
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notion of reprographic rights and the cases of fair dealing and other exceptions to 

copyright. It has been mentioned that the limitation on rights in Copyright Law is too 

general to provide enough support to an RRO. Although it would probably be too early 

to amend the Copyright Law merely for the establishment of an RRO now, more 

detailed explanation of fair dealing is urgently need in the Copyright Law to meet the 

situation in the future (see Appendix 14). 

Third, the unauthorised photocopying of foreign materials in China cannot be ignored 

at this stage. It indicated that there is a tendency for an increase of unauthorised 

photocopying in the Chinese universities. Although it might not be the time to establish 

an RRO only for protecting overseas rights holders' rights, a large amount of 

unauthorised photocopying should be paid attention to by NCAC or other related 

govemment departments. Moreover, how to protect overseas rights holders' rights by 

other means needs to be discussed as soon as possible. 

In this research, the new model was not tested or shown to the related parties in China 

According to the experience of testing the old model, it is clear that the Chinese 

Government and rights holders' organisations could give few suggestions about the 

model, because they are not ready to go so far about this issue at this stage. The model 

would be tested in the future if further research were carried on, when the market 

demand is growing in China. However, as a part of the further research, it will be 

necessary to carry out some surveys of photocopying in China now or in the near 

future. Because an RRO or the CCALW will take some time from establishing at the 

beginning to operating wellXl
', it will be too late to carry out surveys or feasibility tests 

when the problem is really serious. There are two kinds of surveys that the researcher 

recommended. First, a survey of photocopying among different sectors with different 

kinds of materials is required to identifY how serious the problem is. Second, it is 

necessary to carry out a survey among university students of their individual 

'" The CCPC and CW A have begun to prepare the estabhshment of the CCALW smce 2001, and it has 
not been established unttl now. 
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photocopying behaviour in the education sector, which needs to pay some attention to 

new technology and electronic publishing as well. The aim of this survey is to 

summarise photocopying behaviour pattems and forecast the tendency for 

photocopying, printing and other influences from electronic publishing in the future. 

IdeaIly, these two surveys should be comprehensive and national; however, 

considering the Chinese Government's attitude at present, some small scale surveys in 

some representative areas (especiaIly developed areas like big cities) would be more 

realistic at this stage. 

For comparison, the experience of the establishment of RROs from countries which 

also adopted the Civil Law system or countries which have the same cultural 

background would be more useful for developing a realistic model in this research. In 

the further research, a study about RROs in Asian countries, especially East Asian 

countries such as Japan and Singapore, should be conducted. Meanwhile, experience 

of RROs under the Civil Law system should be paid more attention in the future too. 

Some successful examples of reprographic rights protection from other developing 

countries whose publishing industries are similar to the Chinese publishing mdustry 

should also be coIlected as references to the further research. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Interview Questions for UK Publishers 

1. From publishers' perspective, what is the RRO and what is its primary function? 

2. Could you explain the relationship between the CLA and publishers? 
a) How do the publishers work with authors and their organisations (i.e. ALCS) 

in the licensing agency system? (i.e. who represented authors and publishers 
to negotiate the percentage of distribution between authors and publishers ) 

3. Are publishers satisfied with what the CLA are doing? 
a) Is there any improvement of CLA publishers expect or hope for in the near 

future? 

4. Based on current situation you know in China, do you think it is the time to 
develop an RRO in China? If not, what is the main obstructive factors preventing 
its development in China today? 

5. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from 
now on? (The need for preparation if China developed an RRO) 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee 
6. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 

parts? And the reason why they are impractica1. 
a) Do you have any other suggestions to my model, e.g., Changes that should be 

made to the model? 

7. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensing; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one you prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

8. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to begin with (like the CLA began with education)? 

9. What kind of role should the Chinese Govermnent play to assist the development 
of such a licensing agency system? 

10. Do publishers realise that only a low fee is possible for Chinese users at the 
beginning? 

11. Do you have any suggestions to the Chinese publishers if China begins to develop 
a RRO in the future? 
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Appendix 2 Interview Questions for UK Experts 

1. From publishers' perspective, what is the RRO and what is its primary function? 

2. Are publishers satisfied with what the CLA are doing? 
a) Is there any improvement of CLA publishers expect in the near future? 

3. Based on current situation you know in China, do you think it is the time to 
develop an RRO in China? If not, what is the main obstructive factors preventing 
its development in China today? 

4. In China, compared with other countries, the differential between the price of 
copying and buying the complete book is far less than in the Western countries; 
while foreign books are relatively expensive and difficult to get. Does it mean that 
Chinese Government WIll see less benefit to develop an RRO for the domestic 
publishing industry? 

5. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from 
now on? (The need for preparation if China developed an RRO) 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee 
6. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 

parts? And the reason why they are impractical. 
a) Do you have any other suggestions to my model? 

7. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensing; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one you prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

8. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to begin with (like the CLA began with education)? 

9. What kind of role should the Chinese Government play to assist the development 
of the licensing agency system? 

10. Do publishers realise that only a low fee is possible for Chinese users at the 
beginning? 

11. Do you have any suggestions to the Chinese publishers if China begins to develop 
a RRO in the future? 
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Appendix 3 Interview Questions for Chinese Rights Holders 

1. Do Chinese publishers/authors know what the RRO is and what its primary 
function is? 

2. What is the main problem the Chinese publishing facing now? Is there any 
evidence showing that photocopying is damaging Chinese publishing industry? 

3. Do you believe that collective management of copyright is very useful way to 
protect their interests? 

4. Are Chinese publishers/authors glad to the establishment of an RRO in China? 
And which kind of help or support would publishers/authors give to the proposed 
RRO? 

5. Based on current situation you know in China, do you think it is the time to 
develop an RRO in China? Ifnot, what is the main obstructive factors preventing 
its development in China today? 

6. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from 
now on? 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee 
7. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 

parts? And the reason why they are impractical. 
a) Do you have any other suggestions to my model? 

8. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensing; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one you prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

9. If China decided to establish an RRO, from publishers'/authors' points of view, do 
you see the RRO's primary function as being policing, educating people or 
distributing funds? 

10. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to begin with (like the CLA began with education)? 

11. In China, compared with other countries, the differential between the price of 
copying and buying the complete book is far less than in the Western countries; 
while foreign books are relatively expensive and difficult to get. Does it mean that 
Chinese Government will see less benefit to develop an RRO for the domestic 
publishing industry? 
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12. What kind of role should the Chinese Government play during the development of 
the licensing agency system? Is it the most practical way in China to establish a 
sort of RRO that Chinese Government, the GAPP or the National Copyright 
Administration just decides to establish a new department for the reproduction 
rights? And why? 
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Appendix 4 Interview Questions for NCAC 

1. Does the Chinese Government think it is the right time to develop an RRO in 
China and why? If not, what is the main obstructive factors preventing its 
development in China today? 

2. What is the main problem the Chinese publishing facing now? Is there any 
evidence showing that photocopying is damaging Chinese publishing industry? 

3. In China, compared with other countries, the differential between the price of 
copying and buying the complete book is far less than in the Western countries; 
while foreign books are relatively expensive and difficult to get. Does it mean that 
Chinese Government will see less benefit to develop an RRO for the domestic 
publishing industry? 

4. Has the China government or other organisations contacted IFRRO? Is there any 
action or plan from China to prepare the establishment an RRO now? 

5. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from 
now on? 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee 
6. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 

parts? And the reason why they are impractical. 
a) Do you have any other suggestions to my model? 

7. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensmg; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems m legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one you prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

8. If China decided to establish an RRO, from government points of view, do it see 
the RRO's primary function as being policing, educating people or distributing 
funds? 

9. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to be begin with (like the CLA began with education)? 

10. What kind of role should the Chinese Government play during the development of 
the licensing agency system? Is it the most practical way in China to establish a 
sort of RRO that Chinese Government, the GAPP or the National Copyright 
Administration just decides to establish a new department for the reproduction 
rights? And why? 
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Appendix 5 Interview Questions for IFRRO 

1. Does IFRRO think it is the right time to develop an RRO in China and why? Ifnot, 
what is the main obstructive factors preventing its development in China today? 

2. Did China government or other organisations contact IFRRO at this stage? Is there 
any action from China to prepare the establishment of an RRO now? 

3. If China intends to establish an RRO, will IFRRO be glad to support it? And 
Which kind of help or support would it supply to China? 

4. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from now 
on? 

5. If China decided to establish an RRO, from IFRRO's points of view, Whether 
China relevant authority see the RRO's primary function as being policing, 
educating people or distnbutmg funds? 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee (please see the other two attachments) 
6. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 

parts? And the reason why they are impractical. Moreover, do you have any other 
suggestions to my model? 

7. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensing; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one IFRRO prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

8. For the founding of a brand new licensmg agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to be begin with? 

9. In China, compared with other countries, the differential between the price of 
copying and buying the complete book is far less than in the Western countries; 
while foreign books are relatively expensive and difficult to get. Does it mean that 
Chinese Government will see less benefit to develop an RRO for the domestic 
publishing industry? 

10. What kind of role should the Chinese Government play during the development of 
the licensing agency system? Did IFRRO realise that it is impossible to establish 
an RRO in China without the full and whole heart support from government? 

11. Does IFRRO think it is a wrong way if Chinese Government, the GAPP or the 
National Copyright Administration just decides to establish a new department for 
the reproduction rights? And why? 
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12. Does the IFRRO or its members have any plan or ideas to cope with the changes 
brought by the electronic publishing, in which case, publishers would do anything 
by themselves and photocopying has to face the threaten from printing or digital 
copying? 
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Appendix 6 Interview Questious Cor HKRRLS 

1. Would you like to introduce general infonnation about the HKRRLS such as the 
ownership, the management structure, the size of users, turnover, etc.? 

2. When the HKRRLS was founded III 1995, did it meet any difficulties? If yes, what 
kind of difficulties did it have and how did the HKRRLS solve them? 

3. Why did the HKRRLS decide to adopt a voluntary licensing system at the 
beginning? Is there any legal base or back-up from the Hong Kong Copyright 
Ordinance to the RRO system? 

4. How did the HKRRLS decide the standard charge at the beginning? 

5. Whether HKRRLS see the Society's primary function as being policing, educating 
people or distributing funds? 

6. Is there any relationship or co-operation between HKRRLS and the Hong Kong 
government now? Did the Hong Kong government give any support to HKRRLS 
at the beginning? 

7. Does the HKRRLS issue any digital licences? From your perspective, would you 
like explain the relationship between the RRO and electronic publishing? 

8. What is the main problem the HKRRLS faces now? 

9. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in Hong Kong, which 
sector did it begin with (lIke the CLA began with education)? 
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Appendix 7 Interview with UK Rights Holders and Experts 

Fiona Bennett and Richard Gedye 

1. Background 

Richard Gedye has worked in academic journals publishing since 1986 and is currently 

Sales and Marketing Director for the journals division of Oxford University Press. He 

is co-chair of the NISOIEDItEUR Joint Working Party for the Exchange of Serials 

Subscription Infonnation and chair of COUNTER, an international organisation which 

maintains, develops, and manages a common code of practice for vendor-based online 

usage statIstics. Fiona Bennett is the Head of Rights and New Business Development 

of Oxford University Press. Both of them are quite familiar with RROs. In particular, 

Richard has been to China several times. However, he said he was not familiar with 

Chinese publishing enough to evaluate the model. Accordingly, he recommended I 

contact Chris Paterson, lan Taylor and Lynette Owen who had not only worked in 

publishing industry a long time but also know China a lot. Through the interview, 

nevertheless, they made some very interesting points about the future of the RROs and 

some suggestions for the development of the RRO in China based on the example I 

give to them. Apparently the IFRRO contacted the National Administration several 

years ago and there is experience of developing an RRO in Singapore. "Actually, I am 

quite excited about the RRO in China. It would be a fantastic development", Fiona 

said. 

2. Publishers and the RROs 

From the publishers' perspective, Fiona thought the key role of the RROs is providing 

a valuable tool to help publishers to ensure copyright compliance by users of the 

content of their publications. The RRO in the UK, the CLA, handles photocopying 

business from educational institutions, business, government, etc., and coIIects money 

on behalf of publishers in systematic way. Besides that, Richard thought it is the 

organisation which ensures that if people are using the publishers' content by 
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photocopying, publishers can get some sorts of compensation for it and also ensures 

everyone pays share of the advantage from the content publishers and authors worked 

out, on the contrary, people take more care to pay for subscription or original sales 

It is true that compared with other incomes, the revenue from the CLA is really small 

for publishers. It is quite interesting that CLA does have a problem with both 

collecting revenue and also being a policing authority. From Richard's point of view, in 

some way, it would be nice that both roles can be more separated. In other words, 

clearly, if people who were using content without any kind of commission would be 

prosecuted by sort of separate organisation from the organisation involving in 

collecting money. Because if somebody is committing an offence, it is very often going 

to be somebody who might be publishers' customer as well. It is then not necessary a 

good idea to be prosecuting your own customers. The American music industry has 

already prosecuted people who downloaded music illegally. ''There is a school of 

thought that it was not particularly a good idea to prosecute the people who you hope 

to be your customer or pay for the content." 

There is a general debate in England that the development of CLA should be more 

focused on educating people than on prosecuting people or more on improving their 

mechanisms for users to pay more easily or more on making clear what they paid for 

are going to be better quality -"something you pay for will be guaranteed for its quality 

and for knowing you can do it legally". It is very good and important for the users that 

the RRO could go around different organisations to educate people and explain their 

system, especially when people in the organisations are not very clear whether what 

they are doing is legal or not. On the whole, the RRO should give the opportunity to 

the users to do photocopying legally before they do it the wrong way, which they even 

do not realise. Compared with UK, the notion of the RRO is brand-new in China, so 

that the education function of the Chinese RRO is even more important for the RRO 

and the users. There is a long way to go to educate Chinese citizens what they should 

do and why they should do it, and only then it will be possible to collect money and -

prevent the copyright infringement when people are clear whether what they are doing 
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is right or wrong. 

It was said that publishers in the UK did not trust the CLA; however, Richard and 

Fiona both thought the relationship between publishers and the CLA has improved. 

The main reason why the publishers did not trust the CLA was that its system was not 

very good. In the past, the distributions were very sporadic and the communication 

between publishers and the CLA were not very good so that the process of allocating 

revenue from CLA was quite slow. Meanwhile, the revenue from the CLA was 

disappointing. Now, CLA is trying to create more organisational transparency and 

increase its working efficiency. Fiona also pointed that if China planned to develop a 

RRO, at the beginning, the proposed RRO would need to pay attention to its 

relationship with the publishers, trying to speak to all the parties in the community 

regularly and trying to gain the trust from pubhshers. "It should consider itself as the 

parts of the whole community and working with the whole area community - not work 

on its own". Richard pointed out that in the UK, another reason why publishers did not 

trust the CLA is that CLA owned by publishers and authors and sometimes, these 

owners have conflicts between each other. Most oftime, CLA is in the middle so that it 

is impossible to satisfy both sides at the time. It would be interesting to know how the 

ownership of the RRO would work out in China. The Chinese founders might initially 

choose trusted people or organisations that could actually work together. 

3. The RROs and electronic publishing 

Richard admitted that it is true that in the UK, digital distribution may become more 

important than photocopying. The PLS and CLA are wondering what their future role 

will be. For example, there are some rights for which the CLA collects money in 

particular, like course pack creation making multi photocopying of articles to put into 

students' course packs that probably would be getting less. Meanwhile, more and more, 

there will be bilateral agreements between publishers and customers hke libraries for 

online access on the terms of agreement which includes the rights such as permission 

to make multiple copies for certain purposes. It is increasingly likely that advanced 
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technology might be developed so that the publishers could declare their rights but not 

sell articles in advance, but involve in a preview to the users. "In other words, if you 

do something with the content, the little message will reach to the publishers to report 

that someone did this." 

Richard recently had two interesting conversations with a Japanese librarian and an 

American publisher respectively. The Japanese librarian talked to Richard about open 

access journals where the authors pay for the distribution and users get the article for 

free. In that case, because it is free for the users, anybody can get articles from the 

online service. There is a problem that how the publishers know the total usage was for 

the particular article. The Japanese librarian told Richard that the digital rights 

mechanism now are getting more and more efficient so that it is possible for publishers 

to mtroduce some sort of tag or virus into the articles which can send messages to the 

central repository or a trusted party every time an article is downloaded by someone 

and to record where the article was downloaded from. At the same time, the American 

publisher who published very expensive and heavily researched content for its industry 

newsletter told to Richard that at the bottom of individual page of their PDF files, it 

says that "you are not allowed to download for this journal to email this page to 

anybody, if you do, we will know who you are and who you send it to". 

From these examples, it is now recognised that the DRM has already reach a high level. 

Richard thought it is quite likely that in the future, the bilateral agreements between 

publishers and customers will take certain amount of money in advance. In that case, 

the publishers will be like the telephone company which can allows the user to make a 

phone call and then send the bill to him or her. "You can imagine it will be more and 

more like that". The point is that the large publishers will collect money by themselves 

by sending the bill. However, it could be argued that there would be some roles for 

intermediary third parties to receive all information about usage and send the bills on 

the behalf of some small publishers - "it is a little bit like the subscnption agent 

nowadays". It might be the best role which might fit the term of the RRO if they want 
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to do that. On the other hand, the RRO would find that it has to compete with other 

commercial organisations in this area in the future like booksellers, subscription 

agencies or even Google if it thought it would be a good business. 

Currently, there is a problem of DRM that there are lots of competing systems. As a 

consequence, every company hopes that majority of publishers would adopt its system 

and lead its criterion to become the industry standard. Alternatively, there is an 

opportunity for RROs to get together and design a DRM technology or system exactly 

for the publishing industry - "specific standard, specific metadata, specific 

transactional features which would be just right for publishers". If the RRO got 

together to developed some kinds of software, they would be in an very interesting 

position for themselves either doing all collecting themselves or at least licensing the 

software and keep the software up to date. 

It is a good question that whether the publishers are willing to cooperate with the RRO 

to develop the software or not. Even quite large publishers like OUP or Blackwells 

often want a third party to do things for them where the amount of the work is quite a 

lot but the revenue is quite small. However, very large publishers always prefer to do 

things by themselves. On the other hand, there might be tens of thousands of small 

communities and organisations all around world. The publishers like OUP really do not 

want to have bilateral relationships with them, because it would just be too expensive. 

Under those circumstances, publishers need some intermediary party which can 

establish the bilateral relationships with all these small "customers" while they 

establish relationship with publishers all around world. "In that case, the publishers 

will be glad to participate, but it would have to involve very significant trust." Richard 

thought although the RRO probably have advantage about it, the publisher would 

perhaps be prepared to trust somebody like PLS, because it is a party owned by 

publishers' organisation - PA, ALPSP, PPA. "We would trust PLS more than trust an 

ordinary commercial enterprise." 
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Richard also indicated that the OUP would be interested to work with the CLA in 

developing a digital licence. It has already become a grey area to define what digital 

material is. From publishers' point of view, digital licences would be the online 

delivery agreement between itself and libraries while allowing users to scan the 

photocopying material would be called as digital licence as well. As mentioned before, 

the OUP is quite interested in bilateral online access agreements; however, it also pays 

attention on the digital licence which has already issued by the CCC in the America to 

companies who want to distribute the digital materials internally among the colleagues. 

In that case, the OUP do not have the bilateral agreement directly with every American 

corporation, although the OUP thought it would lead to a large amount of extra income. 

"It is quite useful to have a blanket licence and we are very glad to delegate this right 

to the third party". 

4. Is it the right time for China to develop an RRO? 

As mentioned before, if it would appear that the RRO would move from a role in 

traditional printing enviromnent to a role in the electronic enviromnent. There would 

be much more room for Chinese RRO living in the future. Although electronic 

publishing probably is not as advanced as UK publishing in China now, is will get 

more advanced over time. In that case, it would be the right time to develop an RRO in 

China to establish the principle from the ground-up. From UK publishers' point of 

view, because they are just on the brink of developing sale and distribution of online 

materials in China, if China decided to develop an RRO, the UK publishers would feel 

much more comfortable about expanding their sales in China - "because we will have 

a feeling that there are someone else working for ensuring the specific licence and 

helping us pick up any other revenue, otherwise, it would be either not allow or not 

very efficient." The educational role of Chinese RRO is quite important as well. 

Because people always think the electronic material is available and free, the RRO 

should educate people to pay for the electronic material and supply a way for the users 

to pay for it. 
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Accordingly, it is quite interesting to make clear that the attitude of developing 

electronic publishers in China was - if the Chinese publishers felt strongly that as they 

developed electronic publishing, they might want to ensure that they got money for all 

the usage. Richard deemed that the support of the indigenous Chinese publishing 

community would be quite important during the development of the RRO in China. 

Richard asked that whether there is a mechanism at moment between the CLA and any 

Chinese organisation to transfer the revenue from UK back to Chinese publishers. 

After discussion, the conclusion is that even the CLA want to pay it, it cannot fmd who 

should pay. Under those circumstances, it can be argued that there would be some 

benefit for Chinese community in terms of collection out of China. Meanwhile, if there 

were an RRO in China, there would be some benefit not only for the rights holders but 

also for the users, especially a lot of educational institutions. From international 

publishers' point of view, the Chinese educational institution would have the ability to 

use the content they do not currently use at low cost. It will be very useful for 

academic research to supply a channel to pay for it otherwise they have to do it 

illegally. It is a kind of extra benefit to not when trying to persuade the government. 

Richard also mentioned an idea that when the organisations pay the fee for the content, 

they will try to use more material within the licence's ambit. This, it would be seen as 

an encouragement of user to use the content legally. 

Richard was sure that any realistic UK publishers would indeed realise that only a low 

fee would be possible in China at the beginning. In China, a lot of people already pay 

for copyright fees when they buy the book. There will parts of the royalty going to the 

publishers and authors, although they do not know that. From a conceptual point of 

view, there is not a lot of different between paying some money for a book and paying 

some money for photocopying. If the revenue were very disappointed at the beginning, 

the OUP would fully understand that the new RRO would take time to get people to 

pay and it would be willing to wait some time. Richard and Fiona both agreed that 

there should be some legislation for the RRO. 
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Richard admitted that the publishers are really worried that if it began with a low fee, it 

would be difficult to increase the fee in the future. On the other hand, "Iow fee is better 

than no fee", he said. If it started WIth a quite high fee, nobody will pay it. Reviewing 

the way that the UK publishers sold their electronic journals in China, it is clear that 

they tended to pay more attention to force the door open and get market share instead 

of maximising the amount of money at the beginning. "When you starting off, it is 

easier for a few years to say to your customer that you are obviously finding the value 

of the material, because you are using it so much. At the beginning, you cannot 

conclude it will be going to be valuable, because it is all in the future. This is the 

reason why we give the free extract description to prove the value of the content." The 

publishers have the patience to lobby customers for increasing the revenue when the 

customers understand the content is valuable. 

Richard pointed out that there is a basic problem that if China want to develop an RRO. 

Who in China would want to develop an RRO; it would need some ground support 

within China. "It is interesting that when you chose it as your work, were you aware 

whether there is any significant sector of Chinese community which would be keen to 

develop it to move forward." If IFRRO has already contacted with Chinese 

Government, it indicated that IFRRO thought it would be a good idea to develop an 

RRO in China. Moreover, if IFRRO plans to go ahead, it is necessary for IFRRO to 

convince the appropriate people in the Chinese Govenunent who want it developed. 

It is interesting that there was a lot of pressure on the Chinese Government by other 

countries to force China to join in the various copyright Conventions and also to solve 

the piracy problem. When China negotiated to join in WTO, there were some 

requirements to solve the copyright issues. China took certain action about copyright 

protection so that it could join in the WTO. After that, the overseas publishers felt they 

would go into the Chinese market and be protected. 

Because China has now joined the WTO, there should be still plenty of pressure on 
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China about the copyright protection. Richard supposed that why one would be 

looking to see whether there was any other pressures which would be deserved on 

Chinese Government by either the publishing industry or by the national government 

to encourage the Chinese to build an RRO. Richard also imagined that from 

government's point of view, the concept ofRRO would be probably quite obscure and 

would not be focused on any kind of pressures, so it would have to be done by 

publishers. "It is an interesting question whether Chinese publishers would be in the 

position to put much pressure on the Chinese Government. Without thinking much 

deeper and harder about it, it would be difficult to me seeing which kind of pressure 

would be put." Finally, Richard suggested strongly that the model should be discussed 

with any Chinese authority who understands the issues. It is the most important 

interviewee to test the feasibility of the model and find their attitude about this issue. 
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Bob Campbell 

1. Background 

Bob Campbell has been the President of Blackwell Publishing, which is the world's 

largest privately owned, independent, academic publishing company, since 2001. He is 

also a past Chairman of the International Association of Scientific, Technical and 

Medical Publishers; the Treasurer of CrossRef; a Board Member of the Publishers 

Licensing Society; the Trustee and Chairman of the International Network for the 

Availability of Scientific Publications; and is on the Council of the Publishers 

Association and the Joint Information Systems Committee. He has always been 

interested in new technology and copyright. This led him to being Chairman of the 

Adonis Consortium throughout the 1980s. The interview did not follow the question 

list designed before (please see Appendix) completely, because much of time, Mr Bob 

Campbellled the interview. 

2. Publishers, copyright and CLA 

When Bob was first in publishing, he thought copyright seemed very boring. And he 

said his thought was very typical when people started with publishing, because they 

did not see the significance of copyright either. When they had more experience in 

publishing, they would understand how important it is to create the marketing structure. 

On the whole, publishers are very lazy about copyright. He gave an example that ifhe 

gets a lawyer in to speak on copyright, there will be just relatively few people coming 

to listen, while if someone talks about open access, there will be dozens of people 

attending. 

It is true that compared with other income, the revenue from CLA is relatively small 

for most publishers. However, for some journals which are heavily copied for teaching, 

it represents significant amount money for the publisher. For example, Blackwells has 

a journal called the Journal of Advanced Nursmg and the revenue from CLA is around 

GBP 40,000 p.a. For the small publishers, the income form CLA can be very important 

as well. 
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In the medical publishing, there is also a big secondary income called non-subscription 

revenue from selling reprints of articles to the pharmaceutical industry. It is a relevant 

business although it is not from photocopying. Pharmaceutical companies usually want 

to get permission to reprint large numbers of copies of articles to give to doctors. 

Publishers need copyright protection to protect them from unauthorised reprinting, but 

they did not have good protection hitherto. The pharmaceutical company might make 

copies for commercial purposes without paying anything. If there were good protection, 

publishers would earn a lot of money from selling reprint rights. Blackwells could 

make GBP 8 to 10 million a year from the pharmaceutical industry. 

Publishers asked the RROs to send those reprinting requests to them, but in some cases 

the pharmaceutical companies can get copies of articles from a document supply house 

commercially without the knowledge of the publishers. Blackwells discovered a 

document supply house in Switzerland supplying articles to pharmaceutical companies 

at quite Iow prices without paying to the publisher anything or paying a very small 

royalty through the RRO in Switzerland. It claimed it had the authority to sell the 

documents to the pharmaceutical industry through its arrangement with the RRO in 

Switzerland. It is undermining Blackwells' market where it is sold directly. As a result, 

Blackwells is taking action at the moment on it. 

Publishers also worry that students can just request their department to photocopy parts 

of textbooks, etc. As a result publishers could lose a lot of sales. For this reason, parts 

of the negotiation with the CLA, and then CLA with Universities' administration is a 

blanket deal to cover the materials they copied. It is interesting that there is system in 

Holland called IPRO (International Publishing Right Organisation) which was trying 

to work out every little transaction of copying in Holland -"very detailed statistics", so 

they can pay publishers based on the amount of all the small transactions they worked 

out. It was so expensive to do it that no money came to publishers in the end. 
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Accordingly, Bob preferred the UK. system that CLA and users negotiate a lump sum 

every year based on a survey to work out how to allocate the money. This is not a 

survey to work out what is universities should pay. Adopting lump sum payment can 

cut out huge amounts of cost and the RRO is able to pay quite a lot of money to the 

rights holders. "You have to compromise these different copying systems - you have to 

select a good solution but not necessarily the best solution." In practice, the really 

detailed system based on per use charging is too expensive to run. 

3. The RROs and electronic publishing 

The role of RROs may reduce over time, because they are both involved in policing 

and collecting revenue for photocopying, but in the electronic age, the publishers can 

sell the product themselves and collect money directly by themselves. Meanwhile, IT 

makes very detail surveys much easier. However, when electronic publishing systems 

first appeared, the publishing community got into a panic because they thought it was 

much easier to break copyright with the Internet and electronic delivery and 

digitisation. Nevertheless, it then appeared that the digital environment was better 

controlled. 

"One of the early pioneers of copyright in the machine age, Charles Clark, pointed at 

that the answer to the machine lies in the machine- so the answer is the problem as you 

can program the machine to set up the system, register the usage and collect the fee." 

These days, such systems are known as DRM. A central organisation might run a 

database of copyright items and who owns them. "So if you want to write an essay 

about copyright and publishing and you find a book which is very useful, your inquiry 

will automatically be picked up by this central electronic database. They will find you 

where you can get the book but also lets you copy and tell you the copyright charge. 

And you may pay for the central agency that will pass the money to the publishers." 

Hence, Bob deemed that the RROs might be replaced by this kind of central electronic 

database based on DRM. He also mentioned that one of the persons who is quite active 

with DRM in the CLA from authors' side, ehris Barlas, called "rightscom", is trying 
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to develop such DRM systems to leave the RROs behind and suggested I talk with him 

because some of his ideas would replace the traditional RROs. 

Personally, Bob believed electronic publishing will take over from traditional 

publishing, though there will still be hard copies around. Traditional book sales are 

still pretty good and important for Blackwells. Though it sells a lot of hardcopy 

journals, increasingly, usage is based on online delivery. ''To deliver a journal in 

hardcopy is quite inefficient so the journal publishing's migration is suitable to onIine 

delivery". 

In theory, the electronic system is very efficient. There is an example that the BLDSC 

(British Library Document Supply Centre), at its peak before electronic publishing 

really developed sold 4 million articles per annum. Now, the publishers have direct 

arrangements and licences with major libraries and the like which allow libraries to 

buy the original articles from publishers and develop the electronic relationship 

between libraries and publishers so that those libraries do not need BLDSC any more. 

For that reason, the volume of sales of BLDSC has dropped to 2.5 million articles a 

year. In general, the intermediary role the RRO or BLDSC has in the photocopy age is 

gradually being taken away by the publishers. It is still argued that there could be a 

smaller role of RROs helping to police the situation for publishers, developing some 

central database service belonging to the organisations like rightscom, dealing with 

photocopying of books and other hardcopy materials, but it would not be such a central 

role as they have at moment with photocopying. The RRO was developed in the 

pre-electronic publishing world, so it will be a big challenge for the RRO to survive in 

the electronic publishing world. For China, the question would be that if China would 

set up an RRO, it should look the future and plan for ten or twenty year's time. It will 

have am important policing role but also may become an agency to handle digital 

rights to help people to fmd how to pay and whom to pay. 
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4. Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China? 

Westem publishers would welcome an RRO in China as an agency to look after the 

interests of copyright holders. It would be seen as a central resource and meeting place, 

so if the Western publishers had copyright difficulties in China, they could go to the 

Chinese RRO for advice. "It will be very helpful for the Western publishers, for 

example, when they are negotiating with Chinese organisations about online document 

delivery, they could seek the advice of the Chinese RRO." It is also very good in term 

of public relations that overseas publishers will then feel that China is taking copyright 

seriously. In addition, it would be argued that parts of the reason to have an RRO in 

China is that in the long term, Chinese copyright would be valuable aboard because 

more and more people would write in English from China. Under those circumstances, 

China would collect revenue on the behalf of these Chinese authors - ''the overseas 

market will eventually return revenue to China". 

How difficult it is to develop an RRO in China depends on the Chinese Government -

the political view should be considered in this case. ''The Chinese Government could 

make an RRO happened overnight if they said that copyright should be respected and 

the universities should pay for the systemic copying to publishers." Given that China is 

a big country, it is too complicated for libraries and universities to fmd the individual 

rights holders. If China had one central agency for the whole country, it would be 

much easier for the Chinese cornmunity to obey copyright because they could find a 

way to pay and whom to pay. In the West, courts would certainly take into an account 

the practicality to paying the copyright fee, so when publishers in the USA ran a big 

copyright case, part of the case was that publishers had established the easy way for 

users to pay for copyright. "If we had not had such a successful CCC, we would have 

lost some legal cases, because the judge would claim that it is too difficult for the users 

to pay the fee." 

Bob felt an important question is to consider the role of Chinese Government through 

the development of the RRO, because the RROs have been set up differently in 
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different countries. The RRO in Norway is very much dominated by authors and they 

have a central government simply voting amount of money every year for the RRO so 

it does not need do any collection. The government decided that the RRO should get 

50 cent per head for the whole population. Thus, the RRO simply works out how to 

pay that money through. Because it is author led, it is always looking to pay the money 

to authors but not to publishers. In the USA, the CCC is largely controlled by 

publishers, so it does a very good work to collect money for publishers. Though 

authors still get some money from the CCC, the emphasis is on the publishers. "It is 

the other side of the coin from Norway". Germany's levy system is more pro-author 

and pro-user, but less pro- publishers. "So you see each country is different. China first 

of all needs to decide the balance of representation on any committee or board that 

controls the RRO." In the UK, ALCS representing the authors and PLS representing 

the publishers both have 50% ownership each of CLA. CLA collected money from all 

the users and then pays the money by the ALCS and PLS who pay authors and 

publishers. Theoretically, this structure could keep the balance ofinterests. 

In Bob's view, the model (please see the Appendix) is very good regarding both the 

organisational structure and its function. Bob suggested adding one user representative 

respectively into the education committee and business committee to represent users' 

interests in those specific areas. Furthermore, considering the long term role of the 

Chinese RRO mentioned before, in the diagram, the function "collecting and 

distributing" should be divided into two - international and national. It should become 

a two-way process to also provide a route to collect revenue from overseas instead of 

one way just from Chinese users to foreign rights holders. The link between 

"international cooperation" and "collecting and distributing" also should be indicated 

in the diagram. Finally, the Copyright Tribunal is a good idea to keep the balance 

among all the parties. However, in the UK, the problem with this concept is that the 

Copyright Act has some loose areas and rather than draft very exact legislation, they 

simply said that some situations were too difficult to decide so they left it to the 

Copyright Tribunal. In the UK, when publishers and universities' administration were 
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negotiating what universities should pay for photocopying, they disagreed with each 

other. As a result, the case went to the Copyright Tribunal. The problem was that it 

was so expensive that the decision could not satisfy both of the sides. From Bob's 

perspective, it would be better to have clear legal regulation rather than just have the 

Copyright Tribunal. On the other hand, the law itself is always going to grey or 

difficult areas, so it is necessary to have the Copyright Tribunal. 

Bob agreed that only a low fee is possible for Chinese users at the beginning. However, 

he also indicated the worry from the UK. publishers that if it begun with a low fee, it 

would be very difficult to increase in the future, especially, as the Chinese are very 

tough negotiators. Now, Blackwells is negotiating with CALlS (China Academic 

Library and Information System) -"They are very very tough to negotiate with price." 

Moreover, parts of the role of such cooperation is "managing expectation" that is in 

China some organisations have to manage the expectations of the international 

publishing companies to explain what is possible. For the Chinese publishers, Bob 

suggested that they should support the development of the RRO and give the funds for 

its foundation - "you need a business plan for the flrst flve years showing how to take 

and use the money, and you need some commitments from govemment for paying 

royalties into the RRO and a model that how the revenue comes to the RRO against 

initial investment from publishers and whoever". 
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DavidCroom 

1. Background 

David Croom used to be an academic books publisher for 30 years and quit 8 years ago. 

He is working for an online education company, nelsoncroom as a co-founder and 

director. It creates e-learning progranunes for delivery on the web. Accordingly, David 

is very familiar with academic publishing; however, he explained that because the 

CLA is completely irrelevant with what he is doing now and he is not in the market 

place, he does not know enough about the requirements from the commercial 

publishing to the CLA currently. In addition, he has little sense of Chinese the 

publishing industry. All the discussion about the Chinese topic is based on the 

information and examples I gave to David. The most important example I told him was 

that one of my friends though if he has to pay for photocopying, it is a kind of 

overprotection of copyright. Meanwhile, I also explained the problem Lynette Dwen 

mentioned. 

2. What the RRO is and its future from publisher's perspective. 

From David's experience, which is social science and humanities academic publishing, 

the RRO serves a useful intermediate role in providing a market for books and journals. 

In the pre-dlgital era, RROs were really quite important in providing a market place for 

chapters of books and the like, so people could buy the rights to use the chapters. Some 

publishers worried that photocopying would threaten their original book sales, David 

stated that from his time as a publisher, he did not see any evidence that photocopying 

was damaging the sales of hard copy. 

It has been said that the CLA was not able to recruit the most capable people because 

the money they paid was not very interesting. Although it is a non-profit company, it is 

also a commercial organisation. One of the difficulties CLA had is that they never 

could recruit really strong sales and marketing people. David claimed that he is skating 

on very thin ice that rumIing the CLA is something that nobody is really good at 

publishing because "it is a backwater". The situation is that "if you are working for an 
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interesting organisation in Beij ing, someone asks you if you are willing to work in 

Mongolia". Another point is that compared with hardcopy sales, the income from 

photocopying is really tiny for the publishers. As an economic entity, CLA is relevantly 

unimportant. It is a kind of rule of commercial life, even the rule of life generally, that 

only what is really important actually can get attention. On the other hand, in respect 

of copyright, CLA is necessary and has gotten its purpose. In a word, it is principally a 

police force rather than a source of revenue. 

In the digital era, the market might be changing, because intelligent publishers should 

be doing this much more themselves by digitizing their products and allowing people 

to buy the rights for single use or multiuse from their website. Moreover, people are 

used to using printers more and more rather than a photocopy machine. There is a 

tendency like what is happening with video now which is replaced by DVD gradually; 

or telegraph was replaced by fax; and now fax is replaced by email. So maybe the CLA 

is a necessary agency during the era of mass photocopying. However, as photocopying 

becomes less and less important- "it becomes to a dead elephant and the CLA is just 

looking after the dead elephant." 

David was not convinced that CLA has a long term future, but it is important to 

remember that although technology seems to be a revolutionary process, in fact it is 

only an evolutionary process now. A lot of people still want to buy traditional print 

rights, so it means that CLA win not be dead immediately and if it develops itself, it 

can find a new role. But the initial role it was created for win change, because of the 

ability to buy the rights directly from publishers. Another point is that although the 

technology has advanced so that photocopying is not quite so important but it still has 

its place, the financial distribution from the CLA is still important for a lot of sman 

publishers who are unable to invest in the full electronic delivery, while the big 

publishers like OUP and CUP can organise it themselves. 
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3. Publishers, CLA and customers 

PLS indicated before that CLA is in a very difficult position between the publishers 

and customers now. Sometimes, so as to remain the relationship between them and 

customers, publishers will not take any action when CLA reported that the customer is 

involving in copyright infringement. David mentioned a case to explain his opinion 

that twenty-five years ago, Taiwan is the major centre of piracy in academic publishing 

and then when it wanted to engage in international commerce, it tightened up the law. 

When David visited China in 1987, he went to a number of major universities. There 

were sections of these libraries he was forbidden to go to, because there was kept all 

the pirate stuff. And he understood that the piracy situation reduced very much in 

China now. It would be certainly the case that fifteen years ago, the British govemment 

did not want to get too excited with Chinese Govermnent about piracy because both 

sides knew it would be going on, but the feeling was, as China develops economy and 

engages with the rest of world, it will solve the piracy itself - "It has to, otherwise in 

other parts like software which is much more important than book, it will get into the 

trouble in the way the Taiwanese did". 

However, David was not sure that the principles could apply to individual 

organisations. It became clear that a number of drug companies were not only 

photocopying a lot of journal articles and distributing among their researchers but also 

are large subscnbers to STM (Science, Technology and Medical journals). Publishers 

will not ignore the copyright infringement in which their large subscripters involve. 

They are going to warn them first and if they continue to do it, publishers will make a 

public fuss. Because the protection of patent rights is terribly important for 

pharmaceutical companies, they are afraid that if their researchers are shown to be 

breaking the law, and then their own business will be weakened. As a result, they will 

obey the law. In this process, there will be a lot of negotiation between publishers and 

customers. 
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4. Is it necessary to develop an RRO in China now if the whole publishing industry is 

moving to electronic era? 

It is probably not. But what is important to look at is what the biggest statistics on the 

usage of material are. David had no idea about the structure of publishing in China 

other than he understands now there are tens of thousands of publishers in China and 

large amounts of materials are being produced. He also does not know how much of 

the Chinese publishing industry is controlled by government while how much is 

private. But he guesses that the private sector, even if small, is going to be very 

technically aware. If that is the case, they understand about the copyright protection 

and they will be in the position to do it themselves. David thought normally, Chinese 

industries are remarkably innovative, so he assumed that even the few would be more 

technically aware than the equivalent in the UK. 

If in China, the electronic publishing is not so advanced as it in the UK, maybe there 

are two roles for such an RRO. If the perception of Chinese material among the 

Chinese users is that the copyright is not important, then it needs an RRO for the 

policemen function. If from commercial points of view, photocopying is thought as a 

threat to the sales of book or it is thought that photocopying is a new distribution 

channel, then it need an RRO for its tax collector function. If the tax collector role in 

China is not important, the policemen role will be potentially important -"do Chinese 

students and academic understand they cannot abuse the copyright law?" David 

suggested that if the thought that paying for photocopying is overprotection of 

copyright is typical among Chinese citizens, it is necessary for the RRO to educate 

people. 

5. Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China now? 

Western books in China are too expensive for Chinese students to buy them. As a 

result, maybe there is a role for an RRO to regulate and supply the market. Because the 

product has a high price and it should be passed to the fmal customers, while the 

normal method does not work, so it needs an interim method not only for the 
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customers to obtain the knowledge but also for the publishers and authors to protect 

their economic interests. Its policemen role will make Chinese citizens understand that 

they cannot get them free and ignore the copyright law. The existence of CLA is based 

on the general understanding ofthe copyright among students and other users. 

David absolutely agreed with Lynette's opinion that if Chinese Government thinks the 

RRO is important for the domestic Chinese market, it will take some actions about it; it 

will never do something about it in order to protect foreign publishers. However, it is a 

case that when Taiwan tried to develop its significant computer industry, U.S claimed 

that it would create sanctions again Taiwanese technical goods unless Taiwan would 

tighten up its copyright and patent protection. On the analogy of Taiwan's experience, 

when Chinese Govenunent thinks it is worth to do it or is threatened fiercely from 

outside, it maybe will take some actions. 

The answer to the question relies on how important the RRO is for the domestic 

publishing industry. It seems that through the discussion, it is not very important 

domestically because on the one hand, the Chinese book is so cheap; on the other hand, 

there is not yet a willingness of cultural change. If there is not a willingness of cultural 

change, it will be a very good economic argument for pushing the policemen role. In 

the terms of above reasons, it is not yet the right time to develop an RRO in China now 

because it is not yet necessary. However, it will eventually become necessary some 

time - "China will have to this in the force of tune." For example, when China will 

develop pharmaceutical industry, it will become excited about patent protection and 

copyright. 

The RRO cannot change either the Chinese political environment or economic 

situation. The only reason that putting an RRO in China is to educate the population 

overtime on the value of intellectual property. It is an arrangement which will be 

necessary maybe for 20 years. David also suggested using the term "intellectual 

property" instead of the term copyright, because it is the language eventually making 
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people understand what in people's mind is as valuable as the chicken in the market. 
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Sally Morris 

1. Background 

Sally Morris is the Chief Executive of the Association of Learned and Professional 

Society Publishers (ALPSP) which is the international trade association for 

not-for-profit publishers and those who work with them. Before that she spent 25 years 

as a real publisher, including II years running a programme of 50 medical journals, 

and several years in charge of copyright and licensing (during which time she played 

an active part in drafting the PA-JISC model licence for electronic journals). As a 

publisher, Sally is an ideal person to conduct interview because her opinion could 

present a group of publishers. On the other hand, Sally is not familiar with Chinese 

publishing industry. Under those circumstances, I supplied most of information related 

with Chinese publishing and other areas to her during our conversation. 

1. From the publishers' perspective, what is an RRO and what is its primary function? 

For publishers, there are two primary functions. One is to provide mechanism for 

safeguarding rights holders in the environment where they cannot do business directly. 

Second is to collect distribution money for those rights holders-"copyright protection 

and revenue collection and distribution". 

Although compared with other incomes, the income from CLA was really a small part 

few years ago, it has become more important revenue for publishers and has grown in 

the recent years. But it is not as important as their primary sales. In the situation where 

there is a conflict between the licensing income and primary income, it is quite 

understandable that publishers wIll always save the primary income. Meanwhile, 

publishers always worried that photocopying would threaten their original book sales 

and they were unwilling to involve in the RRO at the beginning. Sally did not think 

there was very much evidence about that happened. And also, it is very interesting that 

at beginning, people were worried about photocopying as a threat. Now, people have 

the exactly same worry about digital copying. Nobody knows whether that will true or 

whether once again - "they will be worrying unnecessarily". One of the thing that 
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CLA and PLS tried to do is to find out what actually happened when they license some 

digital copying - "see whether it does hurt primary sales". It is very important to 

collect the information to see whether publishers' worry is right or not. Compared with 

journal publishers, educational publishers might sell one copy to every student while a 

journal publisher or reference book publisher only sell one copy to library. As a result, 

if there is only one copy in the library and it is copied, it does not hurt the publisher, 

because they wIll only sell one copy in any case. But if it were a book, it would sell to 

a large amount of students. And if it were copied, it would not sell more copies to 

student. Thus, it is more worrying for educational publishers. 

2. Are publishers satisfied with what the CLA are doing and any improvement of 

CLA in the near future? 

Generally yes. They worried about something mentioned before like digital copying; 

they always think CLA could be done better: the money could be shared more fairly; 

things could be done more quickly-"but that's normal, human nature". And the 

publishers think CLA keeps the balance the income between publishers and authors. 

That is recently changed which is very interesting. There used to be a very complicated 

arrangement for journal between publishers and authors. According to the new 

agreement, authors actually will get more money from journal copying. ALPSP does 

think the balances are very fair. 

Publishers are looking forward to improve computer system to distribution the money 

much faster and better, looking at more sophisticated ways of sharing the money, so it 

is fairer. And they are trying to find the way that CLA can have the rights to do 

licensing for digital materials. But it is very difficult, because of the worry mentioned 

before. So there are improvements and changes that publishers are hoping for and 

encouraging CLA to do. On the whole, the main improvement is from digital licensing, 

but next step from that, which Sally thought is that some publisher are interested in and 

some publishers are still frightened of allowing CLA to do some licensing for things 

that publisher publish digitally. 
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3. The future of the RROs 

ht the electronic publishing environment, publishers can sell their product and issue 

the licence directly to their customers, whilst CLA focuses on photocopying. Under 

this circumstance, it is possible that publishers will avoid using the CLA. What is very 

interesting is something that ALPSP heard about a CLA's meeting in the summer: the 

CCC, American similar organisation, has developed some licences which include some 

use in digital occasions. And that has turned out to be quite popular with customers. 

The reason seems to be, although it probably does not give many rights which they 

have already gained from publishers, the problem for customers is, every publisher has 

different licence. It is very difficult to be sure what you can do and what you cannot do. 

So what CCC has done which Sally thought is very good is to say if users find this 

licence, they can do the following things with all the digital content they chose the 

licence - "it provides the standard for the minimum level for all the licence you've 

gotten". Customers find it useful, so it is a kind of possibility CLA might be able to do 

in the future. 

There is another possibility that along with the development of electronic publishing, 

CLA maybe convert to other kind of organisation or disappear. It does not have to be 

CLA but it could be CLA, or CLA could turn something different. ht Sally's opinion, 

what is certainly true is that the value of the licences CLA has now which allow 

photocopying and some digitisation will become less because customers are also 

getting those rights straight from publishers for electronic version. For example, if a 

university is paying a lot of money for a licence, and they say 75% of these joumals 

they also have electronic licence from the publisher, they will want to give CLA less 

money. It is very difficult for CLA to argue with customer, because it is actually true. 

Sally believes, photocopying will not go away or replaced by printing in a short time. 

Although it is declining, there is still quite a lot of photocopying. However, certainly in 

this country, it is expected that it will be much less. Sally estimated it might be the 

same in China that although if someone want to build a new RRO, it could be a good 

idea if it could also deal with electronic copynght - "you need to do both". 
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4. Is it the right time to build an RRO in China? 

Yes, Sally thinks very much so. The sense UK. publishers got over here is that the 

awareness of copyright in China has improved observably. And the RRO would be a 

strong way of making it possible to control UK. publishers' copyright. It is an excellent 

time, because of the change in the attitude of copyright. Personally, Sally admitted that 

she did not know the Chinese situation well enough, but she supposed that it would 

depend how much money it is available, especially the universities to pay the licences. 

A few years ago, even five years ago, Western publishers were very very worried 

because there was so much piracy. It has changed observably in the last few years, so 

UK. publishers got a good impression about how the attitude has changed. There will 

be still a lot of education to do in the future. It is important for people to understand we 

are not just talking to protect Western publishers and authors, but also or even more to 

protect Chinese publishers and authors. As Chinese publishing become more and more 

independent, it needs protection. 

5. Whether the UK. publishers realise only a Iow fee is acceptable in China? 

Yes, they would hope that would change over tune, but it is exactly the attitude that the 

Western publishers have first started local edItions of their publications. They were 

happy to give the licence at all, in many case, they started at Iow fee, because they 

wanted it to exist. And then over the years, they have made the fee more economic. 

Publishers from outside China would understand why the fee must be Iow. Increasing 

the fee is not impossible, it is much more possible than no fee at all. It is difficult to 

explain increasing the fee but therefore it is important to explain that the Iow fee is 

transitional. It is really necessary to start with Iow fee, it would be extraordinarily 

important that everybody knew it transitional fee. 

6. What should government do from now on and what kind of licensing system it 

would choose? 

It should do a lot of copyright education. In the university particularly, Sally suspected, 
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,------------------------------------------------------------------------------

copyright education will be very important-writing articles, giving talks in conferences, 

trying to make sure that people in academic world, writers as well as readers 

understand what copyright is for and why just important in China as everywhere else. 

It would be quite difficult to develop an RRO if it did not have any legislation. If 

China wanted to do it, it would receive a great dealing of encouragement from IFRRO. 

It would try to introduce legislation to China as well 

Sally would have said voluntary but from what she was told during the interview about 

the lack support of copyright, maybe it is necessary to be compulsory licensing agency 

system. Combination is a quite good idea which Sally have not realised that before the 

conversation-"It sounds a good idea". 

7. The suggestion of the model? 

The model is very complicated, but if those organisations already exist, it perhaps has 

to be complicated. Sally was concerned that whether there are any connections at 

moment between publishers' association and CPCC and writers association and CPCC. 

The model is a bit like UK system and it is working well in the UK. Sally thought it is 

a good model to follow. According to the description, various activities the proposed 

Chinese RRO will do is exactly right and the structure designed is contributing to that 

RRO does guarantee balance between publishers and writers - "it looks a very sensible 

model". In the model, so many of these government support organisations work for 

structure is exactly one of the things which is going to help. Perhaps this is the only 

way it can work. Whether educational sector which is chosen in the model doing a lot 

of photocopying depends on the way the teachers are teaching. Perhaps it is more 

common in the UK for teacher to assemble different materials to student to use. If the 

styles ofteaching are different and use textbook all the time in China, there will be less 

photocopying. 

At the same time, Sally supposed in the government department, quite a lot of copying 

happened. It would be very interesting question if they did the law then either they 
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could have to make any protection to government or they would have to keep them in 

the law. She hoped it would be second. In the way, its money is going from one hand to 

other hand, but it would be iIIogical if they did not apply the same law to government 

itself. 

It is very important to get government interested and get government to want to do this 

because they believe they wiIIlook good if they do it. It is always important when 

someone want government to support something, he or she have to offer them the way 

they can look good. It is important to protect Chinese authors and publishers. The 

number of Chinese authors who are now having articles publishing in Western journal 

is quite high and it is growing all the time. That would be one thing the government 

should be hearing a lot in the last year. These authors' works deserve to be protected 

and their living is being protected. From point of view of what can influent Chinese 

Government opinion, it is likely to be the benefit to Chinese authors and Chinese 

business, and also the benefit to China as a member of international community, 

because they would be observing international standards. Not only UK but many 

countries would be very happy to put pressure on Chinese Government, because they 

very much want it happen. There is no doubt that there wiII be a lot of support and 

pressure from outside China. 

Publishers should support the development of the RRO and get together to discuss the 

possibility and invite some visitors from other countries to tell them what are 

happening in other countries. They should get involved and it wiII be stronger if it has 

a lot of publishers are thinking about it, taking part it, and are on the committee. They 

should also give some funds because it will protect them in a long term. Finally, they 

should be patient, but not too patient because they should put pressure on the 

government. Not only the foreign publishers but also local publishers should put 

pressure on the government. It is important to let government know they are Chinese 

busmess and suffering. It wiII be very strong and different message from the message 

that non-Chinese organisation could say. 
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Lynette Owen 

1. Background 

Lynette Owen is copyright director and a rights specialist at Pearson Education in the 

UK and a strong supporter of the concept of RROs both as licensing bodies and as 

providers of education on copyright compliance whilst Pearson Education is a major 

beneficiary of the arrangement with CLA and the reciprocal arrangements with 

overseas RROs. 

She has been visiting China regularly since 1982, not only to conduct licensing 

business but also to run training seminars for Chinese publishers on copyright and 

licensing matters; she is also running workshops for visiting Chinese publishers at 

Stirling University. Hence, Ms Owen was much more familiar with Chinese publishing 

industry, department policies and political environment than most other interviewees. 

Before the conversation, she has read my entire MSc dissertation. In this case, our 

conversation is already beyond a semi-structured interview but was a discussion with a 

few specific questions. 

2. Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China? 

It is a very difficult question to answer although developing an RRO in China is an 

interesting topic which has often arisen in copyright workshops. From Lynette's 

perspective, the Chinese political environment is one of the key factors which needs to 

be considered when discussions of the feasibility of developing an RRO in China are 

held. Comparison with other developing Asian countries' publishing industry and 

copyright protection may be very interesting and useful, however, it is a fact that China 

has a unique political environment. If someone were seeking to make it a reality, it 

would be very clear that only the Chinese Government could develop it. It follows 

that the next question will be - "how to persuade government to do it". In the shown 

model, the sectors began with the universities and pharmaceutical companies in which 

the majonty of payments would go to foreign copyright holders, because the majority 

of materials universities and pharmaceutical companies copied are foreign works 
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published under licence in China, either in translation or in the original language. It 

may be very difficult to persuade government if it feels that developing an RRO will 

bring more benefit to foreign copyright holders instead of domestic copyright holders. 

As a result, Lynette suggested if a Chinese RRO were to be set up, a possibility might 

be for payment to be made initially for original Chinese works and only move later for 

foreign works. It would be a more persuasive reason for the government to develop an 

RRO to protect the economic interests for local authors and publishers at the first stage. 

"If the government fmds photocopying is damaging the local publishing industry or 

Chinese authors are losing money because their books are copied without pennission, 

the government would be more likely to seek to control it via an RRO." 

The argument needs to be backed with some evidence whether unauthorised 

photocopying of domestic works is a large-scale problem or not in China at the 

moment and it may influence which sector would come into the scheme. Lynette also 

reminded me that I should distinguish between printing the unauthorised copies of 

book as piracy and photocopying parts of the book. Compared with original editions of 

foreign works which are difficult to obtain and quite expensive for Chinese citizens, 

domestic works are relatively easy to obtain with an acceptable price. Obviously, there 

is less incentive to photocopy domestic books in China where prices are currently so 

low. It is doubtful whether there is a large amount of need to photocopy local books 

and journals, given that the differential between the price of copying and buying the 

complete book is far less than in the Westem countries. As a consequence, Lynette 

suggested that it would be wise to see if some kind of survey can be undertaken to get 

some indication of the scale of copying not only of journal articles but of parts of 

books or complete books in Chinese universities. The survey could be an infonnal one 

through discussions with some Chinese citizens who are studying or used to study in 

the universities to get some impressions about the scale of photocopying materials. If 

there some evidence that they do some photocopying of parts of Chinese books or even 

complete books, there will be a strong argument with the government that Chinese 

publishers and authors will be the main beneficiary of the RRO at the beginning. 
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Nevertheless, Lynette suspected because of the low price, photocopying Chinese books 

does not seem very common in China although there is evidence of unauthorised 

photocopying of entire foreign works. On a whole, there is a paradox that if the 

Chinese RRO began with original Chinese works, there could not be a justification for 

surviving; if it began with foreign works where there is a relatively large market, the 

government might not agree to develop it. Lynette mentioned that there are two factors 

which might affect this problem. One would be if "the Chinese political environment 

can be changed in the future". The other one would be if "book prices in China 

increase so that the differential between the price of copying and buying the complete 

book would be more pronounced in the future". Whether prices increase or the 

political environment changes in the future, this problem cannot be solved in a short 

time. 

3. The education function of an RRO 

The education function is very important for an RRO; however, it may be difficult to 

persuade the Chinese Government to develop it. Actually, the Chinese Government has 

already conducted a great deal of education on copyright, albeit not related to the 

establishment of an RRO. Currently, the UK does not have a government organisation 

which is formally responsible for copyright education. As a result, the RRO has taken 

over the responsibility. In contrast, in China, the government administration, National 

Copyright Administration (NCAC), has this responsibility. In other words, it is 

unnecessary to develop another purely education organisation. 

Moreover, the RRO needs to be able to afford the cost of undertaking educational 

activities. It is impossible to develop an RRO as a purely educational organisation-it 

has to fund Itself. CLA is able to do it now, because it is earning millions of pounds 

from licences and deducts a percentage of the revenue to cover its running costs. 
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Chris Paterson 

1. Background 

Chris Paterson is Chainnan of the International Division of the Publishers Association 

(P A) and Chainnan of Macmillan Education. Macmillan Education is one of the 

world's leading publishers of English Language Teaching materials for teachers and 

students of English as a foreign or second language. Its publishing operations in China 

are run on a joint venture basis with local Chinese publishing houses. Macmillan tends 

to provide authors and editorial services for joint ventures, whilst the local Chinese 

companies handle Education Ministry matters and sales and distribution. Macmillan 

Education is quite interested in Chinese publishing market. 

Under these circumstances, Chris Paterson not only has a global view of the publishing 

industry, but also knows the Chinese publishing scene very well; he travels frequently 

to China. As a result, the interview with him mainly concentrated on the Chinese 

publishing industry and the proposed RRO. Through the conversation, Chris 

emphasized the importance of educating people to respect the copyright. We also 

discussed the paradox Lynette mentioned before - he gave me a quite different opinion 

about it. 

2. Publishers, Authors and the RRO 

Basically, publishers have both opportunity and a problem with regard to the 

exploitation of published works in different fonnats. Clearly, publishers can make 

things ranging from print materials to CD-ROM or to online materials. However, 

members of the public and libraries and other organisations want to secure rights to 

reproduce parts of the work for use by individuals or use by cooperation. If they are 

able to do that by photocopying or other reproduction methods, there is no way in 

which the original right holders can be rewarded for their works. In this case, many 

publishers created very short print rent. If someone did worldwide print run, especially 

for academic works. If someone did a print run of thousands of copies and individuals 
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photocopies without charge, then altematively the original sale would be so low that 

the right holders would get much less remuneration for their works. 

Hence, in the absence of being able to stop people photocopying the works, the 

sensible thing is to organise some forms of legitimate copying of the works which does 

not extend of copying the whole work but to parts of the work. It is an appropriate way 

in which individuals or institutions can legitimately copy parts of the work for 

non-commercial use. In such a way, as it does not effect the sales of whole work, and 

also makes it easy for the users to recompense the right holders sensibly, "in principle, 

publishers would think an RRO was a good thing." 

In the UK, compared with other income, distribution from photocopying is really a 

small part. However, Chris emphasised that in other countries like Singapore, USA and 

Australia, authors are quite pleased with the income from RRO which recompensed 

them partly for people stealing their copyright. 

3. Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China now? 

"I think it is the right time to think about it." The Chinese Government and Chinese 

law are very much in favour of copyright since the introduction of copyright 

legislation in the early 1990's. However, UK publishers know from Chinese publisher 

colleagues that piracy in China is still serious. In fact, some of Macmillan Education's 

partners in China even employ one or two copyright protection officers on their staff to 

act on piracy case on their behalf. Thus, maybe it is necessary to have a greater degree 

of consensus between the publishing industry and the government organisation which 

owned the publishing industry about how to preach copyright generally. The fact that 

the government is against piracy is clear. There is no disagreement on the positive 

attitude of Chinese Government. However, there is still a lot of piracy in China 

currently affecting Chinese publisher rights and in some extent affecting the rights of 

international publishers who license copyright in China. 
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Because copyright legislation is relatively new in China, different provinces administer 

the law with different degree of seriousness. Chinese publishers hate the piracy of their 

books, but they have different emphases on how strongly they should be against the 

people who pirate their books. Hence, Chris deemed that there is a need for a bigger 

consensus in Chinese society that the face of piracy is wrong and Chinese publishers 

and authors are badly affected by it. ''There really is a lot of work needed on it". The 

Chinese tradition over a very long time has been quite different to the Western tradition 

of copyright. However, now China can make money out of the copyright and there are 

more Chinese authors, designers, and originators who benefit from copyright. There is 

an understanding of importance of copyright and intellectual property in Chinese 

society. It will become very important for China as China grows and will find it 

important to have copyright protection mechanisms. 

For an RRO to be succeeded there does have to be understanding by users, what 

copyright is and why copyright holders should be paid. This understanding is not 

always there in China, so more public education is needed. For the people who 

consider the RRO is a kind of overprotection of copyright, "if he was an author who 

wrote a piece of work and just sold a few copies, while a lot of people photocopied his 

work without charges, does he still think it is an overprotection of copyright?" Chris 

said. Going back to the original question on whether it is the right to develop an RRO 

in China, Chris deemed that better understanding is needed about the copyright before 

the development of the RRO. 

For the question Lynette mentioned in the interview that there is less incentive to 

photocopy in China where local book prices are currently so low, Chris thought it is 

not really a question of money going out of the country. "China's attitude about money 

going out of the country is very funny - China is one of the richest countries in the 

world, but it is still considered as one of the poor countries." China's GNP per head is 

about a thousand dollars, although It is not like USA, Singapore or Hong Kong, 

compared to most of the countries in the world which do respect copyright including 
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Africa, Indian, and South American, China is richer." 

What is not understood is what is all about this - "China earns huge money from the 

copyright." He asked two questions - "Who makes all the Nike shoes in the world, and 

who gets the benefit of the manufacture of Nike shoes? The answer is China. The 

reason why China gets such a big order of Nike shoes is the Intellectual Property in 

Nike shoes. Moreover, Macmillan prints all its dictionaries in China and China benefits 

by having an order of half million copies of Macmillan's dictionaries. China is 

benefiting from copyright because ifthere is no copyright, the order would not be five 

hundred thousand, so Chma is getting the benefit from the systems of the copyright." 

In a word, people need to be educated "because China cannot any longer on the one 

hand make all the Nike shoes in the world, on the other hand say they do not want to 

pay for trade marks and copyright". Meanwhile, Chris admitted that although the book 

prices in China are quite low, it is increasing gradually now. The point of this problem, 

Chris insisted, is that no matter the book in China is expensive or cheap and no matter 

the Chinese citizens gets the book by buying or photocopying, they should respect the 

effort of right holders and pay for it - "if they are photocopying, they should pay". 

China signed the Copyright Conventions couple of years ago and signed the WTO 

several years ago, it is getting more engaged the world. From Chris's point of view, 

China had a free choice whether to join the WTO or sign the Copyright Convention. 

However, once China did it, it has the obligation to make it into work. "If you cannot 

educate people, you have the obligation to find the way to educate them - that's what 

the agreements said. China can leave them tomorrow, but if China wants to sign it, it 

has to do what the intention is." Chris emphasised that if China wants to engage in 

international trade, it cannot have the rules it wants and not have the rules it does not 

want - "China cannot on the one hand sign all these agreements but does not obey 

them." UK publishers do realise that just a low fee is possible in China at the 

beginning, but it is crucial that China needs to establish the principle. However, it 

should have enough money to cover the cost of doing this. Another point is that the 
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standard charges not only should be acceptable by foreign publishers but also Chinese 

publishers, GAPP (General Administration of Press and Publication) and Chinese 

authors. 

4. The suggestions of model 

According to the question Lynette mentioned before, the publications involved into the 

model are mainly from Western world. Chris suggested that the licensing system 

should be for Chinese books as well because "any copyright book should be protected 

even the money there is very small." The sectors which Chris thought might begin with 

are education, business and health, including medical research publications for 

hospitals and doctors. 

The whole issue for the model is that "it is a very fine system, but there is just one 

right holder - government because the upper organisations in the system are all under 

the control of government." In which case, the main problem is that government 

should be persuaded. It is a difficult problem for China because most of the world 

brands are not Chinese and most of international books are in English. Another 

problem for this model is that the Publishers Association of China is a governmental 

body but technically it represents the Chinese publishers and likewise the Chinese 

Writers' Association. As a result, when the individual users pay the money, it will 

become very complicated in the system among the users, right holders and government. 

What is clear is that the government has the responsibility to educate the citizens to 

respect the copyright. People need to know why they should pay. 

5. Compulsory or voluntary? 

Chris preferred the voluntary system rather than compulsory system because he 

deemed that it is more practical. However, Chris admitted that maybe a voluntary will 

system not work in China, because all the upper organisations involved into the system 

are governmental bodies. Under those circumstances, it is very difficult to apply the 

voluntary system - "It probably need compulsory system to start in China." Secondly, 
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currently in China, citizens do not even know which behaviour will break the law -

"That is why you need education". 

From Chris's perspective, under the compulsory system, although the system might be 

developed easier and quickier, the reason why the system can work is based on the law 

but not based on people's awareness. This is the substantial difference between 

compulsory system and voluntary system from users' points of view. In his opinion, 

people need to know why they should pay and they should understand that a lot of 

people worked hard for the book. Irrespective of whether China will develop an RRO 

in the future or not, education is crucial because if China began to educate when it 

planed to develop an RRO, it would be too late. In Singapore's case, the reason why 

they adopted the combination system is that they knew they can make compulsory 

system for the education but they could not do it for business sector. 
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Ian Taylor 

1. Background 

Ian Taylor was the Director of International Division at the UK Publishers Association 

(PA) and was their expert adviser on Chinese Publishing, bookselling, and journal 

distribution. He has led trade missions for British publishers around the world, and run 

the PA's global anti-piracy campaigns, especially achieving success in India and China. 

He also played a role in the founding of World Book Day and the Supply Chain 

Committee. He left the PA in March 2004 after 20 years to set up his own international 

consultancy, Ian Taylor Associates, working for the organisations like the Independent 

Publishers Guild (IPG). He has been going to China for nearly 25 years, two or three 

times a year. 

Ian Taylor has the similar background to Chris Paterson. He not only has a global view 

of publishing industry, but also knows the Chinese publishing scene very well with 

frequent trips to China. As a result, the interview with him mainly concentrated on 

Chinese publishing industry and the proposed RRO. We also discussed the question 

L ynette raised. 

2. Publishers and the RRO 

From publishers' perspective, the RRO reforms two functions: cover the income from 

photocopying and more importantly to provide and control the authorised 

''pressure-valve'', which is the name given by Ian for copying, because basically 

publishers prefer their works were not copied at all. On the whole, although publishers 

welcome the income from the RRO, the income is not specially attractive to the 

publishers, but it is designed to be more attractive to authors than to publishers. 

However, publishers recognised that it is not reasonable and possible to completely 

stop photocopying, so it is necessary to have a controlled limited amount of copying 

pennitted. Ian thought when the RRO was first established in the UK, quite a few 
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publishers were very glad to sign up to support it although many of them did not 

encourage the development of the RRO - ''publishers did not think it a good idea." 

Despite the fact that in some cases, publishers were surprised by the income they got 

from the RRO, for the most part, publishers were very suspicious that the copying 

which was done was much greater than that for that which they receive income. 

Practically it is necessary to have an RRO, as mentioned before, because the publishers 

know clearly it is impossible to stop photocopying now, so that they have to find a way 

to stop the excess or unauthorised copies. Ian considered that few publishers are 

entirely happy with the RRO, but at least they are trying to earn some money from it. 

On the other hand, authors thought the RRO more important than the publishers and 

quite like this idea. 

Ian admitted that he was not sure whether UK publishers are satisfied what the CLA is 

doing, but, he suspected that most publishers are not entirely satisfied with it - "they 

may be partly satisfied". The CLA is unhkely to be the most successful RRO in the 

world because, compared with other RROs like the Norwegian one where distribution 

is based on the whole population, the CLA is not the biggest producer of income per 

capita among the RROs. Another problem UK publishers criticised is that the way 

CLA allocated the money is not as sophisticated as it might be - "publishers believed 

sampling would be better and more sensitive than it is". Clearly, publishers also hope 

the CLA would improve their work efficiency and do things better and quicker. 

3. Electronic publishing and the RRO 

The CLA wants to get the right to handle electronic copies, but, they have not gotten it 

until now because the publishers, especially the big publishers, intend to do it by 

themselves. Ian supposed that CLA WIll become less important because there will be 

more digital copying or printing, which CLA will not be involved in. 

However, Ian emphasised that this will take quite a long time. The fact of matter is that 

although publishers are keen on electronic publishing, the transformation from 
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traditional publishing to electronic publishing is still qnite a long way to go. Actually, 

twenty years ago, publishers already predicted books would be replaced in ten years, 

but they are still very important in the UK. Until now, it would be unrealistic to say 

that book industry will be entirely electronic in another ten years. There is evidence 

that, although journal publishing is quite electronic currently, educational publishing 

and consumers publishing are still much paper-based. At this stage, although 

publishers are not entirely satisfied with sampling of photocopying, at least they can 

manage it. Meanwhile, publishers are quite worried that they will lose control of their 

electronic rights. Although the trend of electronic publishing which Richard predicted 

might be true, lan pointed out that in the UK or U.S. where the publishing industry is 

relatively advanced, the systems Richard mentioned have not happened yet. In fact, 

there is even not really a good media science being advanced in the UK or in the U.S. 

yet, so It seems that it will take some years to establish this kind of system and the 

publishers do not know if it will happen in the future. At the same time, large numbers 

of customers are still used to paper books and traditional publishing instead of 

electronic products. 

For the Chinese publishing industry, it is a fact although China is a very specific 

market in some areas, in term of books and journals, Chinese publishing is behind UK 

and U.S, so what Richard said would happen in China probably at least ten years away 

or more. Although in a long-term view, it seems that RROs will become redundant in 

the electronic publishing era, it is quite far from now on for China, so there would be a 

role for RRO for quite a few years in China. 

4. Is it the right time to develop an RRO in China now? 

"Yes, I really do", but lan claimed that if China does not hurry up, it would be very 

difficult to do in the future - ''The long they delay, the more difficult it will get." 

Although China has been the member of Berne Convention for twelve years now, 

piracy is still so serious in China that Ian was told that 50% of local book distribution 

market are pirated materials. Although the situation is better than before, there is still a 
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long way to go, so lan suggested that if China developed an RRO, it should generate 

more income to be spent in a much higher proportion for the copyright enforcement 

and educate Chinese citizens compared to that spent by the CLA. lan fully agreed that 

policing role for the Chinese RRO is much more important than collecting revenue. 

Chinese education institutions like universities need to make copies of Western 

academic journals or other books. However, at moment, they cannot do it legally -

"obviously they do it illegally now". Thus, there do need for an RRO in China to offer 

a way for users to do the photocopying legally. There is an urgent need to develop it 

now, because it will take a few years to make it work. 

The biggest barrier lan thought is the approval of the government, the GAPP and 

National Copyright Administration - "I do not understand how you or anyone else 

could do this without the full and whole hearted support from government". It is the 

only prerequisite before the development of the Chinese RRO. It is clear that if the 

government wants to support it, it will work. China could do it much more easily than 

other countries could do it because if the National Copyright Administration would 

directly say to all Chinese universIties "pay a licence for photocopying", it would work. 

When Singapore developed an RRO, it tried very hard to start, because in that case, 

there was no government directive. As a result, the key question is that how to 

persuade government to do it - "why it would be beneficial?" 

lan assumed that the GAPP would really want to do it, maybe because, it sees it as a 

way to make some money to support themselves. Although at the beginning, it could 

not collect distribution in a short time, it can later on receive some percentage of the 

income from the RRO providing the administration - "the National Copyright 

Administration might see this as a way of financing copyright education and 

enforcement." Furthermore, it would look good for the international image of China. 

For the problem Lynette mentioned before, Ian supposed that the books in China 
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would get more expensive in the future because they are very much under-priced now, 

although he was not true if the Chinese Government would agree with this. The 

Chinese publishing industry is still in the transition from a subsidised industry to 

commercial industry now. Part of that change has to be increasing the book price, 

which would help the distribution. Nowadays, distribution in China is bad, not only 

because of the piracy but also because the price is so low that there is not much margin 

for distribution. Ian also gave an example of India. There, book price is also very 

cheap, but has been gradually increasing now. However, Ian thought until now, 

Chinese publishers could not be in front of it yet because they are nervous to do it. 

From Ian's perspective, it is because the Chinese publishing market is not strong 

enough to do it. In addition, Ian mentioned that in China, everyone can successfully 

prosecute the universities for copying the books; however, the publishers are 

reluctantly to do that. 

For the UK publishers, Ian expected that they do realise that just a low fee is possible 

in China at the beginning. Because they all want to get some money, they will not 

expect full fee to begin with. On the other hand, that is a point when they would say it 

is not worth brothering about at that low. 

Ian emphasised that in theory, there is some small percentage of photocopying in 

China. However, the teaching pattern in China (every student has the textbooks) is 

quite different to patterns in the UK (using a lot of course packs). That was the case in 

the UK as well twenty years ago, so Ian assumed that there would be the same 

situation in China that in the future, "Truly, China would not be any different". 

Ian suggested that if China decided to have an RRO, it should look at the future but not 

just current situation, or look at the trail of other Asian countries like Japan or 

Singapore. Maybe the Chinese universities are using relatively small number of 

textbooks now, but in the future, the situation will definitely change because the course 

will be more specific and students want access to more information, so most 
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universities will need large number of titles rather than just depend on textbooks only. 

It is clear that Chinese education institutions will do a lot of photocopying in the 

future. 

On the whole, lan deemed that now is the right time to establish an RRO in China or at 

least carry on feasibility studies anyway because if China does not do it soon, it will 

not be possible to do it in the future. "It is no good just looking at the situation in 

China now and saying why China does not need an RRO. You have the time to look 

ahead." 

5. If China wants to establish an RRO, what kind of preparation China should do 

from now on? 

"Govermnent! Govermnent! Government!" Basically, It will be very difficult to 

establish an RRO without government support. In the model, the CPCC and the 

Publishers Association of China are two departments of the National Copyright 

Organisation - "they are even in the same building", and likewise the Chinese Writers' 

Association. As a result, what is crucial is the government attitude - "your research is 

in the end what the govermnent is thinking about". Moreover, it needs international 

involvernent to get some international experience. IFRRO will be a very good 

mfonnation resource to get these experiences. 

lan thought it will be a mistake if Chinese Govermnent, the GAPP or the National 

Copyright Administration just decides to establish a new department for the 

reproduction rights - "I think it will be the wrong way to do it but it will be the way 

they probably will do it". Although government must be involved in this and the 

Chinese Govermnent has been involved in international books much more than other 

countries', Ian suggested that the proposed RRO in China should certainly be an 

independent organisation, more like the CLA rather than a government department. For 

that reason, there should be some international involvement to guarantee its 

independence. 
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Ian assumed that China cannot have an voluntary system - "It would be compulsory 

because if it is voluntary, no one will take it seriously." Furthermore, because of the 

political factors in China, Ian could not see the voluntary system getting in anywhere -

"This is why I keep saying it is all depend on the GAPP." 

In the Chinese model, maybe it is advisable not to do much until the Chinese 

Government will support it with law, because before it is established, it has to convince 

from the government and it is the only way to collect money legally and quickly. and 

save the budget as well. China does need a law for the collective management of 

copyright in the future before it takes any action to establish collective licensing 

society and not only the RRO. 

Ian supposed that it would be helpful for the Chinese proposed RRO if it could manage 

to cover the cost by someone else like the Norwegian RRO which get quite a lot of 

money and persuade it to offer an interest fee loan to help the RRO start. -"You have 

to get a rich organisation. IFRRO does not have much money, so you have to go to one 

of the organisations which has money like the Norwegian one because they have to 

give away the money to someone and because they do have a quite big fund which is 

for copyright enforcement, they might." However, Ian admitted that if the Chinese 

Government wanted to establish an RRO, money will not be a problem and they will 

not want to have anyone else's money. 
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Anthony Watkinson 

1. Background 

Anthony Watkinson has worked in academic life as a visiting professor in information 

science at City University London and has been a scholarly librarian, but for thirty 

years he held senior management positions in a number of leading publishers including 

Academic Press, Oxford University Press, Chapman & Hall and Thomson Science & 

Professional. Since 1998, he has been an information consultant working on projects 

relating to intellectual property, authenticity, electronic monographs, the STM 

information system, document delivery, electronic course packs and a number of other 

topics. His clients include a number of leadIng publishers and intermediaries, JISC, the 

Publishers Association, International STM Association, the Association of American 

Publishers, and the Cochrane Collaboration. He is still a global dentistry publisher for 

Blackwell. Anthony had a very academic background for the interview; however, he 

stated that he was not familiar with Chinese publishing enough, although he used to 

work with some Chinese publishers for years. Because he does not have any 

connection with China now, the interview concentrated on the RRO itself instead of 

the proposed Chinese RRO. He also recommended someone involved in this area at 

the end of the interview. 

2. What is the RRO for publishers 

From publishers' perspective, the function of an RRO is to collect money for the use of 

copyright particularly in photocopying on the behalf of rights holders. It is a kind of 

semi-governmental organisation which was built up under the copyright legislation. 

Although compared with books sales or journals subscription, income from the RRO is 

really "tiny", it is still quite significant to rights manager whose job is looking after the 

secondary rights. Anthony agreed that the policemen role of the RRO is more 

important than the tax collector role. If the publishers are very worried about 

somebody undercutting their sales of books or journals, they will think that the 

collective licensing agency is very important to protect their investment and tax for 

copyright. On the other hand, most of the publishers do not even think about it at all 
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-"it is a very specialised area" 

Because the income to publishers from the CLA varies from one to one, for example, 

in the Universities, quite a lot of copying are journal articles not only the textbook, 

Anthony emphasized that the evidence that how important CLA is for the publishers 

are not clear. What is important is that the collective licensing agency brought the 

income publisher did not get before by supplying a blanket license to users who did 

not pay in the past at all (they did the photocopying anyway). 

Anthony suggested that keeping an eye on the independent organisation called 

HERON and the Pelican project would be useful for this research. The Pelican project 

examined the ways in which people in universities can build up course packs and pay 

for them without difficulties. The job of HERSON is to try to get the permissions 

easily by some blanket or overall system. Anthony also mentioned that among the 

variety of arrangement of the collective licensing agency, he preferred CCC (Copyright 

Clearance Centre) because it represents the right holders directly. 

3. The difficulties CLA is facing now 

Publishers do not entirely trust CLA, because CLA runs its commercial operation on 

its own terms. It is unnecessary to do what the publishers want it to do for it is owned 

by both publishers and authors. It is impossible to satisfy both sides all the time, 

because sometimes publishers and authors have conflicts. There is another problem for 

CLA that it is not only working for PLS and ALCS to protect copyright but it also has 

an important job to help users get the permission to do a lot of 

photocopying-"facilitation are very important from users' point of view". Moreover, 

Anthony mentioned that the management systems of the CLA are not very good and 

the money comes very slowly from them. Finally, until now, CLA has not obtained any 

mandate in agreement to exercise digital rights, because the publishers on the whole 

are keen to issue the digital licence themselves. However, the user population, 

particularly libraries want some blanket licences and the RRO should have a role in 
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this area. JISC is a govemment organisation which tends to supply the service like an 

RRO, actually helping users to get pennission in digital environment. It seems a kind 

of future the RRO can move into the digital era. What is more, people are printing 

documents instead of photocopying more and more, so beside digitisation the CLA is 

facing another technology challenge currently. Printing is not only more convenient for 

users but also is easier than photocopying to keep statistics and monitor on the number. 

4. Is it the right time for China to build an RRO? 

The short answer is "yes". Anthony used to have a lot to do with Chinese publishing 

and trained publishers during 1970s. One of the senior Chinese publishers who worked 

with Anthony quite a long time told him on Chinese publishers' basis that Chinese 

publishers at that time are very keen on copyright law. In his case, he was an 

agriculturaI publisher and published the material about crops, and how to stop pests 

from eating corps. Because there was no copyright law at that time, everything he 

produced was copied all over the place. His problem was that he had no control over 

any mistake in what he published because he was unable to stop the transmission and 

copying. It is very bad at present that the multi-information is produced badly; it is 

crucial that if It will be transferred in the future, China needs a copyright law to control 

it. Anthony admitted that he is thinking about this issue (copyright protection) from an 

electronic publishing and digitisation point of view. 

Another publisher told Anthony that he has to deal with all provincial administrators 

all the time (every province has separate administration department and publishing 

organisation) when other organisations taking away the book he published and then 

immediately making photocopies by all the provinces. In the digital environment, it 

will become more serious because it is easier for people to get the materials they want. 

It should be right that publishers should have some control on the behalf of authors of 

the ways by which text is transmitted. Anthony mentioned the idea repeatedly through 

the interview that in order for the publishing orgarusation to do its work, it should be 

protected by some way. 
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In China, as gradually, the publishing organisation became to different models. It used 

to be on the Russian model. At that time, publishers got paid to produce some books no 

matter if they were sold or if no one wanted them - "it did not work at all for the 

commercial publishers". It changed a lot ad is more commercial now. If publishers are 

responsible for book sales, they have to find some way to protect their product from 

being undermined by people photocopying anywhere. Copyright protection in China is 

not just a result of external factors like signing WTO or TRIPS, but also an internal 

requirement of domestic publishing industry. If there is no organisation to do it, it is 

very difficult for publishers and authors to flourish in the industry. Due to the huge 

amount of local piracy in China, Anthony did believe there was quite a lot of 

photocopying for Chinese books in the past. 
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Appendix 8 Interview with Chinese Rights Holders and NCAC 

China national publishing industry trading corporation 

1. Background 

China national publisIung industry trading corporation (CNPITC) was founded in 

October 1980, an affiliate company with China Publishing Group (CPG). CPG is a 

large-scale national publishing institution established in April 2002, comprising of ten 

large domestic publishing houses and three publications wholesalers. CNPITC is the 

one oflargest foreign trade corporation engaged in press and publishing fields in China. 

It has eight departments with 188 employees and six overseas subsidiaries, and its total 

amount of imports and exports was over 120 million USD in 2001. The interviewee 

was Chaoxu Zhu, the vice president of the CNPITC. Through the conversation, he 

elaborated on the publishing industry in China. However, he has little sense of 

copyright collective management and collective licensing societies. Accordingly, this 

interview mainly focused on the problems of Chinese publishing industry related with 

photocopying and piracy. 

2. llIegal photocopying and piracy 

During the 1960s to 1970s, there was large-scale illegal photocopying, unauthorised 

reprinting, and piracy in China. A lot of publishing houses and printing factories were 

built wholly for those purposes, especially producing unauthorised scientific and 

technical journals and periodicals. There are two main reasons for the problem. On one 

hand, the People's Republic of China was founded in 1949 while the Copyright Law of 

China was adopted on 1990 and entered into force on 1991. Moreover, until 1992, 

China agreed to join the Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention. 

Although there were some regulations adopted during this time, in almost 40 years, 

China did not have a copyright law and did not sign any international agreement -

''how to break the law, when there is no law?" Additionally, the lack of economic 
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development was an important factor leading large scale of pirate products in China 

because even research institutions were unable to afford expensive foreign 

publications. 

Until the Chinese Govermnent began to negotiate with the WT for its WTO accession, 

Western countries had claimed frequently that China should improve its protection of 

intellectual property. Consequently, after signing the bilateral agreements with other 

countries, China closed all the publishing houses and printing factories committing 

piracy and illegal photocopying in 2000. From then on, China started to officially 

import licences of foreign publications from other countries and only print authorised 

copies of publications. Under these circumstances, illegal photocopying and piracy 

with indirect support of govermnent has been eliminated. Nowadays, not only does 

Chinese Government pay much more attention to copyright protection, but also 

publishers and authors have recognised the importance of copyright protection. 

However, piracy is still a serious problem in China. The main reason is that there are a 

lot of pirate pubbshers earning money by printing publications illegally. They copy a 

book and sell bogus versions, sell foreign books that have been translated illegally, 

print books ostensibly by famous authors but in fact written by clumsy imitators, or 

piece famous authors' works together without their permission. From the government's 

point of view, it is quite difficult to find out the source of piracy and prevent it - "In 

most cases, piracy is a kind of personal behaviour; nobody know who did it and where 

they did it." At present, the most serious problem is pirate CDs because, compared 

WIth books, it is much easier to be reproduced and the cost is very low. 

Piracy is a global issue for the whole publishing industry, but especially in Asian 

countries. Mr Zhu said that from the feedback of their wholesalers in Korea, Taiwan, 

Thailand and Malaysia, piracy is very serious in these countries as well. Despite the 

piracy in China, Mr Zhu emphasised that from a publisher's perspective, Chinese 

Government had made a lot of effort to restrict piracy by establishment of government 
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departments and approval of laws and regulations, especially in recent years - "It 

approaches the international standard gradually." 

Furthennore, China has begun to open its publishing market. At this stage, China has 

opened its scientific and technical journal market and the distribution of books. At the 

same time, academic institutions received much more money from the government, so 

that they can afford the foreign publications which they could not afford before. For 

scientific journals, there are five or six state-owned publishing companies, which are 

entitled to import scientific and technical journals and buy licences from abroad -

"Once there are domestic customers and foreign sellers, we will import the scientific 

and technical journals they want". Currently, Chinese customer can buy electronic 

publications from foreign publishers directly. 

At present, the Chinese publishing industry is influenced only slightly by the accession 

of China to the WTO. China promised to open its distribution market. However, there 

is little margin of profit in this sector, so foreign publishers are unwilling to enter - "it 

is not worth entering." In the long tenn, the accession of WTO will promote the 

development of Chinese publishing industry by cooperating with other countries, 

sharing and competing with others, and learning advanced technology from others. Mr 

Zhu also estimated that recently (ten or twenty years), Chinese Government had not 

opened the publishing market because of its control of ideology. 

3. Photocopying in China 

From Mr Zhu's perspective, the situation of photocopying in China is quite different 

with Western countries, especially in education sector. First, most of universities in 

Clnna write and compile textbooks by themselves or adopt textbooks published by 

other universities. This is the reason why most of the famous universities in China, like 

Tsinghua University, Peking University and Renmin University of China, have their 

own publishing houses. For this reason, Universities are unwilling that students 

photocopy textbook, but prefer to sell thousands of textbooks to students directly. 
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Second, more and more universities have begun to adopt for original edition foreign 

textbooks in the class. They bought the licences through publishing companies such as 

CNPITC or contact foreign publishers straightforward. As a consequence, students can 

gain access to foreign books much more easily than before. Third, the price of books in 

China is so cheap that it is completely unnecessary to photocopy parts of the book. Mr 

Zhu estimated that even to the most expensive foreign textbook in China, is just one 

tenth the price of the same book in Western countries. Moreover, in Chinese tradition 

mind, compared with photocopying, books are worth reservation in a relatively long 

time. Fourth, the Chinese pattern of teaching is different from Western countries. 

Teachers always recommend one or two books as the textbooks for a module 

(sometimes they are the books published by this university's press) and all the students 

will buy the books. Teachers scarcely distribute photocopying reading materials to 

students or suggest that students photocopy any other reading materials. To conclude, 

the market of photocopying in China is not mature because photocopying the whole 

book or parts of book is not very common for Chinese patrons 

In other sector like business or pharmacy, Mr Zhu estimated that companies in these 

sectors will do some photocopying. However, he also pointed that the cost of this kind 

of photocopying will be very high so that the volume of this sort of photocopying will 

be limited. The main reason he gave is that the sources to get the books the companies 

needed are fewer than Western countnes because a lot of professional books have not 

been imported yet and the library system in China is still developing -"In order to 

photocopy a book, the company has to make a huge effort to find the book." Mr Zhu 

also gave an example that there is a special publishing house of the SIPO that it only 

prints the books that are out of print in a small number with the customers' 

requirements. The price of this kind of books is very expensive because the cost is high 

- "they have to find the book for the customer first and just print one or two copies in 

accordance with the requirements." On the whole, he felt that "it is not the right time to 

establish an RRO in China." 
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4. The CCALW and publishers 

CNPITC has its own publishing house to publish sheet music and music book, so it has 

some cooperation with the MCSC, mainly for consulting about copyright issues. From 

Mr Zhu's perspective, at this stage, copyright collective administration would not have 

any influence on Chinese publishers - "It is a good idea for authors because their 

income will increase and generate more enthusiasm for their work". 

From the publishers' perspective, it is extraordinarily difficult to implement the 

"ambitious" CWNs blueprint of the CCALW. At present, the legal system in China is 

still uncompleted and the rights holders' understanding of copyright law is not 

comprehensive either. In most case, rights holders do not realise how to protect their 

rights until someone has infringed their copyright or other rights. In addition, the 

structure of Chinese Government system is very complicated. There are a large degree 

of overlap of rights and duties in the govermnent organisations and departments. Thus 

it is hardly possible to organise all the writers and publishers together just through one 

association. "It is really a good hope, but it is unrealistic in some degree." However, 

there is an advantage of Chinese Govermnent that it has a very strong administrative 

capability so that if the government gives full support to the CCALW with funds and 

relative regulations, it will be easier to establish this kind of organisation in China than 

similar organisations in other countries. 

Mr Zhu mentioned that the Copyright Protection Centre of China (CPCC), which is a 

social copyright management and social service organisation under the direct 

leadership of the GAPP and NCAC, has offered legal consultations, mediation of 

copyright disputes and attorneys for copyright litigation, and long-standing legal 

services for writers and publishers. From publishers' perspective, based on publishers' 

experience of cooperating with CPCC, it is very difficult for CPCC to protect writers 

and publishers' rights. For example, through the procession of investigation of piracy, 

one of the problems is effective cooperation with local police and judicial departments 

effectively. In many cases, they did not find the suspects and the whole case ended up 
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with nothing definite. What is worse, sometimes, the cost of this kind of resultless 

investigation is much higher than the loss. Mr Zhu suggested that the CCALW should 

take into account that it will probably face the same problem like the CPCC - "What 

CCALW will do if it is difficult to collect the fee or the cost of collecting fee is much 

high than the collection? The cost of operating this kind of organisation will be very 

very high." 

Accordingly, publishers are quite disappointed with CPCC and do not expect results 

from it any more. Publishers therefore often choose to take action by themselves to 

reduce the loss to minimum. They will print a great number of copies of a book, 

distribute them once and never reprint it again - ''They do not care how many pirate 

copies in the market and Just want to make the profit once." In some sectors like 

literary works, some large publishing houses formed a kind of informal league to 

prevent piracy. They armounced that once they found any bookshop sold pirate books, 

they would refuse to supply their products to that bookshop - "although it is not a 

juridical measure, it is a commercial measure from publishers themselves to prevent 

the piracy." However, Mr Zhu emphasised that it is impossible to establish one 

organisation including all the publishers in China because the structure of Chinese 

publishing industry is too complex. 

From the publishers' perspective, the education function of the CPCC and the CCALW 

is weak, because until now, the Chinese Goverument has not paid much attention to 

educating citizens about copyright "After all, copyright is just related with a small 

number of people compared with the whole population in China." There are so many 

more important things waiting for goverument to tackle such as environmental 

pollution, family planning, eliminating poverty, etc, which would affect the whole 

Chinese society - ''when you have one hundred things to do and you just have one 

hundred yuan, what is you choice, spending one yuan on one thing or spend most 

money on the most influential thing? This is the goverument responsibility to keep the 

balance in the society" Although goverument organised training for employees in the 
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publishing industry every year, it lacks the people and funds to educate millions of 

citizens - ''The people who knew copyright a lot would know more, the people who do 

not know copyright would never know." 
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Chinese Wnters' Association (CWA) 

1. Background 

A point which should be mentioned is that the whole report including five interviews is 

against a backdrop of the promulgation of the Regulations on Copyright Collective 

Administration of the PRC which was adopted at the 74th session of the State Council 

on 22 December 2004 and entered into force on 1 March 2005. The Chinese Writers' 

Association (CWA), founded on July 23, 1947 in Beijing, is an independent 

central-level organisation which claims 39 group members and 6128 individual 

members. As an important force in promoting China's cultural and ideological progress, 

it has done a lot of work in organising writers to study the Chinese Communist party's 

policies, granting literary awards, conducting research on literary theories and 

promoting the literature of ethnic groups as well as international literary exchanges. 

The interviewees were two out of three staff from the Commission for Ensuring 

Writers' Rights & Interests, a special department of the CWA which offers a free 

service to writers in the whole country for protecting their rights by mediation and 

legal measures under the General Principles of the Civil Law of PRC and the 

Copyright Law of the PRC. Finally, what the interviewees said just represents their 

own personal opinion, and not the organisation they are working for. As their request, 

the respondents have not been identified. 

2. Reproduction rights and some problems in China 

It is recognised that reproduction rights is not only concerned with the traditional 

methods such as reproducing copies of a work by printing or photocopying, but also 

the right in the digital environment, especially transferring works in paper to digital 

media such as CD-ROM or other electronic media. Concentrating on photocopying, at 

a seminar held by a government department several years before, some experts had 

proposed that right holders should receive remuneration for photocopying as well. At 

that time, it led to an argument that whether photocopying, including reproduction for 

private and personal use (Copyright Law of PRC stipulates this kind of use as 

"limitations on right"), should be charged for. Most attendees agreed that photocopying 
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should be charged for because it belongs to one kind of reproduction rights. Moreover, 

the interviewees emphasised that they have paid attention to the reproduction 

behaviour in the library and they think right holders should receive remuneration for 

this. However, the interviewees also admitted there is no evidence showing that 

photocopying is damaging Chinese publishing industry at present. 

Although from the interviewees' perspective, it is now generally recognised that some 

amount of charge for photocopying is payable, it is just a pure idea from authors' point 

of view and there are still a number of practical problems needed to discuss. The first 

problem is who has the right and responsibility to collect the fee on the behalf of 

writers. This issue is considered further later. The second issue was how to collect the 

fee. From the interviewees' point of view, a levy on photocopiers is the most 

reasonable and most convenient way to collect the fee (the interviewees did not 

mention anything about other equipments like reader printers and scanners during the 

conversation). The interviewees said they just knew partly how the German system 

works and they had never heard of the measures other countries had adopted before my 

descriptions. According to their experience, after my descriptions of different licensing 

systems, they still prefer a levy system on photocopiers The interviewees said 

compared with reprinting the work, printing an abstract of it or printing it reference 

material by other newspaper or periodical publishers, it is quite difficult to conduct an 

accurate statistical survey of the frequency of use for photocopying and what materials 

are photocopied from every user. From the interviewees' perspective, it is very similar 

with the situation of music works. The MCSC, the only existing copyright collective 

management organisation in China, conducts surveys to decide the rates for collecting 

licensing fees by taking account of the time, manner and territory of using works and 

also the frequency of use and distribute the fee based the result of survey and the fame 

of the rights holders. However, the interviewees claimed that this kind of survey is 

inaccurate to some degree and is difficult to apply on photocopying too. For these 

reasons, the interviewees concluded that a levy on photocopiers would be the most 

practical and easiest forward in China. They also said that they do not consider 
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transactional licence appropriate either. 

However, in the interviewees' opinion, even a levy system will have some 

implementation difficulties. The biggest problem is that imposing tariffs on 

photocopier or collecting fee from operators and protecting reproduction rights are not 

in the same government system - it will become a complex equation involving with a 

lot of facets like economy, copyright protection, customs etc. Chinese Governmental 

administration structure is also much more intricate than others. The interviewees 

explained that there is State Intellectual Property Office of PRC (SIPO), which is 

mainly responsible for patents and trade marks; however, it does not include any 

department taking charge of copyright. On the other hand, there is the National 

Copyright Administration out of SIPO with responsibility for copyright. As a 

consequence, it is quite difficult to achieve a consistency among different parties 

regarding a levy on photocopiers. 

The interviewees emphasised that levy system is purely hypothetical at this stage, so 

there is no feedback of this idea from users' and operators' perspective. However, the 

interviewees pointed out that no matter which measure will be adopted, most users in 

China, especially in business sector, have not realised that they should pay 

remuneration to rights holders for photocopying. The interviewees suggested that it 

had better begin with education sector like libraries and school. Later, it ought to 

extend to the owners of photocopiers which serve the public cornmerciaIly, like copy 

shop - "as long as photocopying is not free except the cost of paper, ink etc, it should 

pay remuneration to rights holders." The fee will be collected with certain percentage 

of the income of every photocopier or the total income of copy shops every year - "it 

is more reasonable than charging certain amount of money to all the organisations and 

operators" . 

3. China Copyright Association for Literary Works (CCALW) 

In 2001, the CWA and the Copyright Protection Centre of China (CPCC) have initiated 
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the China Copyright Association for Literary Works (CCALW). According to the 

Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration, it wIll be a collecting 

management society covering all kinds of literary works in China. It is an independent 

non-profit mass organisation and after the process of foundation, there will be ''no 

relationship" between the CWA and the CCALW, or the CPCC and the CCALW. The 

interviewees estimated that in the future, the CWA and the CCALW will cooperate in 

some areas but there is no direct relationship with each other. The CCALW will deduct, 

from the licensing fees which it has collected, a certain proportion as administration 

fees to maintain its regular activities. 

As one of the initiators from writers' side, the CWA is mainly responsible for 

administrative affairs between writers and other parties. For example, the Regulations 

states that the number of the owners who initiate copyright collective administration 

organisation must be not less than fifty (here, owners is the right holders.), so the CWA 

has the responsibility to organise potential owners and negotiate with them. On the 

other hand, CPCC is a company which was founded by the National Copyright 

Administration, so that it has the capability to run the business. From the functional 

aspects, these two are reciprocal. The interviewees said that the biggest problem 

through the initiation of the CCALW was that there was no law or regulation on 

copyright collective administration to follow before the promulgation of the 

Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration on 1 March 2005, so that it is 

clear that the support from Chinese Govermnent is very important and a completed 

legal system is necessary for the CCALW. Meanwhile, the interviewee admitted that 

lack of the respect of copyright and understanding of collective administration among 

the citizens is another serious issue they are facing, and educating people is a 

long-term task for them. 

The operation of the CCALW will follow the pattern of the MCSC The membership of 

the CCALW is supposed to be writers registering in the CWA, including journalists 

and writers who published their articles in academic journals. All members of the 
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CCALW would join voluntarily. Writers grant the CCALW the right to administer their 

copyright and other relevant rights and it will work on the behalf of right holders to 

collect fee from users and distribute fees to the rights holders. From interviewees' 

point of view, they planned to extend the CCALW to all rights of copyright owners 

which can be managed collectively. In that case, rights holders would grant the rights 

which they prefer the CCALW to mandate and hold other rights themselves. In other 

words, the CCALW will take charge of the main function of the RRO in the future. 

Another function of the CCALW is to educate people to respect copyright but also 

explain the notion of copyright collective management; after all, it is a brand new 

concept for the whole country. However, the interviewees emphasised the most 

important function of the CCALW is to "help writers"; education is secondary. 

The interviewees estimated the CCALW will be founded officially in this year. Before 

that, there are two principal activities: appointing the board of directors and convening 

the general membership meeting in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations. 

Furthermore, because the statute of the CCALW drawn up four years ago, it is the time 

to amend it based on the Regulations as well. The interviewee said there are three main 

depart1nents: collecting fees, distributing the collection and legal depart1nent. There are 

no more details so far. The interviewees added that because of compulsory and legal 

licences stated in the Copyright Law of China, there is a transferring centre which 

helps rights holders receive remuneration from newspapers and periodicals. In the near 

future, the CCALW will take charge of this centre. 

The interviewees expected the CCALW will cooperate with Chinese publishers as well. 

According to the Copyright Law of the PRC, the publishers enjoy the exclusive right 

of exploitation in respect of the format, layout and design of the books, newspapers 

and magazines he or she publishes, so beside the membership of writers, CCALW 

provide a kind of group-member to legal entity such as publishers and publishing 

companies to help them protect their rights. If just parts of the articles are used by 

other newspapers or magazines, only writers will receive the remuneration while if the 
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whole article including format, layout and other design was adopted, the remuneration 

will be distributed to writers and publisher separately. As mentioned before, because 

this idea is purely hypothetical, how to distribute the collection between writers and 

publishers is too far in the future to discuss. 
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NCACl 

1. Background 

In order to speed up the drafting of copyright legislation and to strengthen the 

administration of copyright throughout the country, the State Council approved the 

establishment of the National Copyright Administration of China (NCAC) in July 1985. 

Nowadays, it is the government's organ responsible for copyright administration and 

enforcement and is also responsible for nationwide copyright issues, including 

investigating infringement cases, administering foreign-related copyright issues, 

developing foreign-related arbitration rules and supervising administrative authorities. 

Actually, the GAPP, the principal supervisory organ of the press in China, and the 

NCAC are the same organ with two names (the Chinese Government structure is quite 

complex). The interviewee is working for the Department of Printing and Reprography 

ofNCAC. Because the interviewee thought it is not the right time to establish an RRO 

in China now, most of my questions were not fully explored. The interviewee also 

admitted that it is very difficult to do the research on reprographic right and the RROs 

because there are few materials and references from the Chinese side. What the 

interviewees said just represents their own personal opinion, and not the organisation 

they are working for. As their request, the respondent have not been identified 

2. Reprographic right in Cluna and RROs 

The interviewee pointed out that copyright in accordance with the Copyright Law of 

the PRC includes the right of reproduction which includes photocopying, so 

theoretically the writers and publishers should enjoy their reprographic right. However, 

until now, it is a fact that there is no copyright collecting society to help right holders 

protect and manage their reprographic rights in China. 

There are several problems associated with establishing an RRO in China now. First, 

from the legislation's point of view, there were no regulations or law of copyright 

collective administration in a long time. The interviewee admitted that, the average 

level of copyright protection in China just reaches the lowest level of international 
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standards of copyright protection, although in some areas, it reaches a relative high 

level of international standard. Form implementation's aspect, it is far lower than the 

average level of copyright protection in global scope. Second, although the 

Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration has been effective since I March 

2005, there is no demand of an RRO from rights holders - "The existence of any 

organisation is rooted in the demand of a certain group of people." In Western 

countries, where the RRO could be established, the differential between the price of 

copying and buying the complete book is far more than in the China. From 

interviewee's perspective, the cost of copying a book is very high in China, so that it is 

quite unusual to copy a book instead of buying one in China. From publishers' 

feedback, they do not require the establishment of an RRO. At this stage, to be frank, 

no one even considered this issue, so it is too early to discuss whether it is the right 

time to establish it. Third, government should consider the degree of citizens' 

acceptance of an RRO to collect fees for reprographic right. It is obvious that at this 

stage, Chinese citizens lack respect for copyright. For example, the cost of 

photocopying might increase if there is an RRO in China; in that case, it would be very 

difficult to persuade users or operators of copy shops to pay "extra" to rights holders. 

Most Chinese citizens know clearly that their property right of books and audio-visual 

products is separated with writers' copyright, however, a lot of Chinese citizens do not 

know they have the right to play a CD at home, but they are not allowed to play the 

music as the background of restaurants for free - "It is not the same case that you buy 

a bike. You can do anything you want to your bike but you cannot do anything to your 

books and CDs." Fourth, it is clear that the lack of economic development is an 

important factor which means that Chinese citizens are unwilling to pay remuneration 

to rights holders. 

3. Collecting societies in China and the CCALW from NCAC's perspective 

Since the passage of a sub law on copyright collective administration, recently, two 

collecting societies are being deleloped: China Copyright Association for Audio-Visual 

Works and China Copyright Association for Literary Works (the CCALW) are at the 
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preparatory stage of being established based on the new regulations and experience 

from the MCSC. It is likely that a collecting society for performance right will be 

established in the nearly future as well. 

In China, most of guilds for each industry or a certain group of people have a 

semi-government background, so all of them are administrative organisations under 

government control. For example, besides supplying free service to writers, the CWA 

also undertake a lot of other tasks such as organising writers to study the Chinese 

Communist party's policies, granting literary awards, conducting researches on literary 

theories and promoting the literature of ethnic groups as well as intemationalliterary 

exchanges. Under these circumstances, it is time to establish an organisation like the 

CCALW which purely serve writers and help them enjoy their rights. The only 

established collecting society in China, the MCSC, which was established by 

Copyright Protection Centre of China and Chinese Music Association. In this case, the 

government recognised that it is an effective way to establish the collecting societies 

by CPCC and concerning guild or authoritative organisation of one industry as two 

initiators of the collecting societies. However, the interviewee emphasised that 

although maybe there will be some cooperation between the initiative organisations 

and collecting societies, there will be no direct relationship between initiative 

organisation and collecting societies after the their establishment. 

From the interviewee's perspective, it is very difficult to establish a collecting society 

to mandate all the rights from rights holders. In another words, the CWNs blueprint of 

the CCALW is impractical. The original intention to establish of the CCALW from 

NCAC is to help writers manage and protect their secondary rights like right of 

communication through information networks, because mainly when relating with 

secondary right of literary works, individual writers have difficulty identifying the use 

of copyright works and collective payments and the users have difficulties identifying 

the writers and getting the permission. From global scope, although every country has 

their own system, most countries classified their system based on the category of 
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works or category of rights holders. Only in Italy, there is just one society called SlAB 

responsible for all kinds of works and right holders. In China, NCAC planned to 

establish collecting societies with the category of works or category of rights or rights 

holders. Moreover, in accordance with the Regulations on Copyright Collective 

Administration, the operating scope of such organisation will not overlap or coincide 

with that of any copyright collective administration organisation which has been 

registered. 

In the future, the interviewee thought that the CCALW probably will engage in the 

protection ofreprographic rights instead of establishing an RRO separately - "There is 

a tendency that the CCALW will administer the reprographic right among other rights 

which writers are unable to manage by themselves, if there is the demand for 

protection ofreprographic right from right holders in the future." To put it another way, 

theoretically there would be a collecting society for reproduction rights including 

reprographic rights in the future, but "it depends on the demand, anyway." It is quite 

difficult to estimate which system (Levy, compulsory, voluntary) China will adopt in 

the future, but it he confirmed that there will be rates for collecting licensing fees 

which might take account of the categories of use, commercial or non-commercial, the 

manner and place of using works, public or pirate, the difference between developing 

area and developed area and so on. In accordance with the Regulations on Copyright 

Administration, a copyright collective administration organisation shall draw up the 

methods for collecting and distributing licensing fee and submit the draft to 'the 

administrative department for copyright (the NCAC) under the State Council for the 

approval. At the same time, the NCAC will draw up some standards or rules as 

reference for the collecting society for collecting and distributing fees. 

From the interviewee's perspective, collecting societies have an inborn feature of 

monopoly and it is necessary for collecting societies to have a monopoly on a certain 

kind of works or rights. The monopoly is one of the peculiarities of the collecting 

societies because the reason why they were established is that rights holders face 
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hundreds of thousands of users using his or her works, while each user face to a large 

number of right holders. On the other hand, regarding to the Regulations on Copyright 

Collective Administration, although it did not require collecting societies to have a 

monopoly, it states that the number of the owners who initiate the establishment of 

such an organisation is not less than fifty and these fifty owners cannot be selected 

randomly - they are required to be authoritative in the area they engage in. At the same 

time, in accordance with the Regulations, the administrative department of copyright 

(the NCAC) under State Council may supervise copyright collective administration 

organisations and they can also be subject to supervision by the civil administrative 

department under the State Council and other relevant departments. 

Regarding education, the interviewee said that compared with collecting societies, the 

NCAC has the main responsibility to provide education on copyright to the mass with 

some help from the collecting societies in the future. One problem of education is that 

most of organisations like the CWA and the Chinese Music Association lack funding 

because most of them do not have any income except from government. 

4. Piracy in China 

The interviewee admitted that Chinese Government is under heavy pressure from other 

countries to improve IP protection. In spite of a lack of economic development, the 

government has made a real effort to restrict piracy in China, because it knows clearly 

that it is an era of global economy and China has to obey the international rules if it 

hopes to be involved in global economy - "you cannot say that your family is poor, so 

you became to a thief." 

However, from citizens' perspective, it is understandable that not all can afford the 

authorised books or Audio-Visual products, especially authorised software. Once, the 

general manager of a very famous Chinese software company said, "Even if you just 

buy authorised software once, I will consider you are a good guy." The Chinese 

software industries have tried hard to decrease the price of authorised software and do 
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researches to develop good domestic software for the mass. Some film distribution 

companies produced a great number of copies of a film to reduce the cost and 

distribute them once and never reproduce it again. A lot of publishers adopted this 

measure as well to reduce the cost. The interviewee even said that Chinese citizens 

have the responsibility to support the domestic publishing, software and film industry 

and give them some time and patience to grow up. However, the citizens have to 

realise that no matter how low the authorised product's price is, it is impossible to 

match the price of pirate products. Finally, the power of the NCAC is not enough to 

control everything. For example, there is totally only 18 staff in the NCAC and GAPP 

together. As with Mr Zhu, the interviewee said that copyright is just related with a 

small number of people compared with the whole population in China. There are so 

many more important things waiting for government to tackle. Accordingly, for the 

whole country, we are a long way from restricting piracy to eliminating it, not only by 

the copyright protection but also by educating citizens and boosting domestic industry 

and economy. 
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The NCAC2 

1. Background 

The interviewee of this interview is Si Gao, the director of the legal division of 

copyright department of the NCAC. Ms Gao also attended some professional training 

courses in German copyright collective administration organisation and engaged in 

international communication on copyright. Because Ms Gao is an expert on copyright 

law, the issues in this interview are mainly on the Regulations on Copyright Collective 

Administration. Finally, I found all the interviewees considered reprographic right is 

just related with photocopying simply. 

2. Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration and collecting societies in 

China 

Most developed countries, especially the countries adopted Civil Law system like 

France, Germany, and Japan, etc, have one chapter in the copyright law or separate 

special law to define and regulate activities of copyright collective administration. For 

the countries which had followed Common Law system, like UK and U.S., there is no 

separate regulation or special law of copyright collective administration. Meanwhile, 

in the developing countries, copyright collective administration is a burgeoning 

management pattern of copyright. Ms Gao explained that most secondary rights 

stipulated in Copyright Law of the PRC only can be implemented through copyright 

collective administration organisations, so if there is no regulation on copyright 

collective administration and this kind of organisation. The Copyright Law of the PRC 

exists in name only. Under those circumstances, it is clear that to complete the Chinese 

copyright protection system, specific regulations on copyright collective 

administration to define and regulate activities of copyright collective administration 

and its organisations are needed. This is why the State Council gave NCAC a task to 

draft the regulations on copyright collective administration after the revision of the 

Copyright Law of the PRC in 2001. 

As of March 1, 2005, Regulations for Collective Management of Copyright will 
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become effective. At present, China Copyright Association for Audio-Visual Works 

and China Copyright Association for Literary Works are at the preparatory stage of 

being established. They will be respectively responsible for collective management of 

music works, audio-visual works and literary works. In China, the Regulations 

addressed that copyright collective administration organisations are non-profit mass 

organisations. In most countries which adopted Civil Law system, this kind of 

organisation could find their status in the Civil Law, however, because of the 

uncompleted legal system, until now, collecting societies could not find their status in 

the Civil Law in China- "they just could be identified as 'other mass organisation' in 

the Regulations on Mass Organisation Registration." The operation pattern of 

collecting societies will stimulate the operation of the MCSC - ''because it is the only 

one we have." 

In accordance with the Regulations, in each area, there will be only one copyright 

collective administration organisation. At the beginning of drafting the Regulations, 

the NCAC considered that the collecting society might have a monopoly on the area 

they operate in the future, so another aim of the Regulations is to regulate their 

activities and establish a supervIsion system to supervision the collecting societies. 

Although the NCAC does not intend to establish a copyright tribunal, it will be 

responsible for mediation and supervision. Beside the supervision from the NCAC, 

collecting societies will also receive supervision from the civil administrative 

department, owners and users. 

In accordance with the Regulations, right holders may voluntarily conclude a written 

contract for copyright collective administration with a copyright collecting society and 

become a member of this society, authorising the latter to administer copyright or 

rights related to copyright which he or she enjoys, and also voluntarily resign his or her 

membership and terminate the contract for the society. In China, according with the 

Regulations, the copyright collective administration organisations have the 

responsibility to collect remuneration for legal licences as well. Ms Gao said that even 
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if China planed to protect reprographic nghts, it would be included in legal licence -

"It is possible that we might revise the Copyright Law some time to add reprographic 

right in it." 

The role of government is to administrate these organisations, give some funds and 

supervise them after the establishment. Furthennore, in the future, the NCAC will draft 

some standards or schemes of collecting fees. For example, when the MCSC 

negotiated with some companies about the fees of downloading mobile phone ring 

tones from Internet, there was a dispute between them and was finally settled by court. 

If there is a general standard of collecting fees, the collecting societies might collect 

fees and agree negotiations with users easier. 

From NCAC's perspective, the main functions of collecting societies are to serve right 

holders, collect fees on the behalf of them and distribute the fees. Although collecting 

societies might provide some education for their marketing development, the NCAC 

primarily has the responsibility of educating citizens on to respect copyright - ''NCAC 

have provided a lot of education since it founded." In China, one of the primary 

functions of government is to educate citizens, while in other countries, government 

invest their funds in other areas. For example, citizens have to spend much money on 

education from high school while it is free to receive education in Gennany and France. 

At the same time, implementing the law is much more difficult than other countries. 

Ms Gao said that at beginning, when the MCSC collected remunerations from 

domestic restaurants, the owners of the restaurants thought it was a kind of 

government's abuse of power, while foreign companies like MacDonald and KFC paid 

the fee inunediately. However, currently, the situation is changed and it is easier to 

collect the fees. 

3. The CCALW and RRO in China 

The most important reason why the CCALW was prepared such a long time (four years) 

is that there was no regulation on copyright collective administration before. 
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Consequently, although the CPCC and the CWAdid a lot of preparation, they could not 

go further, and were not able to submit the application for the establishment of the 

CCALW to the administrative department for copyright and go through the procedures 

for registration at the civil administrative department without the concerning regulation. 

However, the MCSC is an exception. It was established by the NCAC and the Chinese 

Music Association in 1992, because on one hand, Chinese Government was under 

heavy pressure from other countries in copyright protection for music works; on the 

other hand, government also treated this establishment as an experiment of copyright , 
collective administration organisation. Since then, because the civil administrative 

department deemed that the establishment of this kind of organisations did not accord 

with the Regulations on Mass Organisation Registration, it did not approve other 

applications. 

NCAC have a lot of contact with IFRRO. Ms Gao mentioned that the NCAC invited 

officials of IFRRO and Ms Lynette Owen to make some presentations in China. She 

also emphasised that NCAC and other government departments update their 

information much quicker than before and make a strong effort to keep pace with 

developed countries. 

Until now, Copyright Law of the PRC did not states any articles on the reprographic 

right - ''there is nothing about reprographic right from legal aspect in China now." For 

example, in some countries, their copyright act provides that certain kinds of works 

may be photocopied without the consent of the author, but subject to an obligation to 

pay remuneration - "it belongs to a kind of legal licences." In China. although the 

Copyright Act stipulated the legal licences, it did not mention reprographic right and 

photocopying. As noted before, because there is nothing about reprographic rights, it is 

too early to consider who should collect the fee and how to collect it. Ms Gao said that 

although RROs are all around world now, not all the countries have an established 

RRO; At this stage, Chinese Government does not have any plan to establish one in 

China, so it is not the right time to establish an RRO now. Whether there will be any 
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regulation on reprographic right in the future depends on the demand from right 

holders - ''until now, there is no social base of reprographic right." 

There is another important reason why Chinese legislators did not draft reprographic 

right into the Copyright Act. This is because photocopying the whole book or parts of 

book is not very common for Chinese patrons. The price of books are quite cheap 

while the cost of photocopying is not very cheap. For Chinese users, it is really 

unnecessary to copy a book instead of buying a book. At the same time, regarding to 

Chinese tradition, "Chinese still prefer to own a book instead of photocopying parts of 

it". In addition the library lending system is not as well developed as in the developed 

countries. Moreover, Chinese citizens are not used to getting books from lIbraries -

"Did you find that Chinese students do not like to go to libraries? They will buy the 

books or find it from Internet". However, Mr Gou added that the there is a tendency 

that potential market of photocopying is developing now because of the increase of the 

price of books and the decrease of the cost of photocopying - "When publishers 

realised the threat from photocopying to their sale, they Will appeal to establish an 

RRO in China". At this stage, nobody know clearly whether photocopying is 

threatening publishers' original sales or not - "it needs a survey to show whether there 

is a problem and how serious the problem is, although it seems that there is a tendency 

of the growth of photocopying market and you can conduct interview with Chinese 

libraries to find out whether photocopying are more and more popular in the libraries 

and how many copies they made for their patrons everyday." 

From the NCAC's perspective, the CCALW will mainly take charge of the right of 

communication through information networks in the near future. For literary works, 

the trade of copyright between authors and publishers are the main activity which does 

not need an intermediary organisation between them. At this stage, beside the right of 

communication through information network, Ms Gao estimated that it is possible that 

the CCALW might take charge of the right of digitalisation of literary works, like 

databases - "It is just related with reproduction rights but it is not the reprographic 
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right we are talking about." Ms Gao said that because there is no regulation on 

reprographic right, it is quite difficult to predict which patterns the RRO will exist in 

China, ''maybe it will be an independent organisation or including into the CCALW." 

At this stage, she estimated that reprographic right will be included in the CCALW 

because ''when the market is so small, it wastes money, time and manpower to 

establish an RRO separately." 

Ms Gao explained that the reason why publishers will receive numeration from 

reprographic right is because publishers make an effort to product the publications like 

typography. For journals, sometimes, because authors are working for publishers and 

wrote articles paid by them, publishers owned the copyright. She said that it is very 

fair that every party who made an effort in the publishing procession should gain profit 

accordmg to what they did. 
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NCAC3 

1. Background 

The interviewee is Chao Xu, the deputy director general of the NCAC. Because of 

time limitation, the interview did not follow the questions I prepared. Mr XU told me 

that some foreign publishers have mentioned this issue to the NCAC; moreover, 

IFRRO has also contacted the NCAC and suggest that China should establish an RRO. 

However, he also said that it is really quite difficult to do the research on reprographic 

rights and RROs in China at this stage. Through the interviews with the CWA and the 

NCAC, I found the German system affected my Chinese interviewees a lot. 

2. Suggestions of model 

Because the CPCC and the CWA are just initiators of the CCALW, there will be no 

direct relationship between those organisations and the CCALW. Second, In China, a 

copyright arbitration body like copyright tribunal does not exist. The NCAC has the 

responsibility to settle a dispute over a copyright contract by mediation, but has no 

arbitration function. As an alternative, if the NCAC failed to mediate between the 

parties, a dispute may be submitted for arbitration to an arbitration body such as the 

Beijing Arbitration Committee, which arbitrates all kinds of contracts, under an 

arbitration clause in the contract, or under a written arbitration agreement concluded 

after the contract has been signed in accordance with the Arbitration Law of PRC. On 

the whole, my model needs some changes in respond to Chinese copyright protection 

system and government structure. 

If China established an RRO in the future, it would be a kind of CCAO operating in 

accordance with the Regulations on Copyright Collective Administration. Mr Xu 

emphasised that it would not be an agency or company but a CCAO in China. There 

are two systems of copyright collective administration organisation in the world. In the 

countries which followed Common Law legal system like UK, the CCAOs are 

independent non-profit companies in accordance with the Company Law of every 

country. In other countries and areas which adopted Civil Law legal system like most 
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of continental European countries, Japan, Taiwan province and mainland China, there 

is one chapter in the Copyright law or one article in the copyright law with a separate 

special law or sub-law to define and regulate activities of copyright collective 

administration. In China, although it is called "Regulations on Copyright Collective 

Administration", it is a sub-law of Copyright Law of the PRC. Consequently, 

compared with Common Law legal system, the CCAOs in China are not a kind of 

company. 

Second, it is necessary to have some analysis for the reasons of the establishment of 

RROs all over the world. Mr XU claimed that comprehensive survey and convincing 

data is the only way to persuade legislators. The fIrst reason Mr Xu mentioned is in 

response to the need to license wide-scale photocopying of printed works which led 

the decrease of the original sale of books and other publications. Generally speak, the 

appeal of the establishment ofRROs were mainly from publishers not authors, because 

although authors' right were hurt, after all, their works were spread wider, especially 

for the individual authors writing the academic articles. On the other hand, publishers 

pay more attention to profIt, so they appealed establishing the RRO at fIrst and their 

organisation have the capability to afford the survey to fmd out how much 

photocopying threatened their original sale. However, in China, because all the 

publishing houses are state-owned, they are not as keen as Western publishing 

companies which are all private-owned on the market and profIt - "No matter in which 

country, all the state-owned enterprises are same. They are lazy and ineffective because 

they think government and state is their backup." Under these circumstances, Chinese 

publishers lack incentive and passion to do the survey while it is impossible for 

government to spend a lot of money on doing the survey for publishers' benefIt -

"From other countries' experience, publishers always conducted the survey fIrst and 

then lobby to concerning government departments and legislators with the enough 

evidence." 
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Appendix 9 Interview with IFRRO 

1. Does IFRRO think it is the right time to develop an RRO in China and why? If not, 
what is the main obstructive factors preventing its development in China today? 

IFRRO would favour the development of an RRO in China. RROs provide legal access 
to copyright works and there is a need for such access in the Chinese society. Moreover, 
the work of RROs is an efficient means to combat piracy and reduces the need for 
pirate copies of works protected by copyright. 

To our understanding, the current legislation needs some modifications to allow the 
development of an efficient RRO in China. It may also be necessary to undertake 
copyright education and awareness programs with both rights holder and user groups 
to promote a wider understanding of the irmnediate and long term benefits of 
collective copyright management, particularly to the national publishing industry. 

2. Did China govermnent or other organisations contact IFRRO at this stage? Is there 
any action from China to prepare the establishment of an RRO now? 

Over the years there has been contact between IFRRO and the Chinese government for 
the purpose of exchanging information. New legislation on collective management of 
rights approved by the State Council on December 22nd last year entered into force on 
March 1 SI 2005. This is an important step to enable the development of a Chinese 
RRO. 

However, IFRRO would be pleased to engage in more detailed discussions both with 
the Chinese government and with other stakeholders to explore the areas where IFRRO 
can assist with the establishment of a self-sustainable RRO. 

3. If China intends to establish an RRO, will IFRRO be glad to support it? And 
Which kind of help or support would it supply to China? 

IFRRO is ready to assist the Chinese rights holders, their representative organisations 
and the govermnent in setting up and developing the work of a Chinese RRO. IFRRO 
support typically takes the form of appointing a mentor RRO operating under a model 
similar to the one established in the country of the newly established RRO. This 
mentor RRO will be responsible for the providing of assistance required by the RRO. 
This would normally include training of personnel, information on licensing and 
distribution models. Assistance could also take the form of grants or loans. IFRRO 
could also assist in providing information on modifications that would be needed in the 
current legislatIon. 
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4. If China intends to develop a RRO, what kind of preparation should it do from now 
on? 

There might be a need for specific stipulations on reprography and private copying in 
the legislation, and to review the current copyright exceptions. Moreover, the China 
Centre for Literary Works, which has been approved by NCAC would need to seek 
approval by the Civil Administrative Council. 

5. If China decided to establish an RRO, from IFRRO's points of view, Whether 
China relevant authority see the RRO's primary function as being policing, 
educating people or distributing funds? 

In addition to all these aspects, which are highly relevant, the RRO would also provide 
legal access to copyright works and assist in fighting illegal reproduction and piracy or 
printed material. 

Show and explain the model to the interviewee (please see the other two attachments) 

6. Could you tell me what parts you think it will work and what are the impractical 
parts? And the reason why they are impractical. Moreover, do you have any other 
suggestions to my model? 

It is important that the Chinese adopt their own model to respond to their concrete 
needs. Technically, the model presented in Chapter 6.1 could work, but it is too early to 
tell whether this would be the appropriate model for China. 

Certainly, IFRRO considers that involvement of copyright owner groups, copyright 
users [e.g. the Ministry of Education] and government representatives is essential in 
the establishment of an effective RRO. 

Photocopying of printed material does not only apply to text. lllustrations as well as 
musical notes, sheet music should also be included in the repertoire of the RRO. It is 
unclear if this is the case in the suggested model. 

7. There are three types of licensing system in operation: non-voluntary licensing; 
voluntary licensing with back-up systems in legislation; voluntary licensing 
systems, which one IFRRO prefer to China publishing industry? And why? 

IFRRO does not favour one model to another. The model chosen to be the appropriate 
one in China by the Chinese will be supported by IFRRO. Support will be provided 
and a mentor RRO appointed in a way that will respect the choice of model by the 
Chinese. 

However, irrespective of the model chosen, it is essential that the Chinese copyright 
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law acknowledge the type oflicensing system chosen, provide the necessary legal and 
administrative infrastructure to support that model [e.g., legal indemnities if a 
voluntary system with legislative back-up is chosen] and restrict the operation of 
copyright exceptions so that there is space in the market for the selected system to 
operate. 

8. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in China, which sector 
you think is suitable to be begin with? 

Most RROs have started by licensing the educational sector. This would probably be 
the relevant approach also in China. 

9. In China, compared with other countries, the differential between the price of 
copying and buying the complete book is far less than in the western countries; 
while foreign books are relatively expensive and difficult to get. Does it mean that 
Chinese government will see less benefit to develop an RRO for the domestic 
publishing industry? 

A major role of the RRO is to provide legal access to works and to reduce the need for 
pirate copies. This applies to national and intemational works alike. 

Where the price difference between authorised copies and pirate copies is low, this 
may make it all the more desirable to establish a strong effective system for collective 
copyright licensing, so as to support the "legal" national publishing industry. 

10. What kind of role should the Chinese government play during the development of 
the licensing agency system? Did lFRRO realise that it is impossible to establish 
an RRO in China WIthout the full and whole heart support from government? 

In most, if not all countries it has proven difficult to set up an RRO without the support 
of the government. One important role of the government is to provide an adequate 
legal framework. A first important step has already been taken by the Chinese 
government in adopting a new legislation on collective management of rights that 
enters into force on March 1st 2005. Government approval is a prerequisite for RRO 
operation in many countries. 

11. Does lFRRO think it is a wrong way if Chinese government, the GAPP or the 
National Copyright Administration just decides to establish a new department for 
the reproduction right? And why? 

An RRO needs the support of the rights holders, i.e. authors and publishers - both the 
national and international ones. This is the preferred approach in any country, and also 
a condition for lFRRO membership. 
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12. Does the IFRRO or its members have any plan or ideas to cope with the changes 
brought by the electronic publishing, in which case, publishers would do anything 
by themselves and photocopying has to face the threaten from printing or digital 
copying? 

RROs are already involved in digital licensing, some on a purely voluntary basis, e.g. 
in USA and in France, some on the basis of legal back up systems, such as in Denmark 
and some on the basis of a legal or compulsory licence, e.g. Australia. A digital licence 
would typically allow for the dissemination of material in internal digital networks. 
The use of digital material is very much parallel to the analogue world, including the 
need for the licensing of (electronically) published material in internal networks. RROs 
(may) also act as agents for authors and publishers in providing access to electronic 
works and/or administering licensing systems. 
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Appendix 10 Interview with HKRRLS 

1. Would you hke to introduce general infonnation about the HKRRLS such as the 
ownership, the management structure, the size of users, turnover, etc? 

We are fonned by local authors and publishers in 1995. We have 4 categories of 
members: Association Member (publishers associations), Corporate Member 
(publishers), Individual Member (authors), and Honorary Member (The Hong Kong 
Publishing Federation Limited). We now have over 60 members. The business and 
operations of the Society are conducted and managed by the Board. The Board shall 
consist of maximum 12 directors elected by members in general meeting. 

We have licence agreements with over 1,000 primary and secondary schools, 
universities, and other educational establishments, as well as goverument departments, 
some public bodies, corporate bodies, and copy shops. 

2. When the HKRRLS was founded in 1995, did it meet any difficulties? If yes, what 
kind of difficulties did it have and how did the HKRRLS solve them? 

We issued our first licence in 2000. At that time, RRO was something new to people. 
Many user groups refused to discuss. Also the suspension of the Copyright 
(Amendment) Bill (for more infonnation, see the consultation document issued by 
CITB in December 2004). 

We gained government support by signing a licence with us. Also we were able to 
agree on terms with the Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) to enter into licence 
agreements with schools councils ... 

3. Why did the HKRRLS decide to adopt a voluntary licensing system at the 
beginning? Is there any legal base or back-up from the Hong Kong Copyright 
Ordinance to the RRO system? 

See s.145 ... of the Ordinance at www.justice.gov.hk 

4. How did the HKRRLS decide the standard charge at the beginning? 

After negotiation with user groups 

5. Whether HKRRLS see the Society's primary function as being policing, educating 
people or distributing funds? 

See our mission statement at www.hkrrls org 
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6. Is there any relationship or co-operation between HKRRLS and the Hong Kong 
government now? Did the Hong Kong government give any support to HKRRLS 
at the beginning? 

Educational campaigns - EMB, IPD (Intellectual Property Department) 
Also see point 2 on licence agreements and suspension of end-user criminal liability. 

7. Does the HKRRLS issue any digital licences? From your perspective, would you 
like explain the relationship between the RRO and electronic publishing? 

Not yet. Will do so later. 

8. What is the main problem the HKRRLS faces now? 

Copyright law related issued 

9. For the founding of a brand new licensing agency system in Hong Kong, which 
sector did it begin with (like the CLA began with education)? 

Education and government 
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------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix 11 Questionnaire (English version) 

RRO and Copyright protection 

Questionnaire 

Organisation: 

Word definition: RRO, Reproduction Rights Organisation, licenses reproduction of 
copyright-protected material whenever it is impractical for rights holders to act 
individually 

Basic Information 

1. What kind oflibrary do you work for? [ 1 
a Public library 
b University library 
c Others, e.g., industrial library 

2. How many members are registered in the library? [ 1 
a below 5000 
b 5000-10000 
c 10000-20000 
d 20000-30000 
e 30000-40000 
f More than 50000 

Section 2 

3. How many photocopiers in the library supplied to patrons? 

4. Are these photocopies in the library also for commercial use or just supplied to 
members? [ 1 

a All ofthem both for commercial use and members 
b Some of them are for commercial use 
c None of them for commercial use but only supplied to members 
d There is no distinguish between commercial use and member use 

If choose a or b, please go on to Question 5, if choose c or d, please go on to Question 
6. 

5. How much does library charge photocopying for commercial use? 
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A4 _____ _ B5 

6. How much does library charge members for photocopying? 
A4 B5 

7. Do you know or are you willing to answer the total income of these photocopiers 
p.a.? [ ] 
a YES 
b NO 

If YES, please go on to Question 8, if NO go on to Question 9 

8. What is the total income for these photocopiers last year? 

9. How do you descript the incomes of these photocopiers in recent five years? [ ] 
a Continuously increase every year 
b Stable 
c Unstable, some years increase, some years decrease 
d Continuously decrease every year 

If choose a, b or c, please go on to Question 11, if choose the last one, please go on to 
Question 10. 

10. What are the reasons for the income decline? (You can choose more than one 
option.) [ ] 
a Increase of photocopying shops 
b Vicious competition 
c Price Reduction of photocopying materials 
d Users choose printing instead of photocopying 

11. Please choose THREE kinds of materials you think are copied most often? [ ] 
a STM materials 
b Fiction and drama materials 
c Non-fiction materials (including teaching materials) 
d Sheet music 
e llIustrations (including photographs) 
f Newspaper, press etc. 

12. Is there any scanning service in the library at the moment? [ ] 
a Yes 
b No 
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13. Please select one statement you think it is true. [ ] 
a There is no Chinese student in the university making photocopying textbooks 

instead of buying ones. 
b There are few Chinese students (less than 5%) in the university making 

photocopying textbooks instead of buying ones. 
e There are some Chinese students (more than 5%) in the university making 

photocopying textbooks instead of buying ones. 
d It is unclear about this issue because there is no survey about photocopying in 

the universities. 

Section 3 

14. Do you think either libraries or your patrons should pay for copying to authors and 
publishers? [ ] 
a YES 
b NO 

If YES, please go on to Question 15, if NO go on to Question 17 

15. Who do you think should pay for copying carried out by your patrons? [ ] 
a Library pays 
b Patrons themselves should pay 

c Other (please specify): ___ ~_-:-_--.,...--.,..._--:,.----:-__ --:-__ 
If choose "hbrary pays", please go on to Question 16, if choose the other two please go 
on to QuestIon 17. 

16. What annual fee per users for such copying do you think would be acceptable to 
your library? [ ] 
a Below RMB 10 (below GBP 0.7) 
b RMB 11-20 (GBPO.73-1.33) 
e RMB 21-30 (GBP 1.4-2.0) 
d RMB 31-40 (GBP 2.07-2.67) 
e RMB 41-50 (GBP 2.7-3.3) 
f Above RMB 50 (above GBP 3.3) 
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17. What kind of barriers do you think are preventing the development of an RRO in 
China now? (You can choose more than one option.) [ ] 
a Lack of respects for copyright among the citizens 
b Incomplete copyright protection system (including law, department regulation, 

regional codes etc.) 
c Unwillingness to pay the fee 
d Lack of funds 
e Photocopying the whole book or parts of book is not very common for Chinese 

patrons 
f Publication prices are very low compared to those in Western Countries 
g Other: ______________________ _ 

18. Please state your agreement with the following statement: 
An RRO is the best way to help publishers and authors to protect their economic 
interests in China. [ ] 

a Strongly agree 
b Agree 
c Undecided 
d Disagree 
e Strongly disagree 

Many thanks for your cooperation. Your reply will be treated as confidential. Thanks 
for your help. If you have any question about the questionnaire, please contact me by 
Y.Ma@lboro.ac.uk 

YananMa 

Loughborough University 

08.2005. 
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Appendix 12 Questionnaire (Chinese version) 

wn::JEj(, ~lttltlUll.t.R (RRO, Reproduction Rights Organisation) JilIi:ttjH*~J!I!.!;.I.~JJl/.f\!~ 

$1f)\IH~(fgftHi~ (1l!.ts*~, l±\~iIW, W~, m~i)iji, ia~~) iliJ-®-!fffl:1J (:!m*~, 
OO~tB!;.I.&~t:pm, EmfX.~~lttlll!:~(fg~~~~) Ill(lOC-JEltf7iJ(fg~!litl1H~r,ttfll, ¥J:ftHW 
-JE(fglt~~z*re~ffi~(fg~~$1f~, 

~*m,~ 
1. 1&1tEHtlIffll\~00~tB<PI*? [ I 
a 0;1tOO~tB 

b *"¥'OO~tB 
c~~~~OO~tB,:!m~~~ffit.R~WOO~tB 

2. § 1ltr1&1mtE (fg 00 ~tB1f ~ d>ttillJ~ in (1l!.ts IS! JE -!fill 00 1)tB (fg ~~tEt1Ff. 1: I ;r-{g,j'i!; 1!Ili Jt-t 
fflF) ? [ I 

a 5000A!;.I.r 
b 5000-10000 A 
c 10000-20000 A 
d 20000-30000 A 
e 30000-40000 A 
f 50000 A !;.I...I: 

~-$?t 
3. 1&1mtE(fg00~tB1f~d>€l"X1fflF (1!!tsttillJ~b.\~~F~.6D 7ffD((fg~Lllm? __ _ 

4. tEi!®~t:pm~*, J!'a1fmmfD( (~PJllFiIW~JIH3i, !;.I.if~J;!I.] § (fg) (fg~t:pm? [ I 
a ±WX1;.mfD( 
b WjfX1;.mfD( 
c ±WR iliiiliJttillJ~ ff.l 
d *tBX1T~t:pm(fg-!fffl, #>FIK*~b.\~~F~b.\ 
;a:1&\i2Uf~-~~~=~, ~m~(IiJJI2i 5; :!m1&\i2!;if~::::~~~I1!I~, il'lll*§]~(IiJJI2i 6, 

r,ttffl ? A4 B5 

6. il'HIiJX1TttillJ~ff.l, 1&1mtE(fg00~tB~t:p-])l:ll'i.ji:f (~P-ilii A4 ~ B5 t!l;~!O 1!l(lOC~d> 

r,tt ffl ? A4 B5 
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7. WHHHI!¥..I:)!m1f]lf!Jm,*~-~(f9,~r&AHo~~? [ I 
aHo 
bi§' 

~i*1f ":!!". il'l~~@]~friJR! 8; ~~1f "i§'''. ij!jll*@]~friJR! 9. 

9. ij!j~~1fHtlX>t'f:/iJJili~JI3..1:)!~f!Jm~r&A:/iJ;]~JJi(f9m)!, [ I 
a px;litl!l~J;Ii 

b 4ij~i!i!i*M''I'' 
c ;;r;~~. ¥l!:1f~~ 
d px;li~~J;Ii 

~~~1fii1r:=:19!q.(f9ffi:-19!. ij!jll~@]~friJR! 11; ~~1f~Wg19!. ij!j~~@]mriJll2i 10. 

10. ij!jIIiJP}j~®[;§~.\f~..I:)!~f!Jm~r&A(f9~~? <~J2!i) [ 
a ]If!Jml'!;l(f9t1!1~ 
b £ f!Jml'!;ll:fn9l.i&\ttJt~ 
c f€tf ~ fIl (f9 J1itfiJ: 
dfll?~1flI~rrf!J~T~M. ~~~]lf!J 
eX~[;§~: __________________________________ __ 

11. ij!jJ2!i1f. r~tl~m"'~ <~M-E1.fI!i~~. WlfiJ. ~;t. f[HM'j) q.l~RJ;]~lil:!!lJ;]!Iiii~ 

(f9:=:fJI. [ ] 
a fIt"¥<. tt*. 12H~~~M 
b IJ'i$t~lk~IIj~~M 

eOO~<-E1.fl!ioo~. OO~. ~lk~f!J~~~£~xi:q.~f!J(f9~oo~) 

f 1Iit~. 1ITfill~~M 

12. ij!jfriJl&.\mtE(f9oo~t1f. Hoi§'lIiJfIl?1JHj!;:m~*~M <~1t-m) 13mJ;]~TJt*(f9RIl9H I 
a~ 

bi§' 

13. *!!!lf~ (f9I ~~H~ ~lk~mtE (f9 00 ~t1f J;] Jla*. il'l~i*m~ RJ;]:!!lIE liff! (f9m)!: [ I 
aq.~tE~*,,¥<~~~;;r;~~f!J~w~q.(f9~*.~~~~m~~w~ 

b q.~tE~*"¥<~1HI!j>-~* <fiJ:Hi*zli) ~~f!J~f4~q.(f9W*.~~~~m~ 
~f4~ 

cq.~tE~*"¥<~1f-W*<~'f8*Zli)~~f!J~W~q.(f9W*~~~~~m~~w 
-is 

d q. ~ I'l ii1r¥l!:1fi!1JOO(f9!JE-H-. fl!~i$t 
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~=$?t 
14. 1~~i!!'v...:h 1!14Ha'llltl!liHa' 1!ffl ~ J]IZ IoJ Jl&;tt $1f ~3t it-JE: It f7JJ I¥J ~ *tlfH~ >m ffl? [ 
a~ 

bi!!' 
:!f1@.:I§~ "~". ~fIt~fPJJlm: 15; tm1@.:l§~ "i!!'''. ~1i:~I§~fPJJlm: 17. 

15. 1~v...1;rilJ]lZIoJJl&;tt$1f:1lit>m? [ 
a 1!I~ti!' 

b 1!I~ti!'fflP 
c ~~n(~~lliA~m~)~: ____________________________ _ 
tm*1@.:J2Hf~-l9j. ijUt~I\ijJlm: 16; tm*1@.:~1f~~j1Ijl9j. ~1i:tJ<l§mPJJlm: 17. 

16. 1~v...:hrjtl~~fr~t&>mfjj;fI£ (-l'fflP-:¥J]lZitl¥J>mm) 19J19jH!1~mtEl!li!trrnJ"-I.tJ< 

~I¥J? [ I 
a A~ffil05C!!J,r 

b A~ffi 11-205C 

c A~ffi 21-30 5C 
d A~ffi 31-40 5C 
e A~ffi 41-50 5C 
f A~ ffi 505C"-I...t 

17. 1~v...:h·Hul9J®IZSI~*tl~H~*tl;tt~!IJl\tE<P!;aI¥J}l:ft? (~~) 

a !;a ~~zJl&;tt fJiHroi:iJl 
b :f7(Hf~I¥JJl&;tti*lT'*tJf ({;J.Mi*f$. ~mlfli*'ijl. fl!l:1.ii*AA!~) 

c 1!ffln:fl!i:itll't 
d 1!I~ti!'&~~~EIJl\~zr£ll't 

e <pOOfflPil!:1f~~I!I~<PW7t.ll. "-I.&~~WlfiJ~~<pJt.I¥J3]t!lt. J1tfflP~r:hHftE 

~:le'i't. 
f I!I~. WlfiJ. ~~ffl'*;HIlM1i!:i2;:!;a*Mf~ 
g~~IZSI~, ____________________________________ ___ 

18. ~ ~ if. tJ<Jli1@.:I¥J;\t!i*I¥J-l9j , [ I 
~*tl;ttffi.m~fllaljft~ &tIlJl&~ i*lT'~r£b'fftJ~I¥J:IIt~n~Z -. 
a ~F1li'Ji'iJi: 

b Ji'iJi: 
c HUt J]IZ~~;tt;h!j)(*~ju;t~~~Jti::ll!;i!!':h:llt~n~ 
d :fJi'iJi: 
e ~F1li':fJi'iJi: 

~F1li' ~iMl~ I¥J I§~ l!l fII M. :tm *1@.:1ffffiiIi:.lI!.llltfPJJlm:. t~ l!l ~!!**: Y.Ma@lboro.ac uk 

"-I...tm1fI§~&fffiiIl'A~~~~i*W. 
1!I!IE~.~!;at!L7i:~*?jt 
2005:¥ 8 J1 
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Appendix 13 Questionnaire (Internet version) 

~t!l*tp~JjfJlUJt!mt~\ftll!EfOJ~ 

ll!! 
11< .. ~u 

It...L I U I .Lt... 
UilOE:.X. ~.II1Jt!mt~ (Rm. Reproduction Right Orgonsiotion) iIM.l*ft~J.nf\~*1f~t! 
~~~(~m~. ~~~.W~.~~.~~)~~~mn(~. m~tt~l~~.~~~ 
l$lI!ilJilt~~~~) ~-)EJl:;fIIJ~.II1Jnfz!U. M1I!-.IE'tI\I~~Z~tII*tI\I~t!*1f~ (t! 
*lA) • AAe:t!jlh!nMJj~.I!iIJt!!ft!R. flfOJliii~ ....... lfrrO. org. 

*fOJ*~=W~. :;tl9ilfOJa:. ~~*SitJtl:\tI\Iito~!§. 
('f-i»! 

::t jJ !!I .. ,,'tt It If 1'1 111 • 

1 li~ 11 lii'li1 11 il 1 

i.R~fitf'~'jfpUJ~!M~~.fDl" 
li.!!! 

1I<t ~u 
lU... IUI.LI... 

.-.!t.ll*fr! 
'It 1II'i~tM.a;.t, 

-

I I 
, .. ~ tM.a;.11!"1'Jj~I!l1!1tI~ - ...,..-.-" , .~-"'~ -.,---.. --..- .. -.- --- ..... -~ ~"-I 

i o tlll!l1!1t i o *'I!l1!1t I 
J 

O~*~~I!l1!1t. ~~'~~~~I!l1!1t , 
- - .~ -" ~--~-~ - - - - <" 

~.tm.a;~I!l1!1tt#~ttMt~(MT*'I!l1!1t.~M!~!mI!l1!1t~t.a;.'2.£f~M~Wmp)1 
« 

It 

o '"00.1.1)(1' o '"00-10000.1. 
o 10000-20000.1. 0 20000-30000.1. 

o 3OoolNooooA 0 sooooA !ilL 

1 « I - !( 11 1'-lfi» 1 

;HUU I! ... .. , 1\ ~ 11 

1 lilt 11 lii'IJ 11 ii 1 
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Appendix 14 Section 4, Limitations on Rights, Copyright Law of PRC 2001 

Article 22 In the following cases, a work may be exploited without pennission from, 
and without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner, provided that the name 
of the author and the title of the work shall be mentioned and the other rights enjoyed 
by the copyright owner by virtue of this Law shall not be prejudiced: 

(I) use of a published work for the purposes of the user's own private study, research or 
self-entertainment; 

(2) appropriate quotation from a published work in one's own work for the purposes of 
introduction to, or comments on, a work, or demonstration of a point; 

(3) reuse or citation, for any unavoidable reason, of a published work in newspapers, 
periodicals, at radio stations, television stations or any other media for the purpose of 
reporting current events; 

(4) reprinting by newspapers or periodicals, or rebroadcasting by radio stations, 
television stations, or any other media, of articles on current issues relating to politics, 
economics or religion published by other newspapers, periodicals, or broadcast by 
other radio stations, television stations or any other media except where the author has 
declared that the reprinting and rebroadcasting is not permitted; 

(5) publication in newspapers or periodicals, or broadcasting by radio stations, 
television stations or any other media, of a speech delivered at a public gathering, 
except where the author has declared that the publication or broadcasting is not 
permitted; 

(6) translation, or reproduction in a small quantity of copies, of a published work for 
use by teachers or scientific researchers, in classroom teaching or scientific research, 
provided that the translation or reproduction shall not be published or distributed; 

(7) use of a published work, within proper scope, by a State organ for the purpose of 
fulfilling its official duties; 

(8) reproduction of a work in its collections by a library, archive, memorial hall, 
museum, art gallery or any similar institution, for the purposes of the display, or 
preservation of a copy, of the work; 

(9) free-of-charge live performance of a published work and said performance neither 
collects any fees from the members of the public nor pays remuneration to the 
performers; 
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(10) copying, drawing, photographing or video recording of an artistic work located or 
on display in an outdoor public place; 

(11) translation of a published work of a Chinese citizen, legal entity or any other 
organisation from the Han language into any minority nationality language for 
publication and distribution within the country; and 

(12) transliteration of a published work into Braille and publication of the work so 
transliterated. 

The above limitations on rights shaH be applIcable also to the rights of publishers, 
performers, producers of sound recordings and video recordings, radio stations and 
television stations. 

Article 23 In compiling and publishing textbooks for implementing the nine-year 
compulsory education and the national educational programmes, parts of published 
works, short written works, music works or single copies of works of painting or 
photographic works may be compiled into textbooks without the authorization from 
the authors, except where the authors have declared in advance the use thereof is not 
permitted, with remuneration paid according to the regulations, the name of the author 
and the title of the work indicated and without prejudice to other rights enjoyed by the 
copyright owners according to this Law. 

The above limitations on rights shaH be applicable also to the rights of publishers, 
performers, producers of sound recordings and video recordings, radio stations and 
television stations. 
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